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Reprinted from June 1989. Vol. I 11, Journal of Applied Mechanics

Thermal Expansion of
Three-Phase Composite Materials

George J. Dvorak Exact expressions are found for overall thermal expansion coefficients of a com-
Fe!low. ASME posite medium consisting of three perfectly-bonded transversely isotropic phases of

cylindrical shape and arbitrary transverse geometry. The results show that
Tungyang Chen macroscopic thermal expansion coefficients depend only on the thermoelastic con-

Graduate Research Assistant stants and volume fractions of the phases, and on the overall compliance. The

Deoartment of Civil Engineering, derivation is based on a decomposition procedure which indicates that spatially
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, uniform elastic strain fields can be created in certain heterogeneous media by super-

Troy. N Y. 12180 position of uniform phase thermal strains with local strains caused by piecewise
uniform stress fields, which are in equilibrium with prescribed surface tractions. The
procedure also allows evaluation of therma stress fields in the aggregate in terms of
known local fields caused by axisymmetric overall stresses. Finally, averages of local
fields are found with the help of known mechanical stress and strain concentration
factors.

I Introduction

In his 1967 paper, Levin found that macroscopic thermal This work is concerned with the macroscopic response of
expansion coefficients of an elastic heterogeneous composite three-phase fibrous composite materials which are subjected
medium, consisting of two distinct, perfectly-bonded isotropic to simultaneous increments of uniform thermal change and
pLases of arbitrary shape, depend in a unique way on the uniform overall stress or strain. In particular, we derive rela-
overall elastic moduli of the aggregate and on the ther- tionships between overall thermal expansion coefficients and
moelastic constants of the phases. Such coefficients are the the overall elastic moduli of a composite medium which con-
average overall strains caused by a uniform thermal change of sisrt of three perfectly-bonded cylindrical pha';es of arbitrary
unit magnitude in a traction-free composite. Levin's results, cross-section. Similar connections are ,ound between
and their extension to binary systems with anisotropic consti- mechanical and thermal microstress fields. Each of the phases
tuents (Rosen and Hashin 1970), permit a direct evaluation of can be transversely isotropic or isotropic; phase properties are
these coefficients in terms of the known overall elastic moduli assumed to be temperature independent within the applied in-
and local thermoelastic constants. However, the approach crement. Unidirectional hybrid fiber composites, or binary
cannot be applied to compnsK.' s of three or more constituents systems reinforced by coated aligned fibers, can be regarded as
without additional informatir'n about local stress concentra- particular examples of such three-phase media.
tion factors. Thermoelastic constants of such multiphase
media can be bounded with the help of thermoelastic ex- 2 Governing Equations
tremum principles (Schapery 1968, Rosen and Hashin 1970).
or evaluated in terms of estimated values of phase stress con- the cmposie maeia eneonser a co of
centration factors which are indicated by certain averaging three perfectly-bonded homogeneous phases. Each of the
techniques (Christensen, 1979), but their direct evaluation ap- phases is of cylindrical shape and is, at most, transversely
pears possible only in a few special cases. For example, Hashin isotropic about the "fiber" direction x3 of a Cartesian coor-
(1984) recently found an exact relation between the thermal dinate system. In the transverse xIx 2-plane, the cross-sections

expansion coefficients and the bulk moduli of certain and the distributions of the phases can be arbitrary, providing

statistically isotropic polycrystalline aggregates. that all such transverse sections are identical and the com-
posite can be regarded as statistically homogeneous and free
of voids. Overall isotropy in the transverse plane is permissible
but not required; thus, the composite medium may have only

Contributed by the Applied Mechanics Division of Tua AmIRUCAN SOCIETy or one plane of elastic symmetry. The thermoelastic constants of
MicscAcAL ENowUUas for presentation at the Joint ASCE/ASME Applied the phases are known. Also, the overall elastic stiffness tensor
Mechanics. Siomechanics. and Fluids Engineering Conference. 3Sn Dieso. CA.
July 9 to 12. Im. L and the compliance tensor M of the aggregate are assumed

Discussion of this paper should be addressed to the Editorial Department. to be known; they can be determined experimentally or
ASME, United Engineering Center. 345 East 47th Street, New York. N.Y. estimated by various averaging methods. For example, the
10017, and will be accepted until two months after final publication of the paper self-consistent method (Hershey, 1954; Budiansky, 1965; Hill,
itself in the JouvaAL or Am=D MacmiAmcs. Manuscript received by ASME
Applied Mechanics Division, April 28. 1988; final revision, September 14, 198. 1965), the Mori-Tanaka (1973) procedure, and the differential

Paper No. 89-APM-3O. scheme (McLaughlin, 1977; Norris, 1935) lead to such

4186 Vol. 56, JUNE 1989 Transactions of the ASME
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estimates. Also, Walpole (1984) gives bo'inds on overall de( =de, +de,,, dez=de33,
mechanical properties of some of the multAphase materials do, = 1/z(doI + do,), do2 = do33. (4)
considered herein.

A representative volume element V of the composite is
selected and subjected to certain uniform overall stress &. or In the sequel, the three phases will be denoted by letters f, g,
strains io which are imposed by prescribed surface tractions or and m, or by a single letter r=f. g, m. For example, the phase
displacements applied at the surface S of volume V. Also, a volume fractions cf + c, + c,. = I. Equations (2), (3), with
certain uniform thermal change has been applied such that 0o appropriate values of thermoelastic constants, will describe
is the current uniform temperature in V. Suppose that at this the response of each phase to the respective axisymmetric in-
par.icular point of the loading sequence, the aggregate is sub- variants (4).
jected to simultaneous, uniform, infinitesimal increments of
dO and da, or of dO and di. The response of the aggregate to 3 Decomposidon Procedure
these load increments is described by the constitutive equa- The unknown thermal stress and strain vectors I, m of the
tions three-phase composite medium will be found with a special

di= Md + %d&, dt = Ld4- dW, (1) form of the decomposition procedure of Dvorak (1983, 1986,

where L, M are the known (6 x 6) overall stiffness and coin 1987). In the first step of the procedure which is illustrated in
pwiance matrices, andMI areth w (6 × 6) overall al strfess and o Fig. 1, the three phases are separated and surface tractions or
pliance matrices, and h, m are (6 x 1) overall thermal stress and displacements which preserve the current local stresses a' and
Strain vectors which are to be found in terms of L or M. and strains e" are applied to each phase r = f, g, m. Then, a
the thermoelastic constants and volume fractions of the uniform thermal change dO is applied to each rý,Ase. This
phases. causes uniform, but dissimilar thermal strains or sresses (2),

The thermoelastic properties and response of the transverse- (3), in the phases, so that the phases are no longer compatible
ly isotropic phases can be described by phase variants of equa- and cannot be reassembled. To make the phases compatible,
tion (1). A particular form, which will be useful in the sequel, auxiliary uniform stress increments of as yet unknown
relates the axisymmetric stress and strain invariants of the magnitude are applied to each phase simultaneously with dO.
transversely isotropic medium (Dvorak, 1986): These stress increments are limited to the components which

appear in (4), and are axisymmetric, i.e.. do,, = don.

de:. do, ) r + Therefore, the corresponding strains are also Iimited to those
dO (2) in (4), with de,, = den, and follow from (2). The auxiliary

dez kE -'I kJ do 2  uniform fields in the separated phases, which are denoted in
the sequel by top hats, are thus given by:(da, Fk i di: ko [ k 10 1O (3 dif(-(n dg - IfdtJ) / kfEf+ afdf, (5)

d#2  l. de2 lJ a + nJ dif - (ngde - Idd')/kE, + adO, (6)

di '= (n,,d&'•- I,,d"2 )/k.,,, + a,,,dO, (7,

where k, I. n are Hill's (1964) elasti'! moduli, E-n - 12/k. d 11=(-I +l+kfdd2)lk/Ef + Odo (8)
01=2 aT, O=aL, and r, CL are the linear coefficients of ther-
mal expansion in the transverse plane and in the longitudinal dij (- Id• + kldaj)/kE, + 0,d (9)
direction, respectively. For an isotropic phase with the usual d = (-I.drt,+ kdO2/kE, + ,,,d. (10)
elastic constants K, 0, and P, one finds that k - G/(I - 2),
I=,K-2G/3, and n-K+4G/3. The strain and stress in- We recall that each of the ccntributing fields in (5) to(10)is
variants are defined as: axisymmetric and spatially uniform. Therefore, internal

ism" ofpp 1W mn_ os JUNE 1969, Vol. 561419



equilibrium and compatibility of the phases can be assured by I

the following conditions which relate the total uniform fields: dr, l = di22 = T di = hI dO

di,= i,= i,(11) df3 = dit= h~de
d & = d ,= d 6-= d Q T (12) d = d i 1 4' g

d( = d1 = di- (13) 2 (28)

cf& + cd&',+ cmd&'=dQ,. (14) d' 33= dig = h2d8

dr, = dr2= dr'=hd6Here, dQA, dQT are the overall stress components which 2
must be applied to the surface Sc Vwhile dt and de are ap- dG = di'= hzde
plied to the phases. They are defined by the overall forms of 2
(43, 44), but unless the composite medium has an axis of rota- where
tional symmetry x3 they are not necessarily invariant in the
overall stress space. h (h A&1CmIf-A"fICJ.)/(kfEf)+I (29)

The fourteen equations (5) to (14) can be solved for the AiBf.,-iAmifBi /(
twelve stresses and strains d M, d5Y. di l, d i, and for dQA, A fC f -A fC f
dQr. The solution gives the magnitudes of the overall stress h2= (k, A- B14-AT ,)(kfEf)+i3. (30)
components dQA, and dQT, which, if applied together with A ABf,-A T (B f,
the uniform thermal change d8, would create a spatially The local auxiliary stress fields are:
uniform incremental strain field in the heterogeneous
medium. In reality, such overall stresses are not prescribed. d&(, = da4 = d& =s7d4
T!.erefore, they must be eventually removed by application of d =3 = db =YSTde
- dQA, and - dQT to the surface S of V.

The existence of the solution of the system of equations d61,1 =d$M =d. =s .dO
should be verified in each case, but if there are no special rela- (31)
tionships between phase properties, the solution exists and can d3 3 = dM = psde
be found as follows: Equations (5) to (7) are substituted into deI =d& =d& 1=srdO
(11), and (8) to (10) into (12). These, together with (13) and
(14) are then solved in terms of d8. The result is: d& = de'2 = 'srde

dQA =sAdO (15) where

dQT =sde (16) y=(AAC,.f-IA fC)/(Bf. CL-BICff) (32)
where, p-= DJ/Bd.+ Cf,/ (STB.) (33)

SA = ((azb, - a ib)S T + a bI - a, b3J/ (bI-a,1) (1"7) 4,= D ý, 1B f+ Cf.//(sTBf.) (34)

ST = (Bp,.Cf -iBfC.)/(AtjBf., - BfA.f) (18) and, with reference to the notation used in (19) to (21):

with scalar quantities D,1 =l nk'-,-" (- S -)]. (35)=[( pp ' )]

Ao=[ " - , k- ( k'PE k-- -" (19) The final results that appear in the sequel assume a more
SkE,, 7q q p kpE, kqEqi concise form with the definitions:

Bpq = (Ip/kp -q/kq)/Ep (20) h=[h1, hi, h2 O. 0, 01 T
Cpq = Ip (0q - 6p)/kp + (ac, - ap) (21) 3= sST, S ,0A , 0.O, O0

where the subscripts p, q, assume the phase designations f, g, '= [1, 1, Y'y 0, 0, OJT (36)
m for the phase moduli k,, 1, n,, and E,;p s q. p=[1, 1. p, O, O, OJT

The remaining terms in (17) are: = , I, 4, 0, 0, OJT
kLE ... L+¢ c. f k,.E.

,__ kE , k- (22)() where (1[ denotes a transpose and the coefficients appear ina,=Cf+Cfk~f 1 k, Ef 1. (17), (18), and (32) to (34).
In the final step of the decomposition procedure, the phases

a = - (-- -_ n) are reassembled and the auxiliary surface tractions are remov-a kEs A f ed by application of overall stresses - dQA, - dQT. This leads

to the results described in the next section.k,2,E,, on,.,
1. k. --- ~- (2) 4 Overall Properties and Local Fields

a = ctkE,(c, - ay/l, + ck.E, (a, - af)li, (24) The aforementioned results make it possible to write direct-

b c,. + csEs /Ef + c.4 1E1  (25) ly the expression for the overall strain increment caused in the
composite by superposition of simultaneous increments of dO
and de, and also the expression for the overall stress increment

b2 =c,E, + c,E. (26) in a composite subjected to simultaneous changes dO and di:
d(=hd0+M(d#-sd6) 

(37)
b, =cE,(01 - 0,,) + c.E. (.6f - 0.). (27/) do -s dO + L(d - h d6). (38)

The solution of the system (5) to (14) can be written in the A comparison with (1) yields the unknown overall thermal
following form which reflects a change from the invariants (4) strain and stress vectors, which contain the desired overall
to the (6 x I) vectors. The local auxiliary strain fields are: thermal expansion coefficients:

420 1Vol. 56, JUNE 1989 Transactions of the ASME



m=b-M s (39) bf = sty - Bjs

If=-s+Lh. (40) b, = Srp- Bs (51)

To facilitate applications we note that the overall thermal b, = STY--Bs
strain vector a, = (A,-)b, r= (,gm).

mf(a1 , •,,~3 a43, oa,, as 6 ]r (41)

and 5 Examples

I= L m. (42) To illustrate the results (39) to (42) we consider first a three-
phase composite with transversely isotropic phases. Overall

If the medium has only one plane of elastic symmetry material symmetry elements are limited to a single plane of
perpendicular to x 3, then the overall compliance M in (39) elastic symmetry with the normal x3. The overall compliance
depends on 13 independent elastic coefficients. Examples in matrix M has the following form:
Section 5 show that, in this case, Q4 = a5 = 0. On the other
hand, if the medium is transversely isotropic, then m can be Mil M12  M1 3 0 0 M1 6
written in the form

m = Jar, at, Cg,, 0, 0, OJT (43) Mi2 M22 M23  0 0 Al26
M= M1 3  M• M13 0 0 M~s (52)

where T, a, are the overall linear coefficients of thermal ex-

pansion in the transverse plane and in the longitudinal direc- 0 0 0 M44 M4 5  0
tions, respectively. Then, using (39), one can find these coeffi-
cients in the explicit form: 0 0 0 M4 5  M 55 0

ar=hi 2(nk1-2) (nST--'$A) (44) .M16  M26 M36 0 0 M6
The stiffness matrix L is formally similar to M. Now, h is

!__ taken from (36) and substituted, together with M, into (39).
°4 =h2  - F (ksA -'r)" (45) That leads to an explicit form of (41):

If the volume fraction of one of the phases is reduced to h -Ms-MT-Mi 2s-MI 3SA 1
zero, then one recovers from these formulae the results for h-M2ST - M2ST - M2SA

binary composites given by Dvorak (1986). i h2- M,3ST-MnSTr-M33SA (53)
Note also that the decomposition procedure suggests the 0

following connection between thermal microstress fields in the 0
composite and mechanical microstress fields under axisym- -M16sr-M2Sr-M3SA

metric uniform overall stresses. In particular, suppose that lat-
ter are written in the form One also finds from (40) that

de(x,)=B(x,) do (46) -sr+L 1 h, +L 2h, +L13h2-sr+ L,2h, + L22h, + L3h2
where B(x,) describes the spatial distribution of the local I= -sA +L13hl +L23hi +L3 3 h2  (54)
stresses under any overall stress do. As a minimum, B(x,) must 0
describe the response to axisymmetric uniform stresses dot, = 0
d622 = do,, and d&33 = do2. According to the decomposition L16hl + L26h, + L36h2
sequence, the local thermal stresses after the reassembly of the
aggregate are given by (31). In the final step, one must remove If the arrangement of the three transversely isotropic phases
the axisymmetric surface stresses dQA, dQr, represented by s is such that the composite medium is transversely isotropic.
in (36). Of course, that can be done using (46) to yield: then the coefficients M1 6 = M,2 f M36 = M4, = 0 in (50)

In phasef: de(x,)=Sr T+B(xi)(d#-sdo) and also, L16 - LN = L = L4 = 0. The specific forms of
(41) and (42) then follow in an obvious manner from (53) and

In phase g: de(x1)=sr p+B(x1)(dt-sdo) (47) (54).

In phase m: de(x,)f=fsr # + B(xd)(dI-sdo)
6 Conduslon

where d8 and da are the prescribed uniform thermal change
and overall stress vector, respectively. The results represent exact connections between overall

Similarly, if instead of (46). there is a known connection elastic thermal stress and strain vectors, overall stiffness L or
between local and overall strains in the form: compliance M. and phase thermoelastic properties of a three-

phase composite medium consisting of perfectly-bonded cylin-
de(x,) = A(x,)di (48) drical phases of arbitrary transverse geometry. They remain

then one finds from (28) and (36) the local strain field in the formally unchanged, except for L and M. if the overall elastic
aggregate loaded by a uniform thermal change dO and an ar- symmetry properties of the composite are modified within the
bitrary overall strain di: indicated constraints. Application of the decomposition pro-

de(x,) = W9 + A(x1)(di - h dO). (49) cedure is limited to such combinations of phase properties for
which the governing equations can be solved. The exceptional

These results can be readily reduced to those for average cases can be established by examination of (17) and (18). For
stresses and strains in the phases. If the mechanical stress and example, one such exception would arise if all three phases
strain concentration factors B, and A, of the phases are were isotropic and if any two of them had the same Poisson's
known, then the local averages can be written in the form ratio. Another such exception occurs when the three phases

do, = B,d# + b,dG have identical mechanical properties but different thermal ex-
pansion coefficients. Furthermore, in an n-phase fibrous

de, = A,di - a,d (r =f,g,m) (50) medium the decomposition leads to 5n - I equations for 4n +

where the phase thermal stress concentration factors are: 2 unknowns. Hence, the system can be solved for n - 3. and it
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allows a choice of an additional constraint if n = 2. This last Dvorak, G. 1., 1986. "Thermal Expansion of Elastic-Plastic Composite
property was utilized by Dvorak (1986) in an application of Materials,"ASME JouRNAL oF APPLIED MECHAN.ICS Vol. 53. pp. 137-743

Dvorak. G. J.. 1987. "Thermomechanical Deformation and Coupling in
this procedure to binary fibrous systems with an elastic-plastic Elastic-Plastic Composite Materials." Thermomechanical Couplings in Solids.
matrix. H. D. Bin, and Q. S. Nguyen. eds., North-Holland. pp. 43-54

A particularly useful result is given by (47) and (49) which Hashin. Z.. 1984. "Thermal Expansion of Polycrystalling Aggregates. I. Ex-
show that not only the overall response (37) and (38). but also act Analysis." Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids. Vol. 32. pp.

149-158.the local thermal fields can be evaluated from known Hershey, A. V., 1954, "The Elasticity of an Isotropic Aggregate of
mechanical fields by a modification of the overall stress or Anisotropic Cubic Crystals." ASME JOua'.. oF APPLIED MECHANICS. Vol 21.

strain increment, and by an addition of a piecewise uniform pp. 236-240.
stress field or a uniform strain field. Hill. R.. 1964. "Theory of Mechanical Properties of Fiber-Strengthened

Materials: I. Elastic Behaviour." Journal of the Mechanics and Physics of
Solids, Vol. 12. pp. 199-212.

Hill. R., 1965. "A Self-Consistent Mechanics of Composite Materials.' Jour-
nal of the Mechanics and Physics of Solids. Vol. 13. pp. 213-222.
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ARSTRACT

Exact expressions are found for overall thermal expansion coefficients of
a composite medium consisting of three perfectly bonded, transversely
isotropic phases of cylindrical shape and arbitrary transverse geometry.

INTRODUCTION

In his 1967 paper, Levin [1) found that macroscopic thermal expansion co-
efficients of an elastic heterogeneous composite medium, consisting of two
distinct perfectly bonded isotropic phases of arbitrary shape, depend in a
unique way on the overall elastic moduli of the aggregate and on thermoelastic
constants of the phases. Such coefficients are the average overall strains
caused by a uniform thermal change of unit magnitude in a traction free com-
posite. LAvin's results, and their extension to binary system with aniso-
tropic constituents 12J, permit a direct evaluation of these coefficients in
terns of the known overall elastic moduli and local thermoelastic constants.
However, the approach cannot be applied to composites of three or more con-
stituents. Thermoelastic constants of such multiphese media can be bounded
with the help of thermoelastic extremum ,rinctples (2,31, or estimated with
certain averaging techniques 11), but the r direct evaluation appears possible
only in few special cases. For example, k;shin (51 had recently found an
exact relation between the thermal expansion coefficient and the bulk modulus
of certain statistically isotrovic polycrvotalline aggregates.

The present york develose an exact relationship between overall thermal
expansion coefficients and the overall elastic moduli of a coumosite medium
which consists of three perfectly bonded cylindrical phases of arbitrary cross
section. Unidirectional hybrid fiber composites, or binary system reinforced
by aligned coated fibers can be regarded as particular examples of such three-
phase media.
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The unknown thermal stress and strain vectors 1. m of the three-phase
composite medium will be found with a special form of the decomotsition pro-
cedure of Dvorak f7]. In the first Step of the procedure, the three phases
are separated and surface tractions or displacements which preserve the
current local stresses O0 and strains CO are applied to each Phase r - fX,m.
Also, a uniform thermal change dO is applied to each chase. This causes uni-
form bur dissimilar thermal strains or stresses (2) in the phases, so that the
phasee are no longer compatible and cannot be reassembled. To make the phases
compatible, auxiliary uniform stress increments of as yet unknown magnitude
are applied to each phase simultaneously with de. (The auxiliary uniform
fields are denoted by top hats.) This causes the following strain increments
in the separated phases:

def - (nfdo1 -lfdo2 )/kfEf+ofde, dc2  (-lfdo fkfdo2 )/kfEf+Bfde

dc1 - (n dol-lgdE2)/kgEg+mgde, dc2  (l dolkgdo2)/k E +Bgde (4)

del - (fndom-lmdo2)/kfE.n÷nde, de• (-ldo'-kmd0)/kmEe+&de

Each of the contributing fields in (4) is spatially uniform. Therefore,
internal equilibrium and compatibility of the phases can be assured by the
following conditions:

de1 - d;' - d;21  9 de- dc 2 * dc'2

(5)

dof - dog - do1 - dQO 9 cfd;f + cgdo• + cd;m - d0A

Here, dQT, dQA are the overall stress components which must be applied to
the surface S of V while dpr and dor are applied to the phases. Thev are de-
fined by the overall form of (3), Lut unless the composite medium has an axis
of rotational symmetry X3, they are not necessarily invariant in the overall
stress space. The fourteen equations (4) and (5) can be solved for the twelve
stresses and strains dar, d, d, and for dQT, dQA. The solution gives
the magnitudes of the oarerall strie csponents dQT, and dQA which, if applied
together with the uniform thermal change dO, would create spatially uniform
incremental stress and stralm fields in the heterogeneous medium. In
reality, such overall strases are not prescribed. Therefore, they mit be
removed by application of -dQT, an4 -dQA to the surface S of V. After some
algebra one finds:

dQ? - a 1 49, dol gde, d4 I, h 1 dO

(6)

dQA - sAde, d 2 gSOO d2 - h2dO

where r a f,g,m, and the constants 8T, SA, hi, h2 , g1, 92 depend only on the
thermelas tic constants and volume fractions of the phase@. Space limitation
prevents complete lieting of the cons tants.
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GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The composite material under consideration consists of three Perfectly
bonded homogeneous phases. Each of the phases is of cylindrical shave and iq
at most transversely isotropic about the "fiber" direction x3 of a Cartesian
coordinate system. In the transverse x 1 x2-olane, the cross section and the
distributions of the phases can be arbitrary, Providing that all such trans-
verse sections are identical and the comosite can be regarded as statisti-
cally homogeneous and free of voids. Overall isotropy in the transverse nlane
is permissible but not required; thus the composite oedium may have only one

plane of elastic symmetry. The thersoelastic constants of the Phases are
known. Also, the overall elastic stiffness tensor L and the compliance tensor
M of the aggregate are assumed to be known; they can be found by several

available averaging methods [6].

A representative volume element V of the composite is selected and sub-
jected to certain uniform overall stresses qO or strains c° which are imposed
by prescribed surface tractions or displacements apelied at the surface S of
volume V. Also, a certain uniform thermal change has been applied such that
80 is the current uniform temperature In V. Suppose that at this particular
point of the loading sequence, the aggregate is subjected to simultaneous,
uniform, infinitesimal increments of d8 and d-3, or of d9 and d'f. The response
of the aggregate to these load Increments is described by the constitutive
equations

d- M d + m d , d4- L d4 - 1 de , (1)

where •, N are the known (6x6) overall stiffness and compliance matrices, and
k, T are (6x1) overall thermal stress and strain vectors which are to be found
in term of L or M, and the therimoelastic constants and volume fractions of
the phases.

The thermoelastic properties and response of the transversely isotropic
phases can be described by phase variants of (1). A particular form, which

will be useful in the sequel, relates the axisymetric stress and strain
invariants of the tranmversely isotropic medium (7):

dell "_ [da,) [ d9 (2)

where k, 1, n are Hill's elastic moduli, E - n - 12 /k, a a 20T, 8 - OL, and
*T,OL are the linear coefficients of thermal expansion in the transverse plane
and In the longitudinal direction, respectively. The strain and stress invar-

iants are defined as:

del - dcll+de 2 2 , dc2udc 3 3 , do 1 o (dOll 1 da 2 2 ), do 2 - do 3 3  (3)

In the sequel, the three phaes will be denoted by letters f, g, and a.
or by a single letter r - f,g,m. For example, the phase volume fractions
c f + cX + cm - 1. Equations (2). with appropriate values of therumelastic
constants, will describe the response of each phase to the respective axiays-
metric Invariants (3).
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OVERALL PROPERTIES AND LOCAL FIELDS

The above results make it Possible to write the expression for the over-
all strain increment di caused in the composite by superposition of simultan-
eous increments of dO and do, and also the expression for the overall stress
increment d' in a composite subjected to simultaneous changes do and d7:

dT - h d@ + M(d - s dO) ; da m s dO e L(d - h dO) (7)
a a

where
T T

h - fh , h , h 0, 0, 01 , s a - , s , s , 0, 0, 01

"I 1 2 a T TA

A comparison with (1) yields the unknown overall thermal strain and
stress vectors, which contain the desired overall thermal expansion coeffi-
cients. one can also easily recover expressions for averages of local fields
in the phases caused by the above changes in dO and do, or in de and d-.

CONCLUSION

The results represent exact connections between overall elastic thermal
stress and strain vectors, overall stiffness L or compliance M, and phase
thermoelastic properties of a three-phase composite medium coosiating of per-
fectly bonded cylindrical phases of arbitrary transverse geometry. They re-
main unchanged, except for L and M, if the composite becomes tranmversely
isotropic, an in the case of hybrid unidirectional plies or of unidirectional
binary system with coated fibers.

Acknowledgements: Funding for this work was provided by the Mechanics divi-
sion ofCthe Office of Naval .reearch. Dr. Yopa Ajapakiw was program monitor.
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A micromechanics model is presented for the prediction of stress fields in coated fiber composites. The method is based on
the "average stress in the mamix" concept of Mori and Tanaka and is formulated for the case of thermoelastic loading. A
general description of the model is first given for three-phase materials and then specialized to the case of coated fiber
composites. Results are presented for typical coated fiber composite systems under a variety of mechanical loading situations
and uniform temperature change.

1. Introduction ticle, and the fields in the coating are found using
Hill's (1972) interface conditions. As Walpole re-

Micromechanics analysis of composite materi- marks, the procedure does not give reliable results
als often relies on Eshelby's (1957) finding that even for thin coatings whn the coating is either
the strain field in an ellipsoidal inclusion bonded extremely weak or extremely strong. Hatta and
to a uniformly strained infinite medium is also Taya consider the heat conduction problem in
uniform. This result is commonly used to evaluate composites reinforced by short coated fibers, in
overall properties and average local fields in corn- the context of the original Mori-Tanaka method.
posite aggregates in terms of the phase strain and The present paper is concerned with evaluation
stress concentration factor tensors, which have of local fields and overall thermomechanical
been determined for many practically useful inclu- properties of composites reinforced by coated
sion shapes. Unfortunately, the above result no fibers or particles. The results are derived from a
longer holds when the inclusion is surrounded by variant of Benveniste's (1987) reexamination of
a layer of coating which is then bonded to the Mori-Tanaka's method. In particular, the local
surrounding medium. Local fields in coated inclu- fields in a coated inclusion are approximated by
sions are generally not uniform, hence the phase those found when the coated inclusion is em-
concentration factors cannot be easily evaluated, bedded in an unbounded matrix medium sub-
Therefore, analysis of composites reinforced by jected to the average matrix stresses (or strains) at
coated fibers or particles is one of the more dif- infinity. The advantage of this approach is that
ficult problems in micromechanics. the local fields in the coating and inclusion, and in

Available solutions of problems of this kind the adjacent matrix can be evaluated by using the
can be found in the papers by Walpole (1978) and solution of a single coated particle in an infinite
Hatta and Taya (1986). Walpole considers a com- matrix and particle interaction is taken into
posite with dilute reinforcement under mechanical account through the yet unknown average matrix
loading. He develops his solution from the as- stresses. The first two sections describe. respec-
sumption that a very thin coating has no effect on tively, the procedure for evaluation of local fields.
strain distribution in the particles. The analysis and overall or effective thermomechanical proper-
thus becomes similar to that of an uncoated par- ties, of matrix-based composites consisting of three

anisotropic phases of arbitrary geometry. We show
* On sabbatical leave from Tel-Aviv University. that the results are consistent in that the overall

0167-6636/89/$3.50 0 1989. Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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compliance tensor is the inverse of the stiffness The composite medium is statistically homoge-
tensor, and that the required connections between neous, with arbitrary phase geometry. The inclu-
the predicted overall thermal strain tensors and sion phases can in principle have a certain dis:ri-
stiffness tensors are satisfied. Then, specific results bution in the orientation of the symmetry axis but
are found for systems reinforced by aligned coated are chosen herein, for simplicity, to possess a fixed
fibers, where the phases are isotropic. The case of orientation.
coated anisotropic fibers will be considered Our first objective is to find certain general
elsewhere, relations between the local and overall stress and

strain fields in the aggregate. These relations will
be established using the concepts which were in-

2. Stress and strain fields in three-phase comn- troduced by Mori and Tanaka (1973). and reex-
posites amined by Benveniste (1987).

Consider the composite subjected to boundary
Consider a three-phase composite material con- conditions (4) and denote the solution for the

sisting of a continuous matrix phase m, in which strain field in the phases symbolically as
there are embedded inhomogeneities of a particle
or fiber phase f. and a third phase g which, in t,(x) -A,(x)eo+a,(x)90 , r= f. g, m, (6)

Section 4. will represent a layer of coating that
encapsulates each particle or fiber of the f phase. where A,(x) and a,(x) are fourth and second

However. the results of this and the next section order tensors, respectively, whose volume averages

are valid for any microstructural geometry of a A, and a, (no argument x) are usually referred to

matrix-based three-phase medium, so the phases f as mechanical and thermal strain concentration

and g can be thought of as two different rein- factors. Determination of the tensors A,(x) and

forcement materials. The thermoelastic constitu- a,(x) is achieved in this paper in an approximate

tive equations of the phases are given in the form way by using the ideas in the original work of
Mori and Tanaka (1973). Specifically, the strain

a, = LA, + 1,0 (1) field in each part of the reinforcement phases f or

= M,A, + Mo (2) g, i.e., in each particle or fiber, are assumed to be
equal to the fields in a single inclusion of phase f

where r = f, g, m; L,, and M, - (L,) - are the or g which is embedded in an unbounded matrix
stiffness and compliance tensors; I, is the thermal medium m and subjected to remotely applied
stress tensor and m, is the thermal strain tensor of strains t,, which are equal to the yet unknown
the expansion coefficients, such that average strain in the matrix, and also to a uniform

I, -L,m,. (3) temperature change 00.
Suppose therefore that the single inclusion is

Define tne following thermomechanical loading surrounded by a large matrix volume V' with
problems: surface S', Fig. Ia. The boundary conditions are

u(S) tox. O(S)-=o 0  (4) U(S') -mex, O(S') 0o. (7)

a,(s) on, 0(s) =-0, (5)
where em is the unknown average matrix strain. In

where o,(S) and u(S) are the traction and dis- analogy with (6) we write the solution in the
placement vectors at the external boundary S of a symbolic form
representative volume V of the composite under
consideration, n is the outer normal unit vector to E,(x) - T,(x)Cm + f,(xo0, r-- f, g. (8)
S; v0 and to are the applied constant stress and
strain fields; x denotes the coordinate system; where T,(x) and t,(x) relate to single particles in
O(S) is the temperature rise at S, and 00 is a an infinite matrix and have phase volume averages
constant quantity. T,, t, which are the strain concentration factors.
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Y(S) = oý and 8,, is the Kronecker symbol. Finally. substitu-
(S) tion of (10) in (8) yields the desired approximation

S •(S, ) for c.(x).I' ý . o _ 8/ , (S ') =0 0
9, '0S) An entirely similar procedure can be applied

-f under stress boundary conditions (5). For the
0 -mcomposite aggregate we write in place of (6)

-,(x)"B,(x)q0 +b,(x)O0 . r=f.g,m, (13)

where B,(x) and b,(x) have volume phase aver-
(a) ages B, and b, which are referred to as the mecha-

Q.(S) o nical and thermal stress concentration factors. In
9 (s) e.9 the limiting case of a single inclusion in volume V'n ' .(S,) 0-, surrounded by S', Fig. lb, the solution assumes

n \1 8(s' 8. the form
- -----S- o(x) - W,(x),m + ,(x)o. r, f. g. (14)

,0 . The tensors W,(x) and w,(x) are related to their
counterparts in (8) by (Benveniste. 1987)

m W,(x)-L,T,(x)Mm., r-f.g.m, (15)

(b) w,(x) - L,T,(x)mm + L,t,(x) + 1,. (16)
Fig. 1. A schemauc representation of Mon-Tanaka's method
for thermoelasuc problems. Of course, according to the arguments leading to

(11) there is
To determine em, we recall that the overall WM Win, W-0. (17)

uniform strain c and the local average strains c,
which were found in the solution of the original Next, write (9) in terms of stresses for the
problem (4) are connected by the relations problem (5):

-aEc,&.--o, r-fg,m. (9) o-.c,,-o 0 , r-f,gm. (18)

where c, denote the phase volume fractions, cf + and use (14) to find the unknown average matrix
CS + cm = 1. When (6) is averaged over the volume stress in the aggregate. The result is:
of each phase. and the result introduced into (7),
one finds the unknown average matrix strain as arn- [_CrW, -'[qo- _ c8W., W. (19)

em I [C,T, I go - crt, , -f.gm. which, when substituted into (14) gives the desired

(10) approximation of e,(x).

Since the T, and t, tensors refer to a single
inclusion in volume V' of the matrix, the state of 3. Effective daeIxnnosuehanli properties
strain in the matrix is affected only in a small
volume adjacent to the inclusion, hence it follows In analogy with (1) and (2). define the thermo-
that in this special case elastic constitutive relations of the composite
T .•"!, t,. "0 O, (11) medium as

where I is the fourth-order unit tensor defined by a - Le + If (20)

' =jkl - I(S,,, + 818,,k ) (12) = Ma + me, (21)
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where a. e and 0 denote representative volume Similarly. (15) and (29) lead to
averages, and L, M, and I, m have the same r]
interpretation in the overall sense as their counter- M[Ic,L,T] - ['•c,(, (30)
parts in (1) and (2) had locally. t r I

To find L and I, note that under boundary which allows one to write (23) in the form
conditions (4), the uniform field O(x) - 8o is a
solution of the problem in the representative L[ Ic, Tl =[EcL,T,i, (31)
volume. Also, from (1), (9), and (20): - r 1J

.c,(Le, + 1,o) - Leo + 1oo, r - f, g, m. (22) and thus show that (28a) is indeed satisfied.
r To prove that (28b) is fulfilled by the I and m

found in (24) and (27), substitute (26) and (16)
The volume average of (8), together with (10), can into (27) and write
be substituted into (22) to give

L -[cLFTI CT I M, (23 I -. c,(, + L,t, + 1,)L ~F C , , , ,T, ,(23)

r- + Ec,(T,m,+t,)]. (32)

I rC1t P Multiply both sides of (32) by L - M', and recall

+ 1c,(L,), + 0. (24) (23) to get
" -LLm - F. c,(L,t, + I,) - L Tc,t,, (33)

Similarly, under boundary conditions (5), one . r
can use (2), (18) and (21) to find that which is equal to the right hand side of (24).

EC.(M'+ m'00 ) - Moo + moo, (25) We now examine certain limitations of the re-
sults found with the Mori-Tanaka method. First,
when the matrix volume fractions c,,, - 0, and

which, through (14) and (19) furnishes Cf + c, - 1, one would expect to recover the prop-

erties of a binary composite consisting of the
M= cEcMw [ cW, (26) latter phases in which the matrix properties would

play no role. However, according to their defini-
], ]-[ 1, ]tions, the tensors TI, T., and t,, tr. depend on

m - c,M,W,II c,W, I - cmatrix properties, but not on c,. Therefore. com-
1' IL C'WI posite properties would contain elements of ma-

+ .c,(M,w, + M,). (27) trix properties even in the limit cm - 0. Of course.
P the method does not admit the phases on equal

We now prove the consistency of the method footing, it reserves a distinct role for the matrix
which requires that the relations and is not applicable to aggregates without a

continuous matrix phase. Therefore, the above
M- L-', (28a) limit can be taken only with the understanding

I- -Lm (28b) that one of the ro.maming phases assumes the role
of the matrix. However, it is interesting to note

be satisfied by the effective properties L, M, and that in the limit cm = CS -. 0, one recovers L - L
I, m. m - wt, etc. Also, it can be proven that the matrix

Rearrange (26) to get properties happen to cancel out when the limit
Cm -, 0 is taken in Mon-Tanaka estimates of the

M -C I [--CrMAW1 (29) properties of a compasite reinforced by coated
I spherical particles.
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We mention here that Benveniste (1987) has , a ,
proved that the Mon-Tanaka predictions of effec- . . a'

tive stiffnesses and compliances of two-phase 0
composites with randomly orientated inclusions 0
are bracketed by the Hashin-Shtrikman bounds
(Hashin and Shmrkman. 1963). For a discussion of 0 -
Mon-Tanaka's method in multiphase composites.
see also a recent work by Norris (1989). Effective , , , , , ,

moduli estimates by this method in the case of (a) (b)

uncoated composites have been shown to exhibit * * *4*

satisf ctory agreement with expenimental results a

(We ,g. 1984); Tandon and Weng. 1986). Finally.
in connection to thermomechaxucal problems in
coated-fiber composites it should be mentioned E
that recent results by Dvorak and Chen (1988)
show that in three-phase fibrous composites made

of cylindrical phases, the overall I and m, can be (c)
derived in a unique way from local thermomech-
anical moduli. volume fractions, and the overall L ® a ® & Oro
and M without the knowledge of the respective
mechanical concentration factors A,. B,. Further- 0
more, the tensors a(x), b(x). t(x), w(x). and 0
their phase volume averages can be derived in a

similar unique way in terms of the corresponding 0 0
mechanical concentration factors. 0 0 0 OD 0( ro

(e) (f)

4. Application to coated fiber comp s Fig. 2. Mechaiical and thermal loading configurauons.

4 1. Solution proc.ure Case 4 - Axial normal stress. Fig. 2d.
Case 5 - Longitudinal shear stress, Fig. 2e.

We now turn our attention to a specific three- Case 6 - Uniform change in temperature. Fig. 2f.

phase composite and consider a system reinforced The solution of Case 3 can be obtained as a

by coated cylindrical fibers of circular cross-sez- superposition of Cases 1 and 2. The implementa-

tion. The fibers are aligned and distributed in the tion of the Mori-Tanaka theory calls for the

matrix in a statistically homogeneous manner. We solution of auxiliary problems in which a single

assume that each of the three distinct phases is coated fiber is bonded as an inclusion to an in-

isotropic. finite medium which is subjected, in turn. to the

The composite is subjected to traction boundary six loading cases listed above. The information

conditions and to a uniform change in tempera- needed in Cases 1. 4. and 6 can be obtained by

ture. We wish to rind the stress distribution in the solving the auxiliary problem shown in Fig. 3.

fiber (f), coating (g) and in the matrix (m) which Cases 2 and 5 call for solution of two additional

surrounds the periphery of the coated fiber. Also, auxiliary problems described in Fig. 4.

we find the overall effective properties of the
system. The problem is linear and therefore solved 4.2. A uxiliary problems

as a superposition of the following loading cases:
Case 1 - Transverse hydrostatic stress. Fig. 2a. (i) Cases 1, 4, and 6

Case 2 - Transverse shear stress, Fig. 2b. Let a denote the outer radius of the fiber, and

Case 3 - Transverse normal stress, Fig. 2c. b the outer radius of the coating. In what follows,
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Z0 z where r = 0 is the fiber axis. and u,. with the
P0 superscnpt r - f, g. m. are the radial displace-

ments in the respective phases: u' denotes the
axial displacements in the - direction. i:o is a

I uniform strain field to be determined together
2f with the constants A,. B,. The third boundary

condition in (34) cannot be satisfied pointwise by
x the present solution. Instead, we demand that the

average stress oa.(±1) be equal to Po- This is a
generalized plane strain problem in which the
stresses do not depend on the z coordinate, hence

,- ,- 07 Pa P0. (36)

LONGITUDINAL SECTION In addition, the solution must satisfy the fol-

0 ao lowing five equations: four equations of continu-

0 ity of radial stresses and displacements at the two
"-0 interfaces, and the condition that a,,T a at r ----- w. It can be readily verified that the displacement

field (35) causes uniform a,, stresses in each phase.
so (36) is readily implemented.

a -Define now the stress invariant oa-
"-b o, a T' 0' + 0",' - 0" + of,*. -(37)

where all stresses denote phase a, rages and let oa
"stand for the average leigitudin.- stress a,,. The

4 ,solution of the auxiliary problem can now be
TRANSVERSE SECTION written in the form

Fig. 3. Auxiliary problem for Cases 1. 4. and 6. W + W rUT - W tP0 +' WýoT +TOO
the cylindrical coordinate directions are r, 9. and - WCLpO + W.T0T + wjjo, (38)

when they appear with the respective stress or
strain components they are always written as sub- where, for example. WýL denotes the average stress
scripts, whereas the phase designation symbol r is a' due to a unit longitudinal stress Po and co is
always written as a superscript. The boundary given by co - 2o0; wT and w1 define. respec-
conditions on the surface S' which surrounds the tively, the average stresses OT and OL due to a unit
matrix with the single coated fiber are, Fig. 3: temperature change.

We note that equation (38) is a special case of
0. ,- 00  Y. IZ- tPo (34) the general equation (14) where the coefficients

"0,Y, -00 OW(S')- 0o. must be found from the solution of the auxiliary
problem. These components of the tensors W, and

A simple solution of the above boundary value w, will be used in the implementation of the
problem, valid away from the boundaries z - ± :1, Aori-Tanaka method in the sequel.
can be derived from the following axisymmetric
displacement field: (ii) L/ocaing Case 2

- Aft u'- Amr+ B/.,r The solution of this problem depends on the

mA + upto.(35) coordinate 9. but it !an be obtained from an
,r B* r Z 9Z existing solution to a similar problem found by
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Christensen and Lo (1979). The corresponding stants. It can be readily verified that the displace-
displacement field is ment field (40) to (46) results in vanishing overall
"U" = (boo/4, [aI,(?7f- 3)()+d( r:: stress (47)

x cos 28, 0 4 r • a (39) and fulfillsr )3 ) o 1,-- o o' oYY, --oo48
u'-(boo/4p) a,((7, +3) -di j)sin 20 " -. "-4

(40) We now write the solution as

r) ( T - 3 ( r Oa - W.soO, a,,,= -- W o.r. =-f.g, (49)

u,8 (baO/4• 8 1a2 (, 1 - 3)(b)+d2(•b where now the subscript TS simply refers to trans-
b 31 verse shear, and in the last equation o,',, u,, de-

+c2 (71?5 + 1)() + bz(-I note phase averages.

Xcos28, a.%rgb (41) (iii) Loading Case 5
It can be verified that the displacement field

u)'a (boO4A )a2(,,i+ 3)(L)3-d2(; 9)bbu! -Air sinG0

x sin 20 (42) Uin(Amr + B)m5in

xcos 29, b~r~oao (43) equation. The five constants, A fA 91A mBs B,
are again obtained from continuity of the u. dis-

u ba /4'UM 2 L 1 a 3placement and the q, stresses at interfaces r -a,
b ( r and r - b, as well as from the boundary conditionvy, - a. at r - a. The oa, stresses are identically

+ C3 d. sin 20 (44) equal to zero in this case.
The solution ist). U" 0, (45) ay" = w ,L, ro, r = f, g, (51)

where a and b denote the inner and outer radii of where the subscript LS denotes the longitudinal
the coating, a,. b,, c,. d, are unknown constants, shear loading case and oa, is again the stress
p, are phase shear moduli, and average in phase r.
7, - 3 -4a,, (46)

4.3. Stress fields and effective properties

where ,, denote Poisson's ratio.
The interface conditions to be satisfied are the (i) Loading Cases 1, 4 and 6

continuity requirements for the stresses o,,, a,# For each of the loading cases listed in Section
and displacements u,, u# at interfaces r - a and 4.1, we now find the stress fields in the phases and
r - b. These yield eight equations for the con- also the overall moduli of the composite which
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can be detected under the particular loading con- The stresses oT, oa found by solving (55) and
ditions. As in 4.2 (i), Cases 1. 4, and 6 can be (56) for o° = 0. 0o -0 depend only on the external
treated in a unified manner using the boundary load P0. The stresses ar, a'. r = f. g. in the other
conditions (34). Specific values are obtained by two phases are given by (52) and (53). When these
setting, in turn, two of the three loading parame- expressions are substituted into (59). po cancels
ters co, P0o. 0 equal to zero. With the coefficients out and there remains one equation for the mod-
defined in (38). the average of equation (14) can ulus E.
be written in the form A similar procedure yields the effective plane

a= W m + WT + (52) stress bulk modulus k

oL W(..LOL+WCTO.?+WL0, (53) -'- = cj[(1-v,)a /E,-(YP1/E,)]. (60)2k T/

where oT is given by (37) and oL stands again for where, in this case, a•', oa' are solutions of (55)

and (56) for Po _ 0, 80 _ 0. and oa, oa are again
We now use the relations given by (52).

azu PO OT OT =- 2o0 (54) The effective transverse and longitudinal coeffi-
cients of thermal expansion 01T, aL are obtained

to find a special form of (19): from

(c.W& + C¢fWTL)Or+ (C. + cgW.• + CfWT-r)UT 2 aTOO - EC,( + (,'0) (61)

= - (CWT+ cw)Oo, (55) - r -- f, g. m

(Cm + CSW•L +CtWLL)OL +(cgWLTT+C(WLfT)GT aLo c (62)

-po- (crw[ +cw)Go (56) Consequently,

which can be solved for oa' and oa. 2 TGO-- c,{[(1 - ,,)o-P/E,
The method presented in 4.2(i) is now imple-

mented with the help of another solution of the -(2 ,./E,)oa + 2a,80o (63)
problem of single coated fiber in an infinite ma-
trix, this time under boundary conditions aLO0 - c,[( oL/E,) - ( .,,/E,) + a,6oI. (64)

01,_ T - oL/2 tl.±" o (57) where again aL, oa' are solutions of (55) and (56),
oYYI,- -oT/2 O(S')-O 0 , but for Po,- -0. The stresses o, o[ follow

from (52) and (53), where a, are the linear expan-where o!T' and o are solutions of (55) and (56). sion coefficients of the isotropic phases.
The results represent the actual stresses in the (ii) Loading Case 2
fiber, coating, and in the surrounding matrix, un- We now use the definitions (49) to implement
der external loads applied in Cases 1. 4. and 6. the average of (14) in the form

One can also find estimates of the effective
properties. The axial Young's modulus E follows G.'. - W-6.' r- f, g, (65)
from the relation where again the stresses denote average quantities.

c,: =*/E c14. + CAjt, + C'4'. (58) Note that

Since i,, - po, this can be written as o,., -o0 (66)

po/E- Ec, [(aL/E,) - (Oarv,/E,)], to obtain

r- f, gm. (59) Cm(cm+cIWTs+csW 0s)'tao. (67)
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.17 (iii) Loading Case 6
Here we use definitions (51) and write the

a a " average of (14) in the form
,, . ._ a ,' =Y r -f, g . (70 )

Note now that

OYZ M TO(71)

and find

00 ,mW + +CWs) 'ro. (72)

(a) The stress field in the coated fiber is obtained
by redefining 1b in Fig. 4b as ro = oT and by

(9 & (9 0 ra using the solution of (50) with this value.
The effective longitudinal shear modulus turns

Y out to be
Sc , 1-- + cf L W(

2 21A

• (C.+CtW + CWs)'. (73)

4.4. Numerical results
(b) O OO OT
(b) 4Stress distributions and effective moduli of
Fi 4. Auxiaay proble for Case 2(a); and Case 5b)coated-fiber composites are illustrated for several

systems whose properties are given in Table 1. It

The stress field in the coated fiber now follows is noted that all of the constituents are isotropic
if the load in Fig. 4a is redefined as except for the transversely isotropic fiber in sys-

tem 2. The fiber volume fraction is 0.4 throughout.
g o0- t o, (68) Numerical results are presented only for trans-

verse shear loading (Case 2), transverse normal
and if the previous solution of (39)-(45) is now loading (Case 3), longitudinal shear loading (Case
used with (68). 5) and a uniform change in temperature of 1°C

The effective transverse shear modulus p•T then (Case 6).

follows from(Cs6) Figures 5-7 illustrate the average stresses in the
1 (c +_•" 1 c ) coating as a function of the angle 0, for the case2•hT l 2J5 2- s+ 2j ) of system 4 (Table 1).

Figure 8 illustrates the stresses in the coating

f(69) and in the immediate surrounding fiber and ma-trix for the case of uniform temperature change of
where g, are the phase shear moduli. This equa- I * C. in system 4 (Table 1). The average stresses in
tion takes advantage of the fact that in the aux- the fiber, coating and matrix for thermal loading
iliary problem of Fig. 4a, the shear stress <s.y, in in all of the four composite systems have been
a coordinate system rotated by 450 about z is summarized in Table 2. It should be noted here
equal to <,. that system 2 has a transversely isotropic fiber and
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Table 1
Stress distributions and effective moduli of coated-fiber composites

System EA ET GA GT aT (10-61/C) A(10-61/OC) c (Volume fractiom)
(Gpa) (Opa) (Gpa) (Gpa)

I Nicalon fiber 172.38 172.38 71.78 71.78 3.8 3.8 0.4
Carbon coating 34.48 34.48 14.34 14.34 3.3 3.3 0.01616
LAS matrix 103.43 103.43 43.09 43.09 2.8 2.8 0.583384

2 Carbon fiber 689.5 7.58 15.17 3.99 11.0 -1.32 0.4
Ytria coating 172.38 172.38 71.83 71.83 6.0 6.0 0.084
SiC matrix 482.65 482.65 201.10 201.10 4.8 4.8 0.516

3 Tungsten fiber 345.0 345.0 135.0 135.0 5.0 5.0 0.4
Carbon coating 34.48 34.48 14.34 14.34 3.3 3.3 0.0107
Nickel matrix 214.0 214.0 81.6 81.6 13.3 13.3 0.5893

4 SiC fiber 431.0 431.0 172.0 172.0 4.86 4.86 0.4
Carbon coating 34.48 34.48 14.34 14.34 3.3 3.3 0.0107
Titanium aluiminate

matrix 96. 96.5 37.1 37.1 9.25 9.25 0.5893

Table 2
Uniform thermal change + 1 C

Material MPa
0;.*..5.-i ,055,,..,,

(interface) (interface)

I -0.0968 - 0.00603 0.0665 -0.0403 0.00405 -0.0410 0.0963
2 2.064 -0.791 -1.471 -0.0394 -0.225 -0.0302 0.137
3 1.826 0.412 -1.247 0.774 0.304 0.777 -1.845
4 0.583 0.157 - 0.399 0.200 0.126 0.201 -0.479

Top bars indicate phase stress averages

1.2 - 0,

1.2

0.60

0. 0.6

I-

90.0 13.0 160.0 225.0 270.0 I I
90.0 135.0 160.0 225.0 270.0

Fig. 5. Averg stres distributions in the csting for t s 9
shear loding ( i M ri) verins the angl 9 in the cans oe F. 6. Sum a Fig. 5, bt far e nomal lodingoil

composite system 4 (Table 1). M1L.
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Table 3
1 Mpg Comparison of Effective properties Predications by Mon-

1 caTanaka Method and Composte Cylinder Assemblage (C.C.A.)Model

ta"n Material Mon-Tanaka C.C.A.

0.6 EA/Em 1 1.255 1.249
3 1.236 1.234
e4 2.379 2.376

.0/m 1 1.766 1.739

w 3 2.158 1.996
4 3.073 2.979

UL/Mm 1 1.188 1.188
-0.6 3 1.171 1.171

4 1.655 1.655

aT[°C-'J 1 0.3224 x 10 - 0.3222xI0"s
-12 3 0.1009 x 10-4 O.I008 xI0

4 0.7638x 10- 0.7637 x 10

-90.0 -45.0 0.0 45.0 90.0 aL[oCJ- 1 0.3332 x 10 0.3327 x 10
3 0.9071 x 10-6 0.9074 x 10
4 0.5S998x 10- 0.5999x 10 -

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 5. but for longitudinal shear loading of I Key: L. longitudinal Young's modulus. k plane stress bulk
modulus. PL. longitudinal shear modulus, aT transverse linear
thermal expansion coefficient, and aL longitudinal linear the-
mal expansion coefficient.

the analysis given in 4.2(i) can be applied with the
same displacement field (35) with the proper con-
stitutive equation for the fiber.

The effective moduli and thermal expansion
0.6- osting coefficients of the coated fiber composites have

" fiber , mais also been calculated using the method presented
mXtnh in the paper. Due to the very small thickness of

AT -I"C the coating in the considered systems the effective
0.3 properties are almost equal to their counterparts

CF as. •in the uncoated fiber case. Results for the com-
Cn •"posite systems 1. 3, 4, without the coating are
Il exhibited in Table 3 and compared to the corre-

S 0.0 sponding composite cylinder assemblage results

(Hashin and Rosen, 1964) in loading situations for
which they exist.

-0.3
arm. Ad LoXMWIee t

-0. _ , l 'MThe first author is indebted to Professor GJ.
0.4 0.7 1.0 1.3 1.6 Dvorak for the visiting appointment at the Civil

RADIAL OISTANCE/FIBER RADIUS Engineering Department at RPI during 1987/
Fig. 8. Stress distributions in system 4 (Table 1) for the case of 1988. Support from the DARPA-HiTASC pro-
unifom temperature chanue of 1* C. gram is gratefully acknowledged.
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We address here the question of symmetry of Since LOS- is diagonally symmetric (see, for
the L and I tensors in equations (23) and (24). In example, Walpole, 1981), it follows that LO is also
particular, we prove that the diagonal symmetry diagonally symmetric. , can be also written as
of the L tensor (L,,k 1 - Lk1, 1 ) exists in the follow-

ing cases: T,-[L° + L, -1[L00 + L0]. (A.3)
a. Multiphase composites reinforced by aniso-

tropic ellipsoidal inclusions of identical shape Substitution of this equation into (23). and some

and orientation. algebra eventually yield the following expression

b. Two-phase composites reinforced by aniso- for L:

tropic ellipsoidal inclusions with aligned axis of r-
anisotropy, but several different shapes which L - c,(L,+L g) - - L°. (A.4)
may be non-aligned.
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which proves the diagonal symmetry of L. This We further recall that the tensor T, can be
form of the Mori-Tanaka model for multiphase written as
composites was noted by Norris (1989).

Case b. T,- I+P,(Lo- Lp),(A.8)
Write (23) in the form such that P, is a diagonally symmetric tensor

M, '-i relatedto the P- SL'tensor by (Walpole, 1981):

L = L o + c +cc,(L ,- L o )T, sol + rT 
1

he -

(A.5)- P( Lp - Lo ) P, - P - P, (A.9)r-1 s-i J((..)

which for a two-phase system, with anisotropic Substitution of (A.8) into (A.7) gives
inclusions having aligned axis of symmetry, can be
reduced to L-to+ co -

L -= Lo + ( LP - Lo) F.c,T7, co I+ C'T,I
I I (A.6) - c,(Lp - Lo)P,(L, - L0 ) )

where L. and Lo denote the stiffness tensors of
the particulate and matrix phase, respectively. Re-
call that the inclusions may have different shape. +(L0- LP) (A.10)
and let c,. r = 1.2..... M. denote the volume
fraction of the set particles of the same shape. T,
is the partial concentration factor for that set. which shows that L is diagonally symmetric.

After some algebra. eqn. (6) assumes the form

L + [C4(L ) 1-Additional Reference

L - L L.J. Walpole (1981). Elastic behavior of composite matenals:
Theoretical foundations, in: C.S. Yih. ed.. Advances in

(Zp - Lo)- (A.7) Applied Mechamics. Academic Press Inc.. New York. Vol.

21. 169-243.
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ABSTR.ACT

This paper prsnsa micome nical analysis of mtres fields in coated and uncoated
fibeUN&UM copstsou~cdS both r, tanical and tiemal load fucwmasinu The analysis of

umuueuoalmaeas is based on KL 'aver ag nmu in the matrix' c p of Mori and
Tanaka (1973) (6]. In the present work, the concept is exteded tcoedfibers. The
advantse of this approach is that it perwtsi one to inudubwe eamt elascity solutions of tite

cae ber problem into the analysis. Such relations were derived for the came of distinct
w~anveely isounoic phases. All possible wecnaicale loadings and a unif6rm uwmperane
change wene considered. Iesl n arePVe ftr severa 3pec0 6ymmaI.

DNRoDUcTION

Micromechaic analyses of copat a nlau oifmn relaued to Eshelbys (1957 (41
result that the strain field in an el--po-da inl ao bonded to a uniformly straimed infinite
medium is also uniform. This result is com-muly used to evaluat oveall ptoperties and
averag local fields in composite ameastea in termsof thephaaste mssand strain
concentration tensors. Unforwunately, ocal fields in coated inclusions ars e.rally not
uniform, henc the phase w cocnuao te- _nsor Cann= be easily evaluated 1h foge, b
analysis of coampoaute reifortced by coated fies or partcles is one of the more difficult
problems in mchFnI c.

Walpole (1978) (81 was aumng the &u t o cosrpolmof this kin. He assumed
that a very thin coafting has; no effect on strain dsitinin the incluson Han and Taya

(196) 51 onsderd d het Cduaicýroblemi composites reinforced by short coated
fibers in the contex of the org=a Mart eayfpn n Tno
(1983) (M analymd a multd--cioa costd fiber composite by means, of a three-phase

comi1c cmodel.
Th11a sn pape is concerned, with evaluation of local fieds and overall properie of

comoie M einforced by coated fibers . The results are drived. from a variant of
Benveniste's (1987) [11 reeuinantion of the Morn-Tanakas method. In partcula, the local
fields in a coated inclusions are ap-poximated by ftho found when doe coated inclusion is
embedded in an unbou-nded matrix medium subjeckte d vDteavrage matrix mssess at
infinity. The advantage of this approah is that the loca fieds in fto coating and inclusion.
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and in the marix can be evaluated by using the solution for a single coated fiber in an
infinite matrix. Specific results are found for systems reinforced by aligned coated fibers,
where the phases ane isotropic or transversely isotopic elastic solids. We also consider the
possibility of plastic yielding in the u compositfs.

STRESS AND STRAIN FIELDS IN THRE-PHASE COMPOSITES

Consider a th•ee-phase composite material consisting of a continuous marix phase m. in
which there axe embedded a fiber phase f, and a third phase g which represents a layer of
coating that encapsulates each fiber of the f phase. The fibers have & circular crosssection.
The phases are assumed elastic and perfectly bonded during deformation. The composite
medium is statistically homogeneous. The thermoelastic constitutive equations of the phases
are given in the form

Or a Lr 1 r+ Itr (1)

eu MrM,+ ar e (2)

where r-f, g, m; Lr and Mr-(Lr)"1 are the stiffness and compliance tensmrs; I is the tharmal
sumss vectmr and in is the thermal stain vector of the expansion coefficient, such that

I t U -Lrmt (3)

Define the following H - mxanicl loading problems

an(S) U CO 0 B (S) a eo (4)

where a,(S) is the action at the external boundary S of a representatve volume V of the

composite under considerton, u denotes the exterior normal to the surface S; oo is the

applied uniform ste field; B(S) is the tempera e ris at S. aEd o is a consmu quantity.
The composite is 1*bjec to bouin-my conditions (4). The solution for the mu field in

th phases c beexpriedintdefontcL

oa(z) = B,(z) a + b,(z) 9, raf, g, m (5)

where B,(z) and br(x) are fourth and second order tensors, respectively. Their volume
averages B, and b, ane usually refaTed to as mechanical and thermal smess concentration
factors.

In the Man-Tanaka method,. the sutss fields in phases f and ane assumd to be equal to
the fields in a single coated fiber which is embedded in an unbounded matrix medium and
subjected to remotely applied stesses which are equal to the yet unknown average suess in
the mami. Also a unrw tmpasmre change is applied.

Suppose that the single inclusion is surrounded by a large matrix volume VN with surface
S', Fig 1. The solutions of this dilute problem assumes the form



G,(x) W,(1) a.+ w,) W r-Tg (6)

we will solve tds auidIy problm in do antxt sct. To determine a., we recall da the

overall uniform stss and te local average sfme an connected by dte relations

Scr ar a rCfg Im (7)
r

where c. denote the phase volume fractions, I. FProm equanons (6) into (7), one
finds that the unkiown marlx MsMS is equal t

-1

o r I+cwI -1 r

This opens the way for evaluam of the partial mers couenPnu-'m Ifatrr in (6) and of the
average mautix s su (8). One can then obtin the solution (5). An entirely similar
pcdecan be appled unk sumnboundary omm

The effe-ve Amia'msd con-mstive relaies of t cempomi mmhmnu e td d as:

a- Le + 1e (9)

C aMa+tme (10)

where a. aand B deaom ameuenm ev evolim laver andL, M,I,m m overall
stiffness, compliance, thermal mas and thermal stain wnso, respectively. Using
eq s (6), (7), and (8). om can :ive

M. [ cMW I I C w]- (1,)

cr(Mtwr÷ mr) (12)
r

We note ere dhmt Benveniste et &1 (1989) [2] has proved dtht the results are consistent in
that the overll compliance tensor is the inverse of s ness tensor. Also, we have
nunwica~ly verifd that the effective stif.hess L a4d complme M in sysmztic.



AUXILLARY PROBLEM

In the evaluation of W. and wy, tkke coipoute ib subjected to several traction boundary
condinons and to a uniform tcmperatne change. We wish to find the stress distibution in
the fiber, coatng and maxix which surrounds the periphery of the coated fiber. The loading
cases are shown in Fig. 2:

Case 1 - Transverse hydrstatic mess
Case 2 - Transverse shefares
Case 3 - Transverse normal smess
Case 4- Axial normal sress
Case S-Lon initudinal shearP stress
Case - Unif change in temperantue

Case 3 can be obtained as a superposition of cases I and 2. In what follows, the cylindrical
coondinwa r. 0, z are used; the respectve stess or suain com ent m always writen as
subscripts, while the phase designation is always written as a supcripL

(i) Cases 1,4,6

The solution of the above boundary value problems can be derived from the following
admis'ble displacement fiel:.

fur= Afr u. = Ar+B9/r

u3 -e A r+Bjr uTag (13)

where uO(i), with the superscript (i)=f,g.m, are the radial displacements in the phases; u(i)
denotes the axial disp ement in the z directio. The constants A, As, A Bs, B and eo
are to be determined from the conditions of continuity of displacements and ncdons at the
two interfaces, and f, m the ucm boundary conditions at infiity.

(ii) Case 2

The admissible displacement field of this problem has the form yiven by Ckistensen and Lo
(1979) [31:

0 =(bd14;) al(T'3)c + d2O , 0rSa (14)

bo14P) ,+j31r -di r sin20 , OSr~a (15)

us a( b d'/41sL ) a2 (s3){ .+ diJ 4.,•( +1)1ŽJz[.ýf I CON 20 (16)



us -( bO-€/-4l ) .3 4 +b s[ n 20 (17)

1 ~1; -4-;J. l#rJ
U' b (o_4gL) [) + cm 20 (18)
UICI- =(bo/41,g ) ÷('r c,3[! +

ue in(o°4= [ (a1t ivr sin 29 (1-

zu. - 0 (20)

when a and b denot the inner and our radii of the cosin& IL, an phase shear moduli, and

i- 3-4v ; v. denotes the Poisson's rno ao . b,. c1, and d1 at unkown constants to
be determin feom the interfam conditions

('ii) can 5

Tel general displamem field of ani-plane shear is

uf= Arr sine u,4= (At!L) sinO

u. = (Amr.÷ ) sin 0 u- uu = 0 (21)

The five constants A. As, A,. B, Br n obtained from continuity of the displaent

and theon s -re -a ftinracesawelis f the boundary condition ae a r a-.

NUMERICAL RESUL73

The sue dis•ibutdos in coated and uncoaed omposites ane illumued for several
sysmm. "hifiber volume frtion is assumed to be 0.4.

Table 1 sows the thermal suesses in the fiber, costing and marix under uniform
temperature can of 10C. Since the volum fraction of the coming is very small ( less than
1%), the results for costed fiber composites an nat much different from those for the
uncoated fiber composites. However, very diffeat sess magnitudes =e found in different
systems.

Figure 3 illusuums the thermal stess distribution in the radial direction for the system
consisting of SiC fiber, carbon coating and Ti3AI matrix. The coating thickness is I PM;

fiber radius is 75 gm. The fiber suesses ae uniform in this case. Table 2 presents the
aveage thermal stress caused by cooling from the processing temperature to the room
temperatu, for 4 different uncoated systems. Figures 4 and 5 show yield stess and the



efective smU vs termure during cooling in a sysem coasisdnS of an Al203 fiber, in a
rL3AI or Nfi3A iuix. Thens resats indicazs that yielding may take place datngj cooling.
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The present paper is concerned with coated-fiber composites in which the fibers possess
cylindrical orthotropy and may have an arbitrary orientation distribution. A micromechanics
model is developed which predicts the effective thermal conductivity and estimates the local
fields of such composites which may be 3ubjected to uniform heat fluxes on its boundary. The
micromechanics model is based on the Mori-Tanaka mean-field concept [T. Mori and K.
Tanaka. Acta Metall. 21, 571 (1973)] and provides explicit expressions for the effective
conductivity of the considered composite aggregate which is highly complicated. The analysis
shows that special care is needed in formulating an effective theory of composites with
constituents possessing curvilinear anisotropy.

I. INTRODUCTION II. GENERAL THEORY

The subject of the effective thermal conductivity of A. Curvilkle" anuotropc con tents
composites is one of the classical problems in heterogeneous Consider a composite reinforced with coated carbon fi.
media which has recently drawn renewed interest due to the bers which are transversely isotropic or cylindrically ortho-
increasing importance of high-temperature systems. For an tropic and which may be aligned or have a certain orienta-
extensive list of references in the subject, the reader is re- tion distribution. In order to evaluate the effective thermal
ferred to the works of Hatta and Taya,`' Miloh and Benve- conductivity and temperature fields in various systems of
niste,2 and Benveniste and Miloh.4  this kind which may be subjected to certain heat fluxes on

Highly complicated systems of coated-fiber composites their boundaries, we develop in this paper a micromechani-
in which the fiber may have cylindrical orthotropy are now cal analysis of coated-fiber composites in which the fiber
in use, and there is a need for rational micromechanics mod- may be at most cylindrically orthotropic and the coating
els which predict the effective thermal conductivity and also and/or matrix transversely isotropic.
provide information on the local fields. Systems of such coat- The phase constitutive relations for a cylindrically orth-
ed fibers which are aligned have recently been analyzed by otropicrfber is given by
the authors in the context of the mechanical properties. '

however, have a certain orientation distribution which may q4  0 Ik,, IH,, , (l)
be due to processing. The present paper presents a microme- 0 0 ],
chanics model of a composite containing coated fibers which

are nonaligned and possess cylindrical orthotropy. The first where the vector q is the heat-flux vector expressed in a cy-

section of the paper presents a general framework for the lindrical coordinate system (rz) (see Fig. I). H is the

determination of the effective theriial conductivity of such intensity, defined as

composites. It is specially seen tha. particular care is needed 89
in dealing with constituents which possess curviline ar.- "W
sotropy and also have an orientation distribution. The sec
ond section formulates the employed micromecn.Tie rood- H1 - T O (2)
el which is based on the mean-field concept of Mori and
Tanaka.' The analysis given here is in the spirit of the appli-
cation of this theory to heat-conduction problems by Ben-
veniste.' The treatment in both sections is general and appli- where 9 is the temperature, and k,, k,, and k,, are the con-
cable, in principle, to short-fiber composites. The last section ductivities in the r, 0, and z directions, respectively. It is seen
illustrates the method for the case ofcylindrical coated fibers that three constants of conductivity describe this kind of
with a circular cross section. The effective thermal conduc- cylindrical orthotropy which is characterized by the fact
tivity is given for some chosen examples of fiber distribution, that properties in tangential, radial, and axial directions are
and an example for the local fields is also presented. different from each other;, in other words, the material is
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173,
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FIG. I A cylindncally orthotrpc fiber. =$n edea_

orthotropic in a Cartesian axis located at a generic point
within the fiber with the three axes pointing in the axial,tangential, and radial directions, respectively. If k, > k,,, the -•---W x

material is radially orthotropic, and if k, < ks, it is called
circumferentially orthotropic. In the special case of trans-
verse isotropy, we have k, -kj, and for isotropic solids, of %
course k, - k- = k, prevails.

In general, the determination of the effective conductiv-
ity of a system containing phase with curvilinear anisotropy

requires special attention since from a fixed Cartesian sys- xi
tern point of view such a phase is like an inhomogeneu '
medium, We now proceed to establish a fratnewor Of (b)17

determination of the effective conductivity of such systems. FIo. 2. (a) LAWwordinmsina cuaiiviaamIyaiutropc system () and
Let the composite be subjected on its outside boundary S a Canum syum (q) Au in a phm. (b) The hnimatumo of & fiber in a

to homolgeneous temperature or flux boundary conditions, sd~m Cinm Ssema W-a)

defined as
19(S) -, -Hai.x q. =- 4on, (3)

where x denotes the components of a fixed Cartesian system with the axis of symmetry of the fiber (Fig. 2). More gener-
in the composite, a is the outside normal to S, and HO and i ally, this system can be thought ofas a local Cartesian system
are constant intensity and heat flux vectors. In this paper which is fixed in a certain phase. Field quantities in this Car-
when two quantities A and 8 ae vectors, AB will denote the tesian system will be denoted by a tilde and the transforma-
dot product A, B,; when A is a second-order teamr and 3 is a tion between the current curviinear and Cartesian compo-
vector, then AD will mean ABj. As it is know, the bound- nemts of the el denoted by a prime and a tilde,
ary conditions (3) are useful in the determination of the respectively, and are duec'bed by
effective behavior of the composite. We will now show that ,(uD- =q.'(l), k(q) =QI(g), (5)
under such boundary conditions, and as far a the computa-
tion of the effective properties are concerned, it is us t where Q a snhe odhol o tian matrix between
represent a phase with curvilinear anisotropy by an effective thea and I aiutein and defied a
rectilinearly anisotrop1c phase. To this end, suppose that the 4-Q. (6)
heat flux and intensity fields in the compoite under (3), Note that Q is usually a function of 1. for example, if the
and (3)3 are known in a current curvilinear system J[Fig. - . p, is betwen the cylindrical and Cartesian sys-
2(a)I and are denoted by primed quantities q'(&) and M, Qisa fmctionofthe an&e#.
H'(&). The constitutive laws in the 9 system can be now de-

Similarly, let the conductivity tensor K' and resistivity sunWae by
tensorR'-(K')-'insuchasystembedeflnedby ;-iCH,. or F4--,q;, (7)

q (4•) - I;EH ( a,) H;(&)-- RI;q;(I), (4) w "t 14 - (I ;•) Equatio (5) and (7) yiek

where the subscript s denotes a certain phase.
Since in this paper we will be eventually con .rned,'ith 4,- QK; Q-,I•, fi, -QR'Q-%'I, (8)

cylindrically orthotropic fibers with a certain orientation at any point q in phase s. As mentioned above Q is usually a
distribution, it is useful to introduce an additional auxiliary function of 4 (or a). For the sake of simplicity in notation.
Cartesian coordinate system (q) whose % axis coincides however, thae quantities will be denoted without the argu-
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merit q in the sequel, some given orientation distribution. Recall that a Cartesian
Averaging (8) over the volume of the phases yields frame x and an auxiliary one q, whose 173 axis coincides with

the fiber axis, have already previously been defined. The
QK = IfQ K;Q -i`], (q)dV,, transformation between the x and q systems is described as

, (9) x = l)s, (17)
, - QR; Q-%.('i)dV,. with D being given by [see Fig. 2(b)]:

Let now the local flux and intensity fields in the composite c O o1 -- sin 0 c0541\

aggregate be related to the applied-uniform fields through D = |cos 0 sin 0 cos 4 sin e sin 01. (18)

certain influence functions A, (-q), B, (q), given by - sin G 0 Cos ( /

A, Cn) = A, c.)H f., q,(n) = B,(q)q,. (10) The framework presented in this section is valid for short
uv iensi- spheroidal coated fibers with an axis of symmetry. Imple-

under (t3y and (fl)u respectively, where the overall ne mentation of the method in the last section will be given for

ty and flux vectors have also been referred to the i hirne the case of long cylindrical fibers with circular cross sec-

relative to phase s. Similar relations can be written for aver- tions.
age quantities Consider now a quantity 0, (E, 01), be it scalar. vector.

H, = A,iik, 4 = B,k4 0. (1I) or tensor, which has already been averaged over the fiber

In this paper we will denote local fields with an argu- core or coating of a single fiber, and which depends on the

ment and quantities without an argument will refer to aver- specific orientation (E., 4) of that fiber. The average of this

ages. The tensors A, and B, in ( I I ) are called concentration quantity over all possible fiber orientations will be now

factors. sought. To this end. define an orientation distribution by the

Next let us write the average flux and intensity under function of p(0, 4b) which represents the number of fibers

(3), and (3)2, respectively: intersecting a unit area of the unit sphere in Fig. 2 (b). The

average of the quantity 0, (e, 4) over all possible fiber ori-
f =(-fJ QK;Q-', (i)dV,) 'OH (12) entations is therefore given by

,(-- f. QR:Q- ,(q)dV, . (13) ((, ) 0' , (MO)p (,O) sin E dO ddO

H (',If 12 Z'p(0,41)sin 9 dO ddO

Solving for ft, and 40 in (I I), and substituting in (12) and (19)

(13), respectively, yields Consider next the boundary condition (3)', under which

q = kl, H, =•r,_- , (14) the average intensity H is given by

where the effective properties K, and f, have been defined as H = HF, (20)

with
(L = F.QK;Q-. (-)dV,)J . (is)

VH = c.H. +,f c, (H, (e,,)), (21)

I,--- f, QR;Q-1" (q)dP (16)
V, where all the intensity fields are referred now to the fixed

Note that in view oftheir defilnition in (15) and (16), & coordinate system. In (21 ), H denotes the overall intensity,

and f, are second-order tensors. Very much liketheoverall H. is the average intensity in the matrix, and H, (O,O) are

effective behavior of the composite aggregate, those effective the average intensities in the fiber and coating of a coated

tensors depend on the nature of the influence functiom fiber which has an orientation (0,4). Using the proper

A,(q) and A, (q). Since these functions are approximatEd transformation between the H, and Hvectors, and invoking

differently in different micromechanics models, K, and R, (11), and (20) in (21) provides

may vary from model to model. Furthermore, to qualify as / -

effective properties, thereciprocityrelatioun , w -'neds cMH., (I - c, (DA,; D-)116. (22)

to be proved in the context of the used theory. Such a red-
procity relation is also usually necessary to prove that the Next define an overall conductivity tensor K referred to the

overall conductivity tensor and resistivity tensor as predict- fixed coordinate system z:
ed by the model are the inverse of each other.

With the quantities K, and R, defned in (15) and (16). q-KH-KHo. (23)

a proper framework can be now formulated for the computa- Writing (23) in the form

tion of the effective conductivity and resistivity tensors. KH - cuK.H. + c,(q6). (24)
Kio -€.K.H.~ ~ + 1._€(.u(4

0. Coated fibers with curvillnearly anisotropic fiber and

given orientatIon and distribution I and using proper transformation between coordinate sys-

Let us first start with a proper definition of average tems together with (14), and (22) provides, after some

quantities in a composite in which the fibers may assume manipulations,
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K = K. + c, ((DK,D -') (DAsD-')) yields equations for 4.. and B. and the resistivity tensor R
..e counterpart to (30), (31), and (32):

-K,. c,(DAD-'), (25) q " *j+ 1 ,(DWD-') qo, (34)

wherein the above development the matrix is assumed to be B,(m) = W *(I)D-' C,.I+ (DWD-1) D- ,
homogeneous and rectilinearly anisotropic. , + D

Under boundary conditions (3) using (35)
q -= c. q. +, I. c, (q, (E),,)) qo, (26) R= R, + (I c, ((DR,D D') (D*, D-

and (1 02) and (14) , yields the following equation for the -R. I c,'(D ,D-')
effective resistivity tensor R: ,. /f

R=,. + I c,((DID')(DI,D-')) x(c.l+ • c,(D*,D-'))-' (36)
AS -fs ,

t. cTwo consistency properties need now to be proved: first.
- R f, 1 (DBD - ' ), ( 27 ) that the effective phase properties as predicted by the model

which is counterpart to (25). in conjunction with ( 15 ),(16). (31), and (35) satisfy
K, - R,-', (37)

Ill. THE MICROMECHANICS MODEL and second, that the predicted effective properties (32) and
We employ here the Mori-Tanaka mean-field theory to (36) satisfy a similar relation:

determine the effective thermal conductivity of the above- K = It -'. (38)
described composite systems. The essential assumption of
this theory consists in estimating the concentration factors Let us first prove (37). Substitution of (31 ) into ( 15)
in (11) by those obtained in an auxiliary configuration of and (35) into (16) yields
one fiber in an infinite matrix subjected at infinity to I I

e(S)=H,.z, or q.(S)-qs.a, (28) ,

where H,, and q. are the average intensity and the flux i(40)
vectors in the matrix to be determined.

Consider first the boundary conditions (3), and let the Conser now (29) and transform it consecutively to
intensity in the fiber core and surrounding coating of a single the following equivalent forms:
coated fiber embedded in an infinite matrix subjected to(28), be given by H• (,1) =T, (,q)H., QH; =fs(, O)f.4.,,

H, (,i) = T, (q)IR. = f, (,)D- 'H,.. (29) QR;q = T,(•)i.l., QR;Q-'- I T, O1t. 4.,

Use of (29) and (21) provides (41)

H.--c.,D )) 6 + which, when compared with (33), implies that

Substitution of (30) back in (29) and recallingthe definition *,q() - QK;Q 'T,(1)R.. (42)
of A, in (11) gives Substitution o((42) into (40) provides, after some manipu.

(31) I ,m?•((=-f(+.Q-'f(IDdV-)'D (43)

Finally, employing (31) in (25) provides the following whose comparison with (39) shom that (37) is fulfilled.
expression for K: Let us now prove that K and R as given by (32) and

K K.+(. c,((DID-')( ')) (36) fufill (38). To this end, write first (36) as

S,,1 .(c..I .

SX c, I+•,D -') (32)
f4 +(I c,((Dt, D-')(D•V,D-'))

Similarly, under boundary conditions (3)1, defining the ,-
tensor, counterpart to t, in (29).as -R. c,(D ,D-')), (44)

6.N) (70L (33) ,
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Next note that integrating (42) over V, and comparing with IV. APPLICATION: COMPOSITES WITH COATED

(39) provides FIBERS OF CYLINDRICAL SHAPE WITH A CIRCULAR

S= k't',&. (45) CROSS SECTION

Substitute now (45) in (44), and obtain, after some manipu- Let us now consider long coated fibers in which the fiber
lations, core is cylindrically orthotropic, the costing is transversely

isotropic, and the matrix is isotropic. The conductivities of
R e-K, + c,((DK,D-')(DTD-')) the phases are, respectively, denoted by k/f, k 'f, k ' f';

k (s); (k,)'; k i 11. We will be concerned in this section with
=CI+ Y c, (DT,D-)), (46) boundary conditions of type (3), only and chose to imple-

f =s ment Eq. (32). The temperature field e in the coated fiber
where we have used the fact that and surrounding matrix can be obtained by solving the prob-
(DK, T, D - 'DA, D - ') = (DK, T, D - ')R,. Noting finally lem of a single coated fiber in an infinite matrx and subject-
that (32) can be written as ing it to (28)t, with H. given in (30).

The solution of the auxiliary problem leading to the ten-
K(c,.I+ c, (DtD-I') sor T, is given in the Appendix. It turns out that

(,,+ I c,((DFK,D-')(Df,D-))~ (47) ((f'aA 0 0

and comparing (46) and (47) shows that (38) is fulfilled. 0 0 f -
The local fields in a coated fiber and the immediate sur-

rounding matrix can be obtained in the framework of the
present model, by solving the auxiliary problem of a single d (') 0
coated fiber taken at an orientation (O,) and embedded in T,=10 d'(s 0, (48)
an infinite matrix, and subjecting it at infinity to boundary (0 0
conditions (28), . The implementation of the theory present.
ed herein for the case of cylindrical coated fibers with circu- where Ais given by A = (k•/f/k ) andd(f)withd(s
lar cross section will be presented in the next section. are constants defined asI

d(f) = 4k ('Mk (#)aI -A
(k""'+k s))(Ak.'f +k~s))-(al/b2 )(k"") -k '~))(Ak.' -k~ s)(

2k ('m)(Ak If ) + k48)d€s) = r(50)
(k (') +k(s))(Ak '.) +k~'))- (a2/b 2)(k(' )-k(s))(Ak.() - kg) ' (s'

and a and b denote the inner and outer radii of the coating. where
Theeffective conductivity K, ofthecylindrically ortho- A [c. + c f (d I V + J) + c. (id I's + J)-

tropic fiber is obtained from (15) with A1 being defined in (54)
(31). resulting in

k5f = l/A +k (55)if ( f=Q; 'f(,~V)t (,) 1 + A
For cosine-type distribution, p = Po cos 0, the effective

where an expression for the T (,q) temor depending on the conductivities in transverse and axial direction have the
position within the fiber is again to be found in the Appen- form
dix. After performing the integration in (51), K, results as a
diagonal matrix with K1 I= Ku -- k ' + cf [ (k I f ' - k d)d I)f

k f) +k f + J(k (.f) - k ON))]

)=(K,).2 = kV 1f4.",, (ik) 33 -= k,,
I +A + ce [t(k(s) - k `)d

so that Eq. (32) can readily be implemented. + 8(k (" - k )]E, (56)
In the case of completely random distribution, the ex- g33 = k (-' + cf[ 1(0k (f) - k "')dt f1 a-

plicit form of (32) is given as + -(k f'f - k m)) ] C
g11 = K22 - K33-- I =" K12 mf]( K33 + c 'd('' i4e [ J(k (8) - k (w))d (8) +- J(k (s) - k (m,) ]

= k (m)1 + c, [ (k I - k ('))d If)aA -c [1k' - k(57~' jk~ k M  )JC- (57)

+ J(k '(f) - k I') ]A + ce [J(k ' where

- k(",)d ( + J(k I' - k "()]A, (53) B- [c,. +c(f Qd I f 'a"- +1) +c(jd"() +-)J-', (58)
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C= [c. +cf -fa +J) +c,(Id('g +1)] -'. (59) 4.0

For binary systems with uncoated cylindrical fibers with cir- 3.6 a -=0O

cular cross section and isotropic constituents, Eqs. (53), & #=goo

(56), and (57) reduce to Eqs. (25), (30), (31). (35), and 3.2

(36) of Hatta and Taya.1
Just as an illustration, numerical results are given for the 2.6

following chosen parameters: k (,rf/k ("m = 10,k /IfIk I -, = 20, k 1 1ik,, =20, k ( s)11c,, I, = k (8,/k,, 2.

= 10, k '/k"'" = 15, and b/a = 1.1. Figure 3 illustrates ! 2.0
the effective thermal conductivities of completely random - 1/
and cosine-type distribution of fibers in which 1.6e
p(E.'I') =Po cosE in Eq. (19). In Fig. 4 we consider the
case of unidirectionally reinforced composite with an ap- 1.2

plied intensity transverse to the fiber; the figure illustrates 0
the thermal intensity distribution in the fiber, coating, and 0.6
matrix along the angles 6 = 0" and 90. 0.4
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FIG. 4. Uniaxialily reinforced composite. The nondimensionalized thermal

APPENDIX intensity field H,/Ho vs the ratio of the radial distace to the fiber radiu.

We derive in this Appendix the temperature flux and give at locations - O and 90.

intensity fields in a coated cylindrical fiber with a circular
cross section which is embedded in an infinite matrix and
subjected at infinity to a constant intensity [see Fig. AI (a) I. (I4
The core of the fiber is cylindrically orthotropic and de-
scribed by Eq. ( I ), the coating is transversely isotropic, and
the matrix is isotropic.

In accordance to the notation used in the paper, a Carte-
sian system is centered at the fiber with the 173 axis coincid-
ing with its axis of symmetry, and the intensity field at infin-

(a)

20.0
E . K Random Distribution

4.W

S16.0 0 K,, Cosine Distribution
£K33 Cosine Distribution Ha

( 16.0-

Z 14.0
0

Z 12.0

UA

0- 4.'0

(b)
U. 2.0-

0.0 L-
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0

Cf * *e
FIG. 3. A composite with fiber which are randomly oriented. The nondi-t II I
mensaoniazed effective theunal conductivity K/k. vs the volume fraction
of the coated fiber c1 + c," FIG. A I. The auxiliary problem of a single coated fiber in infinite matnx.
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ity is described by (Ho). Due to the axisymmetric nature of where d €" and e(" are five constants to be determined from
the described boundary-value problem, it is sufficient to con- the interface conditions and boundary conditions at infinity.
sider only an external intensity in the form Continuity of the temperature field and radial heat flux at
[ (Ro),1 ,0,(Ho) ]. The solution due to (Ho) 3 is trivial and material interface demand
consists in 0e(f) ' - 8', at r= a,

H - [0,0(Ho) 3] 4(s) = [0,O,k~'1 (JRo) (Al) ()..9m atrb2 )3 11 8(1)0'" atr= b,
so that we will solve here the problem due to a transverse k , at r=a, (A)
intensity (Ho), [see Fig. AI (b) ]. a-' ( a t r

The described problem is therefore two dimensional di di

with the heat flux in each phase being given by k ( -= k , - , at r0 =b,

[k , , (A2) whereaandb denote the radius of the fiber core and radius
i 0 -k of the coating-matrix interface, respectively. The condition

where k If)#k(f)- in this case, k~'l=k _ (?), k,?1 in the at infinity, on the other hand, requires
coating, and k--.)=k'" k I' in the matrix. Under d€m 1 = -H'. (A8)
steady-state conditions,

stds = ondi(oSolution of (A7) and (AM) provides the constants of inter-
0(A3) est, and the expression for the Ts" tensor therefore results as

prevails. Using the expressions given for H in (2) and writ- given in (48).
ing (A2) in a cylindrical coordinate system provides

k" (1) 2or(s) +k (s) (s) +k=0 .

(A4)

Using separation of variables,
a (2) = F (1)(r) G (S),() (AM)

yields the following solutions for the temperature field in
each phase: 'H. 1Ham and M. Taya, J. Appl. Phys. S3, 2478 (1985).

dH. 1amaand M. Taya J. AppI. Phys. 9, 1851 (1986).
0 (f) d 1) fr ' sin 6. 'T. Miloh and Y. Deavauste, J. Appl. Phys. 63. 789 (1911).

r e'Y. Denvenaue and T. Miloh. J. Appi. Phys. 66, 176 (1989).
ig [= (I)r + -| sin •. (A6) 'T. Chem. 0. G. Dvorak. and Y. Bawense, Mech. Mater. (to be pub-t rJ HiAW).

'T. Mor and K. Tanakan Acta Metail. 21, 571 (1973).
69(M)= d("Mr+-+ sinO, 'Y. Benveniste, J. App). Phys. 61, 2840 (1987).
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STRESS FIELDS IN COMPOSITES REINFORCED BY COATED CYLINDRICALLY
ORTHOTROPIC FIBERS
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Deparnmnt of Civil Engieenng Rnuelwer Polytechiic Ininue. Troy, NY 12180, U.S.A.

Received 25 August 1989; revised version received 15 November 1959

Local fields and effective thermoelastic properties are derived for coated fiber composites with cylindrically orthotropic
fibers and transversely isotropic coating and matrix phases. Thermomechanical loading situations are considered in which a
uniform stress and a uniform temperature change are applied to the boundary of the composite aregate. A micromechanical
model based on the Mori and Tanaka's concept of average stress in the matrut, is used to account for phase materaction. It is
found that a special treatment is needed in formulation of effective properties of composites reinforced by consutuents which
are curvilinearly a-otropic. Results are presented for a pitch precursor carbon fiber, carbon coating and titanium alumnate
matrix system.

1. Intduacdne In addition to the earlier studie4 of coated fiber
composites described in (1), we mention here

The present paper is a continuation of our the work of Avery and Herakovich (1986) who
earlier study of stress fields in composites rein- considered a single composite cylinder, with a
forced by coated inclusions (Benveniste et aL, cylindrically orthotropic fiber, under uniform
1989), which will be referred to as (I) in the thermal change. Pagano and Tandon (1988) treat
sequel In that work we evaluated the overall a thermomechanically loaded system reinforced by
properties of such composites, and examined in randomly oriented short coaled fibers in which the
detail the local fields in fibrous composites with constituents may be transversely isotropic. Mikata
-sotropic phases. A general overall uniform stress and Taya (1985a, 1986) used the Boussinesq-Sa-
state and a uniform temperature change repre- dowsky stress functions to find stress fields in
sented the external loads. The results are useful in coated ellipsoidal inclusion in an infinite matrix
applications to many actual systems, but not in under transverse dilatational, axial and thermal
situations where the phases are anisotropic. A loadings. In another paper (Mikata and Taya,
particular example is a composite reinforced by 1985b), they considered the problem of four con-
carbon fibers which are transversely isotropic or centric cylinders with trasversely isotropic phases
cylindrically orthotropic, and also a system which as a model of a composite reinforced by aligned
contains carbon-coated fibers. To evaluate the lo- coated fibers; overall stresse were limited to uni-
cal fields and overall properties in various systems form temperature change and to axisymmetric
of this kind, we develop herein a micromechanical mechanical loading.
analysis of coated fiber composites in which the In contrast, the present results are not limited
fiber may be at most cylindrically orthotropic, and to special loading conditions. The applied load
the coating and/or matrix truaversely isoutopic may consist of any uniform overall state of stress,

and a uniform change in temperature. As in (I),

0 Permaent adsms Derment of Solid Mehanic. the micromechanical model employed here is based

Matials and Suc-trei. Faculty of -Ensmatn Te&-Avv on the Mori-Tanaka approximation. The stresses
Uavvwty, am .Av-v 69978. tameL in the fiber and coating are derived from the

01674636/90/030 0 190 - EWeier Se Publishes B.V.



15 T Chmn e aL / Compomst with co•d fibe

solution of an auxiliary dilute problem in which formed in cylindrical coordinates, r, 0, z. where
the coated fiber is embedded in a large volume of the z direction coincides with the fiber axis.
matrix. The interaction between fibers is accounted The phase constitutive equations employed in
for in an approximate way: The actual stress in the analysis can be summarized as follows. The
the matrix is replaced by its average value a.. cylindrically orthotropic fiber is a particular ex-
which is applied together with the prescribed uni- ample of a cylindrically anisotropic solid with the
form thermal change at the remote boundaries of constitutive equation written as:
the matrx. The magnitude of a,, is obtained from
the Mori-Tanaka model described in the sequel. a~ C,, C, C,5  0 0 0
The advantage of this approach is that the a1. c0 C,. COO CO, 0 0 0
proximation affects only the boundary conditios
of the modified dilute problem, but the problem 0: .C C:. C: 0 0 0

itself can be solved exactly for the stress field in 0,, 0 0 0 G,, 0 0
the fiber and coating, i the adjacent volume of oo 0 0 0 0 G', 0
the matrix, and at the respective interfaces.

The paper starts with the solution of several 011,1/ 0 0 0 0 0 G,,
auxiliary dilute problems which focus on a single
coated fiber while certain uniform overall stress -

states, and a uniform temperature change are ap- to- a.o0
plied to the matrix at infinity. These solutions ts - (1)0
show that even under uniform overall states, the X 2e
local fields in the phases are not uniform. The
results are found in cylindrical coordinates associ- 2ego
ated with the fiber axis, whereas the evaluation of Urns
overall properties must be based on phase stress
averages in Cartesian coordinates. In the cylin- where C,,, G,,, and G,, are the stiffness coeffi-
drically orthotropic fiber, the phase properties a cients, a, are linear coefficients of thermal expan-
not uniform in the Cartesian system, and the sion, and So is the prescribed change in tempera-
transformation of the stress fields and phase prop- tur Nine stiffness coefficients and three thermal
erties requres special attention. This opens the expansion coefficients describe this kind of an-
way for implementation of the Mori-Tanaka sotropy. Cylindrical orthotropy is characterized by
scheme, and for a proof of its constency. Finally, the fact that the properties in the tangential, radial
examples of computed overall properties and loca and axial directions are distinct; in other words,
stress fields are presented for a pitch precursor the material is orthotropic in a Cartesian system
carbon fiber, carbon coating and titanium which is located at any point within the fiber, with
aluminide matrix system which is of interest in the three axes pointing in the axial. tangentil and
applications. radial dirmeon respecively. If C,, > Co., then the

material is called radially orthotropic, and if C,, <
L. Auwtilary daut i emU Cw it is called circumferentially orthotropic.

In the special case of transversely isotropic
2.1. P • p m,• solids, which may rqe smt the coating and the

matrix, as well as some fibers, the nine indepen-

We now proceed to find solutions to the dilute dent constants in(1) ae related by the connec-

problems in which the coated fiber is embedded in tions

a large volume of matrix subjected to certain C,C, - c, C.,, - C1 .
remotely applied tractions derived from uniform (2)
stress states. Invariably, the analysis will be pe- Gr. C - Cr- - 20,..
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80 Z written as a superscript. The boundary conditions
90 I ton the surface which surrounds the large matrix

volume are:

amo-o atr--c

a, -po at zsL. 8(S')=-0 . (4)

S.- It should be emphasized here that in this auxliary
A. problem and in those which will foUow the stresses

at infinity are denoted by v0. The stress fields in
-1 1_ the composite will be derived from the solution of

F1 -T T 1the same auxiliary problems but this time. accord-
LONGITUDINAL SECTION ing to the main assumption of Mon-Tanaka's

method, the average stress in the matrix a, will
go .replace c.

80 -A general solution to the above boundary value
problem, valid away from the fiber ends z - ± L.
can be derived by substituting (1) into the equa-
tions of equilibrium with the boundtry condition

- 8 -- that the hoop displacement u, is zero. Also. the
stresses and strains must be independent of ,.
Cohen and Hyer (1934) found such a general form
of the axisymmetric displacement field, for a

4 cross-ply composite tube. This field can be utilized
TRANSVERSE SECTION in the present situation:

Fig 1. IU adzir probbi for Lwyiamc lmon. U' - A'r" + -Hle- + H240

uSl"Air +Bu/r (5)
0 - Alp + Bm/r

This reduces the number of independent constants

to five. It is often convenient to represent the us4r S-fg, m.
stiffness coefficients of a transversely isotropc h
solid by Hill's (1964) moduli k, 1, m, n, and p, whr s h ie xs ,adu)as: denote the radial and axial displacements in the

paaes s. A', B'. and the uniform strain c0 are

C,,- k + m. C,, - k - m, , -i unknown constants which follow from the

C'-n, G=p, G,0,-m. (3) boundary conditions (4) and from the usual dis-
placememt and traction continuity conditions at
the interfaces r-a, and r-b. If the fiber is

2.2. Axisymmitric deformation transersely isotropic, then H, and H2 in (5) are
reduced to zero, and v- 1. As in (I) the second

We refer to Fig. I for definition of the geome- boundary condition in (4) cannot be satisfied
try of the coated fiber asuaablage, and of the pointwis by the present solution. Instead, we
applied loads. The cylindrical coordinates are de- demand that the average sures o( ± L) be equal
noted by the symbols r,, z; they appear as to Po- Since an infinite matrix surrounds a single
subscripts when used with the respective stress or coated fibers, this latter condition is implemented
strain components. The phase designation symbol by simply demanding that the a, stress in the
s - f, & m for fiber, coating and matrix, is always matrix (which turns out to be constant in the
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present case) be equal to P0. The additional con- found for transversely isotropic fibers. To provide
stants in (5) are defined as: contact between those ar, the present results, we

evaluate in the Appendix the effective thermo-
v-C,,,'C,, mechanical properties of a substitute transversely
C*:- C, isotropic fiber which, if used in the presentHI - C,, - CO. axisymmetric loading case. would preserve the

(6) stress fields (8) and (9) in the coating and matrix.
H2  - C,) 0', + (C,, - Coo) CI Under axisymmetric loading, the substitute fiber

+ ( C, - C.,) has the same overall response as the cylindrically
on, otropic fiber, and the uniform stress and strain

x (C,,- Coo)- found in the substitute fiber is equal to the fiber
volume average of the field (7).

The stress fields in the three phases are now Chen and Diefendorf (1985) pointed out that a
obtained from the above displacement fields as: nonuniform thermal stress field, similar but not

- (C,,ir"-1'+ C,,r")A identical to (7), may develop in a cylindrically
orthotropic fiber which is not bonded to a mtrix.

+(C,,H + C,.H 1 + C,,)c? The existence of such fields in embedded fibers is

"+ [C,,.(H 2 - a,) + C,*(H 2 - a,) - C,2a2 160 accounted for by the present solution.

a.'- (C,,r'r-' + C,,r"-1 )A' 2.3. Transverse shear loading

+( C,.HI + CooHI + Co)c, The statically admissible displacement field in

+[C,*(H- a,) +C..(H2-a.) - c ,8o the cylindrically orthotropic fiber, and in the
transversely isotropic coating and matrix, for the

(7) loading described in Fig. 2. can be found as fol-
a,- (C,,ir'I-1 + C,,r1-i)At lows. For a homogeneous elastic medium sub-

jected to a uniform field of simple shear deforma-+ (C, HI + COHI + Cr.)?,° tion, the displacement components a• e dermed by:
+[C,,(Hi2-a,)+c.s.(H2 -,)-C .] o90  , -ex uy.-CY ,=0. (10)

o,9 - 2kRAs - 2mL.g + 19c0 - (2k'a4+ l'at)6o where c is a constant. In cylindrical coordinates

Sthis becomes:
uJ' - 2kJA9 + 2m'g-$ + l'c -(2k9 4+ la8)SO u, cr cos2# u.--crsin 2 u-0. (11)

(8)

org - 214AI + ,lt'o - (21'af + O.a)#a

"- 2k mAm - 2 mI8-2 +1 i, f- '

-(2k ma' + lma, 0o-
t, - 2ktmA + 2rm .--B + I'N°

r2
- (2k m + t'a')8 (9)

a,10 - 21"Am + n",? - (2/'arm + n'arO)Oo.

There are several axisymietric solution in mi-
cromechanics of fibrous media which have been F's. 2. T1 auxdiary poblmr for ransve sbw lodi
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according to our original intent, we admit cylin.

Y - drical orthotropy only in the fiber domain and use
a reduced form of the general solution to recover
the fields in the transversely isotropic coating and

0 matrix.
The above equations can be solved using the

substitution r - e'; this yields two coupled

ordinary differential equations with constant coef-
ficients for the unknown functions. The result is:

0 0 0 0 0D 00 0D TD(D

Fig. 3. The auxiliary probleml for longitudinal shear loading. Ur 2[(G,.. + Coo) - i11(C,, + G,.)] Ar"'
+ 2[(G,. + C..) + q,(C,#c + GO.)] sr-1,

In the semi-inverse solution of the present +2[(6,.+C0)- 2(CIO+G,0)]O
problem, Fig. 3. we therefore assume that the +2[(Go +Co)+ 2(C,*+G,,)]D_-"
displacement field in the anisotropic phases will
have the form (15)

-U') U,()(r) cos z* U.(r) = [ - (4G. + c..)] Ar"

u(1) UmU-)(r) sin 20 (12)
+(4 G, ++ c.., 1(4 + (16)

U,~~ L7 2 C 1

where U,"')(r). U.'"(r) are unknown functions of + [c C,, - (4G,. + C..)1 I.-
r which need to be determined from the equations 2

of equilibrium. In particular, the substitution of where 7?, and n2 are the roots of
(12) in the stress-strain relations of the fiber (1)
gives stresses which, when substituted into the C,,,,0' + [4C, + SC,,G,,- 4C,,CO*
equations of equilibrium in cylindrical coordi-
nates. provide the following equations for evalu&- - G.(C,, + CO*)] ,) + 9G,OC -0,
tion of U,(')(r), U.("1(r):

dU~'. ,, (: 4 and A. B, C and D are certain constants.
+ -(- ± ,G + C..) U") As aleady noted, (15) and (16) are admitted

d 2  r dr r2only in the fiber domain. However, to assure

2(C,, + G,) dU,0') boundedness of the displacements at the origin,
+ =r the terms which contain the negative powers of n,

and 112 must be excluded. The displacements in
. )U(S) 0 (13) the coating and matrix domains are special forms

.-2(G,., " 0 of (15) and (16). The resulting admiSsible displace-

2(G,* + C.*) dU,(') 2(G,# + Coo) U(S) ment fields in the phae can be eventually sum-

r " ri marized as:

d+UG(-) G,d dUp(G) b 4
4. " +S w* up =- (2[(G,. + C..) - niC.+ G,)]

O,_ + 4COO 0. (14) Xa, +[ .C

Note that a change in temperature does not -(C,,iG,,)]fc'i cos 2* (17)
contribute to the present loading case. Moreover, - 112
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b(4G, + C fiber and coating in a transversel., isotropw nz-

U 4Gr*j b.Jl~~ tri.
The stress fields for overall transverse she.

+ C,77 -(4G* +C,) Ic, sin 24 loading can be derived from the displacement2 bX] fields (17) to (19), using the appropriate constitu-
uu-0 tive relations (1) or (3). Since these fields are ofbo[ r)3 b interest in applications, and their derivation is

us (is-3)S a2 +( di cumbersome, we reproduce them here:

S+ )l - !

(18

b3 r + [cl2, 2 + c,4(2g 2 -f2)] c,

bm b x ocos 20

-(sl +()b] si 2
r -C2 r -2* a#' (C,.l-,1 +C.(2,,+fj)],-'bq,

U5, -0 ( + [4c..fIn + C*.(2g 2 +f 2)] c, r,-

whrel- Gc,(2f, +gc,(2,+,].---

a* k/ -- (2 + ; - q[C ..fij + C.#(2g, +/)1] at

siy 2. (19)

u -O xa ta os 2h b
Whe1• O~ =" rqb(--2f, + gij, -- gj)al•

i s M (2 m s + k S)/ k s, J .= (2 ra m + k in )/ k m ( - f g i 2 g 2 c r ""- 1 1 b i 2

and vo is normal transverse sume applied at infin. b" (0ity, Fig. 2. (0
Observe also that the equations have baen writ. d2rz_

ten in terms of a nondimasional radial coordi. a's ([3k8( ,-1)- 6ms] L.Sa2 + mAT
nate (r/b), and that as yet unknown constants ab,

C, a, b c, C2, C3, and d2 haVe be= intro- -[k$(I-- 1). + 2 s] 7b2 - 3mb 3 L/

duced to replace the A, B.C, D constants in (15) m
and (16). boo

Siu both the coating and the marix are - x -2jcos 20

garded as transversely isotropic, we have used the 2d
connections (2) betwee elastic constats to intro. o [30 -[3(e,- 1) + 6m, oa2 - mg
duce the Hill's moduli k5, k", and msi, m . We b

finally mention at when applied to istroopic -5(, 1) 2m' ,,P
phases, eqns. (17) to (19) become identical with yc2 +

(39) to (4S) in (I), and are also in reeem t with
the results obtained by Christaisen and Lo (1979, x •-€cos 20
1986). The latter were obtained for an isotropic
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0. [ - - 1) a2 - b c2  2.4. Lngitnai shzear loading
b2 For this loading case, which is described in Fig.

x 1o0 cos 2, 3, we retrace the steps outlined in the previous2a d b sections. The displacement field has only one non-
o a- [- r -aO 2 - 2-c 2 - 3-.b2 vanishing component, which must have the form:

b T ', u - 0, u, u,(r,,). (25)
x 0sin 20 (21) The corresponding nonvanishing strain compo-

Lm{ ! - -1)+2m m b a3 nentsare:
1b au1 au,

b3m ŽL -Labcos 20 1"T-V " - r" a (26)

r 4 C3) 2 mb and the stresses are:2• In [ M ( 1) 2m I®]
[ k- ( 2 m a3 - aau, G#, a u,b ,, -a*,--, W,--7""b-. (27)

+ b3mý ) bao or_ 
;

÷ 4m -c 3 2m cos 20 Note that these stresses automatically satisfy

I2  1 O the first two equilibrium equations in cylindrical)(1 - f.) a-a fcos 2# coordinates, while the third equation

,-- (+(;) a3 ) + I () c3 aosin 20 'a' +,To+=2 30 (28)

(22) yields the relation

where a~u, au 2 2u
"+r + - 0 (29)b (G,*+ Co)_1(ý+G'*)j F:+""+

f t  r-~,. C for the unknown displacement u,, where q

f2 - b •[ (G, + Coo) - 12(c,* + G101 AWIG
n(23) L

b,=4- [C",,2 - (4G,. + C##)] u.,- 4(,)*(#) (30)

leads readily to the solution
92= ' b[c C,2 (4o.* + Coo)] ,:=e, - ,rin.0

Thbe interface conditions to be satisfied mre the U'S - (Asr + A')sin 0 (31)
continuity requirements for the stresses a,,, a,#
and the displacements u,. u at interfaes r -a " - ( + sin n.
and r - b. These conditions provide the equations r /
for evaluation of the eight unknown constants, but Th stresam then obtained as
the solution is best obtained numerically. It caT be
verified that the displac ts (17) to (19) a,', G•,A-qr usin
guarantee that the average of the stres U,, in the
solution domain does vanish, and that at infinity e - O,,A i o,
there is: AsA -LI)in#
a. 0I,- Ui-e0, ,I -. -- e0. (24) r2-
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=9s( A+L C tion 2. then (1) and the phase stress fields ob-
r.2A J r 2 tamed in the solution of the auxiliary problems

represent such primed fields. The corresponding
arm t --A - sin - quantities in the Cartesian coordinates are de-

noted by similar but unprimed letters.
, . Pm Let the transformation between the current and

o -o~ (Am÷ " cos 4(32) i•c Cartesian components of the fields at any

where, we recall. p', pm are the longitudinal shear point in a given phase s be described by as:
moduli of the phases. ax) Re,(•), ,(x) - Q,(•). (34)

This completes the solution of the auxiliary
problems. The solutions will be implemented in where, according to the conventional use in the
the micromechanic model described in Section 4, literature, with the factor 2 in the shear terms of
in order to obtain the effective properties and the 6 x I strain vector, the transformation matrices
stress fields in the composite. R and Q are related by RT - Q-'. In a transfor-

mation between the cylindrical and Cartesian sys-
tems, R and Q are functions of the angle 0.

3. Phma stess a strain averages Next, write the phase constitutive relations, such
as (1), in the symbolic form:

The stress fields obtained in Section 2. and the '(1) - L'(1) c(f) + Is(1) 00,
phase properties employed in finding the fields,
were both written in the cylindrical coordinates to (35)

associated with the fiber axis. However, utilization where
of such fields in evaluation of overall properties,
e.g.. by the Mori-Tanaka method, requires that M.'- L;-' and I.' -Lm
they be written in the Cartesian system. Further-
more, since the composites contain a curvilinearly Equations (34) and (35) provide the relations
anisotropic phase, special care is needed in the
determination of effective properties. This section a,(x) - RL.Q-'c,(x) + R19o0 ,
presents the framework for dealing with such sys- e,(x) - QM'R-'ea(x) + Q9'o (36)
tems.

A representative volume of the composite is at each point x. Note that Q, R. L', I, and m;
subjected to homogeneous displacement or trac- may now be functions of x, but for brevity in
tion boundary conditions and to a uniform tern- notation the argument will be omitted in the
perature change defined as sequel Averages over the volume of the phases are

u(S) - COx *(S)- (3 given by the expressions:

a. (S) - iron O(S) 0 , (33) f a, (x) dV, - J LQ-'e(z) dV,

where x and a, denote the displacement and trac-

tion vectors respectively, to, co and to are uni- + F Ri;9o df,
form strain, stress and temperature fields and n V dv, -

denotes the outside normal of S. Suppose that the I -fx,
actual stress and stria fields in the phases are q,- cjx) dV.--V •MR
known in the current coordinate system and are

denoted by primed letters e'(6) and t'(J). The + 4-f Qw;to d V,
phase properties in the I system are denoted by v
L', M'. n' and I'. For example, if the system is (37)
identified with the cylindrical coordinates of Sec-
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The local fields (36) in the composite aggregater1/
are related to the uniform fields through certain M,- f JQMR - (B, x) dV, B1S-

influence functions A,(x), a,(x), B,(x), b,(x)
g iv e n b ym 

,I f Q R - I s( ) d ] B -1be,(x) -A,(x) 0 +a, (x) 0o (38) ,- -)
O'(X) - ,(x )ab + b,(x)8o. M R b( ) V m V)

In this paper strain and stress symbols followed ÷ , QM,'R-bx) dV" + -1f QmN d~ }.
by the argument (x) will denote local fields and
those without an argument will refer to averages. (44)
Similar relations can also be written for the phase Note that in view of their definitions in (43) and
volume averages (44), the quantities L, and M, are fourth order

' = Aa,4 +aOo (39) tensors and 1, and m, are second order tensors.
a,- BAo + b90  Like the overall effective behavior of the com-

where the constant tensors A,a, B,, 5.b, are the posite aggregate, these effective tensors depend onwher thecontanttenors s, ,, B, b arethe the nature of the influence functions A,(x). B,( x),

concentration factors. The average stress in the the nand )S the latter are aprxi.
phases under boundary condition (331), is given 'in as(x), and bs(x). Since the latter are approxi-
phasesunder boundary)condin ( ) is gmated differently in different micromechanical
accordane to (371) and (381) by models, L, M,, I,, and m, may vary from model

0 f LQ-a,(x)O to model. Furthermore for these tensors to qualify
0 v - -, [+ ) as effective properties, they must obey the relation

SRI; 0 dV,, (40) Ls-M-, i- -L,m, 1  (45)

where we have used the fact that a.uniform tern- in the context of the used theory. Proofs of similar
perature field 0- 00 prevails in the composite. relations between the overall effective properties
Similarly, the average strain a, under (372) is: tensors may also be needed.

f QMR-1[B,(x)ao+b,(x).o] dV,
4. TMw mkcome'haniid model

+ Qm'",;O0 dV,. (41)
The effective properties and stress fields will be

Solve for to and vo in (39) and substitute in (40) calculated using the Mon-Tanaka model. This
and (41): method of evaluation of the influence functions in

LA, 1,et 09 (38) and of the effective properties of the corn-
ML + .,0 (42) poite aggregate has been described in (I). Here

'g,-MA, + MAO, we summarize only those expressions which will
where be needed in the sequeL The first step is the

evaluation of local fields in the dilute problem,
L, - f -RL'Q?- 'A(x) dVl]A;' where a single coated fiber is embedded in a large

volume of matrix, Fig. 4. A uniform stress eo or

is I f VA' strainC, and temperature change 90 are applied
- ! RL;Q-A,(x) dV, A2a, to the matrix at infinity, such that a, and t. are

S Ithe as yet unknown averages stress and strain in
S , RJQ'a,(z) d,+ -f d (3 the matrix, while the composite is subjected to the

V ' x + dV boundary condition (331) and (33k). respectively.
The solution of this dilute problem can be ex-
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/M('') !,, X

s (8 -..A. Note that in the dilute configuration there is
s . _ .-,*(s,) -s. T, i. "- , tM - 0 ( 9

"" d., .-O (49)

where I is the identity tensor.

In this way, the evaluation of the quantities of
interest in (38) is reduced to finding of the con-

centration factors T,, t,, W, and w,, which are
defined as the phase volume averages of the in-"!Ej 't-.gotfluence functions T,(x), 1,(x), W,(x) and w,(x)

SS) = 6 ,.s,-z.a_ in (46).

. 31 v.--,(S') - a. Substitution of (48) into (46) provides the in-
S0 /)fluence functions indicated by the Moni-Tanaka

'U ' model These are:
/$.

A,- T,(x) cT, (50)

Fil 4. A wcbmaw reprutatim of the Mon-Tanaka'.s T- T() [ ] [Ct,] + t,(x)
metod for brmoeatiac probl=S

pressed in terms of the influence functions T,(z), +ri'(r i
t,(x), W,(x), w,(x) as follows: b,- W(x)[-- [Icw, + W ,(x).

9,(W)- T,(x)W . + t,(x)W o (46) (51)

o(X) - W,(x)@. + W,(X)eo. Use of (50) and (S5) and (43) and (44) gives

The magnitudes of c. and a. are derived from1
the requirement that L,- RLf -'T,(z)

*m Eels--l s0+ vf tL:;(-_t,(z) dV, (52)(47) v,--r.t
e-•p,+o 71 k!, d, m

where c, are the phase volume fractios such that
Ec,.-.1, and c, and a, are the Phase volume

Al M,[ f(MR', dV.]07laverages of the local strains and sr.m. Theimal " QMRW,(z)dresult isI

[ csIE s^ +l -M -V ?+ -sw ,(z) dV. (53)..-.
÷ + f[ ~ Q ; dV,.

•,-t, o - OOc'w' , W-f, g'M.

(48) On the other hand, knowledge of the local

(48) fields (46) results in the prediction of the effective
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stiffness and compliance tensors L. MA and effec- which, when compared with (462) under 90 = 0,
tive thermal tensors I and m. These are implies that

L -T cT,
Substitution of this last equation into (531) yieldsI- ~~ ]cLT CT Fc, 1)-I M, - T, [ t;Q--1T,(x) dV, . (59)

f_,

+ 7111I1 Finally, compare (59) with (521), to show that
-1 (561), is in fact satisfied.

Mm [' ['C, W, Let us now proceed to prove the second rela-
M = cMW,1 cWI tion in (56). Start with (461), let e. - 0, and write

mu
t m ~~ [EisCIWWI [ it in the following equivalent forms:,,,- cMW [ ,W F- C, (55)

1,(X) - t,(x)(0

+ [,cs(Mu.v. +ns)]. .,(x) - RLQ,.'t,(x)9O - RLst;e 0 )

or
We now prove that L,, I,, M, and m,, as predic-
ted by the micromechanicai model in (52) and a,(x)-RL;Q-'t,(x) o-RLimw

(53), satisfy: + W,(x)J o- W),(x)1J1 , (61)

L,-M,', I,- -L,m,. (56) where it should be noted that iJo is the stress

Consider (461). with 0- 0, and write this equa- induced on the outside boundary of the matrix by

tion in an equivalent form: a temperature change under zero overall strain.
Compare (61) with the last of (46):

4,(X) - r T,(x). (57) w,(x)- LQm't,() - 114- W,(x)i..
OA z) - RL',Q-,T,(X)M.P=. $(62)

Integrate now (62) over V, to get w, and substitute

Table I both w, and w,(x) into (532):

Theruoa"-tic c-ostanwt- (.)dr.]
Fiber Coati Maa m M,[ - f

, (oPa) 13.8 34.4 96
E4 (O,) 772.2 34. WS 1 f
E, (GPO) 772.2 34.4 96.5 + vyJR m dV,
G,* (OPS) 20.7 14.3 37.1
G, (GP&) 68.9 14.3 37.1 1
G,, (OPN) 20.7 143 37.1 + Mf W, (x) dV 1. + f t,(z) dV,
* 0.25 0.2 0.3

780 0.2 0.3
,,, 0.25 0.2 0.3- R -1 w,(x) (63)a,,(10-*/"C) 2510 3.3 -- V
a,(10-'/°C) -1.8 3.3 9.3
a, (10-'/C) -13.8 3.3 9.3 Finally, multiply (63) from the left by -L,, recall

SPatch n p mm wb fiber c, -0.4the definition of M, in (531), and compare with

Cabma es c-o0.0107 (52,), to show that (564) is in fact fulfilled. Since
TaMM- ahutMWM muix C, - 0•593 (56) are satisfied by the model the proof of con-
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sistency relations L - M--1 , 1 - - Lm, between The external stress vector in the Cartesian sys-
the effective properties follows along the lines tem can be therefore written as.
shown in (I). v.o [q0(2) + 00(3)1/2

It should finally be noted that the thermal
stress influence functions a,(x), b,(x) and effec- ff,° [00(2) - qo(3)1/2
tive thermal stress tensors could also be found 00 o o
from a correspondence between mechanical and (- (64)
thermal fields in heterogeneous aggregates. We 0o.0 00(4)
follow here the direct approach; the latter route, Uy0| 00 (4)
outlined by Dvorak and Chen (1989), gives en- /,
tirely equivalent results, but the quantities of in- a.oY 00(3)
terest are obtained from exact connections be-
tween b,(x) and B,(x), and also between m and where 0o(3)' denotes the external loading config-
M. The results in that work have been derived uration in Fig. 2 rotated by 45*. Denote the
only for systems with transversely isotropic phases, average of these stresses over the fiber and matrix
but they can be extended to composites with cy. by g, (s - f, g). By definition, the W, tensor repre-
lindrically orthotropic fibers if the actual fiber sents the resulting average Cartesian stresses in
properties are expressed by effective ones, as out- the constituents due to a unit Cartesian stress
lined in the Appendix. The resulting forms are tensor at infinity. Therefore the columns of the
very simple, this may be preferable in some appli- (6 x 6) W, matrix can be written as:

cations. W'"1-[i,(2)+1,(3)]/2 s"f,g
It is now necessary to assemble the W, and w, Wt([) 2),(2 ) J s-f/ g

tensors from the solutions of the auxiliary prob- [I(2)-5A3)I/2 (65)
lems, and also to construct the M, and m, tensors W.() - i,(1). W7,(4) - 1,(4), W,( 5) - 1(4),
in accordance with (44). To this end, suppose that W(6) -,!(3)',
we have already obtained from (332) the Cartesian
components of the local stresses in the auxiliary with the last column W,(6) being equal to the
problems. Let the external boundary stresses Po in average stress tensor j,(3) rotated by 45 a about
Fig. 1 with 00 -0 be denoted by o0(1), and the the fiber axis. Finally the vector w, (s-f, g) is
Cartesian components of the local stresses, under equal to the average Cartesian stress components
a unit load 00(1) - 1, be given by e,(1). Similarly, in the fiber and coating due to a unit temperature
00(2) denotes stress 00 in Fig. I with 0o -0. and 00 - I at infinity.
a,(2) the corresponding local Cartesian stress field This completes the derivation of the concentra-
under 00(2) - 1. The external stresses in Figs. 2 tion tenors W, and w,. The stress fields can now
and 3 are respectively denoted by 00(3) and 00(4), be obtained from (46), where the average matrix
and the corresponding local Cartesian stresses un- stress c6 is determined from (48). Numerical re-
der external loads by a,(3), ,(4), suits for these fields under different loading con-

Table 2
Effective compliance mam

0.01139 -0.004253 -0.0005519 0 0 0
-0.004253 0.01139 -0.0005519 0 0 0
-0.0005519 -0.0005519 0.002717 0 0 0

0 ~ 0 0 0.0245000.0200 0 0 0 00200L 0 0 0 0 o 0.03130.
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Fig. 5. Stress distributions for the case Of uniform temperature Fig. 7. Stress distribution for transverse nIormal loading I MPa
change -I*C. along 0 - 00.

figurations will be given in the last section Of the such behavior was also observed in (1). in the
paper, together with the effective compliance simpler system made of isotropic constituents.
tensor M for the system considered. Unfortunately, due to the complicated nature of

Finally, we mention here that numerical calcu- the concentration factors, an analytical proof of
lations show that the resulting M matrix as pre- this property cannot be given for the present sys-
dicted by the Mon-Tanaka model is symmetric. teas.
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5. Numerkcal results This may require a reexaminauon of the present
solution.

We consider a fibrous system made of pitch Figures 6-8 show the average stress in the

precursor carbon fiber, carbon coating and coating for the case of pure mechanical loading in
titanium aluminide matrix. Stress fields are simple tension. Figure 6 shows the stresses in the

evaluated both for thermal changes and for typical coating as a function of ,, and Figs. 7 and 8 give
mechanical loading situations. Of particular inter- the stresses in the fiber, coating and matrix under

est are the thermal stresses caused in these systems simple tension at 0 - 0 o, and 0 - 90 g , respec-

by a uniform temperature change. tively. Since. both 1q and 12 are greater than 1 in

Table I shows the thermomechanical properties the present system (see eqn. 16), it is interesting to

and phase volume fractions of the constituents of observe that the radial and hoop stress become
zero at the center of the fiber. We note. however.this system; the fibers are cylindrically orttaho-1 j~3 naniorpi ie, n h

tropic, the coating and the matrix are isotropic. tr at the center othe fiberh a te

Material constants do not vary with temperature. stresses at the center of the fiber have a finite

The values of material constants were taken from value. If for certain material properties 'n and %1
work in progress by Diefendorf (1989). When are less than 1, the stresses at the center of theworkin rogrss y Difenorf 198). Wen fiber become singular.
material properties are functions of temperature,

the results developed here can be readily imple-
mented in an incremental form, using the proce- Adnowiedgemmt
dure described in Dvorak et al. (1989).

The effective compliance matrix predicted by Support from the DARPA-HiTASC program
the model is given in Table 2. For axisymmetric at Rensselaer is gratefully acknowledged.
loading, however, the replacement scheme de-
scribed in the Appendix can also be used to obtain
certain effective properties. For the system consid- Referemcs
eredL the properues of the equivalent transversely
isotropic fiber, as furnished by eqns. (A.9) and AVer. W.. and C.T. Hern koi (1916). Fafect of fiber Am-
(A.10) are: Mec0. 53b 7 1.S

Beavmais. Y., GJ. Dvorak and T. Chea (1939). Strum field in
k - 53.4 GPa, 1- 26.7 GPa, n - 786.2 GPa, coaupoes with aowed inhuesos. MwA Mawe 7. 305.
aA- -1.69x 10-6/C ar- 2 .086X 10-6/*C. Chen. .J. and LJ. Didefdorf (19M5). A theoreuticalcaula-

otin of ruidual strum in carbon fibers, in: Proc. 17th
(66) Bnnial Coamtn on Carbon. American Carbon Socety.

p. 337.
With these values, eqns. (7-10) can be readily Casu. R.M. and K. Lo (1979). Solutions for effective

shear properties in thrue phenasre and cyader model.evaluated, in the form applicable to systems with A Mak. oh S 27, 315.
transversely isotropic properties. Chrimsam. RM. and LK Le (19, Emtm to Chatainse

Local field are illustrated in Figs. 5-8. Figure 5 and Lo (1979)M J. Mwk Ph~y Sod" 34. 639.
shows the thermal stress distribution as a function Coban D. ad M.W. Hyer (1984). Ranl stum in rosa-ply

of a normalized radial distance for the case of a compoie nbes, Repon MM4K Virnia Polyechný
laUmte and Stat Univerity, BladkaburL, VA.uniform temperature change of -1. C. It is sew LJ. (19M). Private •ommunicaton.

that the hoop stress attains a maximum at the DvorUk OJ. and T. Chn (196). Thermal panon of three-
fiber-coating interface and that the stress field is phm coempoat. mink J.J ApL Mak 56. 418.
not uniform within the fiber. We note here that Dvonk. OLJ T. Chin and I. Tqepy (1). Temm anical

for radially orthotropic fibers (C, > C#), de sum fiedl in higl tmperare fibros composites: I.
Unidirectional laminates. to be pubished.stress field becomes infinite at the center of the HiA, L. (1•94). Thory of mechanka poperties of fiber

fiber, as already pointed out by Avery and strrn mateals: 1. ml- behavear. J. M•¢t Phy
Herakovich (1986), for the case of a single fiber. Sakih 13, 1•9.
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Norr A.N. (1989). An examWAuof of the Mon-Tanaka ing condition (A.lz) can be replaced by 5 - 0, so
effecuve medium approxmauon for multphase com- that it is satisfied in the St. Venant's sense. We
positas. J Appl. Mec* 56. 83. will now show that it is possible to replace the

Mikaga. Y. and M. Taya (1985a). Stress field in a coated w illo owthat it i ibe to replaaent
continuous fiber composite subjected to thermo-mechanica cylncaly orthotroic fiber by an eqvalent
loedings. . Compos. Mater. 19. 554. transversely isotropic fiber, without changing the

Mkaut. Y. and M. Taya (1985b), Stress field in and around a stress field in the surrounding matmx. To achieve
coated short fiber mn an nfuinte matrix subjected to uiui.S this, proceed in the following manner. Take out a
and biaxual ioadings. J. App!. Meck 52. 19. single orthotropic fiber. load it by certain rada

Mikata. Y. and M. Taya (1986), Thermal stresses in a coated sing orthntrupifir, loadeituby c an ri
short fiber composite. J. Appl. Mieca 53, 681. tratons °, and uniform temperature change 90

Pagano. NJ. and G.P. Tandon (1988). Elauc response of and also allow a linear displacement in the z-di-
multi-direcuonal coated-fiber composites. Compa. Scs. rection given by
Technol 31. 273.

u, " (:Z. (A.2)

Appendix Then, obtain the solution for the radial dis-
placement u, I, and 8y' where the latter denotes

In this Appendix we prove a result which is of the average longitudinal stress in the fiber. Next.
interest when the fibers are cylindrically ortho- consider a transversely isotropic fiber with as yet
tropic. unknown propertie load it again with q0°, 00 and

Consider a composite specimen contaie.in o and compute the radial displacement and aver-
aligned fibers of circular cylindrical shape and let age axial stress, now denoted by u; I,- and 5,.
the specimen be subjected to an axisymmetnc Demand the equality
loading together with a uniform temperature
change (see Fig. A.1). The loading conditions on u,(,. ,u,, - (A.3)
the specimen are

, -o°,?, ,,( ±S) -O (A.1) as a basis for obtaining the properties of the
transversely isotropic fiber. The following deriva-

where C denotes the cross-section of the speimen tion shows that if the overall load remains axisym-
perpendicular to the fibers and 2 H is the height of metric it is indeed possible to replace the cylin-
the specimen. For sufficiently long fibers the load- drically orthotropic fiber with one which is trans-

versely isotropic.
The results developed in the paper provide.

after considerable manipulation:

a Ua 01

-0+ H --H + r'H + St1at

C11 + i,-. -

-~ H, +H+ [(Ca,,e+ C,.a. + Ca,, )xO (+,7 C,,*+ , afo

. A-(C,,

d d
Fig. AAl. A scuman repsemtana. of eqsnvait fib. (A.4)
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-C,:7 + C., 2 o it turns out that the second term in equation (A.4)-C,,- C* 1 2- 0 is related to the first term in (A.5). which in turn is

identical to the relation between the second term
r(C,.H, - C..HH + C.. in (A.6) and the first term in (A.7). This fact.L " which can be proved after certain manipulations,

2 C,:7 4- C., reduces the number of equations to five. and
provides a unique way for obtaining the effective1 77• C•,, - C,., properties of the cylindrically orthotropic fiber.

The resulting properties are:
x(C, H + C,,Hl+C) fo C"7+C., 2k-(C,,7 + C,.)/2, I c,,•+c -k

+ 8o(C," + C,)H 2  
12 q,)

-(Ca + C*Za + Czaz) - -+ [(C,.H, + C.,H, + Cij) (A.9)

2 C,,'?+Co,_ 2 C,,17+Co,
+1*7 C,,i+C,, 1+7 C,,+ C,,

X {(c,,, + c..a* + CPA) X (c,, H, + C,#H, + C,)

-C _,+ C.), ] )J2 a

(A.5)

2k- 2 , •,+a ar+-UaA)O (A.6) X (C,,+C,,)Hi

*± 1±l\ ( 2\ (C,,a, + C,a, + C,,a2a - + n ),,-( k )naA8o (A-7)

2 (C,2 7)+CCo)
her+ T -+ (-c,,. + cO)

V/E"•. c." - c'.
7. H. - _- - x [(C,,a,+ C,,a + C,,a,)
H2-{(C,,- c.,),, + (c*- COO) no - (C, + cO.)H2]1

+(C, c,,)a,}) 
(A.1o)

X(A) aT H2+[(C,,a,+ C,,a{,+ C,.}()

Five constants k, 1. n. aT and a need to be
.determined, yet if one demands that the coeffi- (C. + C,) H, C.n + C.
cients of 0, t° and to be equal toe c other in
the respective expressions. then (A.4, A.5) aid -

(A.6. A.7) give sx equalities. Interestingly enough.
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Composite systems consisting of a matnx phase and coated inclusions with curvilinear anisotropy are considered, and a
concise framework is established for analysis of their effective thermomechanical behavior. An exact relation between the
effective thermal stress tensor and the purely mechanical influence functions of such media is derived. The presented analysis
includes as a special case some previous work by the authors on composites with coated and cylindncally onhotropic fibers.
e.g.. carbon fibers. Furthermore. it allows to prove analytically certair symmetry and consistency properies of the effecz;.e
thermomechanical tensors of such systems as approximated by the Mori-Tanaka micromechanical model.

1. Introduction the Mori-Tanaka method, but consistency of the
obtained results with the alternative provided by a

The present paper is the conclusion of two Levin-type procerure was not established 3Levin,
previous studies by the authors, Benveniste et al. 1967).
(1989), and Chen et al. (1990) (denoted (I) and The paper has three major objectives: (a) to
(II), respectively, in the following), on micromecl- establish a transparent and concise framework for
anical modeling of composite systems reinforced computation of the effective thermomechanical
with coated fibers which may be curvilinearly an- moduli of composite system reinforced by curvi-
isotropic. Interest in problems of this kind is linearly anisotropic, coated inclusions; (b) to ex-
motivated by the use of coated carbon fibers which tend the validity of the Levin-type relationship to
may possess circumferential or radial orthotropy; composites of this kind; and (c) for the fibrous
see for example, Avery and Herakovich (1986), systems considered in (I) and (II). and for the
Hashin (1990), and other references cited in (I) micromechanics model used therein, to establish
and (II). analytically the diagonal symmetry of the predic-

In the previous studies, we evaluated both the ted L tensor, and consistency between the "direct"
effective moduli and the local stresses in the phases and Levin's derivations of the effective thermal
in terms of the Mori-Tanaka (1973) estimates, stress tensor I.
within the framework developed by Benveniste
(1987) and Benveniste and Dvorak (1990). How-
ever, the diagonal symmetry of the effective stiff- 2. Effective tdermomechanical behavior of com-
ness tensor L wa verified only by numerical posite media with curvilinear anisoav"
examples. Furthermore, the effective thermal stress
tensor I was evaluated by a direct application of Let us consider a composite medium consisting

of a rectilinear matrix phase and inhomogeneous

Visiting from Department of Solid Mechanics. Materials and inclusions. The term "inomogeneous inclusion"
Structures. Faculty of Engineenn. Tel-Aviv University. is used here to describe a reinforcing particle or
Tei.Aviv, Israel. fiber which has variable thermomechanical moduli

0167-6636/91/S03.50 V 1991 - Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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in a fixed Cartesian coordinate system, or which coated or coated inclusions with curvilinearly an-
consists of several homogeneous phases. isotropic constituents.

In general. the local thermoelastic constitutive The effective behavior of the composite is given
equations in such systems can be described as: as

oam(x) = L.; (x) + m1, d - Li + 10, (2)

of(x) = Lf(x) tr(x) + If(x)O, where L and I are overall stiffness and thermal
strain tensors, and 6, i denote volume averages of

where o,, c, 8, L,, I, with s = f, m, denote the local stresses and strains, over a representative
respectively the stresses, strains, temperature, and volume element. These averages are given by:
the stiffness and thermal stress tensors in the
inhomogeneous inclusion (f) and matrix (m), re- o Cf6 1 + (Cfif+Cjm, (3)

spectively, all written with respect to a fixed where g. i,. denote averages over the phases. and
Cartesian system. Note that the Lm and Im tensors, cf, cm denote the volume fractions of the inhomo-
being rectilinearly anisotropic, are independent of geneous inclusions and matrix respectively.
X. Equations for the determination of L and I can

Examples of such systems are composites con- be derived by considering homogeneous boundary
sisting of a rectilinearly anisotropic matrix rein- conditions on a representative voluvne element of
forced by non-coated or coated cylindrically or- the composite as follows:
thotropic carbon fibers, or simply reinforced by
coated fibers with an isotropic core and coaung. U(S)-dOx, #(S) =80, (4'

In a cylindrically orthotropic carbon fiber, the which results in
stiffness and thermal stress tensors are constant
when-written in terms of a coordinate system i C 0 , 1(x) 9o. (5)
located at the center of the fiber with the three
axis pointing in the axial, tangential and radial
directions respectively. There are nine stiffness ef(x) -A 1 (x) to + at-(x) 00,
and three thermal expansion coefficients, (see (II), (6)
for example). Obviously, the space dependent or(x) =i (x) W 0+a(x) W 00
Cartesian Lr(x), If(x) tensors are related to these so that, from (1),, it follows:
constants through the usual transformation law
which depends on the polar coordinate 0, itself a if (x) = Lr(x) Af(x),
function of the generic point x. A coated fiber on if(x) - Lr(x) at(x) + If(x). (7)
the other hand, even if it consists of an isotropic
and homogeneous core and coating, may also be Equations (1)-(3) and (5) can be shown to
considered as an "inhomogeneous inclusion." In provide
this case the tensors Lr(x) and If(x) are equal to
the constant tensors of the core (L,, I,) or the LLm+cr(At-LmAt), (8)
coating (L., I), depending on the position of the I=- c~l. + c 1 (if - L,,a)
generic point x within the fiber. Such a coated
fiber is therefore an "inhomogeneous inclusion" where the "concentration factors" At, At, it, at,
possessing piecewise constant materials properties. without the argument (x), are the volume averages

In this section we provide a framework for the of the respective influence functions in the fiber:
computation of the effective properties of the type - + jf~o, " Afc0 + af~o, (9)
of composite systems described above. The inho- Ar 0 + 1  r (
mogeneous inclusions will be formally denoted by Equation (8) is the main result of this section.
the tensors Lf(x) and Ir(x), irrespective of their Together with Eq. (9), it allows us to treat the
internal structure. These inclusions may be un- coated-fiber systems described above as two-phase
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systems consisting of a rectilinearly anisotropic was Mori-Tanaka's theory which utilized the aux-
matrix reinforced by "inhomogeneous inclusions" iliary configuration of a coated particle (as an
characterized by Lf(x) and If(x). entity) in an infinite matrix. The equations in (I)

In order to make more transparent the imple- and (II) were however set 1-n for the more general
mentation of Eq. (8). consider, for example, a case of hybrid composites consisting of more than
composite system consisting of a rectilinearly an- one type of reinforcement. We now believe that
isotropic matrix and aligned coated fibers with a when dealing with coated inclusions the present
cylindrically orthotropic core and coating. Sup- framework gives a more concise method of dealing
pose that we are interested in obtaining the dilute with such systems. It also allows us to discuss
approximation LdI for the effective stiffness properties of general nature in Sections 3. 5 and 6
tensor. To this end, we embed a coated fiber in the below. The present section, together with Sections
infinite matrix and subject it at infinity to (4) with 3. 5 and 6 achieve in fact the major objectives of
0 = 0. Choosing, for convenience, a cylindrical this paper. For a detailed implementation of the
coordinate system, this auxiliary problem is solved Mori-Tanaka method to systems with coated and
and the solution for strain and stress fields in the curvilinearly anisotropic inclusions the reader is
coated inclusion is obtained in terms of their referred to (I) and (II).
cylindrical components. Next, using the usual
transformation law, the Cartesian components
ef(x) and of(x) of the strain and stress tensors 3. Exact relations between effective thermal and
and their average if and df are recovered. Use of mechanical properties
these values in (9) yields the desired tensors A f
and A4, and their substitution into (8)1, provides It can now be shown that the effective thermal
the dilute approximation Ldil. A detailed descrip- tensor I follows solely from the knowledge of the
tion of this procedure which is in fact valid for influence function Af(x). This provides an alter-
any micromechanics model is given in the Ap- native to Eq. (8)2 and leads to an exact relation
pendix. between certain averages of the mechanical and

Clearly, if the inclusion is homogeneous with its thermal influence functions.
properties described by a pair of constant rectilin- These results can be found from the virtual
early anisotropic Cartesian tensor Lf and If, it work theorem, as done by Levin (1967) in com-
follows from (7) that posite media with isotropic consituents. The pro-

cedure is exactly the same, but the inhomogeneous
Af = LfAf, if = Lfaf + If (10) inclusion is treated with regard to its space depen-

dent moduli. To this end, two alternative boundary
so that the expressions in (8) reduce to their conditions are considered on the external surface
familiar forms: S of the composite:

L =Lm+cr(Lr-Lm) Af, (11) u'(S)=E'x, 0'(S)=O, (12)

1= ctif + cmlrn + cf(Lf -Lm) af. u(S) =0. O(S) =80. (13)

A similar dual framework can be formulated According to the theorem of virtual work, we

for the compliance and thermal strain tensor M, write

and m, and their effective counterparts M and m,
but will be omitted here for brevity. fa', (x) C,1(x) dV- Jt(x) u,(x) dS, (14)

Finally, we should mention here that in dealing s

with coated fibrous composites, the analysis in (I) as well as

and (II) made in fact implicit use of (8). This
could be best understood by recalling that the f )(x) ,,(x) dV- t,(x) u,(x) dS, (15)
employed micromechanics model in these papers V's
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where t, denotes the traction vector on S. The fiber composites, in which the fiber core was cy-
procedure described by Levin (1967), and (14) and lindrically orthotropic. Both the effective moduli
(15) eventually provide and the local stresses were of interest, and were

estimated by the Mori-Tanaka (1973) approxima-
1= CmAmlm + cCr -1, AT(x) 4(x) dV, (16) tion, in the form developed by Benveniste (1987).

and Benveniste and Dvorak (1990).

where A is the transpose of the averaged in- As mentioned in Section 2, the description of
mn fthe Mori-Tanaka theory in (I) and (II) was given

fluence function A defined under the boundary for general three-phase composite systems which
conditions (4), at 00 =i 0. Then, may consist, for example, either of coated inclu-
i. = A4 0, (17) sions, or two kinds of fibers in a matrix. As

explained in that work, this micromechanics model
that satisfies makes use of an "auxiliary configuration" in which

crAm + cfAf = 1, (18) a typical inclusion is embedded in an infimte
matrix which is subjected at infinity to the average

where I is the fourth-order unit tensor. matrix strain. In the application of the model to
Thus Eq. (16) can also be written as the coated-fiber composites, the typical embedded

inclusion is a coasted particle, and thus the imple-

1= (I- crAT)I,+ c7I (AT(x) If(x) dV. mentation can be carried out in the framework of
rf"4r two-phase composites in which a matrix is rein-

(19) forced by "inhomogeneous inclusions". The inho-
mogeneous inclusion is now the coated particle.

This last expression provides an alternative to Eq. Specifically, the basic assumption of the micro-
(8): for evaluation of I, and leads after some mechanics model amounts to expressing the aver-
manipulation to the following exact relation be- age strains if and stresses dr in the coated inclu-
tween the mechanical and thermal influence func- sion in the form of:
tions and their averages: to ?Em+79o, (23)

(I-AT)I +1 f A T(X) If (x) dV-if - Lmar.
(-AT)Im + -- ��,Tr vr where the fourth- and second-order tensors T, T.

(20) t and i give the average strains and stresses in a
single coated inclusion within an infinite matrix

It can be readily verified that for an inclusion subjected to the conditions (4) at infinity. Specifi-
which is described by a single pair of constant Lf cally,
and If tensors, Eq. (19) in conjunction with (11),
provides i, = TE + t0o, i, - + R(o, (24)

1 = Im + (Lm - L )(Lf - Lm ) -'(I - I4), (21) where the subscript s indicates a solitary coated
inclusion in an infinite matrix. It can be shown

while (20) gives another familiar form: that Eq. (23). in conjunction with (3)2. (5) and (8)
provides after some manipulation the MT esti-ar= I-A)(L -L)-lir-m).(22) mates

L - Lm + c L([( L- Lm)TI -cm

4. The Mori-Tanaka (MT) model + -- Lm)-)- (25)

In the two recent papers (I) and (II), we have
been concerned with modeling of coated carbon I = cr ( - L )t + cmlm + cfl, (26)
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where the fourth- and second-order tensors L and of (25) shows that the term (L - Lm)T on the
i are defined as right hand side is exactly identical to that which

S(2 would appear in the dilute approximation for-
T=£T. I=t-L£t. (27) mula:

The tensors E and i interrelate the average stress. Ldd = Lm + cf ( - Lm ) T. (32)
strain and temperature of a single inhomogeneous
inclusion (or coated inclusion in the present case), Since the diagonal symmetry of Ld, can be estab-
when it is embedded in an infinite matrix which is lished from the reciprocal theorem of elasticity
subjected at infinity to boundary conditions, i.e. (Benveniste, Dvorak and Chen. 1991). it turns out

= + Fo. (28) that (L - Lm) T is diagonally symmetric. There-
= fore, the diagonal symmetry of the L tensor in

Since L and i have been defined in this manner, (25) depends on the symmetry of the L tensor.
they cannot be considered in general to represent Unfortunately no general statement seems pos-
the effective moduli of the inhomogeneous inclu- sible concerning the diagonal symmetry of L.
sion. However. in the auxiliary problem of a solitary

It should be noted that a somewhat different inclusion in an infinite matrix, one may consider
formalism, which is actually equivalent to that specific circumstances under which the displace-
introduced in the present Eqs. (23), (25) and (26), ment field induced at the interface S, of the inclu-
was adopted in (II). The present treatment is more sion and matrix is of the type
transparent and convenient to use in the subse- u(S) =C*x, (33)
quent proofs of diagonal symmetry of the predic-
ted effective tensors. where c* is a constant strain tensor. Then. Hill's

From their definition in (23), it is clear that the (1963) formula suggests that
T, Tf t and i tensors possess the following sym-
metry properties: 1 Jc d dV-= isif = i, i5 , (34)

T,,kt= TJk1i =T t , (29) V,

,k Tl , ,which establishes the diagonal symmetry of the L
Tjkl ' jzkl = jilk' Tj = j' tensor under the said conditions. This result will

so that from (27) be useful in the sequel in proving the diagonal
symmetry of the L tensor in (25) for the com-

Li',sk l --sk jtk ' Ls, Ii - 1, (30) posite media analyzed in (I) and (II). We recall
that the systems considered there consist of a

Thus, Eqs. (25) and (26) imply that the approxi- matrix and aligned cylindrical fibers with a cir-
mate L and I tensors satisfy cular cross-section. The matrix and coating are at

, L,,k1 I= Lsk,,, li,s- (31) most transversely isotropic, while the fibers may
be circumferentially or radially orthotropic.

However, it is not obvious that the MT estimate of Define now a Cartesian coordinate system
the L tensor is diagonally symmetric (L,,kt (xI, x2, x 3) with the x,-axis aligned along the
LA,)), this property needs to be investigated, direction of the fibers. Also, x, is the axis of

overall rotational symmetry, and the effective
composite medium is transversely isotropic. The

5. Diagonal symmetry of the L tensor overall properties are described by Hill's five elas-
tic moduli k, 1, n. GL. and GT. where n is the

Suppose that the inhomogeneous inclusions are uniaxial modulus, I is the corresponding cross-
described by a space dependent tensor Lf(x) modulus, and k, GL, and GT are respectively the
which is diagonally symmetric, and that the same plane strain bulk modulus, and longitudinal and
property holds for the Lm tensor. An examination transverse shear moduli.
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The evaluation of n and 1 requires application However. rotational symmetry requires
of the following boundary conditions to the repre-
sentative volume element of the composite: = L11 .33, L22 .. = L3333. (41)

uI(S) = c0 xI, u2 (S) = u3(S) = O, (35) This implies that -y = 0. together with

whereas the deterrmnation of k, GL and GT calls, 13 =• ,2 2 2a - L 22 33a, -/ _L_,3322a - L2222a"

respectively, for the following boundary condi- (42)
tions on S:

u 1(S)= 0, u(S) =(Ox,. u3 (S) =oX3, Adding the last two equations yields

(36) L 3322 = L12 33 - (43)

u1 (S) ='X 3, U2 (S) = 0, U3 (S) =01' (3) We have therefore shown that under (38), the

u 1(S)=0, U2 (S)=(X 2 , (37) transformation (28), with 00 = 0. reduces to

(38) (82z), = L2222(i 22 )s + L 2233 (i 33 )s (44)

For the auxiliary problem of a single cylindrical (5.3), = L3322 (i 22 )s + L3333 ( 33) (45)
fiber in an infinite matrix with which we were
concerned in (I) and (II), the boundary conditions which, together with (43), establishes the diagonal
(35) and (36) induce an axisymmetric displace- symmetry of/L in this case.

ment field, whereas (37) result in an anti-plane This concludes the proof of the diagonal sym-
field. Both of these solutions produce at the inter- metry of L. and thus also of the MT estimate of

face S, of the solitary fiber a displacement field of L, for the systems considered in (I) and (II).
the type (33). Specific form of the solution ap-
pears in (II). Thus the i tensor pertaining to these
loading conditions is diagonally symmetric. Un- 6. Consistency of the effective thermal strain tensor

fortunately, the last boundary condition (38) does
not induce at the interface S, a displacement field We have shown in Section 3 that all derivations
of the type (33). Therefore, a different way needs of the effective thermal stress tensor I must satisfy

to be found to prove the symmetry of L in this (20). Alternatively, it can be said that any model

case. The argument which will be given here uses should predict the same effective thermal tensor
the rotational symmetry of the system, in conjunc- either from (19), or by a direct application of the
tion with the loading configuration described by model to Eq. (8)2. A general proof of such con-
(38), to show that the average strain and stress sistency property of the Mori-Tanaka method for
tensors in the inhomogeneous fiber with rotational arbitrarily shaped coated inclusions seems to be
symmetry can be described by beyond reach. However, for the fibrous system

[ 1 0 0 0 with cylindrical fibers considered in (I) and (II), c0i 0 0! 0 .(39 consistency proof is given in the sequel.

0 [ a 0 i,= 0 (39) First, note that Eq. (20) must hold for the

0 0 a0 0 -'6 dilute approximation, i.e.

With this result, the transformation between - I
and c in (28), at 00 = 0, can be explicitly written (I- TT)m +• Jv TT(x) I(x) dV -- LIt.

as as (46)

",= L 1122a + L 1133 ( -a),

/-= L 2222a + L2233( -a), Since the dilute approximation makes recourse to
an exact solution of the auxiliary problem, the

-1 L3322a + L333 3 (--a). (40) boundary conditions (12) and (13), together with
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(14) and (15), can be used (as in the derivation of fiber with curvilinear anisotropy and then for the
(20)) to show that (46) is in fact valid, replacement fiber. From (49) it follows that

Next, we recall that the concentration factors
and influence function appearing in (20) are pre- f r(x) iT(x) dV T•(If)RV•. (50)
dicted in the framework of the Mori-Tanaka 4,

method as follows: where (I)R is the thermal stress tensor of the

Af (x) = T(x)(cmI + c T) replacement fiber.
)(47) Coming back to Eq. (48), we recall that its

if Lmal = a - Lt; validity for the case of transversely isotropic fibers

this may be found in (II). Therefore, the require- has already been established in a recent paper by

ment that Eq. (20) be satisfied by the MT model Benveniste et al. (1991). and that under axisym-

reduces to metric loading the last term in (48) satisfies

I - (cI + crTT)-'TT -I LOtR = Lt (51)

where LR is the effective modulus given by (25)

+ T(cjl+c, TT)'f TT(x) I(x) dV for a system with the "replacement fibers". Re-
Vr writing of (48) for the replacement fiber gives:

= L•-L. (48) [T

Unfortunately, it does not seem possible to prove [ (Cm + crTI) T ,,T 'm
that (46), by itself, implies validity of (48) for + (cmI+crTj)-[TOO(Ir)RVt] -fRLR

general systems with curvilinear anisotropy. (52)
Therefore, we focus on the fibrous systems

considered in (I) and (II) and prove the validity of Finally, compare (52) and (48) to show that the
(48) by exploiting the idea of the "replacement validity of (48) follows from (50); Q.E.D.
fiber," established in (II) and also independently
by Hashin (1990). Under an axisymmetric stress
state, a circular cylindrical fiber possessing radial Acknowledgement
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the Cartesian components of the fields at any
point within the fiber be described by

Appendix o,(x) - R 1'(f), e(x) - QEc(J) (A.3)

Consider a coated cylindrical fiber with a core Note that R * Q since according to the conven-
and coating which are cylindrically orthotropic. tional use in the literature there is a 2-term in the
Let the fiber cross section be circular, with the shear terms of the strain vector. In a transforma-
core and outside radius being given by a and b. In tion between the cylindrical and Cartesian sys-
this Appendix we will illustrate the tensors Lf (x) tems, R and Q are functions of the angle 0 and
and I4(x) for this system, also also explain in therefore of the x1, x2 Cartesian coordinates of
detail the procedure which leads to the representa- the generic point. For this specific transformation
tion ot the Af(x), af(x) and ,if(x), if(x) it turns out that RT= Q-I. Equations (A.2) and
tensors. (A.3), provide

Since both the core and the coating are cylin- o,(x) - R(x) L;Q-(x) c(x)+R(x) I9o
drically orthotropic, the constitutive equations are (A.4)
conveniently represented in terms of a cylindrical
coordinate system located at the center of the so that we can write Lf(x) and If(x) for the
fiber. coated fiber as follows:

, ,S C" L(x) - R(x) L'Q-'(x) fi( x)
COo o, coo Co. 0 0 0 +SR(x) '-()[I-f(x]
0. c,. C2, C:: 0 0 0 If(x) - R(x) If,(:) + R(x)I0[1 -f,(x)],

O,, 0 0 0 G o 0 0 (A.5)
0.e 0 0 0 0 Gi, 0 with f,(x) being defined as

0, 0 0 0 0 G,2SI (1, if x is in the core,

e, - a.0o (s) M (X) 0fi O, if x is in the coating. (A.6)

t- aoo Suppose now that the composite is subjected to

C. - aOo the boundary conditions (4), and the strain field in
2c, , s - c, g, (A.1) a representative fiber is described in a polar coor-

dinate system located at the center of the fiber
2(2, through the influence functions A'(U), a;(J)

2,,: e;( =)fA;(J)e 0 +a;(J)80 , s-c,g. (A.7)
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Using (A.3) 2 and (A.7). we obtain the Cartesian the Cartesian stress either from (A.2). (A.7) and
components of the strain: (A.3),, or directly from (A.4) and (A.8) as

E,(x)=Q(x) A,(x) to+ Q(x) a•(x) 0o, o,(x)=R(x) LAa(x) to

s = c, g, (A.8) + JR(x) L•a•(x) + R(x) 1,18 0 . (A.11)

where it is assumed that the components of the where we have expressed again the the compo-
polar coordinates J have been expressed in terms
of the Cartesian one x. Recalling the definition of nenso tain tr of x.Finally taking an average of (A.11) over the

Af and af in (9)2, and taking an average of (A.8) coated fiber and using the definition of Af and d1

over the fiber (core and coating) provides in (9), provides

s As(x) dS5), PS f R(x) LA(x) dS..
(A.9)

a .fsL ,Q(x) a'(x) dS,ý 1, f [' R(x) 1.•a,(x) (A.12)

C.- S C..g

where P, is given by +R(x) Ij] dS,)

Pc = a 2/lb2 . v, = (b 2 - a2 )/b 2  (A.10) Therefore once the influence functions A;(C),

and S, denotes the cross sectional area of the core a.() of (A.7) are.known through the use of some
and coating. micromechanics model, substitution of (A.9) and

Turning to the Ar and Qf tensors, we write first (A.12) in (8) provides the desired effectivw.tensors
L and I.
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ABSTRACT

THE EXISTENCE of diagonal symmetry in estimates of overall stiffness tensors of heterogeneous media ts
examined for several micromechanical models. The dilute approximation gives symmetric estimates for all
matrix-based multiphase media. The Mori-Tanaka and the self-consistent methods do so for all two-phase
systems, but only for those multiphase systems where the dispersed inclusions have a similar shape
and alignment. However, the differential schemes associated with the self-consistent method can predict
diagonally symmetric overall stiffness and compliance for multiphase systems of arbitrary phase geometry.
A related question is raised about the equivalence of two possible approaches to evaluation of the overall
thermal stress and strain tensors. A direct estimate follows from each of the above models, whereas LEviN's
results [Mechanics of Solids 2. 58 (1967)] permit an indirect evaluation in terms of the estimated overall
mechanical properties or concentration factors and phase thermoelastic moduli. These two results are
shown to coincide for those systems and models which return diagonally symmetric estimates of the overall
stiffness. Finally. model predictions of the overall elastic symmetry of composite media are discussed with
regard to the spatial distribution of the phases.

I. INTRODUCTION

IT IS well known that under uniform thermomechanical static loads, statistically
homogeneous elastic composites can be regarded as macroscopically homogeneous
media characterized by an effective stiffness or compliance tensor, and by an effective
thermal stress or strain tensor. The reciprocal theorem of elasticity can be employed
to show that the exact effective stiffness and compliance tensors of an actual composite
must be diagonally symmetric if this property obtains in all constituent phases. How-
ever, the complex microstructural geometry of actual systems precludes an exact
evaluation of these tensors. Instead, various approximate procedures, such as the
dilute approximation, the self-consistent and Mori-Tanaka methods, and various
differential schemes are often used to estimate the overall stiffness or compliance in
terms of given phase moduli, volume fractions, and shapes. As they stand, these
procedures do not guarantee diagonal symmetry of the estimated stiffness tensors.

t Visiting from Department of Solid Mechanics, Materials and Structures, Faculty of Enginmering,
Tel-Aviv University. Israel.
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Trial calculations show that diagonal symmetry obtains in some systems and not in
others, and the micromechanics literature does not seem to offer any general guidelines
for an a priori identification of sstems which admit a ':egitimate application of a
particular approximate procedure.

A related problem arises in evaluation of the effective thermal tensors. These can
be found in to distinct ways. A direct approach would employ one of the approximate
methods to estimate these tensors. Alternatively. LEVIN'S (1967) results can be used
to relate these tensors in an exact manner to the actual or estimated overall elastic
properties or mechanical concentration factors and to the known thermoelastic con-
stants of the phases. These two predictions should always coincide, but again. no
general proof of such coincidence appears to be available in the literature.

Although a given set of inclusions can be dispersed in a matrix to form aggregates
%kith many different spatial arrangements and corresponding overall elastic s'm-
metries. some of the approximate methods predict the moduli and thermal expansion
coefficients of only one such aggregate. Again. it is not clear what might be the
underlying internal structure of this particular system, and how the shapes and elastic
properties of the phases influence its overall elastic symmetry.

The purpose of the present work is to offer some answers to these open questions. We
sho% that the dilute model gives diagonally symmetric estimates of overall mechanical
moduli tensors in all matrix-based heterogeneous systems. In contrast. the Mon-
Tanaka and the self-consistent models return such diagonally symmetric results only
for two-phase systems, and for those multiphase systems in which the dispersed phases
are aligned and of similar shape. However, the differential schemes which employ
successive dilute approximations. do always return a diagonally symmetric estimate
of the overall stiffness. The coincidence of the two approaches to evaluation of the
overall thermal stress and strain tensors is found to exist under similar circumstances.
Finally, the overall elastic symmetry of the Mori-Tanaka model is shown to be
determined by the lowest material and shape symmetry present among the phases.

It is important to mention that approximate methods based on variational principles
should always yield a diagonally symmetric tensor: see for example. the self-consistent
schemes based on the Hashin-Shtrikman principle and the closely related self-con-
sistent quasicrystalline approximation (WILLIS. 1977. 1981. 1983. 1984). However. a
specific implementation of such an approach to multiphase composites with inclusions
of different shapes does not seem to exist at present.

2. SoME AVAILABLE RESULTS

We are concerned with the overall thermomechanical response of a representative
volume of a perfectly bonded multiphase composite aggregate which is subjected to
a uniform overall stress a or strain a, and a uniform change in temperature 0. This is
defined by

a = Lz+I6. a = Ma+mO. (1)

where L and M. and I, m, are the effective overall stiffness and compliance, and the
thermal stress and strain tensors. For consistency of (i). these must satisfy the relation
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L = M ' and I = - Lm. Following HILL (1963) and LAWS (1973) one can show that
the overall properties are related to the local moduli and volume fractions by

L L, +  c,(L,-L,)A,. M= M, + (M, - M)B,. (2)

I = I, + • c, I,-1,)+ ,- c,(L,-L 1 )a,.

m =mI + c,(m,-m)+ Yc,(M,-M l)b,. (3)

where A,. B,. a,. b, represent the concentration factors which are the averages of
certain influence functions to be defined below, and L,. M,. and 1. and m, denote the
properties of phase s = 1.2..... N. in matrix-based composites. s = I denotes the
matrix phase. These properties enter the phase constitutive relations as

r,(x) = L,e,(x) +1,0,(x). E,(x) = Mo,(x)+m,O,(x). (4)

Those are similar to (I). but relates the local fields rather than their overall averages.
The local fields are connected to the overall average by certain mechanical and thermal
influence functions

E,(x) = A,(x)z+a,(x)0. a,(x) = B,(x)G+b,(x)O. (5)

The phase averages a, and t, of the local fields satisfy analogous connections written
in terms of the mechanical and thermal concentration factors A,, B,. a,. and b, which
appear in (2) and (3) above. In this paper, local fields will be denoted by"an argument
(x). and quantities without an argument will refer to averages.

The phase properties are assumed to satisfy the symmetry relations

L,,A = L,,k=l L,/IA = Lk',,. . = I,=

M) ) M,) = M,, s/ ) W m,,5) (6)

Also. both the influence functions in (5) and the concentration factors which are their
phase volume averages, must satisfy the symmetry conditions

ASJkl" = Alik, = A•,jlk a,1 a,:),
B(S) = ,-,) =- lk, B s) - (7)

but the diagonal symmetry relations are not necessarily satisfied: A,,j., # As,, BA_.1 #
Bkh, •

To lead into the main topic of the paper, we recall the reciprocal theorem of
elasticity. Suppose that a representative volume V of a heterogeneous medium is
subjected to two different states of uniform overall stress a,, and a,; or.conjugate
overall uniform strain ek, and 4,, at 0 = 0. The actual local fields are denoted as a,,(x).
4,(x). and a,, (x),4 ,(x), they satisfy the connections
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a,, = 1' L,, x)•,lxldV= L,,111. a;, = Lk/l(x)l i,(x) dV= L,,kI -,, (8)

The theorem states that the two sets of local elastic fields satisfy the relation

f a,,(x) F,(x) dV = .a;,(x),(x) d '.

or. since the boundary conditions are homogeneous
V=a,, V (9)

This shows that L and M must also possess the symmetries indicated in (6). i.e.

L,,k = L = L,,,• = Lkhp. I,, = I,.

MV ,,kt = M,,,t = M,,Ik = 'Ikhi,. m,, = m ,. (10)

Moreover. LEVIN (1967) and ROSEN and HASHIN (1970) found that the tensors m
and I can be expressed as

I= • cArl,, m = Fc ,Brm, (11)

or. since
V

c,A =TI, Zc,B[=T ,

NV

S= l, + • c.Ar(I,-,). m = m, + . c,B[(m 1-"m). (12)
•=2 s=.

In two-phase systems. (2) indicates that the concentration factors A, and B, can be
replaced by overall L and M to yield

I= II + (L - L )(L, - L) -'(12 -I1),

m = mI +(M-M 1 )(M 2_-MI) -(m,-m),. (13)

BENVENiSTE and DVORAK (1990) have recently established an exact relationship
between the thermal and mechanical influence functions in two-phase systems:

a,(x) = [I- A,(x)](L, - L2)- '1(I -),

b,(x) = [I-B,(x)](MI -M,)-'(m 2 -m 1). (14)

which can be readily extended to concentration factors.
In any actual system, the influence functions in (5), or the phase concentration

factors are not known exactly. Instead, they are estimated by certain approximate
procedures. The dilute approximation, together with the Mori-Tanaka and the self-
consistent methods are often employed for this purpose. As they currently stand.
neither guarantees that the estimates of overall L and M will satisfy the symmetry
requirements (10).
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The overall thermal tensors can be evaluated in two different ways. One approach
would employ the above estimates of A, and B, in (11) and (12). Alternatively, a, and
b, can be found directly from one of the above approximate procedures. and then
utilized in a direct evaluation of I and m in (3). Again. it is not clear that these two
approaches do always lead to the same result.

Therefore. one of the objectives of our inquiry is to find in which composite
systems do the approximate procedures for evaluation of A, and B, produce symmetric
estimates of L and M that satisfy (10). Also, we wish to establish when the direct
estimates of a_. b_. A, and B, lead to identical values of I and m in (3) and (I I) or (12).
respectively.

3. THE DILUTE APPROXIMATION

A matrix-based multiphase medium is regarded here as a collection of non-inter-
acting inhomogeneities. Each inclusion of phase s = 2.3 ..... N is considered in turn.
embedded in a large volume of matrix (s = 1) which is subjected to a uniform overall
strain c. The average strain in each such phase is defined in analogy to (5) as

c,= T,c+tO. (15)

Since only two phases (s = I and s I) are involved in each application of (15),
one can use (141) to write

t,= (I-TJ(L1 -L)- 1(1-I). (16)

An estimate of the L tensor follows from (2) as
V

L = L, + Y c,(L,-L,)T, (17)
5-,

while the I tensor can be estimated either from (12,) as
.V

vI, + Z cT[(I-1,). (18)
s= 2

or from (16) and (31) as
V ,V

I = l, + I +(l,-l,).+ " c,(L 5- L,)(I-T J(L, - LJ '(1,-I 1 ). (19)
-2.2 s=2

We will now show that L in (17) satisfies the diagonal symmetry requirement in (10)
and that (18) and (19) give identical estimates of I. Consider first the symmetry
properties of the product (L,-L )T,. Recall that a single phase s • I is embedded in
a large volume D, of the matrix phase s = I which is subjected to a uniform overall
strain c, and 0 = 0. Suppose that two different overall strain states, e,, and t,. are
applied. The reciprocal theorem (9) then shows that

1 +d~(= dt +d(20)

where d, = D,1 D and d, = D,/D denote the matrix (s = I) and inclusion volume
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fractions in the dilute configuration. D = D, + D : the a&" and a'" are the average
phase stresses. From (4) and the relation d,"E d,',' = E, for the auxiliary dilute
configuration it follows that

L',,',, e: , + .[L:2, - L:,L'] , = + (2 [1;,,,,, (21)

This shows that the product (L,- L )T.. and therefore also the dilute approximation
of L in (171. are indeed diagonally symmetric.

It is nov. eas% to prove that the estimates ( 18) and (19) of I are equivalent. Rewrite
(19) in the for,.

I = I + ,(AL,-L,)T,(L,-L,) '(I,-l1) (22)

and recall that (L, - L, )T, is symmetric. this provides the desired proof.

4. THE MORI-T METHOD

4. 1. Sul•lnar," ol the method

MoRI and TANAKA (1973) proposed the method in an attempt to find an estinmate
of matrix stress in a material containing precipitates with transformation strains.
BEN;VENISTE (1987) reformulated the original approach, and more recently IBENVEN-
ISTE. 1990) he established certain unifying connections with the model proposed by
LEVIN (1976) and the so-called closure approximation of lowest order of WILLIS
( 1981 ). The method enjoys widespread use. For example. BENVENISTE and DVORAK

(1990). and BENVENISTE et al. (1989) applied it to thermal stress problems in two-
phase and coated fiber systems. A comprehensive list of previous work on the Mori-
Tanaka method in composites can be found in these papers.

As in the dilute approximation. an inclusion of each phase s #= I is regarded as a
solitary inhomogeneity in a large volume of matrix s = 1. However. the overall strain
applied to the matrix is no longer the actual overall strain z in the aggregate: instead.
it is equal to the as yet unknown average matrix strain c,. Therefore. in place of (15).
the average phase strain is now equal to

c, = T,c +t,O. (23)

Inasmuch as z = Z,, one can establish that

S= cI+"c,T, [-Y 0c,t,.

A-=T, cI+ c,T,
L.. =2J

a, = T, [ I tj+t,.14

a, - , [I+, ~cjT. [ t+It'. (24)
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A substitution of the above A, into (2,) then gives the Mori-Tanaka estimate of the
overall stiffness L as

L=L, + [V cL, - L, )T, c,l±+ Vc,T, (25)

or as

L = ,c,L,T, ,c T] (26)

there we used the identities

T, = 1. t, =0. (27)

Consider next the estimates of 1. The first option is to use A, in (I I) and after some
algebra find

The second option is to substitute the direct estimate (24,) of a, into (3,)

1 = L[Zt] c Lt+l (29)

with L taken from (26).
In the following paragraphs we show that the Mori-Tanaka estimates of L are

symmetric only for those multiphase composites where all phases s # I are of similar
share. Also. we show that this property obtains in all two-phase systems. regardless
of phase geometry.

4.2. 41igned inclusions of similar shape

Write the concentration factor T, in the form

T, -- [I+ P(L,- L,)-L (30)

where P = pr is related to the constraint tensor L* of a transformed homogeneous
inclusion by

L* = P` -L, (31)

and hence there is also LO = (L*)T. The background related to the dei'nition of the
P tensor and associated concepts may be found in the comprehensive reviews by
WALPOLE (1981) and WILLIS (1981). Of course. if the inclusion is of ellipsoidal shape.
then P = SL,-'. in terms of the Eshelby tensor S. and the .train field inside such a
solitary inclusion is uniform. However. this restriction is not required in the analysis
which follows. What is required is that the tensor P be identical for all inclusions.
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Thus the inclusions may have any similar shape. but each must have the same
orientation in a fixed reference frame.

In any event, since P is identical for all s 1 1. (30) and (31 ) provides

T, = (L*+L,)-'(L*+L,). (32)

Substitute this into (26) and after some algebra find the following diagonally sym-
metric form of the Mori-Tanaka estimate of L (NORRIS, 1989)

L= c,(L*+ L,)-' -L. (33)

Next, we proceed to show that the estimates (28) and (29) of I are equivalent. Take

T, from (32). recall that L, and L* are both diagonally symmetric, and write (28) as

)c,(L* + L,) -'1 .(34)

Modify now (29) by noting that t, in (16) can be rewritten with the help of (32) as

t, = - (L* + L) - '(I, -I,) (35)

and substitute this together with L from (33) into (29). The result is

= I, + c,(L*+L,)iF c,(L* +L) -'(1,-,)1 (36)
, .J L$ sIJ

and. after expansion of the second bracket. it reduces to the form (34) which was
derived from (28).

4.3. Two-phase materials with inclusions of different shape

The two phases are denoted by the subscript r = 2,. P. where r = 2 denotes the
matrix, and r = P3 the dispersed phase which must have the same stiffness L" in a fixed
coordinate system. In an actual composite system. this last requirement is unlikely to
be satisfied unless the phase r = 3 is isotropic. The matrix phase resides in the region
s = 1. while the second phase occupies various regions s = 2.3,..., N of different
shape. For each such region there exists a certain tensor P'.

It is convenient to introduce the tensor P, defined as

P'(L, - LO)IP," = P; - P'. (37)

Since P' = (p,)r, the definition shows that P", = (p,)r. After some algebra, the tensor
T, in (30) assumes the form

T, = I+P1(L,-L0). (38)

First. we ask if the overall stiffness L defined by (25) is diagonally symmetric in the
present system. Note that (25) can be rewritten as
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L = L, +(L,-Lg)(cj - cT,)( CT). (39)

then transformed into

1 = L c(L-• cT) (40)

and with reference to (38) cast into the final form

L= L#+ c[(L -Lt)- j (41)

which shows that indeed L = LT.
Next, let us examine for the present system the two forms of I given by (28) and

(29). If (38) is used in (28) together with I, = I for s I. then after much manipulation
I becomes

I = I1 1±c, c,[(L.-L )- l + PI] (L,-L) -'(I, -I). (42)

On the other hand, if the identity t, = 0 is used in (29), it follows that

I = L[- c~tS +c'(I,-1 8)+ = c•(L~t5+l8), (43)

where t, can be evaluated from (16) with T, taken from (38)

t' = P-1(I - I1). (44)

Then, with L from (41). I becomes

= 1-c 5  , c,[(L, -L 8 )- '+ Pj]- ' [ , cPj -1} (1, -10). (45)

This can be cast into a form which is identical with (42). in the derivation it is
helpful to write the identity tensor in (45) as

I--X c,[(L,-LO)- +Pc..--, -L#) +P:.3 (46)

4.4. Multiphase systems with inclusions of different shape

In composites of this kind, where in each phase both the phase stiffness L, and the
tensor P5 vary with s, one can show that the overall L in (26) is generally not
symmetric, and that (28) and (29) lead to different results. An analytic proof appears
to be cumbersome. but the said properties can be conclusively demonstrated by a
numerical example. To this end we consider a specific three-phase material consisting
of a Ti3AI matrix (phase I), carbon circular disc (phase 2), with the normal of the
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plane face of the disc in the direction x, of a Cartesian coordinate system, and
continuous SiC fibers of circular cross-section (phase 3). aligned %ith v -, Each phase
is assumed to be isotropic. The phase moduli and %olume fractijns were selected as

E. = 96.5GPa. G, = 37.1 GPa. 2, = 9.25 , 10 C. e =0.55.

E, = 34.4GPa. G, = 14.3 GPa. x, = 3.33 - 10 C. 0. =0.25.

E, =431.OGPa. G,, 17 O.0GPa. x, =4.86x 10 ' C. =0.2. (47)

The abo~e constants give the following values of the coefficients of the (6 X 6) and
(6 x I) matrices defined by (26). and (28). (29). respectively

r 123.62 43.84 35.89 0 0 0

43.84 123.62 35.89 0 0 0

21.89 21.89 124.05 0 0 0
L = GPa. (48)

0 0 0 33.04 0 0

0 0 0 0 33.04 0

0 0 0 0 0 39.89]

1 = (-0.14185. -0.14185. -0.12880.0.0.0)x 10- GPa C [from Eq. (28)].

I = (-0.14970. -0.14970. -0.081 6 7 .0.0.0)rx 10 GPa C [from Eq. (29)].

The example shows that L is not symmetric, and that the I in (28) is different from
I in (29).

We note that the only exception to this conclusion has been observed so far in
systems where the phases 2 and 3 are combined in a coated fiber which is embedded
in a continuous matrix (BENVEN•IsTE et al., 1989). In such systems. the tensors T, and
t, of phases s = 2. 3 are obtained from an exact solution of an elasticity problem in
which the coated fiber resides in a large volume of matrix which is loaded by an overall
stress ae or strain E. and by a uniform temperature change 0. Clearly. this exact
solution guarantees that the overall stiffness predicted by the dilute approximation of
Section 3 is symmetric. A similar proof has not yet been established for the Mori-
Tanaka method, but several numerical realizations of this method have consistently
returned diagonally symmetric Mori-Tanaka estimates of L. as well as agreements
between (28) and (29). CHEN et al. (1990) obtained such results even for systems
reinforced with cylindrically orthotropic fibers and transversely isotropic coatings in
a transversely isotropic matrix.

5. THE SELF-CONSISTENT APPROXIMATION

5. 1. Reriew of the method

This well known procedure has its origins in the work of BRUGGEMAN (1935) who
used it to study conductivity of composites. HERSHEY (1954) and KRONER (1958) who
applied it to polycrystals, and BUDIANSKY (1965) and HILL (1965) who formulated
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the method for composite aggregates: see also the reviews of WALPOLE (19811. and
WILLIS (1981) for further insights on the method.

In the theory. particle interaction is taken into account by assuming that an inclusion
of each phase is embedded in an effective medium of initiall unknown properties. As
in the Mori-Tanaka method, mechanical and thermal concentration factors are
derimed from the solution of a dilute problem. but the solitarN inclusion is now
asumed to be bonded to a large volume of the effective medium of as '.et unknown
effectixe L and I. which is loaded by the actual overall stress a or strain t. and the
temperature change 0).

The effectite stiffness is again given by (2)

N

L = L, + (L, - L, )A,.

%here the tensor A, is now the actual concentration factor

A, = [11+P'(L, -L)] (49)

and

P' =(L*+L)' (50)

is a function of the oerall moduli, but its form depends on the shape of the inclusions
ý. When used in (49) and then substituted into (2,). this gives a system of nonlinear
algebraic equations for the coefficients of L. Explicit solutions have been obtained
only for some common two-phase systems (HILL. 1965, WALPOLE. 1969). but a
numerical procedure must be employed for more complex material combinations.

Once L is known, the effective thermal stress tensor I follows either from (12,). or
from (3) with a, given by the expression

a, = (I- A,)(L -L,) -'(1,-I1). (51)

It is interesting to observe that if L is known, the first alternative [(12,) and (49)]
provides an explicit expression for I. whereas the second one [(31), (49) and (51)] gives
a linear algebraic equation for I.

Again. two questions need to be answered. One pertains to the diagonal symmetry
of the predicted L. the other to the equivalence of the two alternative evaluations of
I. The first question can not be answered analytically for all systems. and numerical
examples must be used instead. In any event, we show that the self-consistent pre-
diction of L is symmetric in the same circumstances as the Mori-Tanaka prediction.
The second question can be answered analytically. As in the Mori-Tanaka method,
one obtains an affirmative answer for systems in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 when L = L'.
However, in multiphase materials with different P' and L, the two predictions of I
would be different even if the overall L were symmetric.

For convenience, we first consider the multiphase systems of Section 4.4. and then
the case of aligned inclusions and the two-phase systems.
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5.2. Mlultiphase systems of any phase geometry

A numerical example will showk that the method does not predict a symmetric
overall stiffness tensor for this system. The numerical evaluation of L employs the
follovking iterative procedure. In the first step. P' is found in terms of the matrix
moduli L. i.e.. as in the dilute approximation, and denoted by (P'), : the subscript
( I) refers to the first step. This is used in (49) and (2,) to evaluate the first approxi-
mation of L. denoted by (L),. In the second step. PV is evaluated as a function of the
new (L) . and used again in (49) and (2,) to find the next approximation IL)- of L.
Thi., is continued until a selected convergence criterion is satisfied.

Phase properties are selected as in Eq. (47). Again. phase I is the matrix, phase 2
has the shape of circular disc. and phase 3 forms aligned cylindrical fibers. The
described iterative procedure gave the following results in steps 1. 2. and 23 when
convergence was reached

r118.46 39.47 24.59 0 0 0
39.47 118.46 24.59 0 0 0

24.59 24.59 122.60 0 0 0
(L), 0 0 0 31.96 0 0 GPa.

0 0 0 0 31.96 0

0 0 0 0 0 39.50

126.47 46.98 22.80 0 0 0

46.98 126.45 22.80 0 0 0

42.45 42.45 125.13 0 0 0
(L): = 0 0 0 32.88 0 0 GPa,

0 0 0 0 32.88 0

0 0 0 0 0 39.75

123.85 44.12 22.04 0 0 0

44.12 123.92 22.04 0 0 0
35.97 35.97 124.09 0 0 0

(L):3 0 0 0 32.74 0 0 GPa. (52)

0 0 0 0 32.74 0

0 0 0 0 0 39.87

which clearly shows lack of symmetry of the predicted L. Note that even the second
iteration gives a nonsymmetric (L)2. However, this does not interfere with evaluation
of (P'),. because the coefficients L1 3. L: 3. L31. and L , are not involved.

We emphasize that the performance of the method must be evaluated for each
particular application. For example, the above conclusion may not be reached in
coated fiber composites, or in other three-phase systems where the interaction of two
of the phases is evaluated from the solution of an exact elasticity problem.
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Consider next the two alternatives in evaluation of the overall thermal stress tensor
I. The result (52) notwithstanding, we assume that the self-consistent estimate of the
overall stiffness L is diagonally symmetric. The first alternative is suggested by (12,).
with A, given by (49). If (50) is substituted into (49). then

A, = (L*+ Lj- I(L*+L) (53)

and ( 12) then becomes

I = I, + S-" c,(L,+L)(L*+L,)-'(1.-I,). (54)

In the second alternative, I is found from (3,). (51) and (53) as

I = I, + '7c(0,- 1 )+ Z c,(L,-L 1)(L*+LJ '(I-IJ. (55)

To compare the last two forms, we recall the identity !,- icA, I [and use (53) to
define the tensor L ' by

"V

YZ c,A, = Y c(L'+L,)-'(L*+L) = 1. (56)

This helps to reduce (54) to the form

I= Zc,(L,*+L)(LS*+L )-l (57)

and then to

I ,= c,(L*+L)(L,+L)-4 [s) c,(L*+L)(L*,+L)-'1,l. (58)

In contrast. (56) and some algebra eventually convert (55) to the form

c.= ((L,+ L,(L,*+ L, (59)

which is different from (58). Thus we conclude that even if L were diagonally
symmetric, the self-consistent method would still provide two conflicting estimates of
I for general multiphase aggregates.

It should be noted here that in three-phase fibrous systems with arbitrary transverse
phase geometry, the effective thermal tensor I can be found exactly in terms of the
overall and local stiffnesses and volume fractions (DVORAK and CHEN. 1989). It
remains to be verified, however, whether the use of the self-consistent method in
conjunction with this result would coincide with its direct application to such systems.

5.3. Aligned inclusions of similar shape

In systems of this kind. all inclusions have the same constraint tensor L* = L*. For
example, each grain in a polycrystalline aggregate may be regarded as a spherical
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inclusion in an effective medium. However. in matrix-based composites reinforced b%
inclusions of the same shape and alignment, there is L!= L* for the inclusions

S= 2 ...... V. while L*of the matrix (s = I) needs to be determined. Following HILL
1965). ,xe write

a, - a= L *1(c-E, ). for s= L.

a,-a = L*(- -ej. for s = 2 ...... V (60)

and

=c,(C,-C) = 0. c,,(F,-e) = 0. 161)

Substitute from (60) into (610) and use (61.) to find

c,(L*- L*)(E--I)) = 0

and

= L*. (62)

Therefore. in composites of this kind the self-consistent method makes no distinction
between the constraint tensors of the matrix and other inclusions. In this sense, all
phases are admitted on the same footing.

It now follows that for the present system. the strain concentration factor (49) is

A, = [I+P(L,-L)] ), for s = I.....N. (63)

where P = (L* + L) '. This can be used to write

A, = (L*+L,) 'I(L*+L) or A, = I+P,(L-L,). (64)

where, as in (37)

P, - P = P(L- LjP,.

Now that all strain concentration factors are known, we invoke the identity (56) and
establish that

S,',(L* +L,) - (L*+L) = 1 (65)

and

S c,[I+P,(L-Lj] = L. (66)

Equation (65) can be recast as

L = c,(L*+L,)- -L. (67)

which provides an implicit form of L. According to the definition. L* = (L*)r. hence
it follows that L L.
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An alternative form of L may be found when (2) is converted into the form

,c LA, = L. and together with (64:) it is utilized in finding

L = C,L,+ , ,LP(L-L). 168)

No". multiply the left-hand side of (66) by - L. add the result to (68). and recoxer

' S
L = C cL,- c,(L-LJP,(L-L,). (69)

According to the definition (37). P, = Pr. hence it follows that L = L'. This agrees
with WALPOLE'S ( 1981 ) self-consistent result for polycrystals. but in the present context
the validity of the formula has been expanded to matrix-based systems reinforced by
inclusions of the same shape and alignment. Equation (69) coincides with the several
variants of the self-consistent approximation pointed out by WILLIS (1981). when all
the particles are of the same shape and alignment, and the matrix itself is also
embedded under the same shape as the particles.

The overall thermal stress tensor I is evaluated in the two ways indicated by say.
(57) and (59), However. the existence of a single L* for all phases guarantees that

(57) can be written as

I = (L*+L) , c,(L*+LJ '1 (70)

and the same form is recovered from (59) with the help of (56).
The prediction of I are therefore consistent, this was also observed by LAWS

(1973). Of course. in both cases the consistency holds if the predicted L is diagonally
symmetric.

5.4. Two-phase materials with inclusions of di/terent shape

Recall that systems of this type may have an arbitrary phase geometry. but that
the material axes in each phase must be fixed. As in (37). (38). and (44). there is

a, = P,(I-Ifl)

P,(L-Lf)P; =P1,-P,. s 2.3. N.

A, = +P,(L-Lp). (71)

Only a numerical evaluation of L will be presented with the phase properties in

(47). Phase I is used as matrix, and phase 3 is present as fibers and circular discs. The

first. second and the final, ninth iteration give the following estimates of L:
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245.70 87.88 71.07 0 0 0

87.88 245.70 71.07 0 0 0

71.07 71.07 224.60 0 0 0

(L) = 0 0 0 53.95 0 0 GPa.

0 0 0 0 53.95 0

0 0 0 0 0 78.91

265.75 93.77 79.79 0 0 0

93.77 265.95 79.79 0 0 0

79.55 79.55 243.88 0 0 0
(L), = 0 0 0 60.56 0 0 GPa,

0 0 0 0 60.56 0

0 0 0 0 0 85.99

269.95 95.45 82.80 0 0 0

95.45 269.95 87.80 0 0 0

82.80 82.80 249.24 0 0 0
(L) 9 = 0 0 0 4.44 0 0 GPa. (72)

0 0 0 0 64.44 0

0 0 0 0 0 87.25

which converges to a symmetric L.
The first alternative evaluation of I follows from (3j), where we take a, from (71,).

This yields

I=1-(Lfl-L,) I, CP5 cji +(I - c,)lo-(L# - Lj I c, P, 10 (73)
\ •.2 /J _V2 )I

The second alternative follows from (12,) with A, from (71,). This eventually
becomes

I = c,i,+(l -c,)I0+(L-Lp) IcP,' (1-0 74)

where L was assumed to be diagonally symmetric.
To show that (73) and (74) are equivalent, write L in the following form

L = cL,+ c#L+(L#-L,) [ cP5 (L-LO, (75)

which follows from (2 ) with A, from (71). Solve this for (L-Lp). and substitute
into (74) to convert this equation into a form which coincides with (73). This proves
the required consistency.
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6. THE DIFFERENTIAL SCHEME

An alternative to the direct evaluation of overall properties by the self-consistent
or Mori-Tanaka methods is offered by various differential schemes (RoscoE, 1952:
BOUCHER, 1974: MCLAUGHLIN, 1977: CLEARY et al.. 1980: NORRIS. 1985). In
principle, such schemes evaluate the final overall properties in many steps which
involve removal of a small part of the current material volume, and its replacement
by one or more of the inclusion phases. For example. an unreinforced matrix may
serve as a starting point. A small volume is removed and replaced by one or more
solitary inclusions of the other phases. The replacement starts with initial inclusions
in the matrix, and is then incrementally repeated in the instantaneous effective medium.
The process is repeated until the final volume fractions of all phases are reached.

Many specific procedures have been proposed, and the final outcome tends to
depend on the path or removalreplacement sequence leading to the final material
configuration. However. as long as the dilute approximation is employed at each
step of the process. the predicted intermediate and final effective stiffness must be
diagonally symmetric. In contrast to the Mori-Tanaka and self-consistent methods.
the differential schemes may predict symmetric overall stiffness even for multiphase
systems with inclusions of different shape.

As an illustration, we choose the procedure suggested by MCLAUGHLIN (1977). and
extend it to a matrix-based (s = 1), three-phase composite. The overall stiffness is
given by the following set of coupled nonlinear ordinary differential equations

dL dc, dc3
dc - - (L, - L)E_ + - (L, - L)E1 , (76)

de (I-cOdc (Il-c)dc
E,= [I+P'(L,-L)]' =I+P,(L-L,), for s = 2,3. (77)

with the initial condition L = L, at c = 0.

Here. L is the unknown overall stiffness, L, are known phase properties. c = Vc,
is the volume fraction of the inclusion phase, and the E, define the intermediate strain
concentration factors of the inclusion phases 2 and 3. Both inclusion phases may have
different moduli and shape. but P, and P3 are diagonally symmetric, as in (64). After
substitution from (77) into (76) and rearrangement one finds

A~c( I ' (dG(~c,
-_ I (,dc (L,-L)+(L,-L)P,(L-Lj), (78)

dc (I- ),_. d

which suggests that each successive L will be diagonally symmetric, as long as the
initial L = L, is diagonally symmetric. It can be proved that the formulation proposed
by NORRIS (1985), will also lead to the same conclusion (CHEN, 1990).

7. OVERALL MATERIAL SYMMETRY

Now that we have established some of the conditions which guarantee the diagonal
symmetry of the various estimates of the overall stiffness, we proceed to examine the
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elastic %,mmetr\ implied bý these estimates. The motie is probably obious. In
anm actual sstem. a g2ien set of phases can be arranged in man, different ,patial
configurations ,.hich ma\ determine the ,,erall riaterial b\mmetr\ of the system.
Ho%•eer. the dilute approximation and the Mor -Tanaka method are not exphcitl.
concerned with the actual distribution of the phases. Indeed. tnrough the dilute
configuration A hich they t.,picall,, emplo,. the,. focus on a single phase in a matrix.
Therefore. it is of interest to find the overall material s. mmetries %k hich are. or can
be actuall, represented by the estimates.

To make progress. we first summarize the expressions which gi~e an explicit estimate
of L. In the dilute approximation. L follows from 117). with

T = [I- PA(. - L, (79)

ý.here P = SL, '. so that

LtDIt = LI + ,[ -L, i - -,-P] . xO

In the Mlon- Tanaka iMT) method, for stsemN with aligned inclusions of similar
,hape (P' = P) in Section 4.2. Eq. (33) gi'es the result

Lmr = [ .((L*-L,) ' -LP. 8li

",here [Eq. (3111

L*=P L;.

For t%.o-phase systems of an% geometry. Section 4.3. there is [Eq. (41 (]

LMIT = LI,+ c, PL

%here P, follows from (37) in the form

P = [(P -(L, -Li] (821

These explicit estimates indicate that. in the two cases, the material symmetry of L
",ill coincide with the lowest symmetry or with the "highest anisotrop,' " found in an%
phase stiffness L and in the tensor P'. when all are written in a fixed overall coordinate
system. For example. if L, is at most transversely isotropic. and the structure of P'
resembles an orthotropic symmetry. then L is orthotropic. Similar conclusions can be
%.erified for the tensor I. However. there is no assurance that the estimates will reflect
the effect that some special arrangement of the phases. e.g.. in a cubic array. may
have on the relative magnitude of some coefficients of L. all such magnitudes follow
directly from the respective expressions. In other words, each estimate provides
information on the stiffness of only one of the many different systems which could be
actually constructed from the same collection of phases and shapes. The outcome
follows directly from the above expressions, it depends only on the prescribed magni-
tudes of c,. L,. and P', and it does not reveal the internal structure of this particular
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s~stem. Since no rele~ant information can be introduced, one may speculate that this
system will have the most random arrangement of the phases permitted by the
constraints that may be imposed by L, and P'.

As far as the self-consistenit model is concerned, a variant of this method in %%hich
a certain periodic spatial distribution of inclusions is incorporated has recentl% been
formulated by FAssi-FEHRi et al. (1989). In principle, the spatial distribution of
pat tides can be incorporated into a micromechanics model through some statistical
information: see the review papers by WILLIS ( 1981. 1983). However an implemen-
tation of such in approach to a specific sy stem remains to be accomplished.
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On a Correspondence Between Mechanical and
Thermal Effects in Two-Phase Composites

Y. DgEvmim* and G. J. DvoRAKt
Department of Civil Engioneruig. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,

Troy, NY 121W03590, U.S.A.

Abstract

This paper considers the thetmoomechanical loading problem of binary composta
with any anisotropic elastic constituents and arbitrary phase geometry. subje-c-ed to
homogeneous traction or displacement boundary conditions and uniform temperature
change. It is shown that the solution of the thermomecbanical problem is uniuely
determined by the solution of the purely mechanical problem corresponding to zero
temperature change. This result isused to obtain explicit relations betwee the effhctie
thermal strain (or stress coefficient tensor and the efletive mechanical propertiu., The
correspondence between t- ~--cini and purely msclanmica loads i also usued
to establish an important consistency property of the Moni-Tanaka mode in the
context of thermornechanical problems. Extensions of the meults to wompoeto systems
with temperature-dependent properties is discussed.

1. hnrewd

In recent papers, Dvorak (1983, 1986) has shown that for certain binary
composites subjected to combined thermornechanical loading, the local
thermal strain and stress concentration factors can be related in an exac
way to the corresponding mechanical concentration factors The considered
systems were effectively isotropic binary composites with elastically isotropic
phase but arbitrary phase geometry, andl fibrous composites with elastically
isotropic or transversely isotropic constituents of any craos section but of
cylindrical geometry. The correspondence established in that paper between
the concentration facors allows us to write expressions for the effective
thermal expansion coefficents once the effective mechanical properties are
known. Moreover, the derivation is made in a manner which makes the results
applicable to inelastic systems.

The present paper generalizes the meulti obtained by Dvorak (1986) to

On sabbeatal lWave from Tel-Aviv Univaisty.
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binary composites with general anisotropic constituents and arbitrary phase
geometry. The established results are then used to prove an important consis-
tency property of the Mori-Tanaka micromechanis model in the context of
thermomechanical problems.

In the second section of the paper the correspondence relations between
thermomechanical problems and pure mechanical problems are obtained in
a closed and simple form. Two types of loadings are considred:

(a) A combined thermomechanical loading with homogeneous traction
boundary conditions and uniform temperature change (Equation (2.4)).

(b) A combined thermomechanical loading with homogeneous displacement
boundary conditions and uniform temperature change (Equation (2.5)).

The purely mechanical problems are those corresponding to a zero tem-
perature change.

The third section of the paper is concerned with evaluation of the tensor of
effective thermal strain coefficients (thermal expansion) and the tensor of
effective thermal stress coefficients, a subject which has drawn considerable
interest in the literature in the last two decades. In a well-known paper. Levin
(1967) has shown that in two-phase materials with arbitrary phase geometry
the effective thermal expansion coefficients can be reltted to the effective
elastic properties. This line of inquiry was extended by Schapery (1968)X who
derived bounds on thermal expansion coefficients of multipiase composites
with isotropic phases, while Romen and Hashin (1970) reviewed and extended
Levin's result to general anisotropic phases. Laws (1973ý on the other hand,
has given a different treatment of the subject based on thenmostatc considers-
tions. We finally mention Craft and Christensen (1911) who considered the
thermal expansion of composites with randomly oriented fibers. We show in
the third section of the paper that the principle established in the second
section allows a straightforward and elegant derivation of the results of Rosen
and Hashin ( 970) and Laws ( 973). A dual formulation corresponding to rero
traction or zero displacement boundary conditions is presented, resulting in
expressions for the effective thermal strain and stress coefficient tensors.

The fourth section of the paper is concerned with the Mori-Tanaka (1973)
model of composites in the context of thernomechanical problems. There
exist several papers in the literature which predict the effective thermal coeffi-
cients of particulate composites by using the average matrix sum (or strain)
concept of Mon and Tanaka (1973) (see Wakashima er aL.. 1974; Takahashi
et at., 1985; Takao, 1985; Takao and Taya, 1985) These works base their
derivation directly on eigenstrain concepts and the equivalent inclusion idea
of Eshelby (195n) and do not make use of the results of Lavin (1967)and Rosen
and Hashin (1970). This section of the paper pgv a concise derivation of
the Mori-Tanaka micromechanacs problem in the context of the thermo-
mechanical properties, in the spirit of the exposition of this theory by Ben-
veniste (1987) which dealt with the purely mechanical case. The correspon-
dence relations established in the previous sections are then used to prove an
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important consistency property of this micromechanical mode. Specifically.
we show that the direct application of the model to the prediction of the
effective thermal coefficients produces results which are in agreement with
those that would have been obtained if the relations of Levin (1967) and Rosen
and Hashin (1970) were used.

The paper concludes with some comments on applications of the results to
composite systems with temperature-dependent properties.

2. Correspoedmdee of Overall Mochau SWl an -T1 a, - ba-ea Loodiq

Consider a two-phase composite consisting of perfectly bonded anisotropic
constituents of arbitrary phase geometry such that the orientation of the
respective material axes in each of the phases is fixed throughout the aggregate.
Let the thermoelastic constitutive relations of the homogeneous phases,? -

1. Z be given by
4)t, +

- e, + MA. (2.2)

where L, and M, - (L,)-l are the phase stiffness and cMrpliance tmnom, m,
is the thermal strain vector (of expansion coefficients), and 1, the thermal stress
vector, such that

I, - - 4m,. (2.3)

Define the following thermomechanical loading problems for a representa-
tive volume V of the composite aggrepte:

Problem I
60)- too. O(S) - 0o. (2.4)

Problem If
u(S) - oX, o(s) - 0o, (2.5)

where o.(S) and u(S) are the traction and displacement vectors at the external
boundary S of V, with an outer unit normal a, wo and so are constant uniform
overall stress and strain fields, and x denotes a Cartesian coordinate; O(S) is
the thermal change at S, and 0o is a constant quantity.

Note first that the uniform field O(z) - % in the volume V is the stationary
temperature distribution that satisfies the boundary conditions ((242), (2.5s))
The local stresses and strains in the phase, which are caused. repectively, by
the prescribed boundary conditions (24) mad (2.5), can be written in the form

#,(x) - 3,(zxee + b,(x)00, (2.6)
and

.,) - AAx)go + a,(0)6. (2.7)

In the above equations, A,(z) and B,(z) are fourth-order ternors, their phase
volume averages in a representative volume, A, and 3, are usually called the
mechanical strain and stress concentration factor tensors. The second-order
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tensors a(x) and b,(x), have representative phase volume averages a, and b,
which are called the thermal strain and stress concentration factors. These
tensors without the argument x will denote average quantities in the sequel
of the paper.

We will now show that for statistically homogeneous two-phase compo-
sites with distinct anisotropic constituents and completely arbitrary phase
geometry, the tensor b,(x) can be uniquely determined in terms of B,(x), M,,
and m,. A similar relation will be derived between a,(x) and the tensors A,(x),
I,. and I,. These results will be obtained from the decomposition procedure
proposed by Dvorak (1986, Sect. 3), which is extended here to systems with
arbitrary phase anisotropy.

Consider first Problem 1, Equation (2.4), By linearity, the effect of 8o can be
determined separately, and is in fact represeted by b,(z) in (2.6). This tensor
can be evaluated from the following decomposition scheme:

(a) The phases are separated from each other and subjected to a uniform
temperature rise 90 which causes the uniform strains

-t m m9o., t3 - m266, (2.8)

and zero stresses.
(b) Certain unknown tractions derived from an auxiliary uniform stress field

6t(z) M 02Mx M 0. (2.9)

are applied to each phase such that the uniform strains caused by (2.8)
and (2.9) make the phases compatible. This condition is met by demanding
that

Mit + mA- 0 - M2 + 0286. (2.10)

Therefore,
0 - (MI - M 2)'(m2 - m0)00, (2.11)

providing that the inverse exists. A discussion of this proviso appears in
Appendix A.

(c) In the final step of the decomposition procedure, overall tractions -ft
are applied at S to cancel the tractions introduced there in step (b). By
superposition and with regard to the definition (2.6) of B,(z), the tensor
bx) can now be written in the desired form

b,(M) - UI - ,(x)J( I, - MX)' (m2 - mO)I (2.12)

where I is the fourth-order unit tensor defined by

IOU - We6 ', + 6Maa), (2.13)

with J, being the Kronecker delta.

Consider next the thermal loading Problem II, Equation (2.5)4 The solution
follows again from the above decomposition which remains unchanged except
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for the conditions (2.9) and (2.10) which are now replaced by the forms

t1 (Z) - 2(x) - t, (2.14)

Lit + 1180 L2* + 1190. (2.15)

The uniform auxiliary strain field then follows as

t - (LI - L2)-1(1 2 - II)Oo. (1.16)

The last step (c) of the procedure is now implemented by applying on S the
displacement field

N,(s)--tx. (2.17)

That leads to the final expression for a,(z)

a,(x) - [I - A,(x)J(LI - Ls)'(12 - I,). (2.18)

For the special case of a binary composite made of isotropic constituents.
(2.12) and (2. 18) can be reduced to the expressions for thermal stres and strain
concentration factors given. respectively, by Dvorak (1986), equations (38)
and (40). For fibrous composites with two transversely isotropic phases the
original decomposition procedure allows the imposition of an additional
relation between phase stress or strain averages such as equation (11) in the
1986 paper. Such additie-Wa relations cannot be prescribed in the present cane
of arbitrary phase geometry. We note, howeve, that the original and the
present procedures coincide if we choose the additional constraint to be in
agreement with (2.9) above, i&.e. as def - de. (using the notation of the 1986
paper). We also note that (2.12) and (2.18) are analogous to the relations
between mechanical and thermal microstress fieids in fibrous composites
consisting of three cylindrical transversely isotropic phasea, which were reety
derived by Dvorak and Chent (1988),

31 Effeetiv Themuai Expainhi Ceefllehu

We now utilize the above decomposition procedure in a derivation of the
overall thermal expansion coefficients of binary composites with anisotropic
phases,

The effective constitutive law of a heterogeneous thermoelastic medium can
be written in the form

Ime + MI, a U +i (3.1)

with
Im-L^ M L-1, (3.2)

where the overbars denote representative volume averages of the stress or
strain field.%. M. L are the effective overall compliance and stiffness tensors
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given by Hill (1963)as

M - clMB, + c2M 2B2, L - c1L1 Al + c2L2A,, (3.3)

where c, are the constituent volume fractions, and m and I in (3.1) and (3.2)
are the overall thermal strain and thermal stress tensors. It is agin recalled
that B, and A, are representative phase volume averages of the fields 3,(x)'
A,(x) defined in (2.6) and (2.7), respectively.

Consider first a special form of Problem I, Equation (2.4), in which co - 0.
Since in this cae 8 - 0 and I - 96, we find from (3.11) that

MO - I - CZ, + c292, (3.4)

where 91, 92 are phase volume averages of local strains gt(x) and s;(x).
Substitution of (212) into (2.6) with wo - 0, and the result in (2.2) provides

., - MI - BJ(M, - M 2)"(m 2 - mi)8o. (3.5)

Equations (3.5)1 (3.4), and (3.3), finally give the overall thermal strain
tensor m

m -, c1m, + c1m2 + (M - elM, - c2 NIFM, - M2)'(m= - m,), (3.6)

which is precisely equation (2.2) in Rosen and Hashin (1970). It is interesting
to observe that in this process of substitution, B, and B2 combine in the
manner of (3.3,) into the overall property K. Equivalent forms of (3.6) which
can be arrived at after some manipulation are

a - m, + (ml - M(M 2 - M,)-,(=, - 111)X (3.7)

and the symmetric form

m - (M - M2)(M, - M 2)-'., + (M - Ml)(M, - M,)". 2 . (3.8)

We now turn to Problem 11, Equation (.5), and seek the solution for g -o.
Equation (3.12) provides

leo - a - Cet + c2e2, (3.9)

where e, and 62 are phase volume averages of e.(x) and 3(zX), respectively.
This, together with (2.18) and (2.7) at to - 0, and (1.1) with (3.3,) yid

I - c,1, + c2 12 + (L - ctLt - cL 2 )(Ll - L 2)'(It - 12). (3.10)

The equivalent forms are

I - Is + (LI - L)(L3 - L)'-(11 -1I), (3.1!)

I - (L - L2)(Lj - L2)-I1t + (L - Ll)(L2 - L)' 11l. (3.12)

Laws (1973) derived this lat formula in a different way.
Using(2.3)and (3.2 2 ), wecan verify that se and I as given by(3.6)and (3.10)%

or by their equivalent forms, satisfy (3.21).
Special forms of(3.6) and (3.10) for fibrous and particulate composites were

given by equations (26), (29), (37), and (39) in Dvorak's (1986) paper.
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The direct derivation of the overall thermal strain and stress tensors m and
1, from the above relations between thermal and mechanical concentration
factors, implies that these tensors can be found once the eective mechanical
properties have been predicted by a certain micromechanical model. However,
a valid question to ask is whether the model, if used to estimate the effective
thermal strain and stress tensors directly, would give the predictions that
coincide with those found from (3.6) and (3.10). The following section estab-
lishes such consistency for the Mori-Tanaka model.

4. Applicados of the Mo, -Tamks Mehed to Thrmoduaod Prbihm

4.1. Review of the Method and Principal Results

We start by giving a concise summary of this model, in the framework of its
application to purely mechanical problems, as presented by Benveniste (19S7).

Consider the loading configuration of Problem 1, Equation (24), with
Oo - 0. In this case. 0 - .o, hence we have

c,iB + c2B2 w 1, (4.1)

which, when combined with (3.3k), results in

M - M, + c2(M3 - M1)B2, (4.2)

so that we need to know 82 (or B,) to determine M.
Similarly, in Problem 11. Equation (25), with 00 - 0 them is I M 90. hence

c1A1 + c3A2 - I, (4.3)

with
L - L, + c2(L1 - L,)A2 . (4.4)

In all results obtained so far it was possible to regard both phases on equal
footin& In contrast, the Mori-Tanaka method makes a clear distinction
between the continuous matrix and the discrete fibrous or particulate rein-
forcement. Therefore. it is necessary to designate the phases by numbers, which
we select as I for the matrix and 2 for the einforcement. We furthermore
assume here that the particulate phase is represeted by ellipsoidal indcusi
of similar shape but which can be, however, of different siz The model can
be applied to inclusions which are aligned, may have a certain orientation
distribution, or are of random orientation. For simplicity of the exposition we
chose to deal here with the case of aligned inclusion.

The approximate evaluation of the strain concentration factor A2 will
illustrate the method. Under dilute conditions. A, would be found from strains
in a single inclusion embedded in an infinite matrix subjected to the uniform
boundary strains (2.5) with 0 - 0. The solution of this problem is

A2 T a, (4.5)
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where
T - [I + SLT'(L. - L,)J"1 , (4.6)

and S is the Eshelby (1957) tensor.
Of course, in the case of a single inclusion the average strain in the infiWte

matrix is not affected by the presence of the inclusion and is thus equal to to.
In contrast, when many inclusions are present, the magnitude of the avemap
strain in the matrix, and in the inclusions, is influenced by their interaction.
The Mori-Tanaka method assumes that the average strain t, in the interact-
ing inclusions can be approximated by that of a single inclusion embedded in
an infinite matrix subjected to the uniform averag matrix strain a, This is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a) which shows Probklm I with So - 0, which must now
be solved for a single inclusion in a cetain large volume V' wbich is enclosed

a(S) - ex
9(S) -0

II 0
@T . t

\. ,,J

j (a}

@.IS) " em

S)-
• l$)- e,oU

% %

Ab)
FG. 1. A Wlmticv m ntam o0(the M~oriTanks m for th ce ý of eabkl ai
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by a surface .7, and subjected to the boundary condition

6W•) - g, 3. (4.7)

The solution is
92 - Tal, (4.8)

and as clarified by Benveniste (1987), it represents the essential assumption of
the Mori-Tanaka method. It also implies that

A2 = TAI. (4.9)

Using (4.3), we obtain the estimates of the matrix (1) and reinforcement (2)
strain concentration factors

A, - (cl + c2T)-', (4.10)

A2 - T(c1I + c2T)-', (4.11)

which can be substituted into (4.4) to provide an estimate of the overall
stiffness

L - L, + c2(L2 - L,)T(c,! + c2 ')-. (4.12)

A similar procedure with the boundary conditions (2.4) and 8o - 0 and (4.1)
and (4.2) yields an estimate of the overall compliance

M - M, + c,(M2 - Mt)W(ct1 + c2 W)-1, (4.13)

where W denotes the stress concentration factor tensor of an isolated inclusion
and is given by

W - L2 TMI. (4.14)

Benveniste (1987) had shown that the results (4.12) and (4.13) are consistent
in the sense that M - L-1. We note that these equations cannot be reduced
to a symmetric form because the two phases do not enter on equal footing.

Turning next to the effective thermal strain and stress tensors, we substitute
(4.12) and (4.13) into (3.6) and (3. 1 0) respectively, to obtain

m - m, + c.1M2 -- M,)WlcI. c2W)'t(M2 - M:r't(., - i,), (4.15)

I - I1 + c2(L 2 - L,)T(ci + c2T)'(L2 - L)'t(12 - I,). (4.16)

Since (3.6) and (3.10) satisfy (3.2,) and, as we just concluded, M - L-1, it
follows that the w and I obey the relation I - - La.

4.2. Proof of Consi•ecy

The Mori-Tanaka method has been used previously to predict the effective
thermal expansion coefficients of particulate composites (Wakashima et a.
1974; Takahashi et al.. 1980. Takao, 1985; Takao and Taya. 1985) In these
works, the method was not implemented through (3.6) and (3.10% Instead, it
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was applied directly to the thermal case by using the equivalient inclusion idea
of Eshelby (1957) and the eilgenstramn concept. In what follows we rederive the
Mori-Tanaka results in a different way, and then prove that the results an
consistent with 14.15) and (4.14)

Consider first the thermal loading problem (2.4) with so - 0. As in Section
4. 1, we write the solution of this problem for the single inclusion can in the
form

w~mO .~m 90,(4.17)

where w is the average stress in a single inclusion embedded in the matrix and
subjected to unit temperature and zero traction at the remote boundary T.
From the volume averalge of (2.12) we find the average stress in the singl
inclusion as

w - RI - W)(MI - M2)-(=, - NJ) (4.18)

For a finite concentration of the reinforcement, the solution is obtained again
from the Mori-Tanaka assumption that the averag stress in each inclusion
is equal to that found for the dilute case with the boundary conditions shown
in Fig. 2(a)

9(Y) - 9, .()- a, a (4.19)

where a, is the unknown average stress, in the matri at finite concentration
and ti s the outside normal to S'.

To find a,. we note that the boundary conditions (4.19) cams the average
stress in each inclusion

-2 W WO + We,. (4.20)
where the second term accounts for particle interaction and W is given by
(4.14). Recafl now (3.4) and write the strains as in (2.2)

139o - C,(M,*, + oleo) + c3(M 2e2 + M39,). (4.21)

Also recall that for 00 -. 0
a mC14e,+ Ce2620 (4.22)

The last three equations lead to the expressions

us80 - Iml + CA3(m - E,)300 + (Ml - M 2 )c1e,. (4.23)
a, W -c(c~il + c3W)'w9. (4.24)

Substitution of (4. 18) into (4.24) and then into (4.13) yields
* - =I + CA(I - (NI, - N12 )C,(cI + CW

.(I - W)(M, - M2)-,](02 - in), (4.25)

which can be written as

m = 110, + C2(m, - M 2)(C, I + c3V1)'

-[C + CIW)(M, - ma)` - c,(I - W)(M, - M2)-11(03 - .4ý
(4.26)
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Factonng out (M, - M)" in the middle epression provides

of -, m, + c3(M 2 - M,)(c11 + c3W) 1'W(M, - M 1)-'(m2 - U,). (4.27)

which, together with th identity

(CI + eaW)-"W W W(col + CW)", (4.28)

shows that (4.27) is identical to (4. 1S). In addition, we demonstrate in Appendix
B that the overall m given by (4.217)s actually identical to that derived in a
different way by Takao and Taya (1985).

A similar proo( of consiency can be given (or the overll thermal streus
vector L 14.16. Here we consider Probkem II, with the boundary conditions
(2.5) and to - 0. In the spmnt of the Mori-Tanka method, we first take a
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single inclusion in a large matrix volume V' and speciy that on S', vfS!) C, iX.
the a verage matrix strain at finite concentration, Fig. 2(b) The inclusion strain
is given by the counterpart of (4.20)

C2 M G0 + Tgl, (419)

where t follows from the volume average of (2. 18) as

t- (I - T)(Li - L2)-l 02 - 11) (4.30)

Here, the first term denotes the average strain in an isolated particle embedded
in an infiniite. stress-free matrix medium and subjected to a uniform thermal
change 80, whereas the second term, with Y given by (4.6). accounts for particle
interaction. We also write

I -cis, + c2gz - (4.3 1)

and substitute from (2. 1) and (3.11 . with I =-0, to rind

180 - CA(19, + 1180) + C2(L2&2 + 129,). (4.32)
Due to the similar structure of ((4.29). (4.30% (4.3iX (4.32)) ((4.20). (4.18).

(4.22L. (4.21)). respectively, it is dear that the fornipr set will result in I given
by (4.16). in the same manner that the latter set meultad in (4.15)

& Tempmuirai-Depainds Naserilmi Properties

In many case of practical mintrs, and particularly in high-temperature
applications of composite materials, the magnitiAdes of certain material prop-
erties such as stiffness and thermal expansion coefficients depe nd on temper-m
ture. Typically, elastic moduli or compliances are experimentally measured at
specific temperatures, and the coefficients of thermal expansion art obtained
as derivatives of strain-temperature records taken in a certain temperature
interval. In any case, the temperature dependenc of thernioelastic coefficients
can be represented by suitable functions which approximate the experimental
data with suffickiet accuracy.

We recall that all the results obtained in the preceding sections were derived
from solutions of either Problem I or 11, Equations (2.4) and (2.5) which wr
formulated for linea thermoelastic materials with temperature-independent
properties, These results certainly remain valid for infinitesimal thermal
changes. For example. consider Problem 1, and assume that at a liven so and
9, the tensors B,., b,, KI. and m, are known, and are now funcions of 00. For
an incrase in temperature and stress denoted by A6, and so, we can now write

do, - BAz; 6) do + b.(x; 9,) Ae, (5.1)

with

b,(x 9, - I -3,( 9o)NI1 9.)- M(9,J1(m(9. - ,(9)J.(5.2)
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It is therefore clear that with the temperature-dependent properties repre-
sented in a step-wise constant manner. an incremental implementation of the
results derived in the present paper becomes possible.
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Appedax A

This appendix presents a discussion of the decomposition scheme for the
degenerate cases in which (M, - M 2)-1 or (LI - L 2)-1 fai to exis. The two
important cases of isotropic and transversely isotropic constitumts will be
analyzed.

Consider first the case of isotropic constituents for which the tensors M,
and m, can be written in component form as follows:

(MWA,- -L M. + + 6v - 14"k) (Al.,)

(m, &A - ,a6,, (AM .2)

where jq, p, am the bulk and shear moduli of the phase and @ are the thetmsJ
expansion coefficnts. For the sake of brevity we limit ourselves to (2.1 I), a
similar discussion applies for (2.164

The difference (M, - M3)" can now be witten in component form

+ (2 - I a + 6. 6, (A 1.3)

Use of (A 1.2) and (A 1.3) in (2.11) yields

d"=-3 1-1 ((, 1 -z•(4)

which means that even though (M, - M2)" becomes singular for P, -14,
the decomposition scheme continues to be well defined. The dacompouion
fails, however, if s'1 - xr.

Equation (2.1 ). and the specific result of(A 1.4) in (24), sive the well-known
Levin's formula

a - c121 + C2413 + (a, - 42)(L-.)[.- - (AL.S)
(KI ~ K Ka itX JW

which also becomes singular wbahe , - jc2. It sbould be noted, however, that
this difficulty can be circumvented if the more peral Levin's result. besed on
the concentration factors 5, (see equation (2.17) in Room and Hashin (1970)).
is used instead of(AI.S. It is of interest to note that thee degenerate cases of
Levin's result have not been dealt before in the literature.
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We consider next the case of transversely isotropic constitumu and choos
this time to illustrate the analysis with (2I16) The tensors L, and I can now be
denoted using the scheme used by Hill (1963), Walpole (1969), and Laws (1974)
(see the last reference for a comprehensive exposition of this notation)

L- (2k. 1,, , n , 2m,, 2p,), (A 1.6)

-1 (Ml. PLr), (AI.7)

where k, is the plane strain bulk modulus for lateral dilatation without
longitudinal extension, n, is the modulus for longitudinal uniaxial strainin.
I, is the associated cross modulus, m, is the shear modulus for shearing in any
transverse direction. and n, is the modulus for longitudinal shearin; finally
PIT and OL" denote, respectively, the thermal stress coefficients in the transvese
and longitudinal direction.

In the notation of(A 1.6), (LI - L2) becomes

(L, - L2)

[ (2(k, - k")(i1 - I1),(I - I1),(uI - ), (2m -2m), (2p4 - 2P2)l
(AI.8)

so that (LI - L2)-s is given by

(L, - L2 )

( n, - n, it - 12 it - ia, k, - k

2A 2A * I A -ý ýn-;-
(A1.9)

where A is defined as

A - (k, - k2)(n, - R2) - (1I - I3)2. (Al.1O)

The product (LI - L2)"(11 - 13) therefore becomes
(LI - L2)-'P(I - 12) - (p. q), (AI.II)

with p and q given by

nP -11 n 2 (PP, - t-2O -- V1 (AI.12)

9 - - 1 1) +kP (,.3)

so that the product in(AI.I Il)and thus the decomposition scheme fail toexist
when . as given by (AI.IO). vanishes.

The reduction of the present results to the case of isotropic constituents can
be readily carried out by noting that for isotropic phase

L, =([2(s, + jjs,), (ac, - Ii•). (K, - j•).K, +~ . . 21. 2N], (AI.14)
I ,,, p. p],(ALI.I)
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thus reducing to
A - 3(p, - u2)(xl - sce), (AI.16)

and p and q to

p Mq-(-P) (AI.17)
3(KI - xi2)

Therefore. in the case of isotropic constituents, the decomposition scheme fails
only when K,, - 2.

APPMWii B

In this Appendix we will prove the equivalence between our result (4.25) and
that obtained by Takao and Taya (I 9385 The approach used by these authors
is based on the eigenstrain concepts and equivalent inclusion formalism. Four
equations in Takao and Taya (1985)determine the effective thermal expansion
tensor. We will reproduce them here and show that they lead, in fact, to the
relatively compact closed form of (4.27).

We first note that the effective thermal expansion tensor is denoted in the
Takao and Taya paper by e., whereas the symbol e is used there to denote
the thermal strain due to the difference between ml and m2 under temperature
change 0.

Equations (3), (6), (7), and (13) of that work ae,
toe - (02 -m M)to, (8I.I)

L[aI + (S - Ie• + (S - 1)e] - Lz( + (S - 1)e* + Se*], (1.2)

5 + c,(S - 1)(e6 + 0e) - 0, (31.3)

numms + C(e + e) (31.4)

We have also used m,. m2 for a,. 62; Lt and L2 for C. and C,; 8o for At; and
c, has been used instead of f in Takao and Taya. In that work *e denotes the
fictitious strain called "eigenstrain" or -transformation strain" and 11 is the
volume-averaged disturbance of strain in the matrix. The tensor S stands aain
for the Eshelby tensor appearing in our equation (4.6)

We start by substituting (B1.1) into (B1.4).

a+C2m anL.IOJI - €IIB|4- *•.(3j1.5)

Use of(91.3) and (31.1) in (31.2) gives for e

I [c,(L2 - Ll)S + cILI + c2 L2]e* - (L, - L2 )(S - I(s*e - o,
C(
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which, when substituted in (B1.5) provide Takao and Taya's principal result

I - cIm, + cIm 2 + (c2 c1)[c,(L, - LI)S + c1L, + c2 L2]'

'(LI - L2)(S - 1)(m2 - m,). (81.7)

We will now show that this last expression is identical to (4.27) or Tn an
equivalent form which is obtained by substituting (4.13) into (3.6).

After some manipulation we obtain

I - cIM, + c2m2 + cjc 2(MI - M,)(I - W)

•(c,!I + c2W)"'(M 2 - MI,)-'(m - m,) (31.8)

this implies that (B1.7) is identical to (B 1.8) if the folowing equality holds:

[c,(L2 - L,)S + cL, + c2L 2]'(Li - L2)(S - I)

- (MI - M,)(l - W)(C,! + C2W)"'(M 2 - M)"'. (31.9)

Using (4.6) and (4.14) we note first that

I - W - CM2 + S(M, - M 2)]-I(S - I)(M, - M,), (t1.10)

(C, I + C2W)' M CC2 M, + c,M 2 + CS(Mi - M2)]" "[MI + S(MI - M2)].
(111.11)

Next, taking into account the equality

(0 - W)(c Il + c2W)"' M (C.I + c2W)'(I - W) (31.12)

it is easy to show that (81.9) is in fact vaikL This proves the equivalence
between our relation (81.8) and that resulting from Takao and Taya's work.
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The effect of local eigenstrain and eigenstress fields, or transformation fields. on the
local strains and stresses is explored in multiphase elastic solids of arbitrary
geometry and material symmetry. The residual local fields caused by such
transformation fields are sought in terms of certain transformation influence
functions and transformation concentration factor tensors. General properties of
these functions and concentration factors, and their relation to the analogous
mechanical influence functions and concentration factors. are established, in part.
with the help of uniform strain fields in multiphase media. Specific estimates of the
transformation concentration factor tensors are evaluated by the self-consistent and
Mori-Tanaka methods. [t is found here that although the two methods use different
constraint tensors in solutions of the respective dilute problems. their estimates of
the mechanical. thermal. and transformation concentration factor tensors. and of the
overall stiffness of multiphase media have a similar structure. Proofs that guarantee
that these methods comply with the general properties of the transformation
influence functions. and provide diagonally symmetric estimates of the overall elastic
stiffness, are given for two-phase and multiphase systems consisting of. or reinforced
by. inclusions of similar shape and alignment. One of the possible applications of the
results, in analysis of overall instantaneous properties and local fields in inelastic
composite materials, is described in the following paper.

1. Introduction

Apart from the stress and strain fields induced by mechanical loads, heterogeneous
media and composite materials in particular. must often accommodate eigenstrains
or transformation strains, and the residual fields that they cause in the phases. Many
different physical processes give rise to the eigenstrain fields (e.g. temperature
changes. phase transformations and inelastic deformation). The emerging smart
materials are expected to provide a desired response to eigenstrains induced by a
suitable actuator. such as a piezoceramic or shape memory alloy phase. In contrast
to homogeneous solids, complex eigenstrain fields may be generated in heterogeneous
media by one or more of these sources even under uniform overall stress. strain, or
thermal change. Such fields are of considerable interest in applications, as their
influence on the overall behaviour and on structural integrity of composite materials
may well exceed that of the mechanical service loads.

Pr,,c. R Sn'e Lond A 11992) 437. 291-310 C 1992 The Royal Society
I",ordod fit Grpnt Britain "•
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Inspired by Eshelhv ( 1957). the niicromechanics literature abo•und, % ith tudie- of
transformation strain problems for .olitar.v homogeneous and inhoinntc ,uO
inclusions of ellip-oidal ý-hape in infinite elastic media .Mura 1967). Of course. ý,iIn
of the results are useful in evaluations of estimates of local fields and properties of
heterogeneous media. However. cxcept for thermal strains, little attention ha- been
given to the role of tranfrormation -train.- and the as-sociated residual tiekls in
multiphase ,olids of arbitrary phase geometry and material symmetry.

A particularly significant application of" results of this kind has been identified In
evaluation of properties and local fields in inelastic composite materials. For t%%o-
phase yystems this has been discussed by Dvorak (1991). % hereas the following paper
I Dvorak 1992) expands this line of inquiry to multiphase media. To introduce this
,ubject we derive here some Leneral properties of the transformation and residual
fields in heterogeneous media. The opening .§2 and 3 present some useful forms of the
total strains in the presence of local eigenstrains. together with definitions of the
transformation influence functions and transformation concentration factor tensors.
Then. §4 extends the concept of uniform strain fields in heterogeneou. media
tDvorak 1990) to multiphase systems. This provides an insight into the general
properties of transformation and residual fields discussed in §5. and simplifies the
derivation of the self-consistent and Nlori-Tanaka estimates of the local fields in .f6.
The general properties of the transformation influence functions confirm the
conclusion reached by Benveniste Pt al. (199t). that the two methods are admissible
in applications to two-phase and multiphase systems where all inclusions have the
same shape and alignment. For such systems we establish in §§6 and 7 a hitherto
unnoticed connection between the two methods. namely that the estimates the"
provide of the overall stiffness or compliance, and of the mechanical. thermal. and
transformation concentration factor tensors in multiphase media, have a similar
structure. Finally. we discuss some aspects of a finite element evaluation c the
transformation concentration factor tensors for sub-elements of unit cell models of
composite materials.

Throughout the paper we assume that the overall mechanical properties and the
local fields caused in the media of interest by application of uniform overall stresses
or strains, are known or can be obtained by available procedures. If this is taken for
granted. then it is often possible to evaluate the residual fields caused by the
transformation strains and stresses in terms of the overall mechanical properties. and
the appropriate mechanical influence functions or concentration factor tensors.

The customary notation is used. (6 x I) vectors are denoted by boldface lower case
Greek or Roman letters. (6 x 6) matrices by boldface uppercase Roman letters. and
AA` = A-`A = I. if the inverse exists. Scalars are denoted by lightface letters.
Volume averages of fields such as A,(x). c,(x) in 1.. or of a(x) in V. are denoted by A,.

,r or (.

2. Local and overall transformation strains

The composite material under consideration consists of many distinct elastic
phases which, unless otherwise stated, are perfectly bonded at their interfaces. No
restrictions are imposed on phase elastic symmetry or on the geometry of the
microstructure. However. the composite is assumed to be homogeneous on the
macroscale. so that a certain representative volume I" with surface S can be selected
to study both local and overall behaviour. Such representative volume may be
defined either in a general sense. as a sufficiently large sample that contains many
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phases and reflects typical macroscopic properties of the mixture !Hill 1963). or more
Npecifically. in terms of a representative unit cell of a usually periodic model of the
actual material geometry. under prescribed periodic boundary conditions.

The loads that may be applied at the surface S of the representative volume cnnim-it
of displacements u,(S) =,x. or tractions t,(S) = o'l 1Y. derived, respectively. frm
uniform overall strain ( or stress 7r. The response under such loads defines a uoil4ue
overall elastic stiffne,., L. or compliance M. which are assumed to be known. In
addition, an eigenstress field i(x) and an eigenstrain field #(x). collectively called
transformation fields. may exist in 1'. On the macroscale. they cause an overall
eigenstress A. or eigenstrain A. which both vanish in the absence of the local
tran4ormation fields. Therefore. the overall constitutive relations of the rep-
resentative volume are written as

a = Le+. z =Mu

where M= L-.. = -Lu.j = -M;.
Since the overall strain and stress in (1) are uniform in any properly defined

representative volume V'. it follows that the local transformation and residual fields
that are admissible in V must create a macroscopically uniform overall stress i or
strain p. Examples of such fields include those due to a uniform change in
temperature. or to phase transformation within any one phase. as well as inelastic
deformation fields caused in V by uniform thermomechanical loading.

A phase is defined as an elastically homogeneous part of the representative
volume: no limitations are placed on phase geometry or elastic symmetry, except
that the latter remains fixed in the overall coordinate system. In the description of
local fields, the representative volume V is typically divided into sub-volumes or local
volumes V,. r = 1.2.... N. which contain the individual phases. or individual volumes
of each phase. Subdivision of phases is preferred in evaluations of estimates of phase
volume averages of the local fields (e.g. by the self-corsistent or Mori-Tanaka
methods). Of course. if a representative unit cell is used in a finite element evaluation
of the local fields. then each phase is divided into several sub-elements 1r. with
distinct mechanical and transformation fields.

The constitutive relations in each local volume are written in the form

a(x) = L7 , 7(x) + i,(x). c,(x) = Max(x)+#,xW. (2)

where L. and Mr = L-1 are known phase stiffness and compliance tensors. and P,(x)
denotes a prescribed distribution of local eigenstrains. The i,(x) =--L,/M,(x) is the
corresponding eigenstress field. The local and overall strain and stress fields under
superimposed mechanical loads and transformation fields are not yet known.
However. the contribution to the local fields (2) by purely mechanical loads is

=,(x) = A,(x)c. a,(x) = B,(x) a. (3)

where, as indicated in § 1. the mechanical influence functions are assumed to be
known.

Let us now establish a relation between the overall and local transformation fields
in (1) and (2) respectively. This can be done by invoking the elastic reciprocal
theorem. In particular. consider a representative volume of a composite under zero
overall stress. and introduce a single eigenstress !,i(x). derived from the eigenstrain
#L,(x) = -M;i•(x). in one or more local volumes Vp e V. Denote the overall strain
caused by this eigenstrain as #. and the resulting surface displacements on S by u.
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Next. remove the above eigenstress and apply at the surface S certain tractlnn I
which are in equilibrium with a uniform overall stress a'. This 'reate- the -tre-•
ap(x) = B,(x)a'. and strain c'p(x) = M,,a,,(x) in I*P. As shown in the Appendix. the
elastic reciprocal theorem relates the above fields by the following work eqiUatvl

t'.ud, = PX -C.o (Xl' )~l' d 14)

where the integration over V• ackno% ledge, that A.(x) is applied omlly %%ithin l'.
sinc-e t' = tr&n. where n is the outside normal to S. one van rewrite (41 in the indicial

notation.

~ (ui, nl + itin,) (IS - AP(xM.j 1P Bj0 ,.(x) eT d1'. 5
P fP I Ik

Note first that the term multiplying 7') on the left-hand side is )v detlfltioni the

average overall strain e. which. under a = 0. is equal to the overall eigentraim U.

Next. write the second integrand as

A)(x) kllt.S(B)U;.x i, rBAl(X))(AJ,)TA, (X. tii}

and observe that the subscripts rs and ij can be exchanged. Of COurse. M, i-
diagonally symmetric, and Mp~p(x) -lip(x). so (4) can be solved for the overall
eigenstrain as

1 

("

In an analogous way. one may derive the relation

Ai AT(x) .j,(x)dV. (8)

For the special case of piecewise uniform eigenstrains. (7) and (8) can be evaluated
in each local volume V, and the results added together to provide the following
expressions N S

c,. A', u = : crBT, #,. (9)
r'I r-1

where A, and B, are the mechanical concentration factor tensors. evaluated as
volume averages in V, of the influence functions in (3). For transformation fieldc-
associated with a uniform change in temperature. (7)-(9) reduce to the results found
by Levin (1967).

3. Transformation influence functions and concentration factors

The transformation fields may represent consequences of several different phYsical
processes. However. if they conform with the additive decomposition suggested by
(1) and (2) then. regardless of their origin, they may be considered as additional
strains or stresses applied to the elastic composite aggregate. in superposition with
the uniform overall stress or strain. The combined effect can be described in several
different forms. For example. when the transformation fields are represented by
certain functions #(x). the local strain field follows from

s(x) - (x) - Fr(x.x')[I(L(x') -L0) (x')-L(x') t(x')jdx'. .t)
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where O0(x) denotes the strain field that would exist in a comparison homoseeneous
medium L' under the same boundary conditions, and

F,l AI(X, X') --- ,k. ,1 (x. x) + 6)jk. d(x. x')) . I

where G,, is the Green's function of the homogeneous medium LO that •atistic-

LOj•.t ,•.p. ix. x')+6,=pd(x-x,) =0. X.XE F*. 12)

where 8,P is the Kronecker symbol. and d(x-x') is the Dirac deltd function.
Examples of such forms can be found in the papers by Levin (1976). Willi, (1978.
1981). Berveiller Pt al. (1987) and Walker Pt (i. (1990) where they are typically used
in evaluation of overall properties.

In actual solutions. (10) is often simplified such that the actual field C,(x). and the
eigenstrain field #,(x). if present. are replaced by piecewise uniform approximations
in the phases. Then. (10) is reduced to a system of S linear algebraic equations
for the local average strains. When compared with the averages of (3) over V, at
#(x') = 0. the solution of this system provides expressions for the mechanical
concentration factor tensors in terms of integrals of F(x.x') in (!It). Benveniste
(1990) shows that certain simplified solutions of (10). constructed in this spirit in the
above papers by Levin and Willis. coincide with the Mori-Tanaka estimates of the
local strains under uniform overall strain or stress.

The approach adopted here starts with the assumption that the transformation
fields are represented by distributions which are piecewise uniform. either in the
phases. or in local volumes V, within those phases. The total strain caused in E, by
the uniform overall strain c or stress u. and a piecewise uniform eigenstrains p, or
eigenstress i.. is sought in the following form that extends (3) as (Dvorak 1990)

Nc,(x) =A,(x)e+ Z D,.~(x).u7  (r.3s 1.2. ) (13)

6,(x) = B3(x)0+ 1 Fs,(X))A (r.s = 1.2. N). (14)
r-1

Here. the D, 8(x) and Dr(X) are. respectively, the self-induced and transmitted
eigenstrain influence functions: the F;,(x) and F,(x) are the corresponding eigen.4ress
influence functions. In analogy with the accepted notation for description of the
response to mechanical and thermal loads, the local volume averages in I' of these
functions may be referred to as the eigenstress or eigenstrain concentration factor
tensors D,,. Db., F,, and F,,. Collectively. these will be called the tran-sformation
influence functions and concentration factors.

Note that (13) or (14) each represent the contribution of three different fields to the
total local strain or stress in V,. For example. the right-hand side of (13) is the sum
of the mechanical field A8(x)s. the residual fields D,,(x)jp, which reflect the influence
of the eigenstrains #, in V, * 1; on c,(x). and finally, the residual strain and the
eigenstrain a, prescribed in V itself. The last two contributions are both accounted
for by the influence function D,,(x). or by F,,(x) in (14). hence these two functions are
different in this regard from the D,,(x) and F,,(x). In contrast to (1) and (2). the
definitions combine c with u,. and u with i,. to assure that the coefficients of these
tensor functions are dimensionless. As in (1). the transformation fields that may be
admitted in (13) and (14) must produce a uniform overall body force i or eigenstrain
# in the representative volume. This is always the case for each single component of
Pror R. Soc. Lond. A (1992)
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/1 in a sub-element of a properly defined unit cell. and it is also as,-ured In the
evaluation of the self-consistent and Mori-Tanaka estimates of the transformation
factor tensors discussed in .6 below. However. an eigenstrain distribution
corresponding. for example. to a temperature gradient in I would not be admii,,-hle

To connect the transformation influence functions to the integral equation
formulation of the problem. one may consider any eigenstrain field 1px) l a
representative volume of a heterogeneous medium under zero overall strain, and
define the transformation strain influence function D(x.x') as

e(x) = D(x.x') A(x'). 115)

Its evaluation then follows from (10) as

A= -f r(x.x') [(L(x')-LO)D(x'.x')--L(x')It')xdx. (16)

Note also that in an infinite homogeneous medium loaded only by a single uniform
eigenstrain within a homogeneous inclusion of ellipsoidal shape. D, - S. the E.shelby
tensor.

The eigenstress and eigenstrain influence functions can be related in the following
way. Let the overall eigenstrain in (1i) be evaluated from 19,) and the total ,train
then substituted into (13). where the 4,(x) is written in terms of the local stresses
using (2,). N

=,(x)-- L, A,(x) Me-L, 1 [(e, A,(x) ,(B:-D,,rx())M,'!,]+,. +1)

Compare that with (14) to find

A,(x)M = M,Br(x). Fr,(x) = L,[8,,I-c,A,+(x)xT+Dr,(x)]M,. (18)

where 4,, is the Kronecker symbol, but no summation is indicated by repeated
subscripts.

The definition of the transformation concentration factors permits derivation of
another pair of expressions for p and i. which may be used in place of (9). Consider
again the loading case e = 0.•, * 0. and note that from (1) and (2) there is

X S

a = . c,a, = S c,(Lc,+ i,). (19)
r7i r-i

However, under zero overall strain. q c, =- r-2 Cr ,,. so that (19) provides

N

1 Z Cr1,+ , c,(L,--LI),. (20)
P-1 r_2

Refer now to (13). evaluate the average local strain s, in each volume 1'. and
substitute -M,.;, = ,u. This provides the desired result

N N X

i Y. C,.,- - c,.L,*D,,M,A, (21)

An analogous derivation yields

N N N

I E Cr ,,-, Y- *cM,FrL,., c2)-
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The conditions that assure consistency of these results with those found in (9) can
be found as follows. Substitute for i from (9,) into (21). assign the eigenstrain ýP and
let all other eigenstresses vanish. Then. recall that i, = dP itn. and cancel all ýp A
similar procedure can be used between (92, and 122). After rearrangements. this
provides

(rL,7 Dr,,M, = c,(I-A T). 7,MF,,L, = c,)I-BT). 23
r-i r-I

.4ummation over s then gives another pair of consistency conditions for D, and F,

N N A N

2 c, LD,,M, = 0. 1 CM, Fr,,L, = 0. (24)
s-i r-i i- r-I

4. Uniform fields

Before proceeding with the derivation of specific forms of the transformation
concentration factor tensors. it is useful to establish the general properties of these
tensors. and of the underlying influence functions. which are implied by uniform
strain and stress fields in heterogeneous media.

The existence of a uniform strain field in an inhomogeneous medium is usually
associated with Eshelby's (1957) discovery of such fields within ellipsoidal inclusions
in infinite solids under overall uniform strain. However. it is not universally
appreciated that uniform strain fields may exist in multiphase heterogeneous media
of any phase geometry and material symmetry. In uniformly strained two-phase
composite media, such fields result from a superposition of the actual mechanical
strains with auxiliary eigenstrains in the phases (Dvorak 1990). Similar superposition
will now be applied to multiphase systems. (A reviewer brought to our attention the
paper by Cribb (1968) which uses a similar procedure to study thermal expansion in
a solid with two isotropic phases.) We note that the fields exist not only in the
statistically homogeneous media considered above, but also in media of any shape.
with cracks and cavities, provided the overall strain is uniform and no substantial
geometry changes occur during loading.

The first principal problem of interest can be stated as follows. Suppose that the
volume 1'. which was initially stress free. has been loaded by certain tractions to on
S which are in equilibrium with a uniform overall stress or = uo. The goal is to modify
the non-uniform local fields by superpositian with certain auxiliary eigenstrains.
introduced in the local volumes such that a uniform stress field o, = €0. together with
a uniform strain field are created everywhere in V.

The problem can be solved in the following way. The uniform stress @4 is prescribed
in all local volumes to create a piecewise uniform but incompatible strain field.
Compatibility is restored by superposition of a piecewise uniform eigenstrain field p,
which makes the strains uniform everywhere in 1': stress equilibrium is already
guaranteed by the uniform stress e0 . The local strains thus become

C = e, = M,60 +#, .. Mpoe+1 f= MQSu+PQ ... =Mvgo+#.,
(r = 1.2 ...... N ) (23)

A dual problem arises when surface displacements ul. derived from a uniform

overall strain field e. are prescribed at S. An eigenstress field is sought such that its
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superposition with the stress field caused by u' on .*, %%ill lead to uniform ,tre- Ž ,n..I
strain fields in 1'. The strain e0 is applied to all phases. and a vie'eu uniforrl
eigenstress field ., is added to make the phase stresses uniform in I

=,=Li,'*. . LpC" p=LqC+iq ...L C•Lr-+-. , 1.2 .L \'

If course. any initial strain. or stresses in I' must be included in the above /mi and, .
We examine four specific forms of the above solutions. in terms of the variahhlt.

which may be prescribed or evaluated in applications. In each case. the pre,,-rlbvl
quantitieq will be denoted as c0. a0 Atr0. i,. etc.. and the quantities that need to he
added to make the internal fields uniform as e. a. p,. A_,. etc

(a) Surface tractions tg. in equilibrium with a uniform overall -tre-, a". are
prescribed on S. and for a chosen r = q. a uniform eigenstrain At = Ato is introdlucte
in the local volume 1'. A uniform strain field c is created in V by addition of the
eigenstrains

A,= A - M,-Mq)OZ. -=C,= Mq&)&I*gUO ý26 I

(b) Surface displacements u° compatible with a uniform overall -train c" arte. 0 .n r=q h , a
prescribed on S. together with one uniform eigenstress A,, = in r = q. The local
eigenstresses which need to be added to produce a uniform stress field a i In are

A,= i-(L,-Lq)z°. a = a, = Lqc°+Ai. (27)

(r) The tractions to. in equilibrium with Uo. are prescribed on S. and a piecewise
uniform eigenstrain field A, is sought to make the strain field uniform ai.d equal to
a prescribed magnitude c, = e0 . An identical field is formed if displacements u°.
compatible with a prescribed overall strain Ce. are applied on S together with an
auxiliary eigenstress field Ai, to create a uniform stress field of prescribed magnitude
a, = a4 in 1'. The two transformation fields are found as

A, = z°-M, aO. AZ, = aO-LL,°. (2s)

In the special case of a statistically homogeneous medium, which follows the
constitutive equations (1). (28) become

Ar=#+(M-M,)eO. Ai, ,=!+(L-L,)e. (29)

(d) The heterogeneous medium is initially stress free. Uniform eigenstrains are
introduced in two local volumes r = p. q. as u ,4. and o = po. Alternately.
uniform eigenstresses i.p= ,. and i. = ito may be applied. The goal is. to find the
overall stress d or strain i that need to be imposed via ior on S. and the etizenstrains
A, or eigenstresses A, in the remaining local volumes such that the local fields become
uniform. The solution is

A,=p-A.-(M, -M* 0f)6=& (M - M').

4i= - -(nM --M4)'(°-xp). (3))

= fM +A 7 =M d+/4 = -me° += v.J

and A, -A°-(L,-Lq) i =fiL A-(L,-Lp)C. i

-= L - - LQ) -Ii.- i0) (31)
Li+i, = L Pi+i = L i+'°

Recall that by their definition. 4, = -LPx 4 and i=, LQ4 Some algebra-then
shows that the fields (30) and (31) are identical.
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It is now possible to see more clearly in which circumstances the uniforn tields
may and may not be created in a multiphase medium. Also. their structure and
relation to the polarization fields becomes more obvious. For example. if in ( a.-, o',l

the given eigenstrain is selected as #0 = 0. or if the entire field is reduced h'v
Subtrating the ,train #0 every-% here. then one finds a particularly convenient form
of (25) or (:6) as

A, = -(M-MQ)U°. -=,= M'q7) M, a+, +(32.

A similar result follows from case (b):
=(L,-Lq)£0 . = =Le L,el7  + .33

If the M. and L, were selected as the properties of a homogeneous comparison
material, then the/ r and 4 would define in the usual way the polarization strains
and stresses.

In case (c). the resulting fields (28) reveal that the medium will accommodate a
piecewise uniform eigenstrain field that makes the strain field uniform and equal to
Co everywhere in 1'. However. it is not possible to find a non-zero eigenstrain field (2S)
% hich. if applied to a stress-free body. would cause the overall strain c' to vanish.
Therefore. the transformation fields that appear in (25) and (26) are unique for a
given pair of G0 and c. or £0 and a.

Case (d) confirms that the fields caused in the medium by a uniform change in
temperature. or by any other event that creates piecewise uniform eigenstrains in the
local volumes. may be adjusted to a uniform field by purely mechanical loads only
in two-phase media. but not in a multiphase medium, or i1i one subdivided into many
local volumes with different local eigenstrains. Of course. such adjustmenit is possible
if the initial fields are made part of the local transfor - ation fields (30) or (31 .

5. Some properties of the transformation influence functions

The existence of the uniform fields. and the elastic reciprocal theorem provide
certain general relations which must be satisfied by the influence functions in
multiphase media. regardless of microstructural geometry and phase properties, even
in the absence of statistical homogeneity. First. we consider a representative volume
V" subjected to a uniform state of overall stress a0. As in (26). we select a uniform
eigenstrain #0, in a local volume I.. and superimpose the eigenstrains (26,) with the
local strain field caused by a4. to create the uniform strain field i (26,) evervwhere
in 1'. According to (13). this field is

N

e, = A,(x)c+ ! D,.(x)A,. (34)
r- k

Next. substitute from (26) to recover the relation
N

, D,,(x)(M,- M,) = -(I- A,(x)) M,. (35)

Since this must hold for any selected M.. it follows that for each local volume V,
N N

SD,,(x) = I-A,(x). 1: D,,(x) M, = 0. (36)
F-I v-I

For a statistically homogeneous medium. one can convert (36,) into an expression
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for volume averages in V. multiply the result by cL, and write the uum of both •Ides
with respect to s. Since r, L, A, = L. this leads to an alternative expression for the
overall stiffness A

L F[cL, I- D,)].:3

Another relation for the transformation concentration factor tensors follows from
the familiar condition I_,c, = e. The averages of strains in the local volumes are
obtained by integration of (13). so that the sum becomes

N N S~

c = N_ c, A, z Zr Dr~ju,(s
r-I r-l ,-1

Since 1c,A, = I. the last term in (38) must vanish. Each local eigenstrain can be
chosen independently, hence this provides the relation

,CDr, = 0. 39)

In addition to the above connections derived from the uniform fields. there are
certain reciprocal relations between the transformation concentration factor tensors.
They can be derived from the elastic reciprocal theorem. in a manner that is similar
to the derivation of (4)-(7). Consider a volume V of the heterogeneous medium and
focus on two specific local volumes V and 1;. Prescribe the overall strain as C' = 0.
and introduce a uniform eigenstress 1, into the local volume 1•. Since there are no
other loads, the local strain field at 1V is. according to (1-3).

c4(x) = - D,,(x) M,7 i, (40)

Similarly. if a uniform eigenstress 1; is introduced in V, only. the local strain at V' is

4(x) = - D,.,(x) M, i;_ (41)

Recall now the elastic reciprocal theorem IA 11) in the Appendix. and substitute
from the above equations for the work of the primed on unprimed fields. and vice
versa. This leads to

f ;-D, ()M i if, -,'D,,(x) M, ; ,d V. (4"2)i .;D5 ,(x)M~i•,d|.V ", s()M

where the integration over the two local volumes was done in recognition of the fact
that eigenstresses ,i, and ý; were prescribed only in V, and 1; respectively.

Inasmuch as all local compliance tensors are diagonally symmetric, and the
applied eigenstresses are constant. the procedure leading to (7) reduces (42) to the
formT fr D., M, = c, M. D,.. (43)

This is a general result. valid for any pair of the transmitted eigenstrain influc.,ce
functions. For the self-induced factors. it reduces to D,,M, = MD1Ss

It is of interest to note that the above relations (23,) and (39) can also be obtained
by an independent procedure that uses (36) and (43). Rewrite (43) as

c, D,, = Cr M, D T L, (44)

and then evaluate the it

Proc D, m Zc MD TsrL, 45)
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The expression in the parentheses is the transpose of (362). and therefore vanishes ý
(39) is thus recovered. It can also be shown that (36,) and (44) lead to (23,). Moreover.
(361) and (43) give

N N

cl- _, c, LD,,MS = cA'. cl- : cMFrs Ls = CSBT. (46)

For convenience, we summarize the principal results (36). (43) and (39). together
with the analogous relations for the eigenstress influence functions

N N

: Dlr(x) = I-A,(x). Z F,(x) = I-Bs(x). (47)
r-1 r-1

N N

D8,,(x)M, = 0. Fl,(x)L, = 0. (48)
r-1 r-1

CSDSAM , = CASD'r,, cF., =L, = . Fc,,. (49)

X N
V CrD,.=O. EcF,,=O. 0(50)
r-1 r-1

with r =. 2 ..... N everywhere. Note that all these relations are exact. but that (48)
and (49) provide (50). It turns out that only (47) and (48) or (49) are independent.
In other words, there are only (2 x V) independent relations for the (N x N) unknown
transformation influence functions. Thus one can solve the system and find exact
expressions for the transformation functions in terms of their mechanical
counterparts only in two-phase materials. Indeed. the two-phase form of (47) and
(48) can be readily solved, with the phases denoted as r =. a,,

D,(x) = -(I-A 2 (x))M 4 (M 1-M6)-'. D.,(x) = (I-A,(x))MA,(M,-M,)-'. .
(51)

The identity (L.-Lfl)-L f=-M•,(M.-Me)- shows that these coincide with
equations (123) to (126) in Dvorak (1990). It can also be verified that these results
conform with (47) to (50): the reciprocal relation (43) requires that (L.-LL)A A0
AT(L 2-Ld). which does hold in two-phase systems. Since c A. = (L.- Lq)-'(L- LO).
the eigenstrain concentration factor tensors D, and D.0, which are the volume
averages of (51) in V. may be expressed in terms of the overall and local stiffnesses
and volume fractions. In any case, it is clear that the eigenstrain problem in two-
phase media can be converted into a solution of a mechanical loading problem. Of
course, no such conversion is possible for r > 2. Exact treatment of such multiphase
problems must take into consideration phase interaction under eigenstrain loading
for each specific geometry of the microstructure.

However, (47) and (48) can be used to derive certain universal relations between
the unknown D,,(x) or FI,(x). For example, for a three-phase medium one can
establish the following exact relations between the transmitted and self-induced
transformation influence functions and the mechanical influence functions

D12(x)(M.-M3) = D11(x)(M3-M 1 )-(I-A,(x))M,,
D,3(x)(M3-MA ) = D,,(x)(M,-MA)-(I-A,(x))M,,

Dt(x) (M, - MA ) = D,,(x) (M3A- M2 ) - (I- A,(x)) MA, (52)D,2(x) (M3 - MI) = D,,(x) (M, - M,) - (I- A,(x)) M,,
D31 (X) AM - M2)= D D33(X) (Mt -M3)- (1- A3(x)) M11

D,,(x) (A, -M,) = D,3(x) (MA - Ms)- (I-A3(x)) M,.

Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A (1992)
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Note that these relations hold for any three local volumes where distinct uniform
local eigenstrains have been prescribed. The local properties M, can be selected as
desired. some as equal to each other. Therefore. these relations apply also to two-
phase media where two different eigenstrains have been specified in one phase For
a homogeneous medium with three distinct eigenstrains, (52) reduce to identitie,.- but
since A,(x) = I in this case. (47) or (48) provide the connections

N

S D,,(x) = 0. for r.s = 1.2.3.
r-1

6. Self-consistent and Mori-Tanaka estimates
6.1. Summary of principal results

As pointed out in a recent paper by Benveniste et al. (1991). the two methods
provide diagonally symmetric estimates of the overall stiffness tensor in two-phase
systems of any phase geometry. and in those multiphase systems which are
reinforced by or consist of aligned inclusions of identical shape. In contrast, when
these methods are applied to multiphase systems of arbitrary phase geometry, the
stiffness estimates are not diagonally symmetric. In addition, under those
circumstances that guarantee diagonal symmetry of the overall stiffness. the
methods also provide direct estimates of the overall thermal stress tensor that are in
agreement with Levin's (1967) exact relations. Moreover, Chen et al. (1992) show that
the Mori-Tanaka method delivers diagonally symmetric L for systems reinforced by
randomly orientated fibres or platelets of the same shape. Related results were found
by Ferrari (1991). These restrictions are respected in the derivations that follow, in
fact, the admissibility of the two methods is proved only for two-phase- and
multiphase aggregates containing or consisting of inclusion of similar shape and
alignment.

Moreover, we show here that apart from the differences in evaluation of the
constraint tensors, the estimates provided by the two methods of the mechanical.
thermal, and transformation concentration factor tensors, and of the overall stiffness
and compliance tensors of multiphase heterogeneous media. have a similar structure.
It appears that this feature has not been noticed in any of the numerous studies of
these methods in the technical literature.

In two-phase media the transformation influence functions have already been
evaluated, in (51), in terms of their mechanical counterparts. Thus the self-consistent
or Mori-Tanaka estimates of the transformation concentration factors can be found
from the corresponding estimates of either the overall stiffness, or the mechanical
concentration factor for one phase. In multiphase media with aligned inclusions of
similar shape, the overall stiffness can be expressed in the general form

N N
L fiL,+ E.c,(L,-L,)A,, M= M,+ c,(M,-M,)B,. (53)

'-2 P-2

where L, usually refers to the matrix, if any. but it can actually represent any phase.
We show in the sequel that in the said systems, the mechanical strain concentration
factors A, and the stress concentration factors B, are estimated both by the self-
consistent and Mori-Tanaka methods in the form

A, - (LO+L,)-'(L*+L), B, - (MO+M,)-'(M*+M), r = 1.2 ..... N. (54)
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Here. L* denotes Hill's (1965) constraint tensor of the ellipsoidal transformed
homogeneous inclusion, M* - (L*)-F. For media with aligned inclusions of similar
shape there is only a single L* tensor. hence the relation Z c, A, = I c, B, = land (54)
render the following symmetric forms of the overall stiffness and compliance

L =[SCrL*+L,.)-1] -L*. M=[Yc,(M*+M,)-1 M' (55)
r-1 r-1-I

The principal distinction between the two approximate procedures is that in the

self-consistent method L is evaluated for a cavity in the effective homogeneous
medium of overall stiffness L. whereas in the Mori-Tanaka method L* is evaluated
for a cavity in the matrix, or any phase r - 1. of stiffness L,. The constraint tensor
is related to the polarization tensors P and P,, which are defined in the self-consistent

procedure as

P=(L*+L)-l. P,=(L*+L,)-t, P SL-', L*S = L(I-S), (56)

and in the Mori-Tanaka procedure as

P= (L*+L,)-, P,(L*+L,)-l, P=SLT', L*S= L4(L-S); (57)

S denotes the Eshelby tensor of a homogeneous ellipsoidal inclusion. In both
methods. the above restrictions on inclusion shape and alignment limit the number
of allowable constraint tensors V in a multiphase medium to one. In what follows,
we show that the same restrictions must be respected in using the methods to
estimate the transformation concentration factor tensors.

To facilitate the derivation, we first summarize the principal results obtained
below. Remarkably enough, the transformation factor tensors derived from the self-
consistent and the Mori-Tanaka methods are formally similar, and valid for r = 1,
2 ..... N :

D, =i., I-c,(L + L,)-'(L* + L)] (L + L,)-'L,,

F, = [8,, I- c,(M* + M,)-'(M* + M)] (MO+M,)-"M,.) (58)

or. with regard to (54),

=,,i (I-(A5) (L9-L)-'(8,,I-c, A) L,,

F,= (I-B,)(M,-M)-1(8,I-c,BT,)M,,J (59)

where 8,, is the Kronecker symbol. and again, no summation is indicated by repeated
subscripts.

Some simple algebra shows that the forms (58) and (59) satisfy the general
connections (47) to (49), and therefore (50). The proofs are particularly simple if (581)
is used with a substitution from (54). In the self-consistent method, the similarity in
inclusion shape and alignment is enforced by admitting only a single LO in (58), that
restriction is required to satisfy the reciprocal relations (49). In the Mori-Tanaka
derivation, the restriction is invoked in the derivation itself, cf. (,5), in addition to
being required by (49). Of course, one can also show that if r - a, P, the above forms
are in agreement with the results (51) for two-phase media.

6.2. Self-consuent eatimata

We consider a statistically homogeneous medium with perfectly bonded phases,
and seek estimates of the transformation concentration factors by the self-consistent

Pr,'. K. Soc. Load. A (1992)
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method. In this method. the average local strain or stress in each phase is evaluated
from the solution of a dilute problem for a single inclusion of that phase. contained
within a large volume of a homogeneous medium which has the effective composite
properties L. If the dilute problem is solved under uniform overall strain, one finds
the strain concentration factor tensor in the form (Hill 1965):

A, = [I+ P(L,-L)]-1 . 611)

where for each particular shape. P is given by (56) and one thus recovers (53). Note
that apart from the inclusion shape. P = Pr depends only on the coefficients of L.
and that the above restrictions admit only a single P in (60) for the strain
concentration factors of all phases. The overall stiffness then follows from (55).

The self-consistent estimates of the transformation concentration factor tensors in
(13) are derived from the local field s,. evaluated in the solution of a dilute problem
in which the inclusion L, is bonded to a large volume of the effective medium L. An
overall uniform strain c is prescribed at infinity, together with the uniform eigen-
strain u, in V , and. according to (92). the eigenstrain a = Y.cf ,. in the effective
medium. The corresponding eigenstresses are i,- L,5 ,. and i. = c, Ar , = -L#
in V' and V respectively.

The solution is sought in terms of A5, and is best found by creating first in the
entire volume the uniform strain field i suggested by (31,).

fi - - (L, - L)- 0., - 1). (61)

This is followed by restoring the overall strain from i to the prescribed magnitude C.
which yields the desired estimate of the local strain as

c, = A,z+(I-A,)(L,-L)-1 (Lo- P •c, AT L,pJ. (62)
r-i 1

A comparison with (13) then provides the eigenstrain concentration factors

D,,= (63)

D, -c,(IA,)(L,-L)-iATL. 3

which coincide with those in (59).
In an entirely similar way one may find the self-consistent estimates of the

transformation stress concentration factor tensors in (14). and find the result in (59).

6.3. The Mori-Tanaka method

The method was originally intended for use with matrix-based composites with
perfectly bonded interfaces. One of the phases. r = 1. is regarded as a matrix, and
phase strains are evaluated from solutions of dilute problems for each single phase
in an infinite matrix volume under overall strain s, or stress or. the respective
average values in the matrix L,. In the reformulation of the original form Mori &
Tanaka 1973) by Benveniste (1987). this translates into the following relations.

Under uniform overall strain c. or stress a.

s -T,e a, -W, a,, T, -W, -1 , W,-L,T,M,. (64)

where e, and w, are as yet unknown average matrix strain and stress. The partial
concentration factors 2, and W, are derived from solutions of the dilute problems.

Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A (1992)
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Since e = Z,c,c,. etc. one can find the average strain and stress in the phases in terms
ofT, or W, as

81 = C' T C. al = C, Wr] 6.

(65)
A, = Tc, .T BA = W. wj W, 1, ... N'.

This leads to the following estimate of the overall stiffness:

L = [ I crL, r c Z T . (66)

According to the assumption of the method. the tensor To is evaluated in analogy
to (54) and (60) as

Tr = (L*+L,)-(L*+L1 ) = [I+P(L,-LI)]-'. (67)

where P = PrT is defined by (57). Again. only a single P is admitted in multiphase
systems. and this permits derivation of the symmetric form (55), as also pointed out
by Norris (1989). Note that (55) holds for both methods. and that it can be used to
recover N

F c,(L*+L)- = (L+L)-. (68)
r-l

which is particularly useful in evaluation of the sums of (67) in (65), that can be
shown to yield the A, in (54).

Next, consider evaluation of the transformation concentration factors in (13). As
in the self-consistent method, we evaluate the average strain in a solitary inclusion
L, but in an infinite matrix medium L,. A uniform strain e1 is applied at infinity, and
uniform phase eigenstrains p, and p, are prescribed in V, and VI. In analogy with (13).
we seek the strain averages in matrix and inclusion in the form

zi = T1 se+Rll#p+Rl$#,, c, = T, l+R, 1 p1+Rou,, (69)

where we have introduced the partial transformation strain concentration factors
R,, which apply to the case of a single inclusion L, embedded in the matrix L,. and
are to be evaluated from the dilute solution. Clearly, in the dilute solution, the
contribution of p, to the average strain in the infinite matrix is negligible, and
therefore R1, = 0. Since T, = I. it also follows that Rf = 0.

Recall first that C = •, c, •,, and find the average matrix strain as

i = [c, 7][�-( Z cR,C #I-,Zc,R,,#,/. (70)

Then. use that in (693) to find c, as

Copae8
= ~ 1  

,.R~~i[e ~ A,1p R#l #jRg,#,. (71)

Compare the two results with (13), and recover the following intermediate forms of
the eigenstrain concentration factors

N ND I -A 1 7- c.,R,,, D ,I -A, 7- c.,R ., +R o,,
r-2 ,-2 (72).

Di, = -c••AR,,., D,, = (I-cA,) R,,. D,, = -cA AR.

Proc. R. Soc. Lo•d. A (1992)
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where, since RU = 0. the sums were truncated so that s. r > 1.
It is now clear which auxiliary terms must be evaluated from the solution of the

dilute problem. Recall that the overall uniform strain c, is prescribed at intinity. and
-transformation strains j 1 and ut, are prescribed in the phases. For any inclusion
shape. the solution of this dilute problem may be found with the help of the uniform
strain field i in (312). First. this field is created both in the entire matrix volume and
in the inclusion. Then. the overall strain is reduced from i to the prescribed value E.
and the average strain in the inclusion is found in terms of the mechanical partial
strain concentration factor tensor T, as

e, = T,1c + (I- T,)(L,-LL)-'(Lp,-Lp1 ). (73)

The result is compared with (712) and yields the unknown factors in (72) as

R, = -(I- T1)(L.-L-r'L 1 . R. , (I- T,)(L,-L-r'L 8 . (74)

and this also yields R, and R,, by exchange of subscripts.
After substitution into (72), and some heavy algebra that utilizes (67). (68) and

(54), one recovers the results listed in (58,) and (59,). An entirely analogous
derivation in terms of stresses leads to the estimates of the transformation stress
concentration factors in (582) and (592). For two-phase systems. one can recover the

self-consistent and Mori-Tanaka estimates either from (58) and (59). or by a direct
substitution of the appropriate mechanical concentration factor tensors (54) into the
two-phase expressions for D,, in (51).

7. Closure

Although there is no intent to discuss specific cases of eigenstrain fields, it is
appropriate to mention the connection between the present results and those
obtained in studies of the thermoelastic response in composite materials subjed•hd to
a uniform temperature change 0. The corresponding eigenstrains assume the form
i, = m,8, where m, is the tensor of phase thermal expansion coefficients. It is then
customary to focus on evaluation of thermal strain and stress influence functions a,
and b,, which provide the contribution a, 0 and b, 8 to the local strains and stresses.
in lieu of the last terms in (13). In particular. the complete expressions for the total
thermomechanical strains and stresses are

a, = A,c+a,O, a, = Bsu+b,O. (75)

and by comparison with (13) there is
NN

a, - D,,m,, b, = Z F,,1,. (76)
r-1 F-i

This indicates that available solutions a. or b. of thermoelastic inclusion problems
are not directly useful in evaluation of D,, or F,,, as they do not yield the individual
transformation factor tensors entering the sums.

However, it is desirable to verify that the forms (58) and (59) do yield the
proper expressions for a, in a multiphase medium with aligned inclusions of similar
shape. To this end, substitute these forms into (76). with P, = m, 0. and 1., = 10 =
-L, m, 8. After some rearrangements find the result

N
a, - A, Z c,(L* + L,)-1, -(L + L,)-i. (77)

r-1
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Note also that, (9) provides Levin's (1967) result

N N

m = X c,7Brm,, 1= I cA,,. (78)
r-1 Y-i

Recall now (54). substitute into (78,), and then rewrite (77) as

a. = (L* + L,)-8 '(I-1). (79)

Both (77) and (79) follow from the summation (76) of the eigenstrain concentration
factors. With an appropriate choice of L*. from (56) or (57). they provide the self-
consistent or Mori-Tanaka estimates of the thermal strain concentration factors.

It remains to be shown that (77) or (79) can be derived directly from the two
methods, without referring to (76). First. we recall the self-consistent result for
multiphase systems with inclusions of similar shape and alignment (Benveniste et al.
1991, equation 51).

a, = (I-A,) (L,-L)-(l-l,). (80)

Then, a substitution for A. from (54) serves to recover (79); hence there is agreement
between (76,) and (80) for the self-consistent estimates.

The Mori-Tanaka result appears in Benveniste et al. (1991, equation 243), it can be
written as:

N

a, = -A, Z c~t,+t,, (81)
r--

t, = (L* + Lr)-y'(I,- ), (82)

where t, is the partial thermal strain concentration factor, and t, = 0.
Substitute now (82) into (81), and use (653) with (67) to find

a, = (L* + L,)-i c,(L* + L,)- I c,(L* + L)-7 i,) - l]. (83)

Next, recall Levin's relation (782) and use it in conjunction with (653) and (67) to
obtain (84

7i-- rL* + L~r)-(t c 7(L + 4r)-il,,). (84)

Finally, substitute this into (83) to find that the direct Mori-Tanaka result coincides
with (79).

This proves that the transformation strain form (76) of a, conforms with the
independently derived self-consistent and Mori-Tanaka results (80) and (81).
Moreover, the formal similarity of the self-consistent and Mori-Tanaka expressions
in (79) complements the noted property of the expressions (54) for the mechanical
concentration factors, (58) and (59) for the transformation concentration factors, and
(55) for the overall stiffness.

It is beyond the present scope to discuss in detail the evaluation of the
transformation concentration factor tensors in sub-elements of unit cell models of
composite materials. Of course, even in two-phase composites, the representative
volumes within such cells may consist of many local volumes with different
eigenstrains. However, the task is quite simple in principle. If uniform strain
elements are selected as the local volumes, which is often advantageous in modelling
of inelastic deformation, then each such element a has its own elastic transformation
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concentration factor matrix D,,. Individual columns of each such matrix are
generated by applying. in sequence. a single unit eigenstrain 0,41 , ...... . in each
element r = 1.2 ...... N. while the overall strain in the unit cell is kept equal to zero
The local strain components evaluated by this process in each element .3 are equal to
the required coefficients of D,,.

A very simple example illustrates how this may be accomplished through available
routines which evaluate thermal strains. Suppose that the thermal expansion
coefficients in all elements. except in one element r. are set equal to zero. Unit local
eigenstrains in that element are generated by prescribing a uniform temperature
change. Then the total local strains in all elements s = 1.2..... r ...... N. are found.
and finally those are converted into the respective columns of coefficients in the D,
matrices of those elements. Of course. much more efficient procedures for evaluation
of D,, may be designed using the stiffness matrix of the unit cell.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research. and by the ONR/DARPA-HiTASC
project and Rensselaer. Dr Yapa Rajapakse and Dr Steve Fishman served as program monitors.
Y. B. is a Visiting Professor at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Appendix

"1 lastic reciprocal theorem states that in a linearly elastic body subjected to
two . tems of body and surface forces, the work of one system on the displacements
caused by the other system is related by Sokolnikoff (1956. p. 392)

fSitUidS+ V ,u; dV = fS t udS + f F~ud;. (Al1)

where u, are the displacements caused by the system it, Fi. and u; are the
displacements caused by the system tf,F,.

When distributions of eigenstresses A,, and A,, are respectively applied together
with the two systems, the local stress field is given by (2,). In the unprimed system.
the stresses are given by

T,1(x) = 1,J(x)+ AJ(x), (A 2)

where 6,,(x) - Lik•k16t(x).

The field (A 2) satisfies

&1. j+ F+Aj.= 0 in V, &,, n,+An it tSonS. (A 3)

A similar representation holds for the primed system.
Define new body forces and surface tractions

PffiF,+A,,.,, 1 tt--A,,n,, (A 4)

and rewrite (A 1) to read

fi tudS+ Pt u~dV- f uudS+f ;utdV (AS)

Consider first the left-hand side and substitute from (A 3) to find the expression

fS A,-,,n,)uS+ fvF, udV + fVAil,.,u; dV. (A6)
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Note that the last term can be written as

(A,- u) d fV (A,; u) d V-f A, u,. dV. A 7)

whereas the divergence theorem provides

f (A'u')'jdV'= fs u; n1 dS. (A 8)

Moreover. u' = 6; +(a. and A,, = Aj,. wj w' . hence (A 7) becomes

fAO.,u;dV = A,, undS- fA ,,dV. (A9)

Finally. the substitution of (A 9) in (A 6) gives

fst,JuS{fV + dV-fA, dV. (A 10)

which is the final form of the left-hand side of (A 5). The same procedure can be
applied to the right-hand side of (A 5). That finally leads to the following form of the
reciprocal theorem. which now accounts for the effect of the applied eigenstress
fields:

f ;, udS+f F, udV-{ Aj e~jdV t ft u, dS + F itdV-fA' e d V.
(A 11)
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Transformation field analysis of inelastic
composite materials

By GEORGE J. DVORAK

Ciril Engineering Department. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy,
New York 12180, U.S.A.

A new method is proposed for evaluation of local fields and overall properties of
composite materials subjected to incremental thermomechanical loads and to
transformation strains in the phases. The composite aggregate may consist of many
perfectly bonded inelastic phases of arbitrary geometry and elastic material
symmetry. In principle, any inviscid or time-dependent inelastic constitutive
relation that complies with the additive decomposition of total strains can be
admitted in the analysis. The governing system of equations is derived from the
representation of local stress and strain fields by novel transformation influence
functions and concentration factor tensors, as discussed in the preceding paper by
G. J. Dvorak and Y. Benveniste. The concentration factors depend on local and
overall thermoelastic moduli, and can be evaluated with a selected micromechanical
model. Applications to elastic-plastic, viscoelastic, and, viscoplastic systems are
discussed. The new approach is contrasted with some presently accepted procedures
based on the self-consistent and Mori-Tanaka approximations, which are shown to
violate exact relations between local and overall inelastic strains.

1. Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to introduce a method for incremental micromechanical
analysis of local fields and overall properties of inelastic heterogeneous media
subjected to uniform thermomechanical loading along a prescribed path. The
proposed approach relies on an explicit evaluation of piecewise uniform approxi-
mations of the residual fields that are introduced in multiphase solids by a
distribution of piecewise uniform eigenstrains or eigenstresses, jointly referred to as
transformation fields. As described in the preceding paper (I) by Dvorak &
Benveniste (1992), such evaluations are made with the help of novel transformation
influence functions, or concentration factor tensors. (References to, say, equation
(23) in the companion paper (I) will be denoted here by (1 23), etc.) The treatment
is suitable for composite aggregates made of any number of different, perfectly
bonded inelastic phases which are represented by constitutive equations that admit
the additive decomposition of total strains into elastic and inelastic components.
However, any phase geometry and elastic material symmetry can be prescribed, and
specific micromechanical models, such as the self-consistent, Mori-Tanaka, or unit
cell approximations, are needed only in evaluations of the transformation
concentration factor tensors. In any event, since the latter depend on local and
overall thermoeiastic moduli, only elastic solutions are required.

The elements of the present approach have been outlined by Dvorak (1991) for
elastic plastic two-phase composite materials at small strains. The present work goes
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much farther in that it treats multiphase media and allows for many different types
of inelastic behaviour. The opening §2 reviews the connections between the local and
overall inelastic and total strains. The essence of the method is described in §3.
through the formulation of governing systems of equations for evaluation of the total
local strains or stresses. where the coefficients are formed. in part. by the
transformation factor tensors. Section 4 is concerned with thermomechanical
deformation of elastic-plastic composite systems. Explicit forms of the instantaneous
mechanical and thermal concentration factors are found there for two and three-
phase solids. Applications to viscoelastic and viscoplastic systems are described in
§§5 and 6. Finally. §7 contrasts the new approach with some accepted procedures
based on the self-consistent or Mori-Tanaka approximations. which are shown to
violate a general connection between the local and overall inelastic strains.

2. Decompositions of local and overall fields
We are concerned with a representative volume V of a composite material that

consists of many perfectly bonded phases which may have any physically admissible
elastic symmetry and microstructural geometry. The volume V" may be subdivided
into several local volumes V,. r = 1.2 .... N. : V, = 1'. such that each contains only
one phase material, although any given phase may reside in more than one volume

r1. The boundary conditions imposed on V are limited to displacements compatible
with a uniform overall strain c. or tractions derived from a uniform overall stress a.
and a uniform temperature change 0: all are expressed in a cartesian coordinate
system x defined in V. The strains are assumed to be small, but both elastic and
inelastic behaviour of the phases is admitted. providing that at each' instant of
loading it conforms with the additive decomposition

U ,(x) = f(X)+6Te(X). e,(x) = en(x)+4(x). (I

where the inelastic strain eln(x) accumulates incrementally under applied stress.
according to a certain phase constitutive relation which may or may not depend on
time and temperature: specific examples of such relations will be discussed later. The
Vre(x) represents a relaxation stress, that develops in a similar way under applied
phase strain.

The oe(x) and 4e(x) are elastic fields related by the usual constitutive relations, so
that (1) can be recast as

af(x) = LC,(X)+i 7 O+ •U(x) £(x) - Mu,(x)+mO+en(x), (2)

in terms of the phase elastic stiffness L, or compliance M, = L-'. and the thermal
stress and strain tensors !, and M, - - M, 4. Since 0 and one of the inelastic fields are
independent, it follows that

mn, = -M,l,. I -- -Lrm,, £n(x) = -Mrre(x). ae(X) - -L,,•(x). (3)

In the special case of a purely elastic response of the composite aggregate. the local
fields and overall loads are related by the mechanical and thermal elastic influence
functions

c,(x) = A,(x)s+a,(x)O if &I(x) = 0.01

a,(x)= B,(x)ir+b,(x)O if eln(x) = = 1.2.. N. (4)

The total overall stress under an applied overall strain c = z,. or the total overall
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strain of the representative volume V under an overall stress a = o7. and the
temperature change 0,. are evaluated by integration of (2) ov'er i'. As in (1). one can
recover the additive decompositions

V = oe're, = +e+n (3)

where the individual terms are defined as

oe = -f ([L, A(x)co+(La,(xl, + 1,) 6od V.
t6)

Ore = f f [Lr(c,(x)-A,(x)z,-a,(x) 0o)+e(x))dl',

Ce= ["MrBr(x)a°+(MMbr(x)+m)6O]dV"
V V (7)

in= .. [M,(a,((x) -Br(x)Go0-br(x) 6,) +'n~(x)IdJ'.

The 0 e and Ce represents the purely elastic, fully recoverable overall response to the
applied loads ec or oa. and 00. that follows from (2) to (4): the associated local elastic
fields in V are given by (4). The ar' and el are the overall stress and strain caused
by the local inelastic fields which are, in general, independent of the current
thermomechanical loads. However, to be admissible in the present analysis, the local
inelastic strains and the corresponding residual fields must be associated with
inelastic strains that are macroscopically uniform. Note that the2; art obtained by
superposition of the volume averages of the local inelastic fields ,ee(x, or e,4n(x)
themselves, with the residual elastic fields induced in the aggregate by those local
fields. i.e. by Cre(x) at &=0 and 0=0. or by en(x) at a=0 and 0=0. The
implication is that the inelastic fields, introduced by some thermomechanical loading
history leading to the current values of . a and 0. cannot be recovered by an
instantaneous elastic unloading.

The decomposition (5) of the overall response is consistent with the decomposition
(1) of the total local strain or stress fields. in the sense that

tv= ,ore= f[ae( x+ure(X)] dv. (8)

C= 6e +en = .f[6e,(x)+r'r(xyjd1' (9)

However. the individual terms do not correspond to each other. On the local scale.
the elastic fields in (1) results from the superposition of the elastic local fields (4) with
the local residual elastic fields. On the overall scale. the elastic terms are volume
integrals of the elastic fields (4), whereas the inelastic terms are volume integrals of
the residual elastic fields superimposed with the inelastic local fields.

Evaluation of the inelastic terms in the above relations is facilitated by the results
obtained in (I). In particular, if the local fields in (2) are compared with those in (1 2).
and the overall fields in (8) with those in (I 1). the above thermal and inelastic fields
are identified as certair, local and overall transformation fields,

1,(x) =-,O9+o{e(x). #,(x) = mO+en(x), (10)

A=i0+ore. AU=m0+s'. (I1)
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Since the thermal fields are uniform, one finds from (1 7) to (I 9) that

I= 2 cA'l, 1re = A,(xl'(xldV. (12)

r n= l B(x)e(x)ldv. (13)

where c, = 17V.
In th.Ž spirit of the approach outlined in §3 of (I). the actual local fields will be

approximated below by piecewise uniformi distributions. Under such circumstances
all local fields and the influence functions in (2)-(7) are replaced by their averages
over V,. and one also recovers

N N

fre =5 c,A' gr -- Z c, BTgn. (14)
r-1 r--1

It is then possible to evaluate the total stress and strain in (8) and (9) as
N NL I+ 10 + Z c, A, (15)

r- I r-Z-I .f

N N

M=eM+MtO+ Z CBr, =r Z c, ,C (16)
r-i r-I

with the usual definitions of the overall elastic stiffness L and compliance M = L-,
and the overall elastic thermal stress and strain tensors 1, m,

N N
M=-cMB,r, m=Z (Mb,+m,), (17)

r-1 r-i

N N

L = Z cL,A,, I- Z (L,a,+/,), (18)
r-1 r--1

that follows from (2)-(4), (6,) and (7,).
The expressions for overall averages are seen to be analogous to those for the local

fields in (2), and one can also establish connections that are analogous to those in (3)

m=-MI. l=-Lm, etn_-Mee, gre=-LUn. (19)

Note that in addition to the usual connections (15,) and (16,) between the local and
overall total strains, there exist additional independent connections (14) between the
local and overall inelastic fields. Sections 3-6 below outline the procedure that
guarantees their satisfaction in various inelastic heterogeneous solids, while §7 points
out that many micromechanical models currently in use violate (14).

Note also that in a homogeneous material (L = L. 1, = I. etc.), there is, according
to(4), A,(x) = B,(x) - I, and a,(x) = b,(X) = 0. Since the volume average of c,(x) in
V is equal to c0, and that of ¢,(X) to go, the volume integrals of the residual fields
vanish and the overall inelastic terms are equal to the volume averages of the local
inelastic fields.

3. Evaluation of the transformation fields

We now recall the representation of the local fields by the transformation
conccntration factor tensors defined in (1 13) and (1 14). For any representative
volume under uniform overall strain c = to or stress a = or., and a temperature
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change 0 = 00, which contains a piecewise uniform distribution of the thermal and
inelastic fields associated with uniform overall loading and deformation, the averages
of the local fields are written as

N
c= A,to+ F, D, (m,1,7 + e,), r.s = 1,2. N, (20)

r--I

N

a,= B, co+ I F,,(4+, 190 ). + r, = 1,2. N. (21)
r-1

The A, and B, are the mechanical concentration factor tensors, and D., F, are
certain eigenstrain and eigenstress concentration factor tensors. They all depend on
the local and overall elastic moduli, and on the shape and volume fraction of the
phases. and are therefore constant. The self-induced factors D,, and F& contribute
both the residual field caused in V, by the transformation fields, and the fields
themselves, these two contributions may be separated. Self-consistent and
Mori-Tanaka estimates of these tensors were discussed in §6 in (I), the key results are
reproduced in (63) and (64) below. Recall also that (I 76) provides the connections

N N

a, Z D., m r, b. = Z Fs, ,, (22)
r-I r-1

hence the thermal terms in (20) and (21) may be eliminated from the sums.
Many inelastic constitutive laws relate either the local relaxation stress •e to the

past history of the local strain Cr, or the strain to to the history of the local stress ct.
When these stresses and strains are uniform in V., this can be formally written as

,re = g(z,), 4n =flr,). (23)

In some cases (e.g. in plasticity of metals) such relations exist between the respective
increments. In any event, to accommodate (23), the equations (20) and (21) are
modified by the identities e, = -Ma e and Ore = -L, c,, derived from (3), and by
the relations (22). This provides the following two systems of governing equations for
evaluation of the local strains and stresses

N

C,+D,,Mgg(c,)+ Y D,,M1'g(6) = A~s+aO, r,s = 1,2.N, (24)

71

s+F,, Ljf(o,)+ Z F, Lrf(,) = Ba+b,0, r,s = 1,2 ... , N. (25)
7--1

At any point of the prescribed overall thermomechanical loading path, these
equations must be satisfied by the piecewise uniform approximations of the total
local fields in the representative volume of an inelastic heterogeneous medium. As
long as all the concentration factor tensors are constant, similar equations also hold
for local and overall strain and stress increments, and for their time rates of change.
If at least one of the above systems can be solved along the prescribed
thermomechanical loading path, it yields piecewise uniform approximations to the
total local fields in (2).

In this manner, the inelaat' deformation problem for a multiphase composite
material is reduced to evaluation of the mechanical, thermal and transformation
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factor tensors. which depend only on the local and overall thermoelastic muduli. and
to integration of one of the systems of the governing equations (24) or (25) along the
prescribed loading path.

The concentration factors mav be evaluated from a micromechanical model for
elastic heterogeneous solids, as discussed in §§6 and 7 of (1). To be admissible. theso
factors must satisfy the general connections (147) to (150). This guarantees that the
respective local and overall inelastic fields conform with the relations (12) to (14). and
that the total local and overall stresses and strains satisfy (15) and (16). Therefore.
one can substitute from (152) or (162) into (25) or (24). respectively, to reduce the
number of unknowns in either system from .V to N- 1. Under certain circumstances.
one can also use (151) or (16,) to accomplish additional reductions: this is illustrated
in §7 below.

In unit-cell models, the concentration factor tensors are usually found from elastic
finite element solutions, and integration of (24) or (25) then reproduces the results
that would be obtained from a finite element solution of the particular inelastic unit-
cell domain during the prescribed loading history. Under certain circumstances, the
present approach is more efficient than the finite element method, and in any case,
it offers a particularly simple way for introduction of the constitutive relations of the
phases.

The method of solution of (24) or (25) depends on the specific form of the inelastic
constitutive equations (23), and is best illustrated by the examples that follow.

4. Elastic-plastic composite systems

As one of the possible applications of (24) and (25), we consider a composite
aggregate with elastic-plastic phases (Dvorak 1991). No attempt will be made to
spell out the details of the various constitutive theories. Instead. we adopt the
general incremental form for material points which. subject to certain loading and
unloading criteria, undergo plastic straining from some current state

da,(x) = Pr ([4(X) -- ,(x). H,(x)] dc,(x) + t [H,(x)] dO (26)

dc,(x) = -0, [u,(x) - E,(x). H,(x)] da,(x) + m•7 [H,(x)] dO. (27)

The Y", and Mf, are the instantaneous mechanical stiffness and compliance, and /,. M,
are the instantaneous thermal stress and strain vectors which usually reflect the
variation of yield stress with temperature. The above Y,. M,4 depend on the
magnitude of the invariants of the local strain £,(x)-,#,(x). or stress o,(X)-r,(X).
where fl,(x) and m,(x) denote certain back-strain or stress terms. associated with the
centres of the current relaxation and yield surface of the material at point x in I',V
H,(x) is a functional of past deformation history.

Volume averages of (26) and (27) can be evaluated only if the actual fields are
known. In piecewise uniform approximations of those fields. one may replace (26)
and (27) with

do, .2',(E, - fl,. H,) de, + (r(H,) dO, de, := M(o, - a,, H,) do, +- ,(H,) dO. (28)

in each local volume V.. Of course, if the subdivision of the representative volume V
into local volumes V, is such that the actual fields in V, deviate substantially from
their respective averages, this replacement may lead to large errors.

From (26) and (2), the local relaxation stress and plastic strain are.

dor = (.Y,-L,)de,+(e,-Ir)dO. de,' - ( ,-M,)do,+(m,-m,)dO. (29)
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or. in a condensed version. with instantaneous plastic stiffness and compliance
tensors de = .Y dS•,+(pdO. dn = n=.*da, + mPd6. (30)

When this is substituted into the incremental form of (24) and (25). the governing
equations for evaluation of the local strain and stress increments become

S( N
de,+ r M,- =d , = Ad+ (a, - D dO. (31)

F-I F--I

do,+ v F L ,Y T dG, = B,do+ bs- dO. (32)
r---

In multiphase systems. these equations are best solved numerically, but closed-
form solutions can be easily obtained, for example, for systems consisting of two or
three phases. In any case. it is desirable to write the result in the form that is
analogous to (4). der = •/dz+a~d0, dUT =.TdU+4,d0. (33)

where sr. a, and A,. 4r are the instantaneous mechanical and thermal strain and
stress concentration factor tensors for the local volumes V,.

Once the instantaneous concentration factor tensors are known, the instantaneous
overall stiffness and compliance of the inelastic composite medium can be defined as
tensors relating the overall stress and strain at any instant of loading. The derivation
and the resulting expressions are entirely analogous to the elastic case cf. (15) to (18),

do =.dc++d0, dz=A do+md0, (34)
N N

M ff ZCT.•,T,, ( = Fc,(.r(,a,+M,). (35)
r-I r-1
N N

,N = Y cwf,.41,,. ,, = Y C,.(4 1/4+Pm,). (36)

As one illustration, we present the closed-form solution for a two-phase system,
where the phases are denoted as r = a, fl, and s = a, #. Then. (31) or (32) each provide
two equations, which may be supplemented by (152) and (162), solved in the form
(33). and thus give the concentration factor tensors

. .[ 1 + M. M .[ 1 Y 1 / PM (3 7 )

a. [1+ D. M. P- (c.1 c,,4D., M, (a.F [-D. , .- 4M,,6.

4 = [I+F,.L,,,#P'-(c./cA) [b.F- LFs.LJ 38

The , )ncentration factors for phase )i are obtained by exchange of the a and f
subscripts.

One may recall here that the transformation concentration factor tensors of two-
phase materials are related by exact connections to the elastic mechanical
concentration factors (Dvorak 1990, equations (123)-(126))

D,= (I-A,) (LI-A,)(L-L) L (39)
F,.8 = (I-B,.)(M Z-M )-' MZ, F,• ( - ,( • M )'M .

These may be substituted into (37) and (38) to derive expressions for the
instantaneous concentration factor tensors which depend only on the elastic
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mechanical concentration factor tensors, phase volume fractions, and on the
instantaneous phase properties. If desired, the dependert :e of the instantaneous
concentration factor tensors on local geometry can be eliminated altogether by
appealing to (A 17) in the Appendix. which relates the ela.t'- concentration factor
tensors to the overall elastic moduli L or compliances M.

Another illustration pertains to a three-phase system. r = 1. 2.3. where one may
write (31) or (32). together with (152) or (162). to express one of the unknown strains.
say dz,. as dz3 = (de- c de - c 2 d 2)/c3. (40)

This reduces the system (31) to two equations that can be readily solved. With

reference to (33,). one finds the following instantaneous strain concentration factors.

• , = [ z• z l - r• ,Y 1] -' [z V 'Z 3- Y 2 1 rY -'
=1 [z='Z - Y2'Y]-'iZ 1 z - Y;'Y3 1,.} (41)

-1 = [Z•'Z1 - Y-'YV ]'[VZ1 - Y2irl ,

-2 [ZjIZ 2 - Y 1
2 Y2]-'[Zj'Z 3- Y"'Y,3._ (42)

-2= [Z;'Z1- Y2'Y 1~1 ['Zj' 4z- Yj'Y 4J,

=(l/c 3) [I--c1 d 1 -c 2d2 ], a, = (/c 3 ) [I--cVi-cC2 2 ], (43)

where the auxiliary tensors were defined as

Z = I+ Di, M, .' -(c1 /c3 ) D1 3 M3  3",

Z2 = D 12 M2 .Y'2- (c2 c) D13 M3 .Y,

Z3 = A, - (1/c) D1 3 M 3 2'Y,
z. = a, - D,, M, e'f- D 12 M 2 eP - D1 3 M3 e',

Y, = D21 MI I - (c,/cl3 ) D23 M 3  ,(4

Y2 = I+ D22 MI.R?- (c2/c) D23 M3 .•P,

Y3 = A2- (1/c) D23 M3 Y"P,

y4 = al - D21 MA 'I - D 22 M 2 eP - D23 A 3 .

5. Linearly viscoelastic composite systems

The typical approach to problems of this kind uses the correspondence principle of
linear viscoelasticity, to relate the effective viscoelastic properties to the effective
elastic properties. In general, an exact analytical solution of an elasticity problem for
a given geometry of a heterogeneous medium can be converted into a transform
parameter multiplied Laplace or Fourier transform of an analogous viscoelasticity
problem. The latter problem is thus reduced to an inversion of the respective
transformed solution (Christensen 1971).

The present approach offers an alternative which may be useful when the analytic
elasticity solution or the inversion prove difficult to find. As before, we consider a
representative volume of the composite aggregate, but allow viscoelastic deformation
to take place in one or more phases. The total strain in each local volume is assumed
to conform with the additive decomposition (1), where the elastic fields correspond
to an instantaneous elastic response and thus depend only on the current local strain
or stress according to (2), while the inelastic fields are certain functions of time and
of the local strain or stress history. The overall stress or strain and temperature
change applied to the representative volume are assumed to be uniform. The
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derivation is limited to thermorheologically simple materials, where the effect of a
uniform temperature change on the relaxation function is reflected by replacing the
time variable in this function by a new variable that depends both on time and on
a temperature-dependent shift function. Therefore. it is sufficient to consider
isothermal viscoelastic behaviour in the derivations that follow, and allow for the
influence of temperature changes on these relations only in actual evaluations.

In linear viscoelastic solids, the total strain caused by a history of applied stress
that starts from zero stress at t = 0. is usually described by (Christensen 1971)

C,(t) fJ,(t -,T) dr, (45)

where the function J,.(t- r) is the creep compliance, assumed to possess the
symmetries Jlki = k= J,. If the strains due to the instantaneous elastic
response can be separated from the total strain (45). as in (22), the corresponding
elastic moduli serve in evaluation of the various concentration factor tensors in (24)
and (25). while the inelastic part of (45) is substituted into (23) and then into (24).

In a similar manner, if the local volume V, is subjected to a certain time history
of prescribed deformation starting from sr = 0 at t = 0. one can write the resulting
total stress as

(t) =fGr(t-T) 4EL2 d, (46)

where G#(t-r) is the local relaxation function which has the same symmetries as the
creep compliance, and then call upon (2,) to separate the instantaneous elastic
response. Again, the resulting elastic moduli are used to evaluate the concentration
factor tensors that appear in (25), and the relaxation stress component of (46) is
substituted into (23) and (25). In either case, one obtains a system of integral
equations for evaluation of the total local strains or stresses.

The preferred form of the solution of (24) or (25) for the local stresses and strains
at a given time t of the overall loading history is

,(t) = 7(t) (t) +a+(t) O(t), Or(t) = 1,((t)oat) + b,(t) O(t), (47)

where 'U,(t). a,(t), and ,(t), b,(t) are certain mechanical and thermal influence
functions corresponding to the prescribed history of a uniform overall strain or
stress. As in (15) and (16), these results may be used to evaluate the total overall
stress or strain at time t.

In addition to the total local and overall strains and stresses, it may be necessary
to find the corresponding rates at time 1. As long as the instantaneous elastic moduli
used in evaluation of the concentration factor tensors that enter (24) and (25) remain
constant, one can rewrite these equations for the local and overall rates. The
corresponding constitutive relations for the rates are the time derivatives of (45) and
(46). For example. if one considers a local deformation history starting from 67 = 0
at t = 0, (45) can be differentiated with respect to time. and the result integrated by
parts to yield

i(1) = M, *,(t) + J'(0) f,(t) + fJ f,(t -r) u 7 (T) dT. (48)

The elastic part of the total strain rate, e,(t) = M•&,(t), replaces here the original

term J.I(0) *,(t), that reflects the instantaneous elastic response.
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Similarly. for a local deformation history that starts from c = 0 at I = 0. (46) can
be differentiated and then integrated by parts to establish that the total local stress
rate is

S= L, ,(t) + 6,(0) , (t) + 6,(t - ) (r)• r. (49)

where the elastic part of the total stress rate. &e(t) = L,i,(t) = G,(0)rt).
If the solution of the equations (24) or (25) for the respective rates is found in the

form
4(l) " ýr(t) (4, + a r(t) (t). L+,() = .AV; d(t) + (t)0(t). (50)

one can then define the instantaneous overall stiffness and compliance, and the
thermal strain and stress tensors of the composite medium as

dr(t) = Y£'(t)(t)+Nt)0(t). i(t) = -. tt(t)em)+"t)m(t). (51)

and evaluate them as suggested by (35) and (36). The ,it(t) and ,4r(t) in (50) are the
instantaneous mechanical concentration factor tensors. and the a (X) and er(t) are the
instantaneous thermal concentration factor tensors. The latter may reflect both
the elastic response and any contribution that a temperature change may make to the
inelastic terms in (45) to (49). under the stated assumption of thermorheologically
simple phase materials.

Once again, the problem can be simplified if the composite aggregate under
consideration consists of only two phases and local volumes r = a.,8. Then.
one can employ (152) and (162) to write the connections c~v.(t)+c'u4 (t)= a=t).
cý.(t) + ##(t) = C(t). and recover separate equations for each of the unknowns.

For example. consider a two-phase composite system subjected to a prescribed
history of overall strain c(t) and uniform temperature change 0(t). Let the phase
constitutive relations be known in the form (45). or (46). To evaluate the estimates
of local strain rates at time t. in terms of a piecewise uniform distribution in the two
phases, appeal to the rate form of (24) and write the governing equations for this case
as

_,i(t)+ D .M l e(t)+ MDl ,Md re(t) = A =..(t)+ a .l(t). (52)

i(t)+ D8 M. d-e(t)+ D#M, r =e(t) Ai(t)+a,6(t). I
Next. let the relaxation stresses be expressed by the last two terms in (49). To
separate the variables, substitute in turn for one of the local strain rates from the
above connections, to recover two uncoupled equations for the two rates. Only one
of them needs to be considered; for example the equation for evaluation of the rate
io(t) is

[(d/c.) D-' + D1] iý(t) = (D-D.- D;D,,) M ( -r) s,(r) dr]

-[D7I(A,-c;-'I)-D7 -A fi]t)-(D-•a 1 - D• a,) (t), (53)

where the concentration factors A1 , a., D,,, etc.. are evaluated from the
instantaneous elastic moduli. Once this has been solved, one can find the other rate
as 4,(t) = (i(t)-czp(t))/c1 . and add the resulting increments in total strains to the
current values.

A similar procedure can be followed in evaluation of the total local strains. In
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particular. for the above two-phase system subjected to the prescribed history of
overall strain r(t) and uniform temperature change O(). (24) provides two equations
for the local strain fields which can be solved for one of the unknowns, say c,(t). to
yield

[(%/,'•) D-1 + D- + (D-D•,- D-MD, s )A G4 (O)] (t)

=(DýDI, D;Dg)MdFG4(e-r)i4 (dr
-[D-2(A ;-c;I)-D-' A](t) - (Da•-D•-1a,)O(t). (54)

6. Viscoplastic systems

As pointed out in a recent review by Chaboche (1989). most constitutive theories
for viscoplastic deformation of metals conform with the additive decomposition (1).
and are of the unified type. i.e. no distinction is made between the inviscid and
viscous part of the inelastic strain. The general framework of the unified theories
often involves an assumed or implied viscoplastic potential Q. The inelastic strain
rate is then expressed, with reference to a particular homogeneous phase r. as

4 = -<o-,/K, >n(r,-X,)/J(,- X,), (55)

with the overstress or viscous stress (r" and the function J(e?,-X,) defined by

O =J(G-Xr)-R , J(-X) = (56)

where X, is the back stress: o;. X, denote the deviators of oa, and X,. The scalar k*r
denotes the initial yield stress magnitude and R* its evolution, their sum is the
equilibrium stress corresponding to a vanishing strain rate at constant stress: K,* is
the drag stress: each may be a function of temperature. The bracket (x> = xH(x).
where H(x) is the Heaviside function.

Several particular forms and variants of (55) are in use, with different time and
temperature-dependent evolution rules for the variables X, K*, and R*, or for
analogous variables. Some theories (Krempl & Lu 1984) forego the assumption of a
viscoplastic potential. and the associated loading/unloading criteria, and regard the
entire deformation process as rate dependent, even at vanishingly small rates. This
can be convenient in applications which are likely to lead to complex loading
histories with frequent load reversals. In any case, actual evaluations of the inelastic
strains for a prescribed stress history tend to be quite involved, and are often
predicated on the availability of specific magnitudes of many material parameters.
Best agreement between predicted and actual behaviour usually obtains under cyclic
loading, where the requisite material parameters appear to have more reproducible
magnitudes.

If (55) or its equivalent is taken to represent the response of one or more phases
of a composite material, the local inelastic strain is obtained by time integration of
(55). under the actual local stress history. The latter is not known a priori, but may
be evaluated at any time t, from the solution of the system (25), rewritten as

f,(t) + F,,L, f, (r)d?= Bu(t)+b,O(t), r,s = 1,2. N, (57)

under the initial conditions a, = 0, 0 = 0 at t = 0, boundary conditions a = a(t), and
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a uniform temperature change 0 = 0(t) in the representative volume. The preferred
form of the solution is formally identical with that given by (47,). For a two-phase
system, one can easily write a governing equation similar to (54).

Equation (57) can also be used to anaiyse svstems where the total strain rate of one
or more phases is described by nonlinear functions nf the current stress. providing
that the total strain can be decomposed according to (1). This may be useful in
nonlinear viscous systems with phases undergoing power-law creep.

7. Comparison with related methods

The standard procedure for evaluation of the overall instantaneous properties of
inelastic heterogeneous media is based on the early work bv Hill (1965. 1966. 1967).
and its elaboration by Hutchinson (1970) and by many later writers. The basic idea
is to estimate the total strains or stresses in the phases, under an applied history of
uniform overall strain or stress, by the self-consistent method. For example, in an
elastic-plastic, isothermally deformed composite or polycrystal one can rewrite (33)
as

dz,= d.d.d, dao, = .Vdv. (58)

The self-consistent estimates of the instantaneous concentration factor tensors are
found from the solution of an inclusion problem, in which an ellipsoidal volume of
each phase is embedded in an elastic homogeneous medium with certain
instantaneous stiffness Y.• or compliance AI. The ,Y and W are identified with the
as yet unknown effective properties of the composite aggregate, and the
concentration factor tensors are found from the formula (1 54), written as

= (*+ - *+.) •, f (.*+.,-(.A¢*+ ). (59)

Here, the £", and .M., are the instantaneous phase stiffness and compliance matrices
defined by (28), and the £,* and WA* are the instantaneous constraint tensors of the
transformed homogeneous inclusion in the effective medium.

The unknown instantaneous overall properties are found from the general
connections (152) and (162), in the form analogous to (34), (35,), and (36,),

N N
Y' I c,',, Y' S1 -9 EC. A -,•,. (60)

r--! r--1

In this manner, the incremental solution of an isothermal loading problem for an
elastic-plastic composite is reduced to a sequence of elasticity problems for a
composite with varying local and overall moduli. We recall from (I 53) to (I 57) that
approximate solutions of such elasticity problems by the self-consistent method are
formally similar to solutions by the Mori-Tanaka method, providing that the
constraint tensors in (59) are evaluated from the instantaneous properties of the
matrix. Therefore, with this proviso, the above relations can also be used to construct
the Mori-Tanaka estimates of instantaneous overall properties of the inelastic
composite. Such results were recently found from a different approach by Tandon &
Weng (1988), Gavazzi & Lagoudas (1990) and others. Of course, to assure that these
expressions can be reduced to a diagonally symmetric form, cf. (I 55), it is necessary
to limit the selection of admissible heterogeneous aggregates either to two-phase
composites, or to multiphase systems reinforced by inclusions of the same shape and
alignment, or to multiphase systems reinforced by similarly shaped but randomly
orientated inclusions (Benveniste et al. 1991; Chen et al. 1992).
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It is clear that the above estimates (60) of the instantaneous Y' and WJ tensors do
comply with the general connections (152) and (162) between the local and overall
total strains and stresses. If the elastic compliance is subtracted from the total, one
finds the overall instantaneous inelastic compliance as

.4-M =i E,(dr- M, B,). (61)

r-1

However. if one substitutes into (142) the de, from (292) for dO = 0. and uses (33) to
replace the local stress do, by the overall stress da. then (16,) can be used to find the
overall inelastic compliance as

N
. -11 -- ff cB• oK A 'r) • . (62)

r-1

These are completely general expressions that follow from the representation of
local stresses by (4) and (58), and from the two independent connections between the
local and overall inclastic strains (142) and total strains (162), respectively. It is
interesting to note that (61) and (62) may also be derived as two different self-
consistent estimates of #. Of course, the first equation (61) is such an estimate
for a multiphase solid where the overall total strain complies with the condition
6 = Z•c, c,. In contrast, (62) is a similar estimate of # for the same multiphase solid,
where the above condition has been replaced by the relation (14.) between local and
overall inelastic strains.

It is thus apparent that the two expressions are distinct, except perhaps in rigid-
plastic solids where Mr ,- 0 and B, -•. However, they can be simultaneously
satisfied if the instantaneous stress concentration factor tensors 1, is evaluated in the
manner described in §4. In contrast, some simple algebra shows that if the -,. are
found from (59), then (61) and (62) provide entirely different estimates of the
instantaneous inelastic compliance. Therefore, one must conclude that regardless of
their apparent popularity in the micromechanics literature, the self-consistent,
Mori-Tanaka or other procedures based on (59) and (61), or their analogues, are not
admissible in inelastic analysis of heterogeneous media.

That is not to say that the methods themselves are without merit. For example,
they may serve in the evaluation of the transformation concentration factor tensors
D,, and F, that enter the governing equations (24) and (25), and thus be of use in
the analysis outlined in §§4-6. Such evaluation was described in §6 of (I), with the
result (I 58) and (1 59) which is reproduced here for completeness:

D,,= [8,,lc,(L*+L,.)-(L*+L)] (L*+L,)-lL,
= (I- A,) (L, - L)-'(8,, I-c, AT) L,, (63)

F,, = [8., 1- c,(M* + M,)-I(M* + W (MO + M,-IM,

= (I-B,) (M.,-M)(8,,I-c,B?,)M,, (64)

where 8,, is the Kronecker symbol, but no summation is indicated by repeated
subscripts.

These expressions satisfy the conditions (I 47) to (I 50) which guarantee that the
solutions of inelastic problems found from (24) or (25) agree with both (14) and (15)
or (16). In the particular case of an elastic-plastic composite, such result may be
written as (332) or (582), and the instantaneous stress concentration factors J, found
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in this particular way then satisfy both (61) and (62). Note that in contrast to (59).
the evaluation of (63) or (64) involves only the constraint tensors and/or the
mechanical concentration factor tensors of the elastic composite.

To illustrate these aspects of the problem more completely, we focus on a two-
phase elastic-plastic system. r = a. /3. where both phases may experience inelastic
deformation. In this case. there are two unknown tensors .•, which must satisfy the
additional relation c•. 1+c -,, = I. so that only one of the unknowns needs to he
found. One possible way is to solve (61) and (62) for a single . as

S= M/ . -[M -M -(B.-) (JI) -M•)+( -I)(i/- -M4)]-O

x[M-M,+(Bý--)(Jf) -M4 )]. (65)

which may be contrasted with (592).
To prove that this result is identical to that derived by the analysis of §4. one may

use the notation .#P = (-#,-M,) from (30). and then compare (65) with the
analogous expression (38,). First, it is useful to recall that for r = 2. /3. the Fr,. Fr4
tensors in (38,) appear in (39). and that their substitution into (38,) provides

, = [I- (Oc4/c) (I- B4) ( M 2- M4)-' J(• + (c~jc) (I- Ba) (M2 - M•- '•-

x [B, +(I/C) (I-B 2 )(Mi-Mia)-' .,(P]. (66)

Then, one can proceed as indicated in the Appendix to show that (65) and (66) are
indeed identical and satisfy the identity relation preceding (65).

8. Closure

Equations similar to (14) have been known for many years (Levin 1967: Rice 1970:
Hill 1971). However, except for the recent papers by Hill (1984. 1985). they have not
been widely appreciated in inelastic analysis of heterogeneous solids. One possible
reason was the difficulty inherent in evaluation of the residual local fields, which has
now been resolved by Dvorak (1990) for two-phase media, and by Dvorak &
Ben veniste (1992) for multiphase media. This provides a more consistent basis for the
theory, but it also modifies certain aspects of the approach that follows (59) and (62).
In particular. only elastic solutions of inclusion problems are used in the evaluation
of local strains, hence the pronounced directional weakness in constraint of an
already yielded aggregate (Hill 1965) is no longer reflected through the solution of an
inclusion problem in an elastic homogeneous medium with the instantaneous .)verall
stiffness .Y'. which leads to (59). Instead. this feature is accounted for by solviiug the
inclusion problem in an elastic medium L, which contains the eigenstrain equal
to the total overall plastic strain, cf. §6 in (I).

Of course, the absence of inelastic inclusion problems in the analysis provides for
a much simpler implementation of specific inelastic constitutive relations into the
governing equations (34) or (25); this is illustrated for example by the closed-form
expressions (37) to (40) for the elastic plastic solids. That may be particularly
advantageous in unit-cell models, which have to use specific inelastic finite element
routines. It is now sufficient to use only elastic finite element solutions to find the
constant transformation factor tensors in (24) and (25). and then solve these
equations directly with any chosen constitutive relations. We will show elsewhere
that more efficient procedures can result, especially with coarsely subdivided unit
cells that are used in analysis and design of composite structures.
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It should be noted in passing that the present results may resolve some questions
that are discussed from time to time in the technical literature. One pertains to the
possibility of separation of the mechanical and thermal load effects in inelastic
multiphase media. The results of §§4-6 make it clear that under combined
thermomechanical loading of the aggregate. the temperature change may contribute
to the current magnitude of are(x) and Cn(X). where the relative thermal and
mechanical contributions to these total local fields depend on the inelastic response
of the phases. the microstructural geometry, and on the combined thermomechanical
loading path leading to the current overall magnitudes of a or c. and 0. Therefore. the
thermal contributions to the total inelastic fields may not be separated a posteriori.
and it may not be possible to define the total thermal strain or relaxation stress.
either in (1). or in ,5). Only if such definitions can be made for the respective
increments, e.g. in the elastic-plastic systems in §4. the total thermal strain may be
separated in integration along the path. However. even in the elastic-plastic systems
one cannot confirm an inelastic analog of the Levin formula (131). although it is well
known that the thermal response of certain two-phase elastic-plastic composites can
be simulated by mechanical loading along a modified path (Dvorak 1986. 1992).

Another observation can be useful in formulation of so-called inverse problems,
which attempt to determine the local inelastic strains from obserxed changes in
surface displacements. or in total overall strains. Note that equations (12) to (14)
suggest that any number of local inelastic fields may exist in a heterogeneous
medium such that the overall inelastic strain or relaxation stress both vanish. Of
course, the existence of such fields may bring into question the uniqueness of
solutions of the inverse problems.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Research and by the ONR/DARPA HiTASC
program at Rensselaer. Dr Yapa Rajapaske and Dr Steve Fishman served as program monitors.

Appendix

Here we prove that the instantaneous stress concentration factors in (38,) or (66),
and in (65) both satisfy the relation ce g+ c,,-= I. and are identical.

Rewrite the -, in (66) as
•(1•) [= lf.- I-'.(l 2 ) (A 1)

where

((1I) = -c(cicz)(I-B,)(M 2-M#F'. (A 2)

-("12) = B+ (l/c,) (I-B.) (M.- M) - 'j'•. (A 3)

Similarly. write the R. in (65) as

N~z)=•__r.•=l~lk•(=)• = ,(A 4)

where _(21•) -- M. - M#- (BT= - 1) .MIP + (BT- 1) WP•,(5
where (A 5)

_(22) = (I1/c)[M- M6+ (BT' -1) #P]. (A 6)

The phase subscripts a, j6 can be exchanged to obtain

[• -f"•( l- (1
2

) " (. ) = [t
2

,.i(2 -1J 2)' (A 7)
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where 4()) - .•(I ,(21) _(21) (A 8

and •" = B- ( /cs)(I- B4) (Ms- M4
1.-. W (A 9)

_4(22) = (1/Cj)[M- Mý + (r -/). }. (A 10)

It is now easy to show that
C. 40 + 'e [_(11)-1 '# 12).. _4(12))\

= ( I. (A 11)

C. _ -2
)+C_ 4 (,2), = [ I. (A 12)

To prove that
ý4(1) _4~(2) _M _()( 34 4 •, (A 13)

we focus on the first equality, and write it using (A 1) and (A 4) as

=__Q 1 [.M(
2

D] g(
2 2) (A 14)

or as = ([-] (A 15)

under the assumption that the inverses exist.
The relation (A 15) can be proved by verifying that

V(12) = (M-MF 1 _2 2 ) _4(1) = (M-._M#F, 2 . (A 16)

This can be easily shown to be true for any finite MP,. ', if one recalls the identities

that holds for two-phase materials.

cfl-B,) =-c4 (I-B•), c.B, = (M 2-Ms)-4 M-Md).

c 2 B 4 =-(M,-M,)-'(M-M 3 .). (A 17)

and appeals to the symmetry relations

M = Mr, M 2 =M. M==M•. I1( - )-= (M.-M )-F. B4(M:-M )- = (MA; -M,)' . (A 18)

Q.E.D.
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I Introduction
Estimates of overall elastic moduli of composite materials. Mori-Tanaka method. In particular, we consider multiphase

in terms of phase geometry and moduli, can be obtained by composites reinforced either by aligned fibers or platelets, and
several well-known methods. For example, the Hashin-Shtrik- similar systems with randomly oriented reinforcement. In either
man bounds which bracket the actual magnitudes of the moduli case, the reinforcement may be isotropic or transversely iso-
are available for many two-phase and multiphase systems tropic. Moreover, we examine fibrous composites reinforced
(Hashin and Shtrikman 1963, Walpole 1969, 1981, 1984). Also, by cylindrically orthotropic fibers. As Benveniste, Dvorak, and
self-consistent estimates have been available for many years Chen (1991a) have shown, both the Mori-Tanaka and the self-
for such systems as aligned fiber composites (Hill 1965a), two- consistent methods deliver diagonally symmetric estimates of
phase media reinforced by spherical particles (Budiansky 1965), overall stiffness in the selected systems. However, such sym-
or by randomly orientated inclusions of various shapes (Wal- metry does not obtain in estimates of overall stiffness for
pole 1969), and for multiphase aggregates with fibrous and multiphase systems with inclusions of different shapes or ori-
penny-shaped (platelet) inclusions (Laws, 1974). Other such entation.
estimates were found by Christensen and Waals (1972), Boucher We start with a summary of most of the present results. This
(1974). Berryman (1980), Cleary, Chen, and Lee (1980), and is followed by an outline of the method and its application to
Willis (1981). The conditions which guarantee that the self- the selected systems. For the most part, the derivaton is rel-
consistent estimates lie within the bounds were established by atively straightforward. However, the cylindrically orthotropic
Hill (1965b) and Walpole (1969, 1981). fibers call for a special treatment. Some of the moduli are

In its recent reformulation by Benveniste (1987), the Mori- found by replacement of the actual fiber by an equivalent
Tanaka (1973) method offers another alternative to finding transversely isotropic fiber, but this approach does nor sxtend
estimates of elastic moduli and !ocai fields in composite ma- to the shear modulus in the transverse plane. That p -rticular
terials. Recent applications include the work of Weng (1984) result can be extracted only from a numerical evalL ition of
who found the effective bulk and shear moduli of two and the overall stiffness tensor.
three-phase composites with spherical isotropic inclusions in
an isotropic matrix. Benveniste, Dvorak, and Chen (1989) ap- 2 Phi= and Overall Properties
plied this method to coated fiber composites. Zhao, Tandon, Fibers and platelets used as composite reinforcements are
and Weng (1989) derived the effective moduli for a class of ften transversely isotropic. The same is true for composite
porous materials with various distributions. Norris (1989) ex- 0
amined many aspects of the method and its relation to the aggregates reinforced by aligned fibers or platelets. If the axis
Hashin-Shtrikman bounds. of symmetry is chosen as parallel to the xl-axis of a Cartesian

The present paper is concerned with evaluation of estimates coordinate system, then the elastic response of a transversel:

of overall elastic moduli of certain composite materials by the isotropic solid may be described in the form:k [] [,e
Contrnbuted by the Applied Mechaaniai Divtlion of TUs AussuCAN Socue ", 2m-e2., ft2 P 2p2, ;, 1 32pe,

Of MCNAWAmL Enle mluu for publiaion in the ASME JoUMAL OF Ade O
MIcZMn. where

Discusson on this paper should be addressed to the TechiWl Editor. Pro-
feasor La m. Kew. The T.chnolitiol liwtme. Northwestem Univermty. $mi (on+ O3), a-all. em t.t.4 i ll, (2)
EvaisonI .L 60206,Madwilibe acmpsi until fo;, months Safter finalpublicon
of the ppe itself in the J1OVUjAL o, AFino M CM .ndi

Manuscript received by the ASME Applied Mecha-c Divisio. n ,,. .1. and k, I, m, n, and p are Hill's elastic moduli (1964). In
19110 final revision. Aus. 1. i991. Ajanciase Technical Editor: L. M. Kie. particular, k is the plane-strain bulk modulus for lateral dil-
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atarion without longitudinal extension, n is the modulus for 2 cjp.p,-, .1..ip~,-pp)
longitudinal uniaxial straining, I is the associated cross mod- 2cp .(f-P)(8)
ulus. m is the shear modulus in any transverse direction, and 2 ~msc,(im
p is the shear modulus for longitudinal shearing. M,,,mi(k,..-2m.,) -k..kR ,(c~m1-c,,m.) (9For an isotropic material, these moduli are related to the m= kmr,, + (k.,+-2mm) (cf m.-+.c,.m 1)
bulk and shear moduli K and G as:

k=K..-- G, I=K-- G, n-K ~- G, m-p=G. (3) k cfk(k.-m.m) -c. k(kf - m.)
3 3' 3'

In what follows, the above notation will be used both for f 11f(k. +m.) + cl.(kf -m.) (11)
the phase and overall moduli. The phase properties will have cýjr(k. + mm) + cm(kf + mm)
a subscript r = 1, 2,... , while the overall quantities will /-1appear without a subscript. n = cn. ~+ cy fl+ (l~I -cy Im-c ) ; -k. (12)Some fibers, particularly carbon fibers, are cylindrically or- k-k
thotropic. Their elastic moduli in the tangential, radial, anid It should be mentioned that the effective plane-strain bulk
axial directions are distinct. Nine stiffness coefficients describe modulus k and cross modulus I in (10) and (11), predicted by
this kind of anisotropy. In a cylindrical coordinate system, the the Mori-Tanaka method, coincide with those derived by Hill
stress-strain relation of a cylindrically orthotropic solid is usu- (1964, Eq. (3.6)) for the cylindrical composite element. In two.
ally written as: phase fibrous media, the effective modulus n obeys the uni-

a,' . C,, C", C' 0 0 01 E, versal connections, hence all the moduli k, 1. n have the same
00. C., C"' C. 0 0 0 10 values as those derived by Hill (1964). Therefore, for axisym-

() , 0 0 2, cide with those suggested by the compusite cylinder model.
0 0 G,, 0 0 e,.Furthermore, Norris (1989) has shown that the Mori-Tanaka

(a-0 [0 0 0 z0j 2~ approximation for multiphase composites, where all particles
Ul 0 0 0 0 0 , e have the same shape and alignment, satisfies the appropriate

(4) Hashin-Shtrikman or Hill-Hashin bounds.
where z is the axis of rotational symmetry, and C,,, G,., "e,
and G,, are stiffness coefficients. 3.2 Uwidirectiomal Platelet-Reinforced Composites. As

above, we denote the matrix as r = 1, and the platelets as r
= 2, 3, ...N. Transverse isotropy or isotropy via (3) is assumed
in all phases, together with alignment of the phase symmetry

3 Summary of Present Results axes with x1 . The overall elastic moduli of such composite are
IV IV NFor convenience, we first summarize the main results for P ZC, M Ec n E ^-.several systems of practical interest: composites reinforced F i. -1,,

by aligned, transversely isotropic fibers or platelets, systems A N
with randomly oriented, transversely isotropic fiber or platelet ~(3
reinforcement, and unidirectionally reinforced materials with ,~ ka c n-Ec ' (3
cylindrically orthotropic fibers. Derivation of the results ap-
pear in Sections 5, 6, and 7. Surprisingly, the effective Mori-Tanaka moduli k, 1, m, n.

p of composites with aligned platelet reinforcement are iden-
tical with those derived from the self-consistent model by Laws3.1 Unidirectional Fibrous Composites. We consider a (1974, Eqs. (42)-(46)). Moreover, we note that they also co-

system reinforced by aligned, transversely isotropic fibers (r incide with the effective moduli of a laminated plate (Postma,
= 2, 3, ... N) in a transversely isotropic matrix (r - 1). Many 1955).
different fiber materials may be admitted at the same time.
The overall elastic moduli of such a fiber system are: 3.3 Composites With Randomly Oriented Fibers or Plate-

IV m lets. We assume that both the matrix (r = 1) and the com-
posite are isotropic and characterized by the bulk and shear

P1 P,. M 7 (5) moduli Kj,K, and GiG. The elastic moduli of the reinforcing
C,, k1)(M phases r = 2, 3, ... Nare defined in the local coordinates of

Pt 'sp. ,rn,..- 11 each phase r, and in those coordinates each phase may bePi +P .I M+-fltransversely isotropic or isotropic. The overall moduli of com-
"ck .,c, posites with such random reinforcements are
Tk-e-n Zksm1  I (6,- 3K~a,)

kiv ,IN (6) K-Ki... v c,

Em ~k,*m, [j+ F j
NIVjJ) L~k .l G G, 1. A'c (j, - 2G10,) (14)

N- cn, . (7) -

Fk,.s- m1
I where the parameters a,, 0,, 6,, it, depend on the moduli and

We now list the results for two-phase systems of techno- geometry of the phases.
logical interest; the subscripts f and m represent the fiber and For fibrous systems, these parameters are given as in terms
matrix, respectively: of phase moduli of the phases as
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3K, + 3G, +k,-I, (15) identical results found from the self-consistent method by Wal-
3G, + 3k, pole (1%969 Eq. (60)).For randomly oriented, isotropic, penny-shaped inclusions,

,= 4G,+(2k,+ I,)+ 4G, + 2(y,,+.G,+ (16) (20,) reduces to

5L3G,+ 3 k, p,+Gr Y1+m, 3K,--4G- , 20' " 9, + 8K,+-G,4G (27)
3K,~ ~ -0G' , 'S 3K, -4G,

S =1 n,+21,+ (2k, + l)(3K, + 2G, -1.)] (17) and the overall bulk and shear moduli of two-phase media can
3L k,÷+ G, be obtained as

(,,_If) + 4G,+, (3K, +34G,) K=K2-cl(K2-KI) [-c2 3 k j (28)

5= ( 'm3K , +4Gj)+G1(3K, + 3m, + G()

8pG, 4k,G, - 4=,G,- 2e + 2k,, (18) G2-G, 2 G,-G

5 3K2 + 4G2 5 , G2j

where in this case (isotropic matrix) -y in (5) reduces to (29)
3G,K, + G(19) It is interesting to note that (28) and (29) are exactly the

same expressions as those derived with the self-consistent

method by Walpole (1969, Eq. (61)).
For penny-shaped, randomly oriented inclusions, the above Also, it should be mentioned that Benveniste (1987) has

parameters assume the values recently proved that the bulk and shear moduli predicted by

K, 2n,-1, 6 17n,+21,+4G, 2G,1 the Mori-Tanaka method for a two-phase composite with ran-
'" = n, + -t'n, 51 3n , "I domly oriented ellipsoidal particles will lie within the Hashin-

3,=Kl +2K1, +4[-k,-_
"" 3 L '- 3.4 Composites Reinforced by Cylindrically Orthotropic

S 6 4 Fbers. The constiuive Eq. (4) suggests that cylindrically
17=r 14m,+ý k.-f +-- G,-3 G, (20) onihotropic fibers have constant moduli in the cylindrical co-

51 3J (0 3 3ordinate system. However, mott overall moduli must be eval-

If the fibers or penny-shaped inclusions are isotropic, then uated in a Cartesian system, where the fiber properties are no

one can verify that longer constant. The effective moduli of unidirectional com-
posites of this kind are still those of a transversely isotropic

6, = 3K, ,, ,,, 2G, 0,. (21) solid, and can be obtained from the Mori-Tanaka procedure.

and for composites with reinforcements of these two kinds, but at least one of the overall moduli, the transverse shear
the bulk and shear moduli in (14) can be simplified as modulus m, may not be found in closed form. Except for m,

.IV cevaluation of the moduli is best accomplished by introduction
K = K, + c,(K,- K1 ) of a replacement fiber which, under certain overall stress states

FN. has the same effective properties as the cylindrically ortho-
c, + c'a tropic fiber described by (4). In particular, in their recent study

of thermomechanical behavior of composite systems rein-
forced by coated cylindrically orthotropic fibers, Chen, Dvo-

G = G, + c,(G,-G,) (22) rak, and Benveniste (1990) and Hashin (1990) observed that
r-2 FN .i in axisymmetric loading situations the cylindr~cally orthotropic

cl + C4 cfiber can be replaced by an equivalent transversely isotropic
/1 F-2 1 fiber without changing the fields of outer phases and the overall

For such isotropic fibers or needle-shaped inclusions, (15) and behavior of the composite. Moreover, we show in Section 7
(16) reduce to that a replacement fiber with an effective modulus pf can also

3K, + 3G, + G, ( be found for the longitudinal shear loading case. No such
0'3,=(23) replacement seems possible for transverse normal or shear

3K, + 3G, + G, loading.

iF 4, + 3K, 4G, 2(-, + ,1 The effective moduli of the replacement fiber are recorded

L 3K,+30, G,+ , +2(+-,+ . (24) here as

Therefore, for two-phase media with randomly oriented fi- k/= (C,,'7 -j C,.)/2, If r + l , p i
brous reinforcements, the effective bulk modulus K and shear 17+

modulus 0 become (30)

K=K2 -c 1(K 2 -K 1 ) 1 -C 2 3K 2 +K+30 (25) n=-[(CH,+C•rIj+C.)

3K, +G2 + GII2 C..11-+
02-0,ýH +--t C,,,,H + C,

GG-(G-j 11 G2 -G, I+n • q+• (CM'IOC'•+

5 3K 2 + 3GI + G2 where the C,, were defined in (4), pf is derived in Section 7.

2 G2-G, 2 G02- G]- (26) and
5 ( H- C2 +C,G (31)

Equations (25) and (26) can be compared with similar but not ,a(C**/C,)i . ,- C (31)
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These effective fiber moduli can be employed in (8), and The effective stiffness and compliance tensors L and M then
(10) to (12). to find the corresponding overall moduli of the follow from (36) and (39):
unidirectional composite reinforced by the cylindrically or-
thotropic fibers. The overall transverse shear modulus m must L=ir c,L,T, I c,T,rI
be extracted from the overall stiffness derived in Section 7. E J ]

4 The Mori-Tanaka Method The partial concentration factors in (37) are conveniently
To introduce the derivation of the above jesuits we sum- expressed in the form

marize here the essence of this method, in the form which was T, = [1 - P(L.- L)]-', W, =- I +•Q(M,- MN)1 - (41)
recently suggested by Benveniste (1987). A representative vol- where the tensors of P and Q depend only on the shape of the
ume element V of the composite is chosen such that under inclusion, and on the elastic moduli of the surrounding matrix.
homogeneous boundary conditions it represents the macro- For example, for an inclusion in the shape of a circular cylinder
scopic response of the composite. The volume is filled with a in a transversely isotropic matrix, the nonvanishing terms of
certain number of homGgeneous phases which are perfectly P, written in a (6 x 6) array are (Walpole, 1969),
bonded to a commcn matrix. The phase volume fractions c,
satisfy r_, = 1; r = :, 2, .. N. In the sequel, r = I denotes P2=P33 - k1 +m) _-P32_8

the matrix phase. The volume V is subjected to uniform dis- 8m(k, + mn) 8m"(k1 - i)
placement or traction boundary c3nditions 

(42)
u(s) = Cox, t(S) = #°n (32) 1 - 2m,

where u and t denote the applied displacement and traction; = p' =(0, a are constant strain and stress tensors, and n is the outside in terms of the elastic moduli (1) or (3) of the matrix (r = 1).
normal to S. Similarly, for a circular disk in a plane normal to the direction

The objective is to evaluate the overall elastic stiffness L of xal
and its inverse, the compliance M, of the composite aggregate,
defined by pit i, pfp= l. (43)

; Leo . =iMu, (33) n, Pi
where 5 and i denote the volume average stresses and strains Alternatively, (41) can be written in terms of the overall
in V. An intermediate step is evaluation of the elastic fields in constraint tensors Ll, M,* (Hill. 1965b) which relate the uni-
the phases. Those are found in terms of phase volume averages form fields in the inclusion r to the uniform applied fields u0
(Hill 1963) and to as

e,-A,40, 0," -S'°, (34) q,-.°=L(.°-e,), E,-e°M(u°-q,). (44)
where A, and B, are referred to as mechanical concentration Those are connected to the partial concentration factors by
factors. Under the boundary conditions (320) and (322), the T,=(L*+L,)-'(Lt+L.), W,- (M .+M,)-'(M*+M.). (45)
local and overall field averages in V are respectively related
by The determination of LV and M* relies on solutions of

N N boundary value problems for a uniformly stressed or strained
*0= hZ c,E,, 0f = cro. (35) cavity in the infinite matrix medium. For example, the non-" F" I 'vanishing terms of the overall constraint compliance Mi of aThen, the overall elastic moduli L and compliance M follow circular cylindrical cavity are (Walpole, 1969; Laws, 1974):

as IV ( (M).= (M0,33 = + , (M.). - (M)32 = -

L = - c,L,A,, M - F, cB,. (36)

In the evaluation of the concentration factors by the Mori- (MO )s = (MW )4 1 , (M1 )u - + -. (46)
Tanaka method, each inclusion is regarded as a solitary in- Pi m, k,

homogeneity embedded in an infinite matrix material under a
remotely applied strain or stress equal to the matrix average
*I or a,. For ellipsoidal inclusions, the local fields in such 5 Composites Reinforced by Aligned Inclusions
solitary inhomogeneities are uniform, and can be evaluated in
terms of partial concentration factors T,, W,: 5.1 Aligned Fiber or Needle-Shaped Inclusions. We now

euT,ere. eW,e,. (37) proceed to derive the results which were summarized in Section
3.1. First, consider a single fiber in an infinite matrix (r = I)

Once the T,and W,are known, one can utilize (35) to establish subjected to a longitudinal shear strain 2e, on its outside bound-
that ary. In this dilute configuration, 2e, is equal to the average

r -~i I~ p1 matrix strain, and the overall stress is a pure shear a'l - 2pei
This is an antiplane problem, hence the stress and strain in the41 1 c, 0 .a, F, W ao. (38) fiber r have only the longitudinal shear components 7, - 2pe,

," I PThese local and overall quantities are related, according to

and derive the mechanical concentration factors in (34) as (41) and (461), as

7, - T1- W 41a(t - e,). (47)
A, - T, cT .WI, (39) From the phase constitutive relations and (47), one finds that[ ,,/13, - 2p,/(p, +Pt), and the average matrix longitudinal shear

W. J] stress follows from (352) as
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- I In multiphase systems, one additional condition is needed

for evaluation of n, namely the magnitude of eIe'. In the
P=1 (48) Mori-Tanaka method, one can use (41 1) and (391). with the P"P i tensor given in (42) to obtain the necessary components:

where TO is the overall longitudinal shear stress that is actually I N- c,(I -I)
applied to the composite. The average phase strains in (35) e, E-I, k,÷m-"k,÷m,
can be written here as -= .m (5-)

C' -, =_ k,+m,

XCj-=--. (49)
,' P P

Finally, a substitution of (47) and (48) in (49) leads to the Then, the effective modulus n in (7) for longitudinal uniaxial
expression for the effective longitudinal shear modulus p in straining can be obtained from (55.) and (57).

(51). 5.2 Aligned Penny-Shaped Indusions. Consider penny-
A similar procedure can be extended to the transverse shear shaped or disk-shaped reinforcement with the normal to the

loading case. The constraint tensor in (464), (441) reduces to plane face of the platelet in the x,-direction. Due to the simple
"-y = (1/m1 + 2/k 1 -', hence 7, - r, = 2 "yl(el - e,), where form of the P tensor in (43), the partial strain concentration
r, and t, represent the corresponding transverse shear stress factor can be derived from (411). The nonvanishing compo-
and shear strain in the phase r, respectively. As in the derivation nents are:
of the longitudinal shear loading case, the average stress in the I-
matrix is T,1 T' 2=T',=

M m,(m, +) -0 0(5) (58)

MT 
T 5

and the effective transverse shear modulus m can then be The effective moduli can be derived as in Section 5.1 or by
derived in the form given by (52). applying (58) directly in (40). In either case, the results obtained

Next, a pure lateral dilatation is applied without longitudinal appear in (13).
straining; i.e., e0 * 0, eo = 0 in (1). The local stress and strain
relation is thus reduced to s, = ke,, and from (46,) and (462)
the corresponding equation W'; the constraint modulus is (s, 6 Randomly Oriented Indusions
- si) = ml(ei - e,). This and (352) imply that In this section, the matrix is assumed to be isotropic and

-" I the inclusions at most transversely isotropic in their respective
s, k,(k•1+r,) N k,(k, + ml) local coordinate systems. The effective properties predicted by
Sl-k=(k,+ml),s,= ,, cJk- +-ml) so. (51) the Mori-Tanaka method follow from a modification of (401)

s, k(krn,) [f. 1 (k+ and have the form (Denveniste 1987),

Then, the effective plane-strain bulk modulus k given by (61) N
can be derived from (351). L=L1 +z cA(L,-L1)TA cATI) (59)

In the same loading situation as above, e° = 0 suggests that ,-2

f = ke°, "5 = le°. (52)

From (352) and (52), one can write the average longitudinal Curly brackets I A I denote the average of A over all possible
stress as orientations. Note that all such averaged quantities in (59) are

p !, / isotropic fourth-order tensors, even though the underlying ten-
=k so" (53) sor quantities, such as T,, need not be isotropic. Hill (1965c)

ki and Walpole (1981) pointed out that any general isotropic
Then, (51). and (61) lead to the expression for the effective tensor A is subject to the spectral decomposition
cross modulus I in (62). A=aJ+bK (60)

For evaluation of the modulus n, consider overall uniaxial where a and b are certain scalars, and
straining without lateral contraction. i.e., to it 0, ?0 - 0 in
(1). The phase averages in the transverse plane and in the 2 1 2
longitudinal direction are 1 3 2 3 (61)
TLc,e,-O, Eco,,-1e°, Ec,a,=neo, el-= 0 , r- 1,2..,N. (54) JJ, J, KKuK, -KI -JO.

Using (54,), Eqs. (54,) and (543) can be recast as: This invites the notation A - (a, b), A" = (1/a, I/b) in lieu
of that in (60).

N j To evaluate the overall elastic moduli (59), we recall the
Z c,(k,-k,)e, i- c o, following result of Kr6ner (1958). For any fourth-order tensor
-I F.1 Ak, the orientation averaged quantity IA) can be expressed

L )I as
N c(4 1 )e,- (n- tv c'n,)o. (55) (li~,0,(2

Ec/,- (62

In two-phase media, n follows from (55) and from the uni- where the scalars a, 0 are given as
versal connections for two-phase fibrous media with trans- 1 1
versely isotropic constituents (Hill 1964): a I- ai-, 0 -A -- Aw. (63)

n - c1 n, - c2n2 11-12 (56)

I-c11,- c21z k,- k1"2  To apply this result to the L, and T, tensors we write
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IT, I= (a,,,), I LT,J = (6,,0,) (64) duC, dUr G4 1

and utilize it in (59) to arrive at the expressions for the effective 7
bulk and shear moduli that appear in (14). 2(C,.+G,,) dU. 2

Certain simplifications are possible for two-phase media r r- (0,.-C)L0 =0 (72)
with isotropic constituents, where one can rewrite (59) as d2 U

L=L 2 4c ILI-L}I[cII+c2I]-'. (65) 2(G,r+C,.) dU, 2(G,r+C..) U, +G, ý

Since both phases are isotropic then the first orientation G, dU. G,0 -4C. 0
average term in (65) becomes + 7 dro. (73)

I LI - L2) = (3K. - 3K2, 2G, - 2Gz) (66) These can be solved analytically, the result is:

where K,, G, are matrix moduli. U,(r) = 2[(GO + C..) - ,,(C,0 + G,,)]Ar", + 2[(G, 9- C..)
+ ,?(CO.+ G,*)IBrf

+ 2[(0,, + C".) - 192(C,* - GO,•)] Ce- + 2[(G,, + C,.)

+7jZ(C,*+G,.)JDr-"2 (74)

U,(r) _ [C',72•-(4, C)A

7 Cylindrically Orthotropic Fibers U.(rG=*Cr)]A(4I

+ [C,,i - (4G,.,+ C..)JBr-' + (C,.'i, -(4G,.+ C..)lCr•'
7.1 Replacement Fiber. With reference to the discussion

in Section 3.4, we present the derivation of the effective lon- ÷[Ci•-(4G,,+C")]Dr- (75)
gitudinal shear modulus pf of a replacement fiber. Under re-
motely applied stress a4°, the admissible displacement field where ni and 17 are the roots of
selected in the fiber, and the nonvanishing components of stress C .G,•4' + [4C, + 8C,0G,* - 4C.C - G, (C,. + C.) JI 2
are (Chen, Dvorak, and Benveniste, 1990):

u -= =-A:r sine. e4=GnA'qr"- ' sine, a'.= 'r'-' cos•. and A. B, C, and D are certain constants.
(67) In the Mori-Tanaka procedure, one must first solve an aux-

where q = VIG.,-G, for the original fiber, and q = I for the iliary problem for a single fiber in an infinite matrix volume.
transversely isotropic replacement fiber. To insure that the The displacements (71). (74), and (75) are admitted in the fiber
local field in the outer phase does not change after replacement domain, while the displacements in the matrix are special forms
of the fiber, the interfacial quantities, uf and of, must both of (74) and (75) for a transversely isotropic or isotropic me.
be identical in the replacement fiber and in the original, cy- dium. In any event, to assure boundedness of the displacements
lindrically orthotropic fiber. Evaluation of this requirement at the origin, the terms which contain the negative powers of
leads to the equivalent longitudinal shear modulus of trans- ', and v12 must be excluded. The resulting admissible displace-
versely isotropic fiber in the form Listed in (303). ment field are best written in terms of the transverse normal

Moreover, the average stress 5 must have the same mag- stress o° as
nitude in both fibers. Evaluation of this condition provides b 0  (r\ ,
the following expression for the effective longitudinal shear u,=-2[(G,. + C..)b- o(C,o+ G,.)]a,

modulus of the replacement fiber: 4 ,, b)

Gq +Gz (68) + 21(0,. +)CoI-(CIO + G,,)]c, cos2o (76)

It can be shown that (303) and (68) are identical, hence either NO (,)II
represents the unique longitudinal shear modulus of the re- u. [C,,ql - (4G,. + (C")] ,
placement fiber. T"

7.2 Evaluation of the Overall Trasnerse Shear Modulus + ICA22 -(4G,0+ C.) ]c, (,) 112 sin2o

m. In a homogeneous elastic medium subjected to a uniform uý=
field of simple shear deformation in the transverse xy-plane, 0 b
the displacement components are defined by: - 2 r+(.+ l a2 + C c osZ

u-=cx, u,= -cy, ur-O, (69) 4tm I b

where c is a constant. In cylindrical coordinates this becomes U; ! 2 - Q(. - 1) b a2 + cj sin2o (77)

u,=cr cos 2., u,= -cr sin 24, uw-0. (70) • b

In analogy with (70), we assume that the displacement field 0,
in a cylindrically onhotropic medium under transverse shear where
has the general form: Z- (2m* + e)/le.

u,-U,(r) cos24, u#-UO(r)sin.2, u,-O, (71) and vo is the normal transverse stress applied at infinity. As
yet unknown constants a,, a,, cl, and c2 have been introduced

where U.(r), U#(r) are unknown functions of r. which need to replace the A, B, C. D constants in (74) and (75). Since the
to be determined from the equations of equilibrium in cylin- matrix is regarded as transversely isotropic, we have used the
drical coordinates. The requisite substitution provides the fol- connections between elastic constants to introduce the Hill's
lowing equations for evaluation of U,(r), U,(r): moduli k" and m".
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To complete the solution of the auxiliary problem, the four r
unknown constants must be evaluated from the usual con-tinuity requirements for the stresses a,. a,# and the displace- L= RLS-L'ITgx)d T;L

ments u,, u, at the interface r = a. However, the resulting V,
equations are coupled, and are best solved numerically. Once
the constants are known, the phase stress fields under overall SM;R-'WAx)d W,- . (83)
transverse shear loading can be derived from the displacement (,8)
fields (76) to (77), and the appropriate constitutive relations
(I) or (4).

This completes the solution of the auxiliary problem, and Recall that the partial concentration factors and the under-
opens the way to evaluation of the Mori-Tanaka estimate of lying influence functions follow from the solution (77) of the
the overall stiffness which contains the unknown transverse auxiliary problem, and the transformation relations (78). When
shear modulus m. Of course, the above solution delivers the substituted into (83). they provide the necessary phase stiff-
auxiliary stress and strain fields in the phases in the cylindrical nesses and concentration factors for evaluation of the overall
coordinate system, and both the fields and the phase moduli stiffness and compliance in (40). Of course, the procedure
must be first transformed into the Cartesian system. As in yields all components of L and M. However, the magnitudes
Chen et al. (1990, Section 3), we denote the cylindrical system of the moduli k, 1, n, and p for the present system are already
by the vector t, the fields themselves by primed letters a' (j) known from (30) and (8), (10), (11), and (12), and only the
and t (Q), and the phase properties in the t system by L', magnitude of m represents new information.
M . Note that the factor 2 must appear in the shear terms of We note in passing that in a transversely isotropic solid with
the 6 x 1 strain vector. In the Cartesian coordinates, these the xl-axis of symmetry, the Hill's elastic moduli and the stiff-
quantities are denoted by similar but unprimed letters. ness coefficients are related as follows:

At any point in a given phase r, the transformation of the L, =n, L 12 =L13=I, Lz=L 33=k-m, (84)
stress and strain fields between the current, cylindrical, and
the Cartesian components is written as L 2 3=k-m, L =m, L 5s=L =p.

Rex)=Rq (e), *Ax) = s', (0), (78)
8 Closure

where, the transformation matrices R and S are related by RT The formulation of the Mori-Tanaka method does not guar-antee diagonal symmetry of the estimated overall stiffness ten-
S- S. Of course, in a transformation between the cylindrical sor. Indeed, it is easy to construct systems for which the

and Cartesian systems, R and S are functions of the angle o. predicted stiffness is not diagonally symmetric. However, Ben-
Next, write the phase constitutive relations, such as (4), in the veniste, Dvorak. and Chen (1991a,b) prove that the Mori-
symbolic form: Tanaka estimates are symmetric in all two-phase systems of

(1) -L;Q(/);(Q). ; Q() = M;( )u;(j). (79) any geometry, and in those multiphase systems where all in-
clusions have the same shape and orientation, or the P tensor.
Such proof was also constructed for the unidirectional com-

Equations (78) and (79) provide the relations posite reinforced by coated, cylindrically orthotropic fibers.
o,(x) = RL; S" 'e,*x), E,(x) = SM; R -'a,(x) (80) This suggests that the present estimates of overall stiffness for

all systems with aligned fibers or inclusions are diagonally
symmetric. An analogous conclusion for the randomly orien-

at each point x. Note that S, R. L,, M,' may now be functions tated reinforcement is indicated by (65).
of x, but for brevity in notation the argument will be omitted Both the Mori-Tanaka and the self-consistent methods pro-
in the sequel. vide approximations which are admissible only if they are

The local fields in (80) are related to the uniform, remotely bracketed by available Hashin-Shtrikman bounds. For the
applied fields t0 and e0 through certain influence functions Mori-Tanaka method, this question was recently explored by
Agx), B11x); their volume averages, the mechanical concen- Norris (1989), who shows that the effective moduli estimated
tration factors, appear in (34). Thus, under overall applied by the Mori-Tanaka approximation for two-phase composites
strain, (32,), the local strain field in (801) may be replaced by always satisfy the Hashin-Shtrikman and Hill-Hashin bounds.
the term A,(x) t0, and the result substituted into the formal However, this property does not generalize to general multi-
phase constitutive relation a, = L,4,. When solved for r, the phase composites. The status of the estimates for aligned plate-
relation yields the result let reinforced systems, and for multiphase random

reinforcement, remains to be established.

, RLSA,(-)dA,- (81)
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in a binary fibrous composite through a uniform temperature
change and proportional mechanical loading. The parameter
can be selected in many different ways, the actual choice in
Dvorak (1986) related the longitudinal normal stress and the
transverse hydrostatic stress in the matrix through a scalar
parameter P. The results included a derivation of the instan-
taneous effective thermal expansion coefficients of two-phase
composite aggregates with plastically deforming matrices. Even
though the derivation utilized an arbitrary parameter, it was
expected that the resulting effective thermal expansion coef.
ficients would be independent of that parameter. This was
verified in Dvorak (1986) by numerical examples, but not es-
tablished analytically. Moreover, since the overall expansion
coefficients depend on some overall moduli, the examples had
to make recourse to approximate micromechanical models for
evaluation of such moduli.

The present Note gives an analytical proof of the inde-
pendence of Dvorak's (1986) final result for the overall thermal
expansion coefficients on the free parameter p. Although
Dvorak's analysis applies to fibrous systems with transversely
isotropic phases, we restrict ourselves to the simpler case of
isotropic phases. First, the Note presents a simplified deri-
vation of the relevant results of the (1986) paper. Then, anSome Remarks on a Class of Uniform analytical proof shows that these results are independent of

Fields in Fibrous Composites the parameter p. The proof is completely general and does not
rely on any micromechanical model. Finally, it is shown that
the thermal expansion coefficients found with the uniform

4 fields technique coincide with those derived by Levin (1967)
Y. Benveniste and G. J. Dvorak5  from the virtual work theorem. This supplements a similar

conclusion reached by a different route in Dvorak (1990a),
and confirms that the uniform field technique, while offering
a much more extensive scope in applications, gives results in
agreement with those that follow from Levin's approach.

I Introduction
In a series of recent papers, Dvorak (1983, 1986) pointed

out that a one-parameter uniform strain field can be created 2 Analysis
in certain fibrous composite media of any transverse geometry
by a superposition of a uniform overall stress with a uniform Let us consider a binary composite consisting of an isotropic
change in temperature. Moreover, under such superimposed matrix reinforced by perfectly bonded, aligned, isotropic cy-
loads, Dvorak and Chen (1989) found a uniform strain field lindrical fibers of arbitrary cross-section. A Cartesian cooT-
in a three-phase fibrous composite, and Benveniste and Dvorak dinate system is chosen with the x3-axis aligned with the
(1990a, 1990b) constructed uniform stress and strain fields in direction of the fibers. As pointed out by Dvorak (1986), a
two-phase media of any geometry and phase material sym- uniform strain field and a piecewise uniform stress field can
metry. Finally, Dvorak (1990a) identified uniform strain fields be created in this binary composite by superposition of a uni-
in both fibrous and general two-phase media of any phase form temperature change with certain auxiliary tractions on
material symmetry in the presence of arbitrary but uniform the external boundary. Let the desired uniform fields be de-
eigenstrains in the phases, noted by b&j and V with s = f. m for the fiber and matrix,

The existence of uniform strain fields is useful in solution respectively. They must satisfy the traction and displacement
of problems which involve phase eigenstramns, e.g., thermal, continuity at the cylindrical fiber-matrix interfaces. Since the
swelling, or plastic strains. If such eigenstrains are or are taken fields are uniform, the continuity requirements are met if the
as uniform, then it is possible to evaluate an auxiliary uniform fields conform to the following conditions:
overall stress state which will change the initial strain field into
a uniform strain field in the entire volume. Of course, the 9.i =all ="'&22 = (I)
auxiliary stress needs to be removed, but that can be accom-
plished in a purely mechanical loading step. In this way, ci- 4= -i i (2)
genstrain problems may be converted into much simpler
mechanical loading problems. For example, thermoplasticity The shear strain and stress components of the auxiliary fields
problems in composite media can be solved as mechanical vanish in the present situation. The &3 and &mý3 need not be
problems along a modified loading path. Many other appli- equal to each other, but are also uniform within each phase.
cations of the technique can be found in Dvorak (1990a, 1990b). In other words, the &33 stresses are piecewise constant in the

This Note is concerned with Dvorak's (1986) paper, where fibrous composite, while all the other strains and stresses are
a one-parameter family of uniform strain fields was created uniform throughout.

We now appeal to the familiar thermoelastic constitutive
relations, and express the phase strains in (2) under the con-

'Depart-ment of Solid Mechanics, Materials and Strnctures, Faculty of En- straints indicated by (1). Thus, Eq. (2), results in
gineennl, Tel-Aviv University, Ramat-Aviv 69978, Israel. Also, Visiting Pro- (aJ33I•f) - (2v1 /"Ef)i 4- c&rAo (6"'4)
fessor, Rensellaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy, NY 12180.

'Institute Center for Composite Materials and Structures., Rensselaer Poly- - ( 2 t,,,/Em)6+ a,o9o (3)
technic Institute. Troy, NY 12180. Fellow ASME.

Manuscnrp received by the ASME Applied Mechanics Division. Oct. .. 1990; where E, Y,, a, with s f, m denote, respectively, the Young's
final revision. Aug. 6, 1991. Associate Technical Editor: L. M. Keer. modulus, Poisson's ratio, and the thermal expansion coeffi-
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cient of the matrix and fiber, respectively; 8o is the uniform -, -PrT •'L ( _0 ,)E

temperature change. Similarly, under (1), Eqs. (2)2 and (2)3 AT -,, C1 -+ ,
become E. E EL L I (+ V)EmJ

LEf/ -E E. E. E-- EL c[ (l+.,f)E.]

For a given temperature change, (3) and (4) provide two equa- CT= CL, Dr= DL. (I5)
tions for the three unknown components &, &3, 3 of the
piecewise uniform stress field. This suggests that an additional At this stage we ask whether the results (12) and (13) are
relation may be prescribed between these unknowns. In ac- independent of the arbitrary parameter p, and whether these
cordance with Dvorak (1986), we chose expressions can be reduced to the following well-known for-

& o,( mulae, originally derived by a different approach by Levin
(1%7)

where p is an arbitrary parameter. From (3), (4), and (5) one
readily obtains =C -a. 3(l -2v) I1

6, 3 =[ I + [(I + P.)E(pl - 1)/(l+ )E.m]I (6) aL=am+ 1 i_.L E, (m16)

0( + i)(ai.- a.)0o K( Km

[I - V, - 2Y.&i+ p(v1 - P,)J]/Em + (I + v-)(2i'-- I)IEi (7) a

Therefore, for any finite value of p, uniform fields can be cr 7 = C,.+ I [2 3 L K. (17)
created in the fibrous composite by application of the stresses [_ L ] EL
(5) and (6) on planes x 3 = constant, together with tractions K.]
resulting from & on the lateral surface, and by a uniform
temperature change 00 throughout. These uniform fields can where
be used to derive the effective thermoelastic constants of the
composite. K, = Es/[3(l - 2ps)] with s =f,m, (18)

At this stage we focus our attention on a fibrous composite
which is transversely isotropic on the macroscale and is sub- and k denotes the effective plane-strain bulk mo..u'.z for lat-
jected to a uniform temperature change, while its external eral dilatation without axial extension.
surface is kept traction-free. By definition, the longitudinal In what follows, the equivalence between (12)-(13) and (16)-
and transverse thermal expansion coefficients of the composite (17), respectively, is established by recalling first Hill's (1964)
are given by universal relations between the effective moduli of a binary,

transversely isotropic fibrous composite with cylindrical, trans-
CILO0 = Cfii3 + C,,,3 (8) versely isotropic phases. Two of these relations which will be

S C( needed here are (see, for example, Hashin, 1983):COOo = crii, + emimi = cfi,ý + cmi (9)
where an overbar denotes an average over the volume of re- EL = (cfE1 + C,.E.)
spective phases and cs, s = f,m are the volume fractions.

The thermal strains on the left-hand side of (8) and (9) can + C( l\)+(- -- (19)
be derived from the uniform strain field. This is accomplished kfkm k kk km)
by an application of a loading/unloading sequence where the
loading consists of 0o and b,, and the unloading is a subtraction "L = (cf5Of+ C.P'.)
of the average surface tractions, which have been induced by \ l\ /cl/ _
&,. Then, (8) and (9) may be rewritten as - (f- P.) + . k) - ( k.) (20)

aLO0 = i33 - (C¢&3(3 + cpod) /EL + (2 PL/EL)d (10)
where

a00 o= iI - [(I - Pr)/Er]i + (PL/EL)(CP16+C + 33), (11)
where EL, Er, PL, and Vr are, respectively, the effective Ion- ks-= 2(l + PJ,)(1- 2v,)E'- with s=f,m, (21)

gitudinal and transverse Young's moduli and longitudinal and and k is the same effective modulus appearing in (17). Equa-
transverse Poisson's ratios of the transversely isotropic fibrous tions (19) and (20) allow one to write
composite.

The expressions for &, 533 and f3, i, obtained in (6), (7),
(3), and (4), render Eqs. (10) and (II) in the form EL=a+bPL, i=c+dVL (22)

aL=a.+(of-a.)(I + VXAL+BLp)/(CL+DI..p) (12) with

ar T .+(af-a.)(1-+ v)(Ar+BTs)/(Cr-+D.p), (13) + /(• !)}
where a= (cjEf+c,,Em) + [41Py-Pm,)(¢#,y+c,.P.)] -i•--•

L2 i[, a- 0 + P)EI]
AL= - j L 1+fmj (23)

E '4  E E (I + E ,/)E ,, ]. b=, -4P.

B+ =PM) C+
BLE. LjICM + Cf(+ Jf din -4/b.

C •. (I.V 2. f .+ -(I+VrX 2V, - ], Let us now show the equivalence of (12) and (16). To this
E . + ( end we first express PL in terms of EL and the constituent

properties through (22)1. Then, (18) allows one to cast (16)
DL -" (P - .)IE, n(14) into the form
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Il~ - I (c+( +v,)E moduli in (15), and (15)z in terms of Yt only. The ratio '4 r"
CL = a. + L - - I - V. Br can eventually be written as

+ cA(l + ] A T/Br = [(1 + Y/h)/(1 -+-iPJ) J(Cr/Dr) (36)

S- ;,, / -4 where

which involves only EL as the single effective elastic modulus. h=b/a- (Ed- 2c4 /a)f2(1 -Y,- cE.'
Application of the same procedure to (141) makes it possible E(I_+1)

to express the constant AtL in terms of constituents properties g = E,+,-(J )E(_
and EL only. It is now clear that for the parameter p to dis-
appear altogether from (12), the following relation must hold )= - E . b-cfg)/Ya),
between AL, BL, CL, and DL:

and a, b, c, d, are given by (23).
AL/CL = BL/DL, (25) To establish the validity of (31)2, it needs to be shown that

which results in h = j; this follows after some algebra from (23) and (37).
Finally, to prove the validity of (33), Br in (14)6 needs to

(AL + BLP)/(CL +DLP) =BL/DL. (26) be expressed in terms of VL and the constituents properties
from (22)1. Then, the expressions for a, b, e, f which were

Some algebra shows that (25) is indeed fulfilled, and it becomes derived in (23) and (28) lead, after considerable manipulation.
then an easy matter to verify that one can use (26), together to Eq. (33). This shows that (33) is indeed valid.
with (14)2 and (14)4 to reduce Eq. (12) identically to (24).

Establishing the equivalence between (13) and (17) is similar
in principle to the procedure described previously. We start
by using (22) in conjunction with (18) and (21) and choose this 3 Conclusion
time to cast (17) in terms of the constituent properties and vL In summary, we have shown that Eqs. (12) and (13) derived
only. After considerable manipulation, (17) can be written in by the procedure described in Dvorak's (1986) paper are indeed
the form independent of the free parameter p, and that they reduce

aT=c•m+(af-clm)(e+fvL)/(a+bVL) (27) properly to the forms (16) and (17) originally derived by Levin
(1967). Of course, the proof has been constructed only for the

where a and b are given by (23) and case of isotropic constituents, whereas Dvorak's results also
apply to transversely isotropic phases. Extension of the proof

e = at - i'(I + vf)/(ii- 'm)], f=f. +cf2 (28) to such systems should be possible, but it if beyond our present

with scope.

2(l + ;'i)k.12kfP.,(f- yi.) - (I + vi)(2v.,- l)(k.-kf)]
(km - kf) (f Vm- 1m) Acknowledgment

(29) This work was supported by the DARPA-HiTASC program
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

= (1 + f)(I + v,)[2k'(I + vm)(1 - 2P.)

+ 2k0 1 + iP1)(l - 2vft) + k.,kA8P.Pf - 4 + 2v,, + 2ai)]
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ABSTRACT

Local stresses caused by mechanical and thermal loads in high temperature
intermetallic matrix composites are evaluated using a finite element solution for a periodic
hexagonal array microstructure. Both uncoated and coated elastic fibers are considered.
The matrix is assumed to be elastic-plastic and insensitive to loading rates. Mechanical
properties of the phasee are function of temperature. It was found that a CVD deposited
carbon coating can be quite effective in reducing thermal stresses at the matrix/coating
interface. Certain mechanical stress concentration factors, however, may be aggravated by
the compliant coating. In composite systems with a ductile matrix, plastic deformations
reduce stress concentration and lead to stress redistribution. In such systems,
thermomechanical loadin regimes can be desiped to reduce adverse local stresses
introduced during fabrication, for example, by hot isostatic pressing.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the overall behavior of fibrous composites is directly affected
by the local phenomem. For examr~e, the overall performance of a compote may be
impaired if draage or instability is initiated in the phaes or at thw r interfaces. On the
other hand, the overall strength may be enhanced by plastic fow of the matrix. Therefore,
evaluation of local stresses in fibrous composites is important in material selection,
evaluation and design under both thermal and mechanical loads.

The present paper is concerned with evaluation of the local stream in high
temperature fibrous composites under thermomechanical loads. Specifically, the strees in
uncoated and coated fiber reinforced intermetallic matrix composites are examined. for
unidirectional composites, the analysis was performed for a idealized geomtry of
the aicrostructure using the Periodic Hexagonal Array (PHA) model (Dvoran and
Teply, 1985; Teply and Dvorak, 1988). This geometry permits selection of a
representative unit cell, the response of which is identical with the response of
the composite aggregate under overall uniform stress or strain fields. The overall
response and local-fields are then found in the unit cell using the finite element method.
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The results reported in this paper focus on the effect of fiber coating on the local
thermal and mechanical stress concentration factors in elastic a well as elastic-plastic
matrices. Thermal residual stresses generated by cooldown of unidirectional composites
from fabrication temperatures are also evaluated. The present study examines various
thermomechanical loading rerumes that may be applied during the fabrication process to
reduce the tensile stresses in he matrix.

The paper begins with a brief description of the PHA model for unidirectionally
reinforced composites. Next, material properties for the composite system examined in this
study are given. Two prncipal results obtained with the PHA model for intermetallic
matrix composites reinforced by uncoated and coated fibers are then presented and
discussed. One is concerned with the effect of fiber coating on thermal and mechanical
stresses, the other examines the effect of the thermomechanical loading regime applied
during fabrication of composites by hot isostatic pressing on the local stresses.

THE COMPOSITE MODEL

Several material models have been developed for elastic-plastic fibrous composites
under various approximations of the microgeometry. While averaging models, such as the
self-consistent model (Hill, 1965) and the Mon-Tanaka (1973) method, approximate the
microgeometry by a single inclusion embedded in an infinite mass of a different material,
periodic models (Aboudi, 1986; Dvorak and Teply, 1985; Nemat-Nasser et al., 1982)
consider actual details of the microstructure. The latter class of models assumes certain
periodic arrangements of the fiber in the transverse plane of the composite and performs
the analysis on a unit representative cell of the periodic microstructure. Other models
which are phenomenological in nature have been also developed (see for example the
Vanishing Fiber Diameter (VFD) model by Dvorak and Bahei-EI-Din 1982; and the
Bimodal Plasticity Theory (BPT) by Dvorak and Bakei-EI-Din, 1987) but are more
suitable for prediction of the overall response of composites. A survey of the above models
can be found in the reviews by Bakei-EI-Din and Dvorak (1989) and Dvorak (1991).

An essential requirement in the theoretical model used in the present study is the
ability to represent details of the local stress and strain fields in the phases of a
unidirectionally reinforced composite subjected to uniform overall stress and thermal
change. This narrows down our choices to the periodic models. In particular, we employed
the PHA model developed by Dvorak and Teply (1985) and Teply and Dvorak (1988)
which we have verified experimentally (Dvorak et al., 1988; Dvorak et al., 1990). In this
model, the microstructural geometry in the transverse plane of a unidirectionally reinforced
fibrous composite is represented by a periodic distribution of the fibers in a hexagonal
array. Cross section of the fibers is approximated by a nx6--eided polygon. An example of
the PHA microgeometry with dodecagonal fiber cross section is shown in Fig. is. The
hexagonal array shown in Fig. Is is divided into two unit cells, as indicated by the shaded
and unshaded triangl:es. Under overall uniform stresses or strains, the two sets of unit cells
have related internal fields. Accordingly, under properly prescribed periodic boundary
conditions, only one unit cell from either set needs to be analyzed. Figure lb shows a three
dimensional view of one of the unit cells.

The actual analysis is performed by the finite element method. The unit cell is
subdivided into a selected number of subelements in the matrix, fiber, and coating
subdomains. A fairly reined subdivision is required for evaluation of the local fields.
Figure 2 shows two examples of such a finite element mesh. The results reported here were
found with the ABAQUS finite element program. Resident constitutive relations were
used for the homogeneons phases. The fiber and the coating were assumed elastic, whereas
the matrix was assumed elastic-plastic, inviscid, and follows the Mises yield criterion.
Stress-plastic strain response of the matrix wma assumed to follow a linear strain hudening
behavior, and the matrix yield surface to follow the Prager-Ziegler kinematic hardening
rule. Thermoelastic properties of the phases as well as the matrix yield stress and plastic
tangent modulus are piecewise linear functions of temperature.
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(a) (b)

Fig. I Microgeometry of the Periodic Hexagonal Array (PHA) model,
(a) Transverse planet (b) Unit cell.

Fig. 2 Two refined meshes of the PHA unit cell.
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THE COMPOSITE SYSTEM

An intermetallic matrix composite system reinforced by aligned continuous fibers is
considered. The matrix is a nickel-auumide compound (Ni3AI), and the reinforcement is
a carbon-coated or uncoated silicon-.carbide fiber (SCS6) at 25% volume fraction. The
carbon coating thickness is 10 j.m. lables 1 and 2 show m.aterial properties of the phases.
Thermoelastic constants of the silicon-carbide fiber and the carbon coating are not
function of temperature, while those of the nickel--luminide matrix vary with
temperature. Also, the yield stress and the plastic tangent modulus of the Ni3AI
compound vary with temperature. Figure 3 shows variation of the tensile yield stress with
temperature for the Ni3AI matrix. UnJ'kc other aluminide compounds, for example Ti 3A.,
for which the yield stress increases monotonically with decreasing temperature (see Fig. 3),
the yield stress of the mckel-aluminide compound decreases with decreasing temperature if
the latter is below 600oC. This causes plastic deformation of the matrix during cooldown
of Ni3At-based system which may help in reducing th*' adverse thermal residual stresses.

RESULTS

Effect of Fiber Coating on Local Stresses
To examine the effect of fiber coating on the local thermal and mechanical stresses,

we plotted stress contours in the unit cell for the transverse local stress a22 . Figures 4 and
5 show the results for the SCS6/Ni3A1 composite in the elastic range under thermal
loading and overall transverse tension, respectively. It was assumed that the composite is
stress free at the fabrication temperature of 12000C, and small increments of a temperature
decrease and transverse tensile stress were applied separately. The local stress ;22 found
from finite element solution of the uzdt -ell was then normalized by the applied load and
plotted in the transverse plane. The unit cell is indicated in Figs. 4 and 5 by the dashed
triangular boundary. The contours outside the unit cell were generated using the periodic
properties of the local stress field.

It is seen from Fig. 4a tLat tensile hoop stresses, and compressive radial stresses
develop in the matrix if the temperature is decreased, whereas compressive hoop stresses
develop in the fiber. These stresses are caused by the mismatch between the thermal
strains generated in the fiber and the matrix. At the fiber/matrix interface in the system
under consideration, the matrix tends to move in the volu-me occupied by the fiber when
the temperature is decreased, but is prevented by the stiff fiber which deforms at a much
smaller temperature rate. Consequently, radial cracks Lray develop in the matrix under
cooling from the fabrication temperature. If, on the other hand, the -,,efficient of thermal
expansion of the fiber was larger than that of the matrix, local damage under temperz.ure
reduction wc,uld take the form of disbonds at the fiber/matrix interface, and radial cracks
in the fibers.

Applying a carbon coat to the fiber causes significant reductions in the local thermal
stresses, particularly at the fiber/matrix interface, Fig. 4b. Compared to the matrix and
the fiber, the carbon coating has a much smaller elastic stiffness in the transverse plane,
and as such it can accommodate the thermal strains developed in the phases. Conversely,
the coating enhances sharply the mechanical transverse stresses as ven in Fig. 5. This
tradeoff must be carefully considered in design of composites.

If the matrix deforms plastically, the local stresses are reduced substantially,
particularly under thermal loads. This is seen in the contours plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 after
loading the composite well into the plastic region so that the matrix subdomain is fully
plastic. In this ;ase, the matrix is very much compliant compared to the fiber and
therefore can deform without developing large stresses. In fact, the stiffness of the matrix
in the plastic range is comparable to the stiffness of the carbon coating so that the
differences in the stresses developing in the coated and the uncoated systems are not
signifi cant.

These results indicate that material selection may favor uncoated fibrous systems
with ductile matrices over coated elastic systems. Under repeated loads, however, low
cycle fatigue may develop in the matrix under cyclic plastic straining leading to nucleation
of small cracks. Certain tradeoffs therefore exist and must be applied in material selection
and evaluation.
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Table 1 Material properties of SCS6 fiber and carbon coating

1 2 3 4 5 6
EL ET GL Gý vL aT

GPa GPa GPa GPa (10,/ 0 C)

SCS6 fiber 413.6 413.6 159.1 159.1 0.3 .4.6 4.6

Carbon coating 172.4 6.9 14.5 3.8 0.3 1.8 28

LLongitudinai Young's modulus

2Transverse Young's modulus
3Longitudinal shear modulus
'Transverse shear modulus
5Longitudinal Poisson's ratio
6Longitudinal coefficient of thermal expansion
7Transverse coefficient of thermal expansion

Table 2 Material properties of Ni 3 AI matrix (Stoloff, 1989)

T1 3 0a4 ?I

OC GPa 10/OC MPa GPa

1200 134 0.32 20.6 137 6.70
994 142 0.32 19.0 279 7.10
776 150 0.32 17.2 459 7.50
673 154 0.32 16.4 557 7.70
642 155 0.32 16.1 564 7.75
578 158 0.32 15.6 535 7.90
376 165 0.32 14.3 356 8.25
327 167 0.32 14.0 279 8.35
206 172 0.32 13.4 158 8.60
127 175 0.32 13.0 110 8.75

21 179 0.32 12.5 79 8.95

'Tempesture
2Young's modulus
3Poisson's ratio
4Coefficient of thermal expansion

STemsile yield stress

Tensile plastic tangent modulus
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Fig. 3 Yield stress-temperature curve for Ni3AI and Ti At compounds.

Effect of Fabrication Parameters on Residual Stresses
This part of our study of local stresses in fibrous system is concerned with

evaluation of the thermal residual stresses generated during fabrication and examination of
possible thermomechanical loading regimes that can be applied during cooldown to room
temperature so that high tensile thermal stresses in the matrix can be reduced. The results
presented in the preceding section indicate that plastic flow of the matrix causes
redistribution of the local stresses and reduction of the interfacial stresses in the matrix.
Consequently, in fabrication of intermetallic matrix composites by hot isostatic pressing
(HIP), one can select the optimum temperature/pressure path to follow so as to minimize
the adverse local stresses in the phases, particularly the matrix. This, of course, can be
accomplished only for composites with a ductile matrix.

Considering the SCS6/NiA1 composite, we first examined the local stresses
retained in the "ystem at room temperature after exposure to HIP temperature of 1200oC
and hydrostatic pressure, vo, of 200 MPa when the room temperature/zero pressure
condition is reched through the various unloading options shown in Fig. 8. In particular,
we compared the mamntude of the local interfacial stresses in the phases of uncoated and
coated systems for the various cases listed in Fig. S. In each cue, the composite was
assumed to be free of internal stresses at the fabrication temperature (1200C, and the
hydrostatic pressure a. was applied in small increments up to 200 MPa. Although the
overall load applied in this segment of the loading path is isotropic, the matrix stress is not
necessarily isotropic. Nonetheless, the matrix isotropic stress was dominant so that the
matrix phase, which was assumed to be plastically incompressible, remained elastic under
200 MPa hydrostatic pressure and 12000C. In a typical HIP process, the composite is
treated at the HIP condition for a specific duration. In out simulation, however, we
assumed that the matrix is invisad, and continued to unload the compoite from the HIP
conditions to the room temperature and atmospheric pressure. Plastic flow of the
nickel-41uminide matrix occurred in all the cases shown in Fig. 8 but the onset of yielding
varied among these cases. The local stresses retained in the composite at room temperature
are, therefore, expected to vary as well among the loading cases shown in Fig. S.
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Fig. 7 Transverse mechanical stress concentration factors computed in a SCSd/NijA1
composite in the elastic-plastic range under overall transverse tension,

(a) uncoated fiber, (bT carbon-coated fiber.
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Fig. 8 Possible variations of the temperature/hydrostatic pressure loading path
applied to unidirectional composites during hot isostatic pressing.

Comparing the magnitude of the local interfacial stresses in the phases of the
uncoated and the coated SCS6/Ni3AI composite, we found that the stresses computed in
cas ((.), (b), (dHe), Fig. 8, are very similar. On the other hand, the adverse stresses
were substantially reduced when the hydrostatic pressure, uo, was sustained during
cooldown of the composite, Fig. Sc. Moreover, the stresses benefit form inreasing the
maggnitude of the hydrostatic pressure applied during the HIP process. Specifically, the
tensile stresses found in the phases wer reduced substantially when a* was incresed rom
200 MP& to 400 MPa.

Table 3 compares the interfacial stresses computed in uncoated and coated
SCSM/NisAl composites when the thermomechaznical loading paths shown in Fis. 8a,c
were applied. The streses found in case (r) under hydrostatic pressure of 200 MPa and
400 MP& are shown. The table lists the radial stress, err, tangential stress, at%, and axial
stress, ou, found at the interface at either point '' or point 'b' indicated on the unit cell
shown in the inset in Table 3. The isotropic stres in the matrix, (vo)a, found in each case
is also indicated. It is seen that the tensile stresses at the fiber/mauix interface have been
reduced in the uncoated composite by maintaining the hydrostatic pressure while cooling
the composite down to room temperature. More reductions in the tensile stresses are
achieved by elevating the hydrostatic stress to 400 MPa. For example, the matrix hoop
stress is reduced by 18% when the pressure is 200 MPW, and by 37% when the pressure is
400 MP&. It appears that the tensile stresses can be reduced further by increasing the
hydrostatic pressure during the HIP proces. However, the magnitude of the pressure that
can be applied during fabrcation is usually limited by the equipment used in the HIP
process.

The matrix interfacial tensile stresses in the coated system have bee also reduced,
bzt t#: z. !ser extent, by following the loading path indicated in Fig. Sc, Table 3. The
hoop stress in the costing, however, is not aftected by the thermomechanical path applied
during fabrication. Except for the axial stress, elevating the pressure applied during the
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Table 3 Maximum interfacial stresses found in a SCS6/Ni3A1 composite
at room temperature following hot ibostatic pressing

$ - -37-

Interfacial Uncoated Coated Uncoated Coated Uncoated Coated

Stress (MPa) Fiber Fiber Fiber Fiber Fiber Fiber

(Orr) -980b -840b -790b -940b -40Gb --910b

(ott). 1900b 1580b 155Gb 1520b 1200b 1520b

(ail). 198Gb 186Gb 1790b 143Gb 1610b 1410b

(Ott)c - 1850a - 1880a - 1880a

(- --6680b - -4330b - -6240b

(a")f -980b -110Gb -79ab -122Gb -600b -121ab

(att)f -940a -1080a -760& -1170& -590a -160a

(on1)f -6050b -3640b -552Gb -2800b -500ab -2610b

(ao)e 970b 870b 85Gb 670b 740b 67Gb

Table 4 Matrix internal stresses found in a SCS6/NilA1 composite
at room temperature following hot isostatic pressing

Stress at Uncoated Coated Uncoated Coated Uncoated Coated

'c' (MPa) Fiber Fiber Fiber Fiber Fiber Fiber

(0110D 213 213 195 179 177 177

(112 )m 115 128 96 162 76 164

(Oo)a 101 105 90 106 79 106
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HIP process does not affect the stresa in the coated system. Il any cae, the matrix
isotropic ress, and consequently d initiation, is affected by the thermomechancal
loading path followed during the HIP run.

Table 4 lists the local stresses found in the matrix internal point '1' (see inset of
unit cell). The axial stress, (on)., the transverse stress, (o02),, and the isotropic stress,
(ao)., are shown for three thermomechanical loading regimes applied during the HIP
process. It is seen that the stresses in the uncoated system are affected by the IP regime.
Substantial reductions in the matrix stresses are achieved by cooling down the composite
under constant pressure, and by elevating the hydrostatic pressure applied during the HIP
run. While these factors reduce the matrix axial stress in the coated system, the transverse
stress is increased and the isotropic stress is unchanged.

The stresses found in the phases after the composite was reheated to 1200oC were
not affected by the loading path, or the magnitude of the hydrostatic pressure, ao, applied
during the HIP process.

DISCUSSION

A particular CVD deposited carbon coating can be quite effective in reducing the
adverse thermal residual streses generated during fabrication of fibrous composites. The
fiber coating, however, enhances certain local mechanical stresses. In any case, the
significance of these effects depends on the relative stiffness of the matrix, the fiber, and
the coating. In particular, plastic flow of the matrix causes substantial reductions in the
tensile interfacial stresses in the phases. The implication is that mechanical compatibility
in fibrous composites is not only a function of the thermal properties of the phases, but alsb
depends on the constitutive behavior of the phases. Accurate evaluation of thermal
residual stresses, therefore, can be only performed with appropriate micromechamnical
models.

Plastic flow of the matrix can be utilized to reduce the tensile local stresses
generated during hot isostatic pressing (HIP) of fibrous composites. Selection of the
temperaturelpressure path as well as tie magnitude of the hydrostatic pressure applied
during the HIP treatment should focus on inducing plastic deformation in the matrix early
during the cooldown cycle. In our study of the local stresses in a unidirectional
SCS6/Ni A1 composite we found that the matrix interfacial tensile stresses are lowest
when the isotropic pressure applied during the HIP process was maintained during cooling
to room temperature. Also the local stresses can be reduced by increasing the HIP
isotropic pressure. Our yet unpublished results indicate that more reductions in the
thermal residual stresses can be achieved through plastic deformation of the matrix if the
hydrostatic pressure applied during the HIP process is confined to the composite's
transverse plane. The results which qualify this proposition are published elsewhere
(Bahei-EL-Din et al., 1991).
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UNIFORM FIELDS, YIELDING, AND THERMAL HARDENING
IN FIBROUS COMPOSITE LAMINATES

YEHiA A. BAKEi-EL-DINt

Cairo University

Abstret -A uniform strain field is found in fibrous composite laminates with isotropic ma-
trix and transversely isotropic fiber under uniform phase thermal strains and overall uniform
stresses which are functions of thermoelastic properties of the phases. The only restriction on
the structure of the laminate is that the plies be identical except for the fiber orientation. Ther-
moelastic properties of the phases are functions of temperature. The resulting uniform strain
field in the laminate is isotropic. The corresponding stress field is uniform and isotropic in the
transverse plane of each lamina and piecewise uniform in the longitudinal direction. In any case.
the matrix stress is isotropic which causes no plastic deformation in plastically incompressible
materials. The solution leads to a correspondence between thermal and mechanical loads in lain-
inates which converts, in an exact way. any thermomechanical loading path to an equivalent
mechanical path. Application of the thermomechanical uniform fields to initial yielding of com-
posites identifies thermal hardening of the overall yield surface with translation along a stress
vector that is a function of the phase thermal strains. Examples of thermal hardening in inter-
metallic matrix composite laminates are shown.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the stress and strain fields in heterogeneous media subjected to uni-
form boundary conditions are, in general, not uniform. The existence of uniform fields
in heterogeneous media, particularly two-phase fibrous composites, under overall uni-
form fields and phase thermal strains has been shown in many publications (DvoLmz
[1983,1986,19871; DvoRaK & CHEN [19891; BENVENISrIE a DvoRAK [19901). A general
evaluation of uniform fields in two-phase media of arbitrary geometry has been worked
out recently by DvovAx 11[990a]. It was shown that local uniform stress or strain fields
can be created by uniform phase eigenstrains and certain uniform overall stress or strain
fields which are functions of the eigenstrains. Moreover, DvoA. 1[1990a) found that
a uniform strain field can be created by overall stress or strain fields that have one free
parameter that can be selected at will. These uniform fields have several applications
in fibrous composite media. A particularly useful result, which was found by DvoitK
11983,1990a] and Bzviv msr and DvoRAK 119901 for two-phase media, is the correspon-
dence between thermal and mechanical loads.

The present study is concerned with evaluation of uniform fields in fibrous compos-
ite laminates and their application to thermomechanical loading A~nd yielding problems.
The problem can be stated as follows: if the phases of several identical laminae, which
are bonded together with variable fiber orientation to form a symmetric laminate, are
subjected to uniform thermal strains, we wish to find a strain state that is spatially uni-
form in the plane of the laminate. Since the laminae have different fiber orientations,
the requirement of uniform in-plane strains implies that the strains must be isotropic
in the plane of the laminate.

SFormerly research associate professor. Depanment of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Renaaelaer
Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY. USA.
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The solution to this problem can be found by a decomposition procedure that utilizes
the uniform fields found by BENVENnSTE and DvoRAX [19901 and DvoRAX [1990a] for
unidirectional composites. The procedure consists of decomposition of the laminate into
separate plies and application of the temperature change to each individual ply. Exist-
ing solutions for uniform strains in unidirectional composites under phase eigenstrains
are then used to reassemble the laminate maintaining a uniform strain field in each ply.
In certain cases, the strain fields found in the different plies are not compatible due to
the variation in fiber orientation. In these cases, another uniform strain field is created
by mechanical loads applied to the individual layers and superimposed on the strain field
created by the phase thermal strains. The lamina stresses are found from compatibility
of the total strain field in the plane of the laminate. Finally, the laminate overall stress
is determined from equilibrium with the lamina stresses.

Section 11 evaluates uniform strain fields in unidirectional fibrous composites and lam-
inates under phase thermal strains. The solution leads to a correspondence between ther-
mal and mechanical loads in laminates which is introduced in section III. Section IV is
devoted to evaluation of overall yielding in laminates where a general description of the
overall yield surface is given and followed by a specific evaluation using the bimodal
theory (DvoRAx & Bmai-EL-DIN [1987]). Using the uniform fields constructed in lam-
inates, the effect of temperature variations on the overall yield surface is determined in
section V. Finally, examples showing the effect of cool-down from fabrication temper-
atures on the bimodal yield surfaces of specific intermetallic matrix composites are given
in section VI.

Throughout this study, (6 x 1) vectors are denoted by boldface, lowercase Greek or
Latin letters. A superimposed prime on a boldface, lowercase Greek or Latin letter
denotes a (3 x 1) vector, whereas unprimed boldface, uppercase Latin letters denote
(3 x 3) matrices, unless otherwise indicated. The transpose of a matrix A is denoted
Ar, and the inverse is denoted A-'. Scalars are denoted by lightface letters. The cus-
tomary indicial and contracted notations are interchangeably used for stress and strain
components.

11. UNIFORM FIELDS IN FIBROUS MEDIA

11.1. Unidirectional composites

Consider a unidirectionally reinforced lamina consisting of an elastic cylindrical fi-
ber aligned parallel to the i, -axis of a Cartesian coordinate system, and embedded in
an elastic matrix. The ., 2 i3 -plane coincides with the transverse plane of the fibrous lam-
ina. The two phases are assumed to be homogeneous and perfectly bonded. A trans-
versely isotropic fiber and an isotropic matrix with thermoelastic constants that vary with
temperature are considered. The total phase strain e, caused by a uniform stress u, and
a temperature change 9 from a reference temperature 0o is given by

= M,(0)I, + mt,(8) dO, (1)

where M, is the elastic compliance matrix corresponding to the current temperature and
MI. is a list of the coefficients of thermal expansion of the phase. The incremental form
of (1) is found as

de, = M,(0)do, + m,(r,.9)dO, (2)
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m ) dM,=• , + mP,(O). (3)dO

The thermomechanical coupling implied by the first term in (3) is due to variation of
the elastic compliance with temperature during application of the thermal change dO.
This, however, does not suggest that the response is path dependent. On the contrary,
the accumulated mechanical and thermal strains found by integration of (2) and (3) over
a specified thermomechanical loading path are uncoupled and independent of the ther-
momechanical loading sequence, eqn (1). To avoid this kind of ambiguity, our deriva-
tion of the uniform fields will, in some instances, start with evaluation of cumulative
fields and then derive the incremental form of the solution.

Assuming the unidirectional lamina to be free of internal stresses, we first consider
a temperature change (0 - 0o), and find a uniform strain field in the entire composite.
This can be achieved by the following decomposition sequence, which was outlined by
BENVENISTE and Dvomx 119901 and DvoRAx [1990a]. Separate the fiber and matrix
phases from each other and apply the uniform thermal strain given by the second term
of (1). To reassemble the composite, the phases must be compatible. This is achieved
by applying to each phase unknown tractions derived from the auxiliary uniform stress
field

lia]l = =ralfl ia (4)

such that the total strain is uniform. Hence,

ip()) = i.(f) = . (5)

From (1), (4), and (51), the overall stress id is found as

i' = (Mf(M ) - M,01-' 1 (ml (0) - ml(8)] dO. (6)

The increment of the auxiliary stress can be found by differentiating (6) after premul-
tiplying both sides of the equation by the matrix [MfM(0) - M,,(0)). Hence,

dida = [M f (O) - M.(0)1-1 [m.(ia. 0) - mf(idl,0)I dO, (7)

where m,., r = f, m, is given by (3). Using the explicit form of the elastic compliance
matrices Mf and M,, and the coefficients of thermal expansion mi, mW for transversely
isotropic fiber and isotropic matrix, we find that the auxiliary stress in (6) is axisymmet-
ric ani vector m,. eqn (3). has a transversely isotropic form. Hence, the incremental
auxiliary stress field given by (7) is also axisymmetric:

da'=dSI=sOd0, da&=daf =dS =srdO, da' = 0, j=4,5,6. (8)

The coefficients s$ and sr are found from (3), (7) as

a4mL - 2bamr -bdmL +c4 rT
SA (ac,-20) (ac- 20b (9)
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n,,, (l- ) • bL+), 1 1a 2 , - + cdb (,0)

L= 1 dc dboral = '•~ ~ ~~L -'' SO + 2 - ST [-•,,(l

~mT~Td8 = 4 da

dO dO

Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the matrix are denoted Em, &,,, and those of
the fiber associated with loading in the longitudinal direction fc, are denoted ELf, v{.

The constants nf, kf denote Hill's moduli for the fiber (HILL [19641). The symbols mrL
and m"-, r = f, m, denote the components of the thermal strain vector m,, eqn (3), in
the axial direction and transverse plane, respectively, whereas of{, O3r denote axial and
transverse coefficients of thermal expansion of the fiber, and OM denote coefficient of
thermal expansion of the isotropic matrix.

According to (5), the strains are uniform in the composite aggregate. From (2), (52),
and (8) we find

di = [s, - 2&,'sl. + EmmZL] dO, (13)

dif = d•i =-L [s(l - v,") - Pms•a + EmmI] dO, (14)
E.m

d•: = 0, j = 4,5,6. (15)

If both the matrix and fiber are isotropic, the above solution reduces to

dal' = d&2 = da4 = srdO, d&' = 0, j = 4,5,6, (16)

dif =ddif =idf=hd8, di;= 0, j=4,5,6, (17)

Sr = -3(mf - m,)/(Il/K - ILK,), (18)

h = sA/3Km + m. = (K. m. - K/m 1)/(K., - K1), (19)

where K,, r =f. m, is the bulk modulus and m, denotes the component of the isotropic
thermal strain vector m,, eqn (3). In this case, the stress and strain fields are isotropic
and spatially uniform in the entire composite lamina.

If thermoelastic properties of the phases are functions of temperature, the solution
at a given temperature 9 is found by integrating (g)-(15), or (16)-(19). However, since
the phases are elastic and their thermomechanical response is path independent, the so-
lution can be easily found at the current temperature by reducing eqns (8)HI5) or (16)-
(19) to the temperature-independent form, in which the temperature derivatives in (11)
and (12) vanish, and the coefficients of thermal expansion of the phases., 0., Of,Of
are replaced by the average thermal strain per unit temperature computed over the tem.
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perature range (6 - 60). For example. i,,, is replaced by am = [.:0,(6) de]/(O - 00).
Similar expressions define the average thermal strains •/, f for the fiber.

In this way, uniform strain and stress fields can be created in unidirectional compos-
ites under a thermal change dR if the composite is simultaneously subjected to me';hai,-
ical load dba, which is a function of the thermoelastic constants of the phases. Since
the fields are uniform, the solution is exact regardless of microstructural details of the
composite. If one phase is at most transversely isotropic, the overall stress and strain
fields are axisymmetric. On the other hand, the overall fields are isotropic if both phases
are isotropic. In the latter case, the strains in any longitudinal plane are independent of
the fiber orientation in that plane. This feature is useful in analysis of laminates as dis-
cussed in the sequel.

Uniform strain fields can also be created by mechanical loads. Considering an over-
all uniform stress dab applied to a stress-free unidirectional composite, while the cur-
rent temperature is held constant, we wish to find the magnitude of dab which causes
a uniform strain field in the entire composite. This is the homogeneous part of a more
general problem considered by DvoRAK [(1990a]. The solution is again obtained with a
decomposition sequence in which the phases are separated and subjected to certain sur-
face tractions of unknown magnitude, which cause uniform stresses da' in the phases.
The composite is then reassembled satisfying the constraint equation

di.b(t) = dim(') = dib, (20)

as well as the traction equilibrium condition at the cylindrical interfaces between the fi-
ber and the matrix. Since the local stresses are uniform, then

cf d& c bfd + I , (21)

d&, = dabf = dab-, 2.3-.6, (22)

where cf and cm are volume fractions of the phases such that cf + c" = 1.
Equations (21) and (22) contain seven unknown stresses. From (201), we obtain the

following system of six equations for the unknown stresses d f,d I, d jj = 2,3, ... 6
(DvoRAK [1990a]):

6

Mfd&,f-M,N dafm+ ', (Mf-M-)dab =O; i=1,2,... 6. (23)
j-2

One of the unknown stresses may be selected as a free parameter, the remaining stresses
are found by solving the above system of equations.

For isotropic matrix and transversely isotropic fiber, the solution of (23) is found, af-
ter some algebra, as:

d&If = - ds, da," = -", dSp . (24)

dab = dab = dS,., d6,s-=0, j=4,5,6, (25)

•rf = (Ef/2kf - (I + vm)Ef/3Km + 21(LVf- P.)/(), -,), (26)

"-y. = [E,1,2kf ÷ + .(2y/ ) ] (v -v,) (27)
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Note that the solution in (24)-(27) exists only if &L *' v'. The solution for the general
case where this condition is violated is given by DvoRAx [1990a].

The overall axial stress is then found from (21) and (24) as:

d61 = dSA' = j•dST-, - = C/f-j+ CY.- (28)

The overall strain dib is found from (20). Considering (202), we find

dib = h, dS., di? = dib = h2 dSb, dib = 0, j = 4,5,6, (29)

h = 1/2kf - (I + V,)/3Km -Pm/2kf + vL(l + v,,)/3KI , (30)
h,(f h2 f30

(iL - im) 01' - M)

It is seen that application of an overall axisymmetric stress dSb in the axial direction
and dS. in the transverse plane causes a spatially uniform strain field in the compos-
ite and a uniform local stress field in the phases. The magnitudes of dSA1 and dS- are
related by eqn (28). Either dS• or dSb may be selected as a free parameter in the solu-
tion which depends on the elastic properties of the phases and their volume fractions.

11.2. Laminates

Consider a symmetric laminate consisting of 2n identical unidirectionally reinforced
thin laminae in which the matrix is isotropic and the fiber is transversely isotropic, and
whose thermomechanical properties vary with temperature. Fiber volume fraction is
equal in all plies, but ply thickness can be different. The ply volume fraction is defined
as c, = t,/t, where t, is the ply thickness and 2t is the laminate thickness. The plane of
the laminate coincides with the x, x2-plane of a Cartesian coordinate system (Fig. 1),
and is parallel to the 2 1,22-planes associated with the laminae. Fiber orientation of lam-
ina i is specified with the angle j, between the ,21-axis and the x, -axis. The plies are as-
sumed to be perfectly bonded together such that they deform equally in the x, x2-plane.
If the phases of all the laminae deform with the uniform thermal strain f*o,(f) d9, we
wish to find a strain field which is spatially uniform in the entire laminate.

This problem can be solved by applying a decomposition approach similar to that em-
ployed for unidirectional composites and utilizing the uniform fields found in the pre-
ceding section. Specifically, we first decompose the laminate into separate plies, apply
the temperature change (0 - 00) to each lamina, and recall the uniform fields found in
section 11.1. The next step is to reassemble the laminate maintaining strain compatibil-
ity among the layers in the x1 x2 -plane. Since the plies have different fiber orientations,
strain compatibility among the plies in the x, x2-plane can be achieved if we require the
uniform strain field i in each lamina to be isotropic in the x, x2-plane:

di, = di 2 . (31)

In what follows, we frind the solution for two cases: a composite laminate with trans-
versely isotropic fiber and isotropic matrix, and a composite laminate with isotropic
phases. The solution is found in incremental form for temperature-dependent phase
properties. As indicated in section 11. 1, the solution at the current temperature 0 can be
obtained either by integrating the resulting equations, or by evaluating the solution using
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the elastic constants given at 0 and replacing the coefficients of thermal expansion of
the phases by their average over the temperature range (0 - 0o).

Consider first the case of transversely isotropic fiber and isotropic matrix. In this case,
the uniform strain field, dia, found in each unidirectional lamina under the uniform
temperature increment dO and the auxiliary stress field di", eqns (13)-(15), does not
satisfy (3 1). The required field can be found by superposition of dia and the uniform
strains dib, eqns (29) and (30), caused by the unknown overall axisymmetric stresses
dS• and dSpr. Satisfying (31) with the total strain (dig + dib) and using (282), the mag-
nitudes of dS• and dS1 can be found. The local and overall fields are then obtained by
superposition of the two solutions. The resulting lamina stresses in the !j coordinate
system are given by

dui = sA dO, d62 = d63 = STdO, d=j = 0, j = 4,5,6, (32)

(a(l - y,,) + (a + b)]AmL - (2b(l - y.) + (c + 2b)jAmr (33)
SA = (ac - 2b 2)(l - -f.) (

(a + b-Y,,)AmL - (2b + C'Y,)AM(mTST = (c b)(-,)(34)
(ac - 2b0)(1 - -y,.)

The total matrix stress is isotropic, whereas the fiber stress is axisymmetric:

da•" = da&" =d =" dad l = srdO, d"' = da•f= da=, j- = 4,5,6, (35)
1

dy( = -1 (sA - C.Sr) d4. (36)
C,

The strains are uniform in the composite aggregate, the magnitude of which can be

found from the matrix strains:

di, = dijf = di" =h dO, j= 1,2,3, (37)
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di, =dif = dijm = 0, j = 4,5,6, (38)

h = srl3K,,m + m,m. (39)

Using a different approach, and assuming temperature-independent phase properties.
DvoRK [19861 found equations analogous to the above solution.

Next, we consider the case of isotropic phases. In this case, the strains di", eqn (17),
are isotropic and satisfy (31), which permits the laminate to be reassembled from the
individual plies. The required solution is given by eqns (16)-(19).

The above solutions result in lamina stresses s4 d6 in the axial direction and ST do in
the transverse plane in the fr, coordinate system. The corresponding laminate stresses,
denoted dirL, are round by transformation of the lamina stresses to the x, coordinates,
and satisfying the overall force equilibrium conditions. The result is

d6,L = s, dO, d&2 = s2 d8, da- = ST d6, (40)

d4L =da5L = O, di4 = s3 dO. (41)

S = S4 C1 + STC2, S2 = SAC 2 + STCI 3 = S (SA - ST)Cs, (42)

C, = Zc,cos1rp,, C 2 = Z c, sin' jo,, C 3 = c, sin 2o,. (43)

where c, is the volume fraction of a ply and po, is the angle between the local .k,-axis and
the overall x, -axis, Fig. 1. For balanced layups, the in-plane shear stress d&L vanishes.
If both phases are isotropic, there is sA = ST, where sr is given by eqn (18) and the stress
field given by (40),(41) is spatially uniform and isotropic. Since the solution in this case
is independent of the fiber volume fraction, cf, the plies can have different fiber
concentrations.

Ill. THERMOMECHANICAL CORRESPONDENCE

Assuming the matrix to be plastically incompressible, the fields found in the preced-
ing section are unaffected by plastic deformations induced by any loading regime prior
to application of the temperature increment dO and the auxiliary overall stress dirL.
This becomes clear if we view the matrix phase during the decomposition procedure as
an elastic material that has been subjected to eigenstrains caused by prior thermome-
chanical loading histories. Since application of dO and the auxiliary fields required to
reassemble the laminate causes isotropic stresses in the matrix [see eqn (35)], only elas-
tic strains are produced in the matrix and the current plastic strains are unaltered. The
composite laminate is now left with the overall stress dVL which must be removed. This
loading step, together with the overall in-plane stress increments doa, do2 , do6 , which
may be applied simultaneously with the temperature increment, can cause plastic defor-
mation in the matrix. The total fields are then found by superposition of the solutions
of the thermal problem and the mechanical one. The result is equivalent to application
of the mechanical load

de" = [(do, -s, dO) (do2 -s 2 d9) -srdO 0 0 (d 6 -_s3 d]9)1. (44)
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Let superimposed prime on the stress or strain vectors indicate (3 x 1) arrays listing the
components associated with thexx 2.-plane of the laminate, e.g. do' = [do, do 2 do6 ] T
de"= Ide de, 2d 6 ]T. The overall in-plane strains caused by simultaneous applica-
tion of do' and dO are then found as

de' h I dO + A [dU' - (s+s$T) de], (45)

s =[s, S2 S]T1 . 1=11 1 0 ]r. (46)

Matrix AM is the instantaneous compliance of the laminate associated with in-plane loads,
and & defines in-plane stresses caused by unit out-of-plane normal stress when the in-

plane strain de' equals zero. Expressions for A and & are derived in the Appendix. The
first term in (45) is the uniform strain generated by the phase thermal strains in each
ply of the decomposed laminate, eqns (37),(38). The second term is the in-plane strain
caused by application of the equivalent stress dW, eqn (44), to the laminate.

The nonzero phase stresses in the plies are the in-plane stress do; = [doa do6 dol1r,
r = f, m, and the out-of-plane component do3 '. The local stresses are nonuniform in
reality. Let 9,(i) and •.i) define phase instantaneous stress concentrations for the in-
plane stress do; caused in the ith ply under overall in-plane stresses and out-of-plane
normal stress, respectively. The first column of Q is the stress do, caused by overall
stress dot = 1 applied to the laminate, the second column corresponds to do 2 = 1, etc.
Similarly, is the stress do, caused by do 3 = 1. Also, let , T(x) and c. define stress con-
centration factors for out-of-plane normal stress in the phases corresponding to over-
all in-plane stresses and out-of-plane normal stress, respectively. The phase stresses
caused in lamina i by do' and dO can be written as

do, (i) = ST,dO + G9(i)(do' - sdO) - 9 ;(i)srdO, (47)

doa'(i) = STadO +j''(i)(do' - sdO) - £•(i)STdO, (48)

,= [J i O]r, 1, =I, f = (SA/Sr - C,)/c. (49)

The concentration factors g, , and e are given in the Appendix. The first term in
(47) and (48) is the uniform stress caused in the phases by the local thermal strains in
the decomposed laminate, eqns (35),(36). As noted previously, this stress is isotropic
in the matrix and does not cause plastic deformation in plastically incompressible ma-
terials. The second term is the stress caused by the in-plane mechanical load (de' - s dO),
and the third term is the stress caused by removing the out-of-plane normal stress sr do.

In this way, any thermomechanical loading path applied to symmetric laminates with
identical plies and variable fiber orientation can be converted in an exact way to a me-
chanical path. The magnitude of the equivalent mechanical load depends on the volume
fraction of the phases, the laminate layup, and the elastic thermomechanical properties
of the phases. The overall strain and local fields caused by the actual thermomechani-
cal loads are found by superposition of the uniform fields caused by the phase thermal
strains and the auxiliary stress field, and the field caused by the equivalent mechanical
load (44).

The laminate in-plane stress-strain relations can be written in the alternate form

de' = A do' + m'dO, (50)
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where I' is a (3 x 1) thermal strain vector which lists the in-plane coefficients of ther.
mal expansion of the laminate. Comparing eqns (45) and (50), we find

m' = hl - A(s+S), (51)

which defines the overall thermal strain in terms of the mechanical properties. Similarly,
the phase stresses can be written as

dr, (f) = '(1i)dr' + g'(i)de, (52)
.T

daf'(!) =j, (x) de' + e,'(1) d, (53)

where gS and e" are thermal stress concentration factors. From eqns (47), (48), (52), and
(53), we find

g'(i) = Sri, - (Mr(•)s + tig(I)ST), (54)

e'(f = ST - (j,(i)s + e4(x)Sr). (55)

Equations (54) and (55) define the thermal stress concentration factors for the matrix
and fiber, r =f, m, in terms of their mechanical counterparts. Alternate expressions for
the thermal concentration factors have been derived by Bai-E.-DN [19901 using the
laminate theory of symmetric plates.

IV. OVFRALL YIELD SURFACE

IV. 1. General description

Assume the existence of a matrix yield surface which encompasses all stress states that
can be reached from the current state by purely elastic deformation. The onset of yield-
ing begins when the stress point is on the yield surface. Plastic deformation develops
only when the loading point traverses the yield surface. In this case, and assuming that
the load is quasistatic, the yield surface translates in the stress space to contain the load-
ing point. This is known as kinematic hardening of the yield surface. Translation of the
yield surface may be accompanied by isotropic deformation of the surface which is
caused, in part, by variation of the yield stress with temperature. In the subsequent dis-
cussion, we will assume that the matrix yield surface hardens kinematically, and that
any isotropic change will be caused only by variation of the matrix yield stress with tem-
perature. Hence, the current yield surface of the matrix is defined by the function

/[(Ur.-- a.),] 0 : O . (56)

where a. is the center of the yield surface or back stress. If a., = , eqn (56) represents
the initial yield surface. Considering stress states in which the 032 and o3, stresses van-
ishi, we list the in-plane stress components a,, a2, qv, foilowed by the out-of-plane stress
v3 in the stress vectors, which now represent (4 x 1) arrays. In this case, eqn (56) is
written for elastically isotropic Mises-type matrix material as

.- ( -a.)rC( - a.) -- ()0, (57)
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where C is a (4 x 4) symmetric matrix with nonzero coefficients cl = c22 = c -4
C3 = 2, C12 = c14 =C21 = - , and to is the matrix initial yield stress in shear. Under a
multiaxial stress state, the onset of initial yielding in the Mises matrix occurs when the
effective stress given by VJL2, where J2 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress
tensor of the matrix, equals the tension yield stress given by ,,iro.

Corresponding to the matrix yield surface (56), there exists a yield surface in the i,
lamina stress space. We assume that at a temperature 0, the lamina yield surface is lo-
cated at a,. If in addition the lamina yield stress is a function of temperature, then its
yield surface is defined by the function

g,[( , - &,),] = 0. (58)

Similarly, there exists a lamina yield surface g, in the overall stress space with center at
a, such that

g,[(e -a,),0] = 0. (59)

Since the stress states within the yield surface correspond to purely elastic deformation,
the "radii" of the yield surfaces f, j,, and g, are related (BA.HEI-EL-DIN & DvoR.Ax
(19821; BAsi-EL-DIN [19901):

(R, - &,) = Wjt(a - aj). (60)

[u•,(1) - a.,(i)] = B. 1(i)(ij - a,) = G 1,(i)(w - as). (61)

Matrix W, relates the lamina stresses in the ic, coordinates to the laminate stresses,
whereas B., and G', = BW, relate the matrix local stresses to the lamina stresses and
the laminate stresses, respectively. Here, we assume identical plies, in which case B,.
does not vary among the plies. Expressions for the elastic "concentration" factors
W,, B,,, Gl,, are given in terms of the overall properties in the Appendix. As indicated
in (61), the matrix stress is not uniform in reality. In actual calculations, however, the
stress concentration factor B. is found for a piecewise uniform matrix stress field. For
example, in the Periodic Hexagonal Array model (DvoRAK a TEPLY [19851; TEPLY &
DvoRAK (19881), the matrix domain is subdivided into a number of finite elements in
which the stresses are uniform. On the other hand, averaging models such as the self-
consistent method (Hlu. [19651). the Mori-Tanaka method (Morn a TANAKA (19731). and
the Vanishing Fiber Diameter model (DvoRAK a BArni-EL-DiN (1982)) compute an av-
erage stress concentration factor B,, for the matrix phase. In any case, eqn (61) is re-
placed by

(wk - a,,) = Bn(o &k = G'm(o, - ai,), i = 1, n; k = 1, N, (62)

where N is the number of matrix subelements.
Considering the averaging models for which N 1 I, the yield functions gi and L1, i =

1.n, can be written from (56) and (S8)-(61) as

g,[(( - a,).l * a,[W,(a - ad,l f1a fG[G,(e - a,),9] = 0. (63)



Iff is given by (57), then

g,( ,,,] ( - ,r ,( -a) o0 ) 0 (64)

C- TG, 'C,G,,. (65)

Equation (63) or (64) represents n yield surfaces in the laminate stress space a. At the
current temperature 0. the centers of the yield surfaces are located at the stress point
given by the vectors a,, i = 1, n. The laminate yield surface is then the inner envelope
of the surfaces gi, g2,.. g,,. Specific forms of the overall yield functions, g,, are found
next using the bimodal theory.

IV.2. Bimodal yield surfaces

The laminate yield surface defined above is obtained here using a specific material
model. Namely, we find the yield surface (58) of a unidirectional lamina using the bi-
modal plasticit, theory of DvoRAK and BAHEi-EL-DIN (19871. The theory, which was
verified experimentally (DvoRAK et al. [19881), admits two distinct overall deformation
modes, the matrix-dominated mode (MDM) and fiber-dominated mode (FDM), that
may exist in binary elastic-plastic fibrous composite systems under certain loading con-
ditions. To each mode, there corresponds a segment of the overall yield surface that re-
flects the onset of yielding of the matrix phase in that mode. The inner envelope of these
two segments is the overall surface of the composite lamina. In its application to larni-
nates, the yield surface (58) corresponding to each mode must be separately transformed
to the laminate stress space for each lamina according to (631). This results in 2n yield
surfaces of the type (59). the inner envelope of which constitutes the laminate yield
surface.

Matrix-dominated mode (MDM): This deformation mechanism is characterized by
plastic shear deformation in the matrix on certain hypothetical slip planes that are par-
allel to the fiber axis, and in certain preferred slip directions on these planes. Apart from
specifying the orientation of the slip planes, the fiber does not participate in this mode.
Hence, the composite is treated as a macroscopically homogeneous medium with known
slip systems, which are, of course, in the matrix constituent. Under the normal stresses
al, 62, and a3 and the longitudinal shear stress a6, the lamina yield surface gi in this
mode has two branches (DvoLA.x a Bmi-EL-DIP 119871; BAIZi-EL-DiN a Dvo.AK
[19891):

,,- ,4 ((02,- j',)- (0,- &&))2(l + 4,2) 2- 7.01(e)- 0, AII ": 1. (66)

- (a - -_ .2() = 0, I1aI ; 1. (67)

where

4i 06= &D - 02I( - &21) - 0i - 613. (68)

The first term in (66) and (67) is the resolved shear stress on a specific slip plane and
slip direction which depend on the lamina stresses. Hence, plastic flow occurs in the ma-
trix-dominated mode when the maximum resolved shear stress reaches the initial yield
stress 70. Since the slip planes are parallel to the fiber longitudinal axis, the axial stress
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af does not contribute to the resolved shear stress on these planes and, therefore, does
not appear in eqns (66) or (67).

The lamina stresses are given in terms of the overall stress by eqn (60). Substituting
(60) into (66) and (67), and noting the structure of matrix W found in eqns (A-27) and
(A-28) in the Appendix, the lamina yield surface g, described in the overall stress space
is found as

g -a 4(yT(a - a,))((l + q,) ro(O) 0, 1q,I q 1, (69)

g, - (zT(o - a,))- - io'(0) = 0, Iq, I 2t 1, (70)

where

q= , = (z,(q - a,))/(yT(a - a,)) (71)

yT = [W' 1 W2W23 (W2- - 1)], (72)

zT = [W W32 W33 W34 ], (73)

where W,j is the (i,j)th entry of matrix W.
Fiber-dominated mode (FDM): In this mode the matrix and fiber phases deform to-

gether in the elastic as well as the plastic ranges. In contrast to the matrix-dominated
mode, no specific deformation mechanism is suggested. Instead, the fiber-dominated
mode is treated as a general case of plastic deformation of a heterogeneous medium.
The overall yield surface in this case is the envelope of all stress states which can be
reached by pure elastic deformation in the matrix phase. Hence, the FDM yield surfaces
g, of the plies described in the overall stress space are defined by eqn (63). An exam-
pIe is given in (64) for a Mises matrix. Averaging models such as the self-consistent
method or the Mori-Tanaka method can be used to determine the stress concentration
factors required in this deformation mode. Our unpublished calculations of FDM yield
surfaces using the Vanishing Fiber Diameter (VFD) model indicate that, contrary to ex-
perimental observations, this model predicts fiber-dominated yielding, which always su-
persedes matrix-dominated yielding. In composite systems where MDM deformation
may be present, as in boron- or silicon-carbide-reinforced metals, the VFD model should
be avoided.

V. THERMAL HARDENING

In contrast to homogeneous materials, uniform temperature changes cause internal
stresses in heterogeneous media when the phases have distinct coefficients of thermal
expansion. The thermal stress field affects the overall mechanical behavior of the ma-
terial and alters the overall yield stress. This effect causes hardening of the overall yield
surface which appears in the stress space as a translation and deformation of the yield
surface. In this section, we consider fibrous composites subjected to pure thermal load-
ing and evaluate hardening of the overall yield surface with the help of the uniform fields
constructed in section 11.

First, consider elastic phases with temperature-independent thermoelastic constants.
In this case, the concentration factors G., (eqn (61)1, which define the local stresses in
the matrix subelements in terms of the overall stress, are not functions of temperature.
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Consequently, the change in the "radius" of the matrix yield surface can be evaluated
by writing (62) in the incremental form

fduk-dal] =G1M'(du-duk), i= 1, n; k= 1,N. (74)

Considering the auxiliary stress field found in section 1I for isotropic matrix and trans-
versely isotropic fiber, we find that the matrix stress is uniform and isotropic, eqn (35).
Since only the deviatoric stress causes plastic deformation in plastically incompressible
materials, then da." = 0. Substituting d4k from (35) and do from (40), (41), into (74),
the increment da,k, i = 1, n, k = 1, N is found from (74) as

da,k (fs 1 S2 S3 sTITsT[G -I I 1 0 [G)de, (75)

where the stresses s,,j = 1.2,3, are given by (42) and (43). Since the matrix is plastically
incompressible, the matrix yield surface (56) represents an open cylinder with genera-
tors parallel to the hydrostatic stress direction o -' = 2'a (see e.g. the Mises yield
surface (57)]. In this case, the lamina yield surface g, in (59) is also an open cylinder
with generators parallel to the stress vector given bl the second term in (75), which is
the projection of the matrix hydrostatic stress axis in the overall stress space. Therefore,
the second term in (75) does not affect yielding of the composite laminate, and the yield
surfaces of all matrix subelements in the entire laminate translate together in the over-
all stress space according to the following rule:

daik= s dO, i=l,n; k l,N, (76)

s = ISI £2 £3 ST]T (77)

The actual translation of the yield surfaces due to the temperature increment dO is found
by superposition of the translation given by (76) and that found during removal of the
overall auxiliary stress s de. The latter causes hardening of the overall yield surfaces only
if plastic deformations take place in the matrix phase. Description of hardening in lam-
inates caused by plastic deformation of the matrix can be found in BAmI-EL-DiN and
DvoRAK [19821 and BAumi-EL-Dn4 [1990].

The hardening rule (76) is general, independent of the form of ,'. We recall, how-
ever, that all plies must be identical except for the fiber orientation and lamina thick-
ness. Also, the translation of the yield surfaces specified in (76) is unaffected by previous
loading histories, since the auxiliary stresses used in deriving (76) are unaffected by pre-
vious loading histories as discussed in section 11.

Consider now local thermoelastic properties which vary with temperature and apply
a temperature change 9 from a reference temperature 0o. Noting that the "radius" of
the matrix yield surface at a given temperature 9 is related to the "radius" of the over-
all yield surface by (61) and (62), a similar derivation leads to the following equation
for the center of the yield surface of a matrix subelement:

a() = s()(9 - 0o). (78)

From (78), the following incremental form replaces (76) when the local properties vary
with temperature:
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da,k = + ý- (8- 80) dO, i = 1,n; k= 1,N. (79)
dO

The center of the laminate yield surfaces can be found by integration of (79). Alter-
nately, the center can be found from (78), provided that the average coefficients of ther-
mal expansion of the phases over the temperature range (8 - 80) are used in evaluation
of the stress s, as indicated in section 1I.

Equations (76) and (79) indicate that the configuration of the initial cluster of the lam-
inae yield surfaces g,, eqn (59). found at a given temperature 0, does not change when
the temperature increment dO is applied. However, since the laminae yield surfaces are
oriented differently in the overall stress space, the translation given by (76) or (79) may
affect their projections on a specific overall stress plane. This is illustrated next for se-
lected composite laminates.

Vl. APPLICATIONS

To illustrate the analysis described above, we present results for two aluminide inter-
metallic matrix composite laminates. For each system, the laminate yield surface at the
processing temperature and at a subsequent temperature during cooling are found.

VI. I. SCS6/Ti3 AI-(O ± 45), laminate

The properties of the silicon-carbide fiber and the titanium-aluminide matrix are
shown in Tables I and 2, respectively, as function of temperature (DvoR.K [1990a1). The
fiber volume fraction, cf, is 0.35. The composite laminate was cooled down from the
processing temperature 00 = 950°C to room temperature (6 = 21 0C). Figures 2 and 3
show the bimodal yield surfaces of the laminae in the overall a1102 1-plane and 01 o2-
plane, respectively, at 950°C. Two yield surfaces are plotted for each lamina, a matrix-
dominated mode (MDM) yield surface and a fiber-dominated mode (FDM) yield surface.
In evaluating the FDM yield surface, we used the self-consistent method (SCM) to de-
termine the matrix stress concentration factor ,,. Since the lamina is stress free at
950°C, the centers of all yield surfaces are located at the stress origin. We note here the
flat branches found in the MDM yield surfaces in contrast to the ellipsoidal shapes of
the FDM yield surfaces. We also note that the laminate yield surface represented by the
inner envelope of the six yield surfaces in Figs. 2 and 3 consists of MDM branches only.

Table I. Material properties of SCS6 fiber

a Ef Of(OC) (GPa) ,/ (10-6/0C)

982 413 0.25 6.30
871 413 0.25 5.50
760 413 0.25 5.30
649 413 0.25-- 4.50
538 413 0.25 4.40

24 413 0.25 4.15



Table 2. Material properties of the TijAI matrix

e E. 3,., Y='3 To
(*C) (GPa) v,,, (10- 6 /°C) (MPa)

950 46 0.3 18.0 200
"760 72 0.3 15.8 237
649 87 0.3 13.6 302
427 91 0.3 12.6 418
260 93 0.3 12.0 505

21 97 0.3 9.6 624

Hence, plastic yielding in the stress planes shown in Figs. 2 and 3 is dominated by the
slip mechanism assumed in the matrix-dominated deformation mode.

Temperature changes from the reference temperature 0o = 9500C cause translation of
the yield surfaces of all laminae as given by eqn (78). Also, since the matrix yield stress
is a function of temperature, the yield surfaces will experience isotropic deformation.
At a specific temperature 0 * 00, one or more of the yield branches shown in Figs. 2
and 3 comes in contact with the stress origin, which indicates initial yielding of the com-
posite laminate. In order to evaluate the yield temperature for the laminate considered
here during cooling from the processing temperature, the matrix effective stress and max-
imum resolved shear stress in all plies of the laminate were computed as functions of

SCS6 / Ti3 AI
Cf -0.35 C2, (MPa)
(0/t45) aIM -X

- M 950°C(SC
Y 2 200 MPa

• 45" +( • 45"
• 450 

4-5"O

.80E0 -60 -20WO0 20 ' 80 0

SMDM

--- FDM (SCM)

Figl. 2. Bimodal initial yield surfame of a SCS6/TijAI, (0/145), laminate in the 011 021-piane at 950*C.
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SCS6 I Ti3 AI
C #= 0.35
(0/±45), a22 (MPa)
9 = 950oC 

600
Y = 200 MPa

400

0.

145 0400zo 6oo 8oo
80 

0 400 600 800

-400 7

-600 -MDM
Fig. 3. Bimodal inihial yield surfaces of a SCS6/TiDAM (0 '±4s} Jam rnale in the uS oC2zp jan at 9Soc .

the temperature The result is shown in Fig. 4 together with the variation of tte matrix
yield stress with temperature. Note that the resolved shear stress was magnified by a fac-
tor of vr in order to plot the shear stress and tension stress on the same SCale. At
950°C, the laminate is stress free and all local stresses vanish The stresses build up in
the plie3 and the phases as the laminate is cooled down from the processing tempera.
ture. As seen in Fig. 4, both the matrix effective stress and the p resolvsi sheapr
stress in all plies are lower than the matrix yield stress in the entire temperature range

from 950oc to room temperature (21 0C). Hence, neither the fiber-dominated mode nor
the matrix-dominated mode become active, and the laminate remais elastic. The non-
linear variation of the stresses found in Fig. 4 is caused by variation of the thermoelas.
tic constants of the phases with temperature Uables I and 2).

Figures 5 and 6 show the laminae yield surfaces after cooling to 21 °C. Although the

yield surfaces translate with the same vector in the overall stress space, eqn (78), their
sections in the at 192 1 - and o, o,,-planes assume Positions different from those found at

the reference temperature. in contrast to the behavior at 950oc, the laminate yielding
mode at room temperature could be of either the MDM- or FDM-type dept.nding on

the direction of the mechanical load. This is clearly shown in Figs. 7 and 8, where the

inner envelope of the laminae yield surfaces at 9500C and 21 -C are compared. Subse-
quent heating from room temperature may lead to an overal yield surface which con-

sists of a different cluster of MDM and FDM branches, in any case, the dominant
deformation mode can be detected with the method presented here.
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70 SCS6TI 3A Matrix yield stress
c- = 0.35 in simple tension

S(0/-45) s ---- Matrix effective stress
600

------ '43 x ply maximum
S500 •resolved shear stress

a.

(A 400 -

400

300

200 -

100 ~ ., .. s

0 200 400 60 WO 1000 1200

Temperature (°C)

Fig. 4. Variation of matrix yield stress, matrix effective stress, ply maximum resolved shear stress, with (em-
perature found in a SCS6/Ti3 Al. (0/-1-45), laminate.

SCS6/ T13 AI se

x2

c f - 0.35 t
(0/::45)s 021 (MPa)0 - 210C 

o 2 CQY a 624 MPa 10,.. 450

-450

ý o,, (MPa)

-200 .1 0 .50 01000

-- 45
M DC M .1 o oo0 4 Z - -4 5 "

FOM (SCM)
.15W

Fit. J. Bimodal yield surfaces of a SCS6/TijAl. (0/145), laminate in the e, eI21-paum at 21"C after cool-
ins from 950*C.
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SCS6 /Ti3 AI 3Al500.

c, - 0.35 22 (MPa)
(0/1±45),
e - 210C 1000o, X2

Y - 624 MPa

0.

500-- +451

a,, (MPa)

-200 1000

Fig. 6. Bimodai yield surfaces of a SCS6/Ti 3 AI, (0/±=4 S), laminate in the o,, oz-plane at 21°C after cool-
ing from 9S0°C.

SCS6/'Ti3 AIa,(M )
c0 0.35

(0/±45)0

aG,, (MPa)

.0 00 000
.001500 .

- MDM

-, FDM (SCM)

Fig. 7. Bimodal overal yield surface of a SCS 6/Ti3AI, (0/± 45), laminate in the a ll On -plane at 950C a nd

21nC.
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SCS6/Ti3•AI x,
c -0.35 022 (M Pa)

(0/±45) 1

-MDM=

o00..

Fig. 8. Bimodal overall yield surfaces of a SCS6/Ti 3 Al. (O/±4f), laminate in the oliaou-plane at 9500C and
211C.

VI.2. SCS6/Ni_ Al-(O/±45), laminate

The properties of the nickel-aluminide matrix are shown in Table 3 (STOLoFF 119891).
Fiber volume fraction is 0.33. In contrast to the titanium-alununide matrix, the mag-
nitude of the yield stress of the Ni-A matrix increases with increasing temperature up
to 6 .S0mo then decreases rapidly. The processing temperature for this composite is about

Table 3. Mateial properties of Ni ^Id matrix

9 E, 9,1 Y - 4 o
(°C) (GPa) ,,, (10-/C) (MPa)

1200 134 0.32 20.6 137
994 142 0.32 19.0 279
"776 150 0.32 17.2 459
673 154 0.32 16.4 557
642 155 0.32 16.1 564
578 158 0.32 " 15.6 535
376 165 0.32 14.3 356
327 167 0.32 14.0 279
206 172 0.32 13.4 156
127 175 0.32 13.1 110
21 179 0.32 12.5 79



12000C. Figure 9 shows the variation of the matrix effective stress and the maximum
resolved shear stress in all plies with temperature. At about 505*C. the matrix effective
stress in the 0 lamina approximately equals the matrix yield stress in tension. Fig-
ures 10 and II show the laminate yield surfaces in the aI a,,- and a,I onz-plane, respec-
tively, at the reference temperature 60o = 1200°C, and after cooling to 5050C. Details of
the laminae yield surfaces have been omitted; only the inner envelope of the yield sur-
faces is shown. It is seen that this cooling path causes initial yielding in the 0° lamina.
At 1200°C, yielding is mainly dominated by the slip mechanism of the matrix-dominated
mode, whereas, at 505 0C. the deformation is controlled by the fiber-dominated mode.

VII. CONCLUSION

Uniform strain fields found in unidirectional fibrous composites have been used to
construct spatially uniform and isotropic strain fields in composite laminates under phase
thermal strains. The solution was found for identical plies with variable fiber orienta-
tion, isotropic matrix, and transversely isotropic fiber. in this case, the matrix stress is
isotropic, the fiber stress is axisymmetric, and the laminate stress which supports the lo-
cal r;ied., consists of in-plane normal and shear stresses and out-of-plane normal stress.
For balanced layups, the overall in-plane shear stress vanishes. If both the fiber and ma-
trix are isotropic, the solution leads to spatially uniform stress and strain fields which
are also isotropic. In this case, the solution is not a function of the fiber volume frac-
tion which can vary among the plies.

S- SCS6/NiAI--.-,- Matnx yield stress
SCS-/0. 35I in simple tensionct =O.3 5

6oo _ (o/±45)s -s-- Matrix effective stress

------.r •x ply maximum
resolved shear stress

500-

6000

.t 300-

200 * 45

100

00 -

0 200 W W oIX) 000 1200 1400

Temrpratuime (C)

Fig. 9. Variation of matrix yield stress, matrix effective stres, ply maximum resolved shear stre. with temt-
perature found in a SCS6/NiAI. (0/±43), laminate.
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Fig. 10. Bimodal overall yield surfaces of a SCS6/NiAJ. (O/±4f), laminate in the ol1e21-plane at IZOO.C
and 5050C.

SCS6 / Ni 3 Al a22 (MPa) X
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X2
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A useful result of the fields found here is the existence of a correspondence between
thermal and mechanical loads applied to composite laminates. This permits replacement
of any thermomechanical loading path by an equivalent mechanical path in composite
systems with a plastically incompressible matrix. In this case, the system remains elas-
tic under deformation caused by the phase thermal strains which produce an isotropic
stress field in the matrix. Laminate analysis methods, derived mainly for mechanical
loads, can be applied to thermomechanical loading problems by simply modifying the
loading path.

The effect of a temperature change on yielding of a fibrous composite laminate was
evaluated with the help of the uniform fields. This thermal effect was found to be a uni-
versal rigid body translation applied to the yield surface in the overall stress space. The
magnitude and direction of hardening depend on thermoelastic properties and volume
fractions of the phases, and the laminate layup. When both the fiber and matrix phase
are isotropic, the translation is independent of the fiber volume fraction. The transla-
tion vector is applied to all yield branches associated with the individual plies regard-
less of the fiber orientation. Consequently, the configuration of the initial cluster of the
yield surfaces of the laminae that defines the overall yield surface is unaffected by tem-
perature variations. The projection of the yield surface on the plane stress subspace,
however, will be very different from the initial configuration, since the lamina yield sur-
faces are oriented differently in the overall stress space. In addition, isotropic harden-
ing may be present if the matrix yield stress is a function of temperature.

Examples of thermal hardening caused by cool-down of .ntermetaflic matrix compos-
ites showed significant changes in the geometry of the yield surface and the deforma-
tion modes available in the plane stress space.
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APPENDIX

Here we derive expressions for the overall compliance A. the stress vector &, and the
mechanical stress concentration factors ,#, .1j, e4 of the phases which appeared in
section I11, and the distribution factors W, of the plies which appeared in section IV.
Considering the in-plane stresses do' and the out-of-plane normal stress do3. the stress-
strain relations of lamina i, i = 1. n, can be written in the laminate xs coordinates as

de! = eA,dei; + M, do&, (A-I)

de; = £Z de, + I1 dd;, (A-2)

where A, and 2, are overall instantaneous compliance and stiffness matrices for in-
plane mechanical loading, mt, is the in-plane strain caused by unit out-of-plane normal
stress, and L, is the lamina in-plane stress caused by unit out-of-plane normal stress
when the lamina in-plane strains vanish. From (A-i) and (A-2), we find

A= -- 07', k = - ,mi. (A-3)

The lamina stress and strain vectors transform to the 2, axes (BrAJm-EL.-D [(1990])

dl; = dq1 , a -= do;, (A-4)

di, = Q, do,, di4 = des, (A-S)



where

cos 'p, sin' 1, sin 2o,

6k,= sin' , cos. p, -sin2,, Q = 7'. (A-6)

-!sin 2o, sin 2p, cos 2o,

This suggests the following transformations for the lamina properties:

,M, = 6rTAGI,, m,6=TOn, (A-7)

C, = QTrZQ, L, = QTI, (A.8)

where A, ,, ei., and I are lamina properties referred to the local coordinates f.r Since
the plies are identical, the lamina properties in the .fj coordinates are also identical
among all plies.

The overall properties of a lamina in the -, coordinate system can be found from a
material model which specifies phase stresses in terms of the overall stresses in the form

du =,(i) A()dr, + ,,(1) d?4, (A-9)

dao"(1) = cT(i) di; + 17,(1) dat, (A-10)

where G,8, CT , and i1 are phase stress concentration factors. The stress concentration
factors, or their averages, can be evaluated using available micromechanical material
models such as the Periodic Hexagonal Array model (Dvo.,x a TEPLY [1985]; TEPLY

& DvoRAK [19881), the self-consistent model (hu.z [19651), and the Mori-Tanaka model
(Moat a TANAJA 11973]). Following the derivation given by HmL. [1963] which approx-
imates the local fields by certain phase uniform fields, the overall compliance A and
ik of a lamina are found in the notation used here as

M = A, + C,, [(Ga. - A )(B. + (@a. -_9j)CT], (A- 11)

at = Ms + cm [(AM., - lA)|,,, + (m,, - e".) 17,,,. (A-12)

where A.,, ot,, r = f, m, are phase in-plane compliance associated with loading in the
.i, .q-plane, and with the out-of-plane normal stress, respectively.

The in-plane lamina stresses are related to the overall stresses applied to the laminate
by

do; = 3C do' +Lgdo,, dol = d43 , (A-13)

where X, and I, are stress distribution factors. Since the plies deform together in the
x, x2-plane, then

de' = di4. (A-14)

In analogy with (A-I) and (A-2), the laminate stress-strain relations can be written as

de' = A do' + m d 3 , (A-15)

de' = 2 do' + I de3, (A-16)
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where the overall compliance A, at and stiffness ,C. are yet to be determined. From
(A-I) and (A-13)-(A-I5), we obtain

3C, = ,, a , = ,(M - M,). (A-17)

From force equilibrium in the x1 x2-plane, the distribution factors must satisfy

C,3C, = I, c", , = 0, (A-I)

where I is a (3 x 3) identity matrix and 0 is a (3 x 1) null vector. The overall compli-
ance and stiffness matrices can now be found by substituting (A-17) into (A-18):

01 n
z = ECC,, E=Z CAL,, (A-19)

J=AR -, .=-AA. (A-20)

From (A-4), (A-9), (A-10), and (A-13), the phase stresses can be expressed in terms
of the laminate applied stresses as

dui(i) = (;'(t) do' + #'(I) doi, (A-21)

do'(t) =j' (t) du' + e',(t) do3, (A-22)

91(t)= Q9,(t)(,3C,, g4(i) = e,(11),0011 + S,(I), (A-23)

,() = 4r(i)(,3,. e•(i) - 't(i)dt + ',(*). (A-24)

Finally, if e,. denote matrix stress, i' and a' denote lamina stresses in 2, and xj co-
ordinate systems, respectively, and , denote laminate overall stress, such that each vec-
tor is (4 x 1) listing the in-plane stresses a,, o o6, followed by the out-of-plane stress
o3, then we can write

w, = R,',r. iý = -- lr', r' = HMo. (A-25)

a,', = Gie, u' = W1., (A-26)

G, = B.R,H. W, - RiH,, (A-27)

where

[-- ,5,1 F [-i a1 @
B,, -= cr .~ 1 = or , R I= or J. (A-28)

As discussed above, the stress concentration factors &M., 8, C.. and q,. are evaluated
using appropriate micromechanical models. The transformation factors d,, and the
stress distribution factors 3M, and &, are given by eqas (A-6) and (A-17), respectively.
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Abstract

The present paper is concerned with composites in
which the constituent interfaces are weak in shear and
therefore exhibit shear deformation associated with sliding.
Thermomechanical loadings of such systems are considered
which consist of homogeneous traction or displacement
boundary conditions and a uniform temperature change on the
outside surface of the composite. For binary systems with
isotropic constituents, it is shown that the actual fields in the
purely thermal problem can be uniquely determined from the
solution of the purely mechanical problem. This
correspondence relation is used to determine the effective
thermal strain and stress tensors on the basis of the effective
mechanical properties. For multi-phan systems with
anisotropic constituents undergoing interface slip and
separation, the theorem of virtual work is used to establish a
similar relation between the effective thermal tensors and the
uc~nazcal concentration factors and constituent properties of
the composite.
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Introduction

Thermal problems in heterogeneous media have drawn
much interest in the last years due to the increasing
importance of high temperature composites. Severe
fundamental aspects in the micromechanics of composites in
the context of thermomechanical problems have recently been
investigated by the authors, Dvorak (1986), Dvorak and Chen
(1989), Benvemiste and Dvorak (1989) where the reader can

nd a list of references in the field.
Most of the work dealing with composites assumes

perfect bonding between the constituents. However, due to
poor bonding between the phases, a jump in the displacement
field may occur at internal bound6.ies, and it is of interest to
study thermomechanical problems in composites under such
circumstances. Determination of the effective properties
requires special attention in the presence of imperfect bonding,
and a proper framework for the investigation of such problems
has been laid down by Benveniste (1985-. Interfaces which are
weak in shear may be modeled by demanding that the normal
displacements are continuous, but the tangential displacements
exhibit a jump which is proportional to the shear tractions.
For limiting values of the constant of proportionality, the
special cases of perfect bonding and lubricated qontact are
obtained. Such models of a flexible interface whic~h may also
include imperfect bonding in the normal direction have been
previously used in the literature, see for ectmple Lend and
Leguillon (1982), Benveniste and Aboudi (1984), Aboudi
(1987), Benveniste and Miloh (1986), Jasiuk and Tong (1989),
Achenbach and Zhu (1989), and Hashin (1990). The reader is
referred to these works for a further list of references on
imperfect interfaces. Recently, several problems of inclusions
which undergo pure slip at interfaces have been considered by
Mura et al. (1985), Tsuchida et al. (1986), and Jasiuk et al.(1988). The present paper is concerned with binary systems
with flexible interfaces in shear, and isotropic constituents. It
starts by establishing a correspondence relation between local
fields induced in such two-phase composites by purely
mechanical and purely thermal problems. These relations are
obtained by using a decomposition scheme originally proposed
by Dvorak (1983, 1986), and further employed by Benveuiste
and Dvorak (1989) in binary composites with anisotropic
constituents, arbitrary phase geometry, but perfect bonding



between the phases. Recently, Dvorak (1990) has thoroughly
explored the implications of this concept in regard to the
existence of uniform fields in heterogeneous media. We show
here that this decomposition scheme can be generalized to the
case of two-phase media undergoing slip at interphase
boundaries, but with isotropic constituents. The
implementation of the scheme shows that local fields in such
comrpsites which are induced by a uniform temperature
change at external boundaries can be uniquely determined from
the solution of the same system subjected to uniform overall
mechanical loading. In the second part of the first section of
the paper, the established correspondence principle is used to
derive the effective thermal strain and stress tensors on the
basis of the effective mechanical properties of the composite.
The second section of the paper is concerned with multiphase
composites with anisotropic constituents undergoing slip of the
above described nature at interphase boundaries. Only
effective properties are considered in this section, and a
generalization of Levin's (1967) and Rosen and Hashin's (1970)
result is derived using the theorem of virtual work. The
obtained results reduce correctly to those obtained in the
previous section for the case of binary composites with
isotropic constituents.

1. Correspondence Between Purely Mechanical and Purely
Thermal Problems in Binary Composites with Interfaces
Weak in Shear

la. General Theory

Consider a two-phase composite with isotropic
constituents, but arbitrary phase geometry. Let the
thermoelastic constitutive relations of the homogeneous phases
r = 1,2 be given by:

o , L!, + t,9 , r = 1, 2
(1)

fr =Mr Fr + -tro

where Fr, Er and 0 denote respectively the stress, strain tensors
and temperature field, Lr and Mr = Lr are the phase stiffness

and compliance tensors, mr is the thermal strain tensor (of
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expansion coefficients), and 14 is the thermal stress tensor such

that 4r = -Lr mr. In this paper we will denote the matrix

phase by the index r = 1 and the inclusion phase by index
r=2.

The two-phase composite is assumed to have
constituents interfaces which are weak in shear and are
modeled by a jump in the tangential displacement which is
prescribed as proportional to the shear traction there. Perfect
bonding in the normal direction is assumed in this part of the
work; however, in the second part open cracks at interfaces are
allowed. Let p denote the unit normal vector at S,2 pointing

from phase r = 2 to phase r = 1, and let u and t denote
respectively the displacement and traction vectors. The
interface conditions at S,2 may be expressed in the following

manner. Let (p, q, s) be an orthogonal set of unit vectors at

St2 where p denotes the unit normal vector. The components

of the traction and displacements vectors in this coordinate
system are respectively expressed as t = tp + tq + t,, U= u

+ Uq + u.. The interface is then modeled by the following set

of equations:

[MI = 0 [t]sl =0o
SUý 12  S12

[.UqJS =R tq [U!S12 = tQ (2)

where R and Q are constants of proportionality for the
interface which is flexible in shear and a square bracket [ ] on
a quantity 0 denotes the jump in that quantity across S12, that

is

_0(2) (3)

It is noted that for R-, 0, Q-. 0, perfect bonding in shear is
obtained, and that R -. oo, Q--# co yield the case of
lubricated contact. The analysis which follows in this section



is also valid if at part of the interfaces there exists imperfect
bonding (R 00, Q 0), and at other parts perfect bonding
prevails (R =0, Q - 0); in fact different values of R and Q
may exist at different points in the interface.

Consider now purely mechanical problems in which the
outside surface of the composite is subjected to homogeneous
displacement or traction boundary conditions described by:

Y (s) = .e , O(S) = 0
(4)

t (S)- n = K0 S)-=0 (4

where u (S) and t(S) denote the displacement and traction

vector at S, n is the outside normal to S, to and ao are

constant strain and stress tensors, and finally x denotes the
components of a Cartesian system.

Let the local strain and stress fields induced in the
phases by these boundary conditions be denoted by

. .) = .A,(.)!• . ,(.) = Lr .r(.).o (5)

.,(.) = .r(.•).o0 .r(.) = M .r(.).0, (6)

with (5) and (6) corresponding to (4), and (4)2 respectively.

Furthermore, let us denote the jump in the displacement
vector at S 12 by

[u (1)] S L = .D (x) tCo

[y()]S 12 =F()T 
7

again, under (4), and (4)2 respectively. Of course, the fields

5), i6), and (7) satisfy the interface conditions in (2). Local
elds are denoted in this paper by the argument (x), whereas

expressions without such an argument will refer to average
quantities.



Next, consider thermal loading problems in which the
surface of the composite is subjected to a uniform temperature
rise and to zero displacement or traction boundary conditions.

e(S) = 8o u(S) = 0 (8)

O(S) = 0o t.(S) = 0 (9)

The local fields under (8) and (9) will respectively be denoted
by:

(= (Cr(ý) , (10)

[.u (x)] = d (x)eo

gr (x) = br (x•) 0 ,

!r (x) = (MAr b (x) + mr)o 8(11)

[u(x)] = f(ý)Po

where the vectors d(x) and f(x) satisfy the interface conditions

in (2). We also note that a uniform temperature field will
prevail in the composite under (8) and (9).

It will be shown now that in the two-phase composite
with isotro pic constituents characterized by the constitutive
relations (1) and the interface conditions (2), knowledge of the
tensors r(-), D(x) uniquely determines at(x), d(X), and

Br(x), F(x) determine br(!), f(!).
Let us first establish the correspondence between the

fields induced by (4), and (8). This is achieved by using the
decomposition scheme described by Dvorak (1986), and
Benveniste and Dvorak (1989) for the case of perfectly bonded
composites. We will see here that this procedure can be used
to establish the desired correspondence relations in the case of
interface conditions (2) for two-phase composites with
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isQoro ic phases. In the first stage of this decomposition

scheme we seek a strain field e which is uniform in V under a

uniform temperature change g0 . This can be achieved by

demanding that e and 0o result in a uniform stress field:

.L + 11 00 = L2 . +e.0  , (12)

so that the tractions at $12 are continuous. Equation (12)

yields for C:

% -L- L2)" (!2 - !)8o (13)

At this stage of the procedure, uniform strain and stress fields
prevail in the composite, and both the displacements and
tractions are continuous at SW2. Also, it turns out that for the

isotropic constituents, the created uniform stresses are
hydrostatic, and shear tractions at S,2 vanish. Therefore, the

interface conditions at S2 described in (2) are automatically

satisfied. At the outside boundary S, displacements arising
from (13) have been now induced and, as demanded by (8)
they need to be reduced to zero. To accomplish this, we apply
the following displacements on S:

u(S)=-Ex , (14)

and obtain

•r (f) = -Ar(.),

[Y (!)] = -D(x)E . (15)

By superposition with the uniform fields, the resulting
fields at the end of the decomposition scheme are therefore:
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.•,..•)= ( -, (•))L,.-L,) (t - .,.)o ,(16)

12= -D(x)(L,- L 2) - !,) 00 (17)

with I being the fourth order identity tensor. The
concentration factors ar(x) and d(x) can be therefore read out

as:

arX -(I -- Ar,(I)) (L I- L 2)"t (2 - !1t) ,(18)

d(• -D(.•) %LI- L,)"- (!2- .!,) (19)

The difficulty of extending the above procedure to
anisotropic constituents becomes now apparent. For such
constituents, shear tractions at S,2 would exist after the

reassembly of the aggregate. To remove these shear tractions,
one would have to solve a boundary value problem in which
the S,2 interfaces are loaded by the negative of the shear

tractions induced therein. Even though the solution of such a
boundary value problem can be formulated in principle, it is
not clear at this time that such a solution can be related to a
purely mechanical problem with prescribed overall strain.

The correspondence between the fields resulting from
(4)2 and (9) can be similarly established. In the first step, a

uniform stress field a is sought which together with a
temperature change 00 causes a in uniform strain field, and

therefore continuous displacements throughout. The condition
is

M,0+Mr+ mOM 20=+M, 2+ 0 . (20)

it yields

--(M-M*2)'" (T2 - T 0O (21)
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Since some the constituents are isotropic, these stresses do not
result in shear tractions or displacement jumps at S12. To

comply with (9), we now remove the tractions induced on the
outside surface by (21), by application of:

t (S)=-a'n , (22)

which by themselves cause the local effects

.Fr(.) = -.B(.)•

= .... 1 2 = 
( 2 3 )

This is superimposed with the uniform field o to yield:

= (I - Br(x)) (M - M1t2)(m - mi) e0 , (24)

12x) = -F-(X) (~! M-1 *2)"( M2 - r)e 00, (25)
s12

The concentration factors thus are

Q= ( - Sr(2)) (¥- ¥2)(m2- Tm1) (26)

.f _ F(!) (M OA- ¥ "m- To. (27)

We have therefore established the desired
correspondence relations. It is of interest to note here that the
structure of (18) and (26) is similar to that given in
Benveniste and Dvorak (1989) for perfect bonding between the
constituents.
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lb. Application: Effective Thermal Stress and Strain
Tensors

One of the applications of the correspondence principle
described in the previous section is the determination of the
effective thermal tensors of the composite based solely on the
information obtained from the mechanical problem. Suppose
therefore that the effective constitutive law of the composite is
described by

o=Lc+eG

E=Mu+m9 , (28)

where L and M with M - L" denote respectively the effective

stiffness and compliance tensors, I and m with I = -L m are
the effective thermal strain and stress tensors. The tensors a

and e, and the temperature e refer to average quantities.

The tensors I and m are determined in principle by

subjecting the composite to boundary conditions (8) and (9)
respectively. Let us first consider the determination of 1. It is

important to note here that since displacement jumps occur at
constituent interfaces, special care should be taken in defining
average quantities in the composite, and the reader is referred
to Benveniste (1985) for a proper framework fcr the
computation of effective properties in these situations. Under
(8), the average strain in the composite vanishes, therefore in
accordance with the quoted paper

f = Cl + c 2 . 2 -c 2 -= , (29)

where J is a second order tensor representing the deformation

at internal boundaries, and is given by:

Sf ([uj pj + [u,] Pi) dS,, (30)
S12
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where pj was defined in (2); cr and er with r = 1, 2 denote the

phase volume fractions and phase strain averages respectively,
and V is the volume of the composite. The average stress in
the composite, in view of (1),, (28),, and (29) is given by

' = Cl0 + C 2_ =

= cI(Lle 1+11•0) + C2(L2! 2+1e0o) = 1 e0  , (31)

where we have used the fact that a uniform temperature

prevails throughout. Elimination of b2 from (29) and

substitution into (31) provides:

t = c 1!+ c2!2+ c(L2 -L1 ) !2c+ C2 a , (32)

where the concentration factors are defined as in (10):

f 2 =a!2 0 , J-= (33)

The tensor a, is simply the average of a2(x) in (18), and is

given by

! 2 = (I - A2)(L- - L,)1 (! , (34)

where A2 is again the phase volume average of A2 (x). The

tensor a is obtained by substituting (10)3 and (19) into (30):

! = -A- (. - L)"I (!2 - .! , (35)

with the concentration factor J = A eo defined as:

Al kl f (DikI (!) pj + Dj(l ( 1) Pij dS,2 (36)
2V1
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Substitution of (34) and (35) into (32) provides

S= c1., + c2t2 +

+ C2(L 2  L - A2)(L, - L2)"(12- !)-

- cL2 A (L- L2) (12 -!), (37)

hence I has been determined in terms of the constituent phase

properties and the mechanical concentration factors A2 and A.
Equation (37) can be further simplified. To this end,

recall that the effective stiffness L of the composite is obtained
by subjecting the external surface S to (4), and using the fact

that

E = C1! 1 + C2!2- c2. = Co (38)

After some manipulations this leads to (Benveniste (1985)):

L, + c2 (Lý2 - A2 + c• 1  . (39)

Solving for A2 in (39), and substituting into (37), we-obtain:

! = 4, + (L - .L,)(2 - .L,)"t(! - !) (40)

Equation (40), interestingly enough, is the same as equation
(3.11) in Benveniste and Dvorak (1989). Note however that
imperfect bonding at S,2 as described in equation (2) still

affects the effective thermal tensor ., since L itself is affected,

as in (39).
The determination of m follows similar steps, this time

under the stress boundary conditions (9). It leads to a set of
equations which are counterparts to (29), (31) and (32):

0=ct 1 1 +c 2 T2 =0 , (41)
=c 1!1 + c2! --CJ = c1(*t=o + M 100) +

+ c2(M2T2 + M"20o) = m-o , (42)
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a=cII + C2M2 + c2(.M2 -ý 1 )b2-c ,2 (43)

where we have defined the concentration factors b2 and b as

follows:

o' = b20J= bOo (44)

In analogy to (34) and (35), these tensors can be written in the
form:

Q•=C - ý2) (M- - ¥•)' (T, -.m, (45)

b=- B (, 1 - *2)" (M2,-.i) , (46)

with

Bijkl = f (Fikl(x)pj + Fjki(x)pi) dS12  (47)
2V

The equation for m, finally becomes:

m = cImI + C2r . +

+ c 2(- 2 - - .2)(Ml - [2)'(m2 - rn)

+ c2B(M- M 2)'(.2a- .T)- (48)

The expression for the effective compliance tensor (Benveniste
(1985))', = M1 + C2 (M2 - ML)B - B , (49)

helps to reduce equation (48) to the form

h = ., + (t -c t t (40)- Using (m, - . an (5t)

which is the counterpart of (40). Using .l -Lr Tr and the
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fact that L = M , one can verify that I and m as given by (40)

and (50) fulfill the relation I = -Lm.

We have utilized here the correspondence relations
established in the previous section to derive expressions for the
effective thermal tensors I and m in terms of effective

mechanical properties of the composite. The correspondence
relations are limited to isotropic constituents, and therefore,
the derived equations (40) and (50) apply also to such systems
only.

Expressions for the effective thermal tensors in terms of
effective mechanical properties have been given before in the
literature for the case of composites with perfectly bonded
anisotropic phases. The basic idea was due to Levin (1967)
which used the principle of virtual work to this end. Levin's
paper was extended to anisotropic constituents by Rosen and
Hashin (1970), see also Laws (1973) and Schulgasser (1989) for
an alternative derivation of these rel.:. tons. We will show in
the next section that the virtual work theorem can again lead
to equations similar to (40) and (50) for the case of multiphase
materials with anisotropic phases and imperfect interfaces of
the type described in (2). It should be of course made clear
that in spite of its limitation to isotropic constituents in the
present case, the decomposition scheme is in a sense more
general than the results provided by the virtual work theorem
since it provides results on fiel•s and not only on average
properties.

2. Effective Thermal and Strom Tensos in Multiphase
Composites with Anisotropic Constituents and Interfaces
Weak In Shear

We consider now multiphase composites described by
(1) and (2), but allow this time for general anisotropic
behavior in for the phases. As in Section i, different parts of
the interfaces may possess different values of 0 _ R - co and 0
• Q • co. An expression for the effective thermal stress
tensor I in terms of purely mechanical properties will be first

derived by considering the boundary conditions (4), and (8).

For convenience, we let the fields induced by (4), be denoted

by primed quantities and those resulting from (8) by unprimed



quantities. The principle of virtual work for composites with
ijiperfect interfaces can be found in Benveniste (1985). When
applied to the boundary value problems (4), and (8), it can

be written as:

f ij(.x)fij(xjdV
V

= Jti(x)ui(x)dS + Jt i[u(x)]dSr , (51)

S r -2S ir

where ti and ui denote the traction and displacement vector,

r = 1 stands for the matrix, and S1 r denotes the boundaries of
the inclusion phases with the matrix.

Substitution of Oij from (1) into (51) yields:

f ijkl ek1(X) eij(x) dV + f £ j(x) o
V V

-f ti(x)ui(x)dS + t1(x)[u 1(x)]dS,, (52)

S r 2S Ir

with the material properties assuming the index r = 1, 2, ... N
depending on the position of the point x in the composite. For

the boundary condition (4),, the first integral on the right

hand side of (52) can be simplified as:

f ti(x)ui(x)dS =f ti(x)eijxjdS

S S

= eijf ai (x)nkxjdS
S



0 0
fij Oeij V= Eij ij 009 V (53)

where, oij denotes the overall average stress, and the fact that
the average strain vanishes under (8) has been used.
Substitution of (53) into (52) gives:

fLjk 1 kI (x)e`j (x)dV + f 4j 00(x) aV
V V

f ti(.x)[u i(x)] dSj. + Eij 4ij 0 V . (54)

ra2 Str

The virtual work theorem is now applied to the

boundary value problems (4), and (8) with the alternative

choice of admissible displacement and stress fields; the fields in
(4), are denoted by primed quantities and those in (8) by

unprimed ones. The result is:f,/
f ij (!) tij(x)dV

V

f- t (.x)ui(x)dS + ft (.x)[u1 (x)]dS,1 , (55)
S r 2S ir

f ,~k()E
Lqkl C'k,(!) eij (x)dV

V

f ti (x)[ut(x)]dSlr (56)

r,2S ir

where we used the condition us(S) 0 0. Subtraction of (56)

from (54) yields
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Sti(x)[u (x)] -ti (x)ui(x)1 dSr

V f " r

r 2 Sir

+ l ,j Bi (57)

The integral on the right hand side involves the scalar product
between the traction vector in one loading system and the
displacement jump vector in the second system. The interface
conditions described in (2) make this term vanish. Equation
(57) therefore yields:

N
1= E c A t (58)
" r=1 rr

where we have invoked the definition of the concentration
factors Ar and reverted again to the bold face tensorial
notatiou. The transpose sign in (58) denotes:

(AT) qk = (A)klij (59)

It is somewhat surprising to see that equation (58) is
the same as Rosen and Hashin's (1970) result for perfect
bonding between the phases. Note however that due to

interface slip, the tensors AT are not equal to those which
would be obtained under perfect bonding conditions. We
finally mention that if part of the interfaces at S12 contain open

cracks,(58) remains valid since the tractions at these
boundaries vanish identically if all crack closure effects are
neglected.

For the case of binary composites equation (58) can also
be written in other equivalent forms with one among them
making contact wi'h the results obtained in the previous
section. Under (4) note that
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cA,+cA 2-c 2A=I , (60)

where A was defined in (36). Solving for c AT in (60) and

substituting in (58) provides:

1 = e+ c 2 A 2(.- 1)+ cAt, (61)

Another form can be obtained by writing first (39) as:

L, + c2A.(L2 - L1) + C2 .A .L , (62)

where the diagonal symmetry of the stiffness tensors has been

invoked. Solving for AT in (62) and substituting into (61)

provides:

.= .1 + (L-L)(L, I) .•,-.) +
+ A T  , -L (! (63)

Equation (63) is the counterpart of (40) of the previous section
for the case of amisotropic constituents. Let us next prove that
in the special of isotropic phases the last term in (63) vanishes.

For isotropic phases let,

(.)ij = a 61j

()i)rs 0 6ij 6 rs+ '( 6 . 1. + i 6. 6 2r -I6 .
2

( itsI= C• 6= + ((66.j + 6•ui --; S6ij 6i)

(.2-I. =A6,= , (64)

where ac, f, %, f, A are constants. Writing AT in indicial

notation and carrying out the summation in (63) according to



(64) shows that the tensor AT enters only as (AT)pqii•

However, since according to the interface conditions (2) the
normal displacements are continuous at S12 it follows from (36)

that Aiikl - 0 or, in fact, (AT)pqii 0. We have therefore

shown that for the case of isotropic constituents (63) reduce to
(40). A similar implementation of the virtual work theorem
(51) to the boundary value problems (4)2 and (9) yields
equations for the thermal strain tensor m. For the sake of
brevity we will give only the final results, counterparts to
equations (58), (61) and (63). These are:

N T
E cr Brmr (65)"- r•---

rn=M I + c2 B(m2- r,) (66)

S=nMI + (M - X1)f 2 - M -"(T - m) +

+ c2 BT( .M2 -ý 1)"C 2- T ) (67)

where the last two equations refer to binary systems only. It is
noted that the structure of (66) and (67) are not exactly
similar to (61) and (63) respectively. This is due to the fact
that e and a in (29) and (31) and also (39) and (49) have a
different structure. For the same reasons mentioned above
equation (67) reduces to (50) for the case of isotropic
constituents.

Finally, it is easy to show that I and m, as given by
(58) and (65) for example, satisfy I = -Lm. From the

definitions of the Ar and Br tensors and also due to L = M I it
results that

Br =LrALL r=1,... N (68)
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which provides

L TBrA Lr r== 1,. N (69)

Multiplying (65) by (-L) from the left, using (69) and , =

-Lrm-r shows readily that (58) is in fact recovered.
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Aliruct--General connections are established between the mechanical and thermal responses of
composite materials with debonded or imperfectly bonded interfaces, and with internal cracks or
cavities. In particular, such results are found for multiphase composites or polycrystals in which
normal and/or shear displacement jumps may exist at interfaces or cracks, consistent with complete
debonding or with the presence of a nonlinearly elastic interphnse layer. In two-phase systems with
isotropic phases and sliding interfaces, we also recover exact connections between the mechanical
and thermal stress or strain fields in the phases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Evaluation of thermoelastic properties of composite materials is of considerable interest,
particularly in high-temperature ceramic systems. Although perfect bonding between the
phases may be desirable, various types of imperfect bonding at interfaces, as well as internal
cracking may exist in actual systems. Any such damage mode will cause a change in overall
stiffness, in local mechanical fields, and also in the overall thermal expansion coefficients
and in the thermal stress and strain fields. It is well known that in perfectly bonded systems,
the overall thermal properties can be evaluated in terms of phase properties and mechanical
concentration factors (Levin, 1967). More general relations involving local fields also exist
for certain perfectly bonded two-phase systems (Dvorak, 1983, 1986, 1990; Dvorak and
Chen, 1989; Benveniste and Dvorak, 1990a), and also for two-phase composites with
isotropic constituents and slipping interfaces (Benvenistc. and Dvorak, 1990b).

The present paper extends this line of inquiry, and establishes such connections for
many other damaged composite materials. In particular, we show in the first part of the
paper that the Levin-type connections are recovered in multiphase composite systems of
arbitrary phase geometry and material symmetry, even if the interfaces, or their parts,
undergo debonding which is either complete, or consistent with the presence of a very thin
nonlinearly elastic interphase layer which permits both normal and shear displacement
jumps at interfaces. In the second part, special forms of these results are found for two-
phase composites. Moreover, in two-phase systems with isotropic constituents and slipping
interfaces, exact relationships are found between mechanical and thermal stress or strain
fields in the phases. This is accomplished with the help of uniform strain and stress fields
in heterogeneous media (Dvorak, 1990;'Benveniste and Dvorak, 1990a).

The emphasis is on evaluation of general thermomechanical connections rather than
the formulation of micromechanical models. Examples of the latter may be found in other
recent references. e.g. Chen and Argon (1979a, b); Len6 and Leguillon (1982); Benveniste
and Aboudi (1984); Mura et al. (1985); Benveniste and Miloh (1986); Tsuchida et al.
(1986); Jasiuk et al. (1988); Achenbach and Zhu (1989); Jasiuk and Tong (1989);
Hashin (1990). Therefore, throughout the paper we assume that the local fields caused by

t Also Visiting Professor at RPI.
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mechanical loads can be evaluated by an independent analysis. Our purpose is to provide
a general methodology for evaluation of the thermal response of damaged composites from
the various solutions of mechanical loading problems.

2. MULTIPHASE COMPOSITES

2.1. Phase and interface properties
We first consider multiphase media with N constituent phases, which may represent

such actual systems as matrix-based composites or polycrystals, and focus our attention at
a sufficiently large representative volume which has the same effective properties as any
other volume of such or larger size. If a matrix is present, then it will be denoted by r = I.
and r = 2, 3,..., N will represent the reinforcing phases. All phases are linear thermoelastic
solids, their constitutive relations are

,= L,s,+l,0 0, 8, = M,v,+m,0 o, r = 1,2.... N,(I)

where a,_ a,, L,. I,, 00 denote, respectively, the stress, strain, stiffness, thermal stress tensors
and a uniform temperature change. M, = L,-' and m, = -MX, are the compliance and
thermal strain tensors.

Damage in composites may be due to internal cavities or cracks, and imperfect bonding
between the phases. Imperfect bonding may be regarded in terms of a thin interphase region
of certain stiffness, or as interface cracks and cavities. The interface between phases r and
s will be represented in this paper by an idealized geometrical surface of zero thickness.
Nevertheless, it will be convenient to think of these interfaces as two-sided surfaces S,, and
S,, adjacent to phases r and s respectively; such a notation will also help symmetrize many
expressions in the paper. The displacement field may or may not be discontinuous across
such interfaces. Should a cavity or a crack develop between the phases r and s, the surface
of that vacuous zone will be denoted by S,, and S,. The surface S, will be that in contact
with phase r, and S, that in contact with phase s. (see Fig. Ia). The phases may also contain
internal cracks or cavities. The surface of such a defect which is internal to phase r will be

interfaces

S.

(b)
rill. 1. (a) Interface between two phases rand s. (b) Possible choice of coordinate systems at

interfaces.
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denoted by S,. In the case of a thin crack in phase r, it may be convenient, though not
necessary, to consider the decomposition S- = S,- Z S,-; where S,- and S;- denote the upper
and lower surfaces of the crack.

At any point on the interfacial surface between phase r and phase s, it will be convenient
to define the unit normals n.." = -n"' from phase s to phase r. At the surface of a cavity
or crack which is in contact with phase r we will define the normal nt" from phase r into
the vacuous zone.

The displacements and tractions. together with the unit normals described above at
any point x of the interfacial surface, will be described in a single Cartesian coordinate
system. This Cartesian system can in principle be fixed in space, but can also be conveniently
chosen at the generic point x on the interface. In the latter alternative, we may choose either
(n"'. p, q) or (nf'", p, q) where p and q describe the tangential unit vectors at the interface
(see Fig. I b). For a cavity or a crack, we will choose (nl"', p, q). With no loss of generality,
we thus adopt the coordinate system (ni'. p, q), where in the case of a pore or a crack there
is r = s.

At any generic point x of the interface, let us define the traction vector exerted from
phase r to phase s as t",). and from s to r as t"':

t•t= ( 15)•")'' , • ' = (t(St) 01()t)1T (2)

We note that both are expressed in the cot 'ate system (a'"', p, q). Regardless of the
nature of the bond. t"' must be in equilibriu. ith t"', thus

t(') + t() = 0. (3)

For a generic point x. at a surface S,, of a cavity or crack adjacent to phase r, it follows
that

til..) = -t ("1. ",' ) tq )T =O (4)

where the quantities are described in the coordinate system (n("), p, q) defined above.
Displacement vectors at any point x of the interface are defined at each side and

expressed in the coordinate system (n". p, q) as:

U,, (U(.,U ) ,, W)T, u;) u(J) M -•" , -,.,(A)•T,, S

the difference or jump in those displacements across the interface will be denoted by

[u] = uV') - U(S). (6)

These conventions permit us to define the following types of interface bonding that
will be of interest in the sequel. A perfectl'Y bonded interface which does not contain any
interphase layer is characterized by the relations

t(')= - es) " 0O, [u] = 0. (7)

At a debonded interface which is actually considered a cavity or a crack,

t1') = 0. (8)

Our interest will frequently focus on imperfectly bonded interfaces, which allow non-
vanishing relative displacements to exist together with nonzero tractions. The implication
is that the displacements and tractions are related in a certain way at each instant of loading,
as if the interfaces were connected by a very thin layer of interphase material. We limit our

S 29'23-4
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attention to systems where such relationships, or the properties of the interphase. are
described by the incremental form

d[u.] = M,.(t°)dt.,

d[u,] = M,,(t°)dt,+Mf,(t°)dt:,

d[uq] = Mqp(t°)dtp + Mq,(t°)dt,, (9)

at each current magnitude te") = - t(') - to of the interface traction; for simplicity we have
denoted (dWt, di,, dtq) = (dt),v)dto•, dt( " ). The Mp2 , with z, = n, p, q, are the instan-
taneous "compliances" of the interface, or interphase layer, and are assumed to be rep-
resented by smooth, continuous functions, that satisfy the symmetry condition MOA =-- MA,.
Since the interphase is assumed to be very thin, the contributions of the terms M.,dt,
Mlqdtq, etc., to d[u] are considered to be insignificant and are neglected.

The imperfectly bonded interface that can be represented by (9) includes nonlinearly
elastic coatings, and also interfaces which are weak in shear but perfectly bonded in the
normal direction, in which case M,(to) =- 0, and [u,] - 0. The representation (9) may imply
an interpenetration in the normal displacement components u. across the idealized interface
in the case of a normal compressive traction. However, since we limit ourselves to small
strains, and since these interfaces do in fact represent interphase regions with a certain
thickness, such interpenetration can be accommodated by compression of the interphase.
Interfaces that exhibit frictional contact, perfect bonding, or complete debonding are not
represented by (9). Indeed, interface friction would relate the tangential components of the
traction to the compressive normal component when [u.] - 0, but without reference to the
magnitude of [u], although the ratio of t("' to ,("1 may determine the direction of [u].

2.2. Localfields
Let a representative volume of a composite material be subjected to an overall uniform

stress i, or strain i, and to a uniform temperature change 00. In particular, we select the
overall thermomechanical loading on external surface S as

U(S) = S0x, O(S) M 0o, (10)

so that i = so, and examine its effect on local strain and displacement fields in the phase.
We assume that the local fields can be evaluated by an independent analysis of each

specific system. Examples can be found in the references listed in the Introduction. In
systems which undergo progressive debonding, i.e. involving changes in the size or location
of the interfaces (8), and progressive deformation induced at the imperfectly bonded
interfaces (9), such analysis may need to be performed at many different points of the
prescribed loading path leading to the current state (10). In any event, the current local
strain and displacement fields can be denoted by

8,(x) - ?(x;ao,GOo), Us,(x) = u-(X;o 0,9), O(x) -
0o. (ll)

The displacement and temperature increments on the outer surface S of the representative
volume are incrementally specified for a change in the temperature or strain, as

u(S) = sox. O(S) - 0o+dOo (12)

or

u(S) = (so+dso)x, O(S) - 0o. (13)

The resulting incremental strain and displacement fields to be superimposed on (II) are:
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ds,(x) = a,(x;so,8o)d6o, du, = d,(z;so, Oo)dOo (14)

or

ds,(x) = A,(x;so,9o)dso, du, = D,(x;so,Oo)dso, (15)

where a,(x; so, 0 o), d,(x; so, 00) are certain thermal influence functions, and A,(x; Io, 0o),
D,(x; so, 00) are the mechanical influence functions. Their dependence on so and 9o is the
consequence of possible progressive debonding and/or nonlinear behavior of the interfaces.

2.3. Overall properties
The overall average strain in the presence of imperfect bonding is the sum of average

phase strains, and strains that may be contributed by the relative displacement at the
interfaces as well as by the presence of cavities and cracks. A derivation for two-phase,
matrix-based composites has been given by Benveniste (1985). Here we present a more
general result that applies to multiphase composites, not necessarily matrix-based, which
may contain cracks and cavities.

Using the notation introduced in Section 2.1, we show in Appendix A that the average
strain in such a composite is given by

N N N
S= E ~r,, E YJ,,,(16)

-I i- I

where c, denotes the volume fraction of phase r, N is the number of phases. it') is the
average strain within that phase, and the second order tensors J,. are given by:

l•'.~4 I )"u+(u)nn() S..

-PJ (uV) n,-) +u,', ", )dS, J,.7) -(u nd ,  (17)

It is noted here that thinking of the interface surface between the phases r and s as two-
sided surfaces S,, and S,. allows a symmetrical representation of eqns (17), and (17)6.

It is often convenient to introduce concentration factors that reflect the presence of
damage. In particular, under the load increments prescribed in (12) and (13), one finds
from (14), (15) and (17):

dJ. = F,,(so, 0o)dso + f,,(ao, 0o) dOo, r, s = 1,2 .... , N, (18)

where the concentration factor tensors F,. and f,., are related to the D. and d. influence
functions in (14)2 and (15)2 as:

F =1 f (Dý'J(x)n)"1 +D51(x)n,"`)dS,,

-" 2f (dW'(x)n") +d d(x)n,'3 )) dS. (19)

The concentration factors F, and f, related to dJ. are described simply by inter-
changing r and s in (18) and (19). Together with the related factors defined in (14) and
(i5). they facilitate the description of overall properties of the damaged composite materials.
We refer again to the representative volume of a composite material which is subjected to
overall uniform stress d, or strain I and to a uniform temperature change 8o. Since the
overall response is not necessarily linear, it is sought in the incremental form
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di = L(i. 8o)di + l(i, 00) d~o.

di = M(i. 6)di + m(i, 0) dMo. (20)

where L(I. 0o) and I (i. 60) are the instantaneous stiffness and thermal stress tensors which
depend on the current overall strain and temperature. The M(i. Oo) and m(i. O0) are the
corresponding compliance and thermal strain tensor•.

These effective properties can be determined once the concentration factors a,. A,. the
volume averages of the influence functions a,(x; ao, Oo). A,(x; so, 0o) introduced in (14)
and (15). and the tensors F,,, f,, defined in (19) are known. Equations (14)1, (15)1, (16),
(18) and (20): readily provide the following expressions for L and I:

V N

L(o, Oo) = L, + • c,(L,-Lj)A,(a0,Oo)+L 1 j Y F,,(#0,0 0)

l(Co,Oo) = ~c,l,+ • c,(L,-L 1 )a,(&.O0o)+L f,(8,80). (21)
,-I '-2 t l

Similar equations can be obtained for M and m.

2.4. Evaluation of I and m
In his (1967) paper. Levin found an expression which relates the thermal stress tensor

I to the mechanical concentration factors A, of the phases and to phase thermal vectors I,,
in an undamaged composite with perfectly bonded interfaces. An analogous relation exists
between the overall thermal strain tensor m and the stress concentration factor 3, and phase
thermal strain tensors m,. Under certain conditions, a similar formula can be derived for
composites with imperfectly bonded or partially debonded interfaces defined in (7)-(9).
The derivation presented here will use the reciprocal theorem, although a similar result
follows from a modified principle of virtual work for composites of this type (Benveniste.
1985). For completeness. we present in Appendix B a derivation of the reciprocal theorem
which accounts for the effect of applied eigenstrain fields and imperfect interfaces.

Suppose that the composite has been loaded to some current known state (so, 60, Oo).
where the extent of partial and/or complete interface debonding has been evaluated such
that all coefficients in (9) and the mechanical influence functions A,(x; so, Oo), B,(x; so,
00)t and D,(x: t0. 00) in (15) are known together with the instantaneous overall stiffness
L and compliance M = L'. In this current state, we apply two separate load increments
(') and (") such that there is no change in the type of interface bonding (7)-(9) on S,,. First,
an overall uniform stress increment do0 is applied at the current temperature O(S) = 00.
According to (15). this will cause the strain and displacement fields in the phases

ds,(x) = M,B,(x;so,8o) do; = A,(x;so,0o)Mdu' 0 , (22)

du,(x) = D,(x; so, Oo)M de;. (23)

Next, the overall temperature is changed from 00 to 6o at fixed overall stress so. This
will cause the local thermal strains mn, dO" which can be expressed as

dJ., - - L,^, d6r = -, d6o, (24)

as well as the displacement fields denoted by

t The influence function Bx; so:, 0.) relates the stress increment duo to the local field do,, in the same way
as the function A, relates the strains in (15).
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du,'= d,(x: so, 0 o)d9o. (25)

Let us now use the reciprocal theorem given in (B8) in its incremental form. Note that
dF, = dF,'= dG,• = dt-'= 0, and write

f d'on du" dS+f dtr,, • [du"] dS,, = f -dA, d• , d V+ f dt:, • [du'] dS .. (26)

where we have used the notation S,, to denote all interfaces between the phases r in volumes
V,. Of course, at surfaces in contact with vacuous zones, the tractions and thus these
integrals vanish.

The first integral on the left-hand side is, by definition, the scalar product of the overall
stress increment with the strain increment da,0,' d;i. A substitution from (9) reveals that the
two integrals over S.. contain terms dt' M,n,dt' and dt" n dt'=dt' on!dt". respectively.
Since (9) was assumed to admit only interfaces where M,, = m, those integrals are equal
and cancel each other. At locations where the interface is perfectly bonded (tdul = 0). or
completely debonded (dt = 0), both integrals vanish.

The remaining two integrals over V are rewritten with the help of (22)-(24). One form
is

{vdiomdO dV = .. {fV Lm,M,B,(x ;c, 00.) cis; d9o d V}. (27)

Since M, = M- T L,- L. the right-hand side integrand can be shown to be rewritten as
de;WBm, d0's. Thus (27) can be solved for the overall thermal strain tensor m as

M(60, 80) = IBT(X~eo.6o)m,dV. (28)

An analogous analysis yields the expression for the overall thermal stress vector

Rgo {0)A, x 0, 0)1,dV (29)

Taking the phase volume averages of the influence functions over V, gives

N N

,(wo. 80) = . c,5 (co, Oo)m,, l(uo.0o) 00) cA,( ,o 0 )L. (30)

This result is formaily identical to that found by Levin (1967). however, the mechanical
concentration factors entering here are those of the damaged composite, and as such
they depend on Ele current geometry of the imperfectly bonded or debonded interfaces.
Therefore, (28)-(30) should be utilized in conjunction with an incremental solution of a
thermomechanical loading problem for the damaged composite material. Of course, such
a solution may provide the overall strains, and (30) can then identify the purely thermal
contribution. However, if the geometry changes cease at a certain load level, e.g. because
the imperfectly bonded interfaces have separated, then the mechanical concentration factors
remain independent of further load or temperature changes. Once these become known
from the solution of a mechanical loading problem for the damaged composite, the above
relations can be used to find the overall thermal properties.
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3. TWO-PHASE COMPOSITES

3.1. Overall properties
First, consider some specific forms of the above results which apply to two-phase

composite systems. Suppose that r = I denotes the matrix and r = 2 1 reinforcing phase.
Then the general expressions (21) for the overall stiffness L can be rearranged as:

L(se, 00) = L, +c 2(L 2 -LI)A 2(8o, 00)+LA(so . 90),

I(S°, 00) = c11, +c 212 +c 2(L 2 - L,)a 2(80 , 00) + La(so, 8o), (31)

where the A and a tensors reflect the effect of damage, and the A2, a2 are the mechanical
concentration factor tensors of the damaged composite. The overall average strain (16)
now becomes

1 = c'li, +c2i2 -J, (32)

where i, are the average strains in the constituents, and J is given by the double sum in (16)

taken over r, s = 1, 2. From the above representation, it is seen that

dJ = A(so, 00) dso + a(so, 00) d 0o. (33)

For two-phase composites, an alternative expression for the l(so, 00) in (31)2 can be
obtained as follows. First write (32) in incremental form, and recall that under (12) and
(13) di - ds°. Next, make use of (14),, (15), and (33) to obtain

cA,(SO, Oo)A+C2A2(i0,G) -A(s 0 , 6) I, cla (lO,9) +C2a 2(a0, 9o)-,(•o, V0) - 0,
(34)

where I is the fourth order unit tensor. Finally, write (30)2 for two-phase media as

I(so, 00) = c,AT(io, 0o)1, +c 2AT(8o, 90)12. (35)

One can now solve for AT(ao, 10) and A2(ao, 0o) from (31), and (34) , and substitute them
into (35) to find

l(so,0o) = {L(so,0o)-L,}(L 2-L.)-'(12-i,)

+11, +A"T(So,9o){I, -L,(L 2 -Lj)-'(12-1,)}. (36)

The diagonal symmetry of the L tensor has been invoked in the above derivation.

3.2. Isotropic constituents with slipping interfaces
We now consider a two-phase system which admits connections between mechanically

and thermally induced pointwise fields that are not available in multiphase composites. The
constituents are both isotropic, and the displacements of the interfaces are limited to
nonlinear slip, i.e. M,, - 0 in (9). Furthermore, the individual phases are assumed to
contain no cracks or pores. In this particular system, the influence functions a,(x; so, 9o)
and d,(x; so, 8o) are uniquely determined by their mechanical counterparts A,(x; so, 80)
and D,(x; so, 00), respectively. Also, the general formula (36) can be reduced to a particularly
convenient form. The specific results are:

a,(x;so, 8o) - {I-A,(x; so, o)}(LI -L 2)-'0 2 -I1),

d,(x;so,0,) - (x-D,(x;so, o)}(L,-Lz)-'0z-I,),

a , -A(L- -L 2 )-Q(-I,), I - I, +(L-L,(L,-L,)-(1 2 -I,. (37)

-- •nm• rmlm i~to m m mi m m m m ll mmlmlm i Wll m mm mmmmmNN m
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The validity of these relations will now be proved using the concept of incremental
uniform fields in heterogeneous media introduced by Dvorak (1986). The composite is
subjected to the boundary conditions (10), has the local fields (I I). and the goal is to
evaluate its response under a temperature increment dO0 from the current state, as in (14).

Superimpose on (10) the incremental loads di and dO0 :

u(S) = sox+dix, O(S) = 0 +d00 . (38)

The dO0o is given but di is r.ot known; it is to be determined such that together with do0 it
creates a strai, field di, and a stress field d& which are both uniform in the entire rep-
resentative volume. The desired magnitudes of di and d& can be readily determined from
(1). Write the local incremental fields in both phases, make them equal, and evaluate the
desired strain

di - (L -L-2 ) (1-) d 0o. (39)

An analogous derivation (Dvorak. 1990) for a composite under overall uniform stress
shows that a uniform stress field di can coexist with a temperature change do0 if

do = (MI -M 2)-' (n2 -m,) dOo.

In the present system with isotropic constituents, both di and d& are hydrostatic.
therefore, in the dbsence of normal interface displacements, the above increments cause
only normal and continuous tractions at all interfaces. Of course, this also prevents interface
slip, and the composite responds to the incremental loading (38) as if the interfaces were
perfectly bonded.

To restore the original boundary conditions (12), the auxiliary strain di must be
removed. This is accomplished by changing (38) to

u(S) = s°x+dix-dix, O(S) = 80 +d0o. (40)

The incremental fieicls produced by the loading/unloading sequence (38) and (40) are

dP,(x) = di-A,(x;so,0o)di, du,(x) = dix-D,(x;so, 0o)di, (41)

where di is to be substituted from (39). Note that (40) and (12) are identical, hence a,(x;
so, 0o) and d,(x; so, 0o) can be extracted by comparing (14) with (41). This leads to the
expressions (37), and (37)2.

To recover (37) 3, recall that in ,he present derivation we rule out vacuous zones, hence

A-F[2 +F 2,, a=f,2 +f 21 , (42)

with F,, and f,, being given in (19). A substitution from (37)2 to (19)2, together with (19),
and (42), readily provides (37)j.

Finally, a substitution of (37), with r = 2. and of (37)3 into (31)2 gives

4(80,00) - c,II +cZ1 2 +c 2(L 2 -LI)(I--A 2)(LI -L 2)- '(12 -[,) -L,A(L, -L 2)-' (12 -I,).
(43)

Solving for A2 in ( 1)1 and substituting into (42) then provides (37)4.
Recall that the thermal stress tensor I for two-phase composites with anisotropic

constituents is given by (31)2 or (36), and for systems with isotropic phases and slipping
interfaces by (37),. These relations were arrived at by two entirely different approaches,
hence it remains to be shown that they are equivalent under similar circumstances.
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For isotropic constituents there is:

(L ).... = 6,, +,.( 6,3,.+6"6 - 16.,6.,).

(L. - L 1),1. = 6,6,,.. +,,(6.,, +.6,,,, - .

(l.-1,, =0. 6,,. (44)

where 2€. f. 6.. 4. ,.are constants. Writing AT in indicial notation and carrying out the
summation in (36) according to (44) shows that the tensor AT enters only as (AT)PQ,,.
Moreover. the continuity of normal displacements at S 21 , which was assumed in the above
derivation of (37),, implies that according to the definition of the A tensor, in (31)-(33),
A,,,, = 0. or in fact (AT),,, = 0. This leads to the conclusion that (36) indeed reduces to the
form (37), when the phases are isotropic and the interfaces may experience only shear
displacements.
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APPF%,DIX A

Equation (16) will be derived in this appendix. The considered multiphase composite may contain pores and
cracks at arbitrary locations, but need not be matrix based, see Fig. Al for a typical volume of such a composite.
To derive eqn (16) it is sufficient to consider a three-phase composite as in Fig. A2. Note that phase "'s'" is in
contact both with phases "r' and "'p". a situation which would occur in non-matrix based composites. The
notation in this figure is that described in Section 2. 1. The derived average strain for the configuration of Fig. A2
can be readily generalized to multiphase composites of the type descnbed in Fig. A l.
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Fig. Al. A multiphase nonmatnx-based composite with defects.

We start by writing the average overall strain for the composite (Benveniste. 1985)

ij =fi f, (u,n,+u~njdS. (A l)

where S denotes the outside surface and a the outward normal to S. The average strain in phase r can be written
as

+ d, ± (u!" n," +u, ' 1n,")dS ,+ . , - , . . ,
2V, Jv,\ ~x 2 V, VJ

+ (uu`n j + ,) )dSS, (A2)

where Gauss's divergence theorem has been used.
Similarly, we can write the average strain in phases s and p as follows:

,,= -L ((U,')n,'" +,W'n!')dS.. +-

i 2 i I n '

t-ph I (uLI~n('I+ua"ntI"5)dS,. (Wn?"+u?'ui? )dS (M)

0 PA

Fig. A2. A three-phaae composite used in the derivation of the avemp striams.
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where V, and V, denote the volumes of phases sand p. respectively. The total volume V = V,- V,- V,. Multiplying
eqn (A2) by c, = ViV. and equation (A3), and (A3) 2 by c, = V, V and c, = V, V. respectively, and adding.
results in

i = Ci" +cJ" - c," ' - J" -J" - J' -J"" -J*" - J"' - J"'. (A4)

where we used the definitions in (17). A generalization of (A4) to multiphase composites provides eqn (16).
Equation (A4) or (16) reduces correctly to eqn (3) in Benveniste (1985) and (29) in Benveniste and Dvorak
(1990b) which were written for two-phase matrix-based compositest. To draw a parallel with eqn (3) in Benveniste
(1985). we simply note that a in that equation is given in the present notation by

n = 0121) I= -0(12). (AS)

where "1" denotes the matrix and "2'" the inclusion and [u,] was defined as

[u,]s, = i42)-u'" at S, 2 (A6)

so that

Q([ujn, n+ (u,jn,) dSz = (J2,+J, 2 ),,. (AW)

Recalling that no vacuous zones were present in the phases in these previous works, J,, = J = - 0. and it is seen
that eqn (3) in Benveniste (1985), and (29) in Benveniste and Dvorak (1990) are simply special cases of (A4).

APPENDIX B

An extension of the elastic reciprocal theorem to the situations in which the linearly elastic body contains
interfaces of the type described in Section 2.1 can be written as

fF',udV+ I:u7dS+jfil Ui''dS.+$ (. ui'dS.

"- f d V+j i u;dS+j tJ.i' u'dS, +fl t,'"'u," dS,, (B1)

where u, are the displacements caused by the system t' F,, and u% ie the displacements caused by the system z,,
F.

When distributions of eigenstresses A, -= 1,W and A,", - 1,,9r are respectively applied to the two systems, the
local stress field is given by

d,) ,(x) +÷A,, (82)

where

;,(x) = L,•,,(x)a.,(x). (83)

The field (B2) satisfies

;, + F + ;,1, - 0 in V.

d"n, + A,n, .-" onS,

8" .i,, +,,. R" - (*'i onS,,,

0,",pe;," " - en)" on S, (84)

A similar representation holds for the double-primed system.
Define new body force and surface tractions

P, - F•,,, -+An,

and rewrite (BI) with F. F. replaced by tF, P. r tby ,, P.etc.
Consider first the right-hand side of (B1) rewritten as described above and substitute from (B4) to find

tNote that thene is a mi nt in the definition of J in eqn (30) in Benveniste and Dvorak (1990). The tem V
should be replaced by V2 in that equawon, as well as in eqns (36) and (47) of that work. Therefore, as we show
in (A?). the correspondence between the J term in Benvertiste and Dvorak (1990). and the J2j, J3, terms in the
present paper is: c7J - (JI,÷J11 ).
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fFudV* d -;u, UdVv-j ; u . " ll;n ..... ' dS,÷/ -. n,. )u,- dS,,. (B6)

Manipulating the second term in (B6) through the divergence theorem, one finds

JI.
j * ~;&d V j:;uan, dSJ ..,u!"n''dS . ;ý U n;dS, - u, dV. (137)

Moreover, u;, = ,-• ,, and since ,.,, = w',, w,, = -w;,. it follows that when (87) is substituted into (B6), some
of the integrals on S and S,, cancel out.

A similar procedure applied to the left-hand side of (B1) yields the form of the reciprocal theorem which is
valid under internal defects at S., and in the presence of eigenstrains 1.,, =-1,8:

{F~u:'dVý f t'u',dS-J ~:d V.. t!" u:" d, 1-u"

=j Fu; d V ti:dS j- dV j+ z'u: dS, .+ f "'" dS,. (18)

It is interesting to note that although the lineanty of the constitutive law in the phases has been assumed in (81)
and (B8). the constitutive law of the interfaces does not explicitly enter in these equations. In other words the
relation between the interface tractions and the resulting interface displacements have not explicitly been used in
(B8). We finally mention that eqn (B8) can also be used for an incremental set of loads (dF, dtr, dcU,) and (dF,,,
dt'. d&:) which are superimposed on an existing equlibrium state of deformation.
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A variational approximation
of stress intensity factors in cracked laminates

G. PIJALJ'DEER-CADOT * aid G. J. DVORAK *

A55TRACr. - A variational method for solution of plane crack problems in anisotropac layers of laminated
plates is presented. 'Me method is developed for a smngle slit crack which spans the middle layer of a
Symmetric thM.e-lyer lamninate, and is loaded by internal1 pressure. Thie actual stress rield is approximated by a
superposition of an asymptotic expansion of the exact singular field at the crack terminating at the interface
between two orthotropic layers, with a statically admissible stress field which approximats the stresses at
locations far from the crack. The singular field as made to vanish outside a cylindrical regon surrounding the
crack tup, calle the K-zone. Evaluation and minimnmuon of the complementary enitrgy of the admissible field
provides an estimate of the stress intensity facoon and crack erPeSi The exact order of singularity is
introduced with the singular field. Comparisons with exiact analytical solutions show good accuracy. The
method offers approximate but sample dosed-form solutions to crack problems an layered media, and it can
be readily extended to situations involving many similar sli cracks which interact with each other.

Damage development in fibrous composite laminates is often dominated by growth of
transverse cracks in individual layers. Figure 1 shows a typical example of a model of a
transverse crack in a single ply of material 1, bonded to adjacent plies of material 2. In
actual systems, all plies are usually made of the same unidirectional fiber composite, but
the orientation of the fiber is different in each ply or group of plies. T'he matrix and the
fiber - matrix interfaces provide a convenient path for crack growth, hence it tends to
take plac on planes and in the direction parallel to the fiber axis in each ply. The fibers
may be bypassed by the crack in the broken layer, but as their orientation changes at
layer interfaces, they produce barriers to crack growth, and confine the crack within the
thickness of a single layer. Consequently, the morphology of the crack surface is rather
complex. In particular, the geometry of crack tips at ply interfaces is not Well defined,
as the crack may either break some of the fibers in the next layer, orbebriefly deflected
along the interface.
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Damage affects laminate stiffness and strength. hence prediction of these effects is of
interest in design. Models of the damage process c-n incorporate only d limited amount

of microstructural detail. The fibrous layers are usually represented b% orthotropic or

transversely isotropic homogeneous elastic solids w4hich are assigned some effeciwe elastic
properties. The uncertain details of crack zone configuration are ignored on the grounds
that the stresses and strains away from the tip zone, and the energy released by the

crack. are still go~erred by thz elastic singuiarit.. The crack energy is of particular
interest, as its magnitude controls both the crack growth and the resulting stiffness loss

Interaction between the crack and the adjacent layers. and between several similar
cracks in the same layer are among the essential features of such problems. These
interactions have an influence not only on the magnitude of the stress intensity factor.
but also on the order of singularity at the crack tip. Some exact solutions for cracks in
layered media appeared in the literature. [Ashbaugh 1973]; [Cook & Erdogan 1972]:
[Delale & Erdogan 1979]; [Gupta 1973]. but they seem to be available only for certain
mutual orientations and material symmetries of the layers. On the other hand. the
structure of singular fields of cracks terminating at interfaces between anisotropic half-
planes of any orientation has been brought to light in the work of Ting et al. [1981. 1984].
but it appears that these results have not yet been utilized in solutions of cracks in
layered media.

The purpose of the present paper is to present a variational procedure for solution of

crack problems of this kind. The general approach is similar to the recent work by

Hashin [1985]. An admissible stress field is selected for evaluation of the complementary
energy of the cracked laminate: this energy is minimized, and the resulting admissible

field is then used as an approximation to the actual field. The accuracy of the result
depends in a large measure on the selected admissible field. In what follows we construct
this field by superposition of a nonsingular far field, and a singular field which is exact

at the crack tip, but is made to vanish within a certain distance. Section 2 outlines the

superposition procedure. The singular field is constructed in Section 3. and constrained

to a certain region at the crack tip. the K-zone. in Section 4. The nonsingular far field is
derived in Section 5, and the complementary energy is evaluated and minimized in
Section 6. Although the procedure may be extended to laminates of many different
layups. we focus our attention at the symmetric 0/90 layup. and at comparisons of the

resulting crack and complementary energies. and stress intensity factors, with many

available exact solutions. The agreement between the exact and approximate results is

satisfactory.

2. Thle Peipeuid cem

Consider a three-layer composite laminate, in the configuration indicated in Figure I.

The in-plane dimensions of the laminate are much larger than the total thickness 2h. A

slit crack has been introduced into the middle layer which is made of some homogeneous

material I. The crack terminates at interfaces between the middle layer and the adjacent

layers made of another homogeneous material 2. In the present solution of this problem.
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Fil. I -Slit crack in a composite laiminate.
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Mater&ia I
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Fig. 3. - Crack which is normal to and ends Fig. 2. - Superposition schene: crack loaded
at the interface between two mateials, by an internal uniform presure.
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both materials are at most orthotropic. their panes of elastic symmetry coincide with
the coordinate planes, but the respective elastic constants assume different magnitudes.
The laminate is subjected to a remotely applied uniform normal stress in the !•ngitudinal
direction. Our goal is to find an admissible stress field in the x, •,-plane of the laminate.
such that it satisfies the prescribed boundary conditions and incorporates known singular
terms at the two crack tips. A state of plane strain is assumed.

The superposition procedure we propose to follow is outlined in Figure 2. First. stresses
are evaluated in the uncracked laminate under :he remotely appiieu tension load. rhose
found in the middle layer must be canceled by the stress applied at the surface of the
crack. In the present case. the stress (Y22 = - P is the sole surviving component. hence
we seek the solution for the cracked laminate loaded by this stress only. The desired
admissible field is decomposed into a singular field aS(x 1 , x2 ), and a far field aF(.r. x,).
Each of these fields will be associated with a normal stress oyz applied at the surface of
the crack, these surface stresses are denoted by a, and af,. respectively. The superposition
suggests that the following condition must be met at the crack surface:

(I) P= a,+Crf.

The singular field will incorporate the stresses derived from the known elasticity
solution for a single crack perpendicular to the interface of materials I and 2. Figure 3.
However, to assure boundedness of the contribution to the total complementary energy
by the singular field, and to avoid additional stresses at the outer boundaries of the
adjacent layers. the singular field will be limited to a cylindrical region at each crack tip.
These regions will be referred to as the K-zones. In Figure 2. their radius R is selected
as equal to the half-thickness of the middle layer. R- c; if t<c, then R-=t. This choice
avoids direct interaction between the singular fields. but indirect interaction is expected
to appear, especially in nonsymmetric laminates, through the far field. In any event, at
the boundary S (r- R) of the K-zones. we require that

(2) es..-0 on S

where n is an outward normal to S. In general, the stress field derived from the solution
of the crack problem in Figure 3 will not satisfy this reqwurement. Therefore, we introduce
within the K-zones an additional field ao(x1 , x.) such that

(3) (h-0.na=- 0 on S.

The derivation of the field wD follows the separate superposition scheme indicated
schematically in Figure 4. The singular field as from the problem in Figure 3 is found.
and the resulting tractions T, (a), T, (a) at S are evaluated. An admissible singular field
which satisfies (2) is constructed by superposition of the actual singular field with an
elastic field @I within S. In the present approximation. the latter will be found for an
isotropic elastic cylinder of radius R. loaded by surface tractions T, T,. Of course, this
will create additional stresses on the crack surface which need to be removed. In the
present analysis, we accomplish this only in the average sense, i.e. we apply at the crack
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Fig. 4. - Superposition of the local stresses near the crack tip.

surface (-c<x, <c. x-=O) the uniform normal stress

(4) Y,= (722 (X IO1 0) dCl.

The form of the singular solution assures that a' does not create any shear tractions on
the surface of the crack.

From the original superposition Eq. (I) we now evaluate the stress

(5) a 1=P-a, for (-c<x1 <c, x 2 -O).

which remains on the crack surface, and which needs to be accommodated in the
nonsingular far field solution of the problem.

In what follows, we first construct the singular field a'. then the admissible field a' of
Figure 4. and finally the admissible far stress field .

3. Streues at the crack dp

Elasticity problems in composite laminates with broken plies are usually reduced to a
system of integral equations which may not have known closed-form solutions. However.
analytic forms of the singular fields at crack tips residing at interfaces between dissimilar
anisotropic materials are available. Ting et aL (1981, 19841, using the method of Stroh
[1962), found such forms for plane problems of this kind. For our present purpose. we
recall and specialize these results for a mode I crack.

Consider again the crack configuration in the coordinate system of Figure 3. Denote
the respective stiffness tensors of the two materials by L',i and L' q. Attention is
restricted to two-dimensional stress and strain fields es and es. The relevant compatibility,
constitutive, and equilibrium equations are:

(6) + - r,)
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(7) ask' - L*t sk,,•i,

(8) I 0

where the superscript k-- 1. 2. denotes the material, and the subscripts assume values I.
2 for x. Y. At first we are concerned with a general solution of Eqs. (6-8). The transforma-
tion (Stroh 1962]

(9) U4=Vj
(10) : X +py

v, here p and V, 4aie constants andf is an arbitrary function. converts (6) and (7) into

Jd:
(12) T,, = (L~sk2 +p Lij,,) Vk.

In (9). the superscript k has been omitted to simplify the notation, but two different
solutions are anticipated for the two materials.

The differential equations of equilibrium become:

(13) Hj Vj=,0 with HL~ 1 s1 +p(L, +Lt 211)+p2 L12s2.

We seek a nontrivial solution of these equations. i.e., a homogeneous system (8) such
that:

(14) IIH,,iI 0.

This is a sextic equation in p. Stroh (19621 shows that p is not real and that (14) admits
three complex conjugate roots (PL,- L), L - 1. 2.3. Accordingly. there are six eigenvectors
(Vs, Vý). At this point, we can remark that these equations hold both for plane strain
and generalized plane stress; only the stiffness L,,. needs to be modified for each specific
case.

For the present case of orthotropic materials with the principal symmetry planes
coinciding with the coordinate planes, we use the customary contracted nc tion
an-a..• .... 3 a'o,=.-. . E;==Cz .... 2c , etc.. and write the constitutive equa-
tions as:

( 15) e,=L j .s

The matrix Hi then becomes:

[1, (L, 2  L 6 I 0  i- 
2 

11
+p2  L 66  p(L , 2  + L 66) 0 1

H [- pIL12 + L66) L66 +P2 LlL 0
0 0 s+pL

and Eq. (14) reduces to

(16) Lss+p2 L,"0
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or to

(17) (L 66 -P" Ll 1)(L• I -" pL 66 ) - P(I L L 6 )=0.

Ting & Hoang t19841 explain that (16) pertains to the out-of-plane motion of the crack
,urface. and (17) to motion in the x.1.-plane. In our application, the chosen material
geometry. and loading symmetries allow only the latter motion. In general. modes I
and 11 cannot be separated. but are independent of mode III. Then. (14) is a quartic
equation. We assume that p, are single roots: this is not true when the material I or 2
are isotropic. that solution cadls for a special treatment which was given by Ting & Chow
[1981].

The general expressions for displacement and stress field follows from (13) as:

(18) U! (VVL(-L
L-1

2- "Li, LfL + L /(19) atL Y Z 1*

where

(20) :' X +PLY
:-Lt+PLy.

This solution is expressed in terms of four arbitrary functions (/A. g,), L= 1.2. Since
we wish to find a singular stress field, we choose

(21) fL (:L) - AL :L- - 4/0 -)

SL.L '/ (:L) = BL -' /( - K)

in which AL and BL are complex constants, ,ce[O. 1] is the order of singularity and is
equal to 0.5 when the materials I and 2 have identical properties. Otherwise. K is not
immediately known.

Eqs. (18) and (19) may be rewritten in polar coordinates (r. 0) as

,R•e (TL ; -+ ;L IM (v, TL-'(22) (I-) (aLi L(L

L.1

where
(24)L COS 0 pL s" i L

2RL ALo oL + iaL.
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In each of the two materials, this solution depends on four real constants aL, j, and
on the order of singularity K. These constants can be determined from the boundar%
conditions. Since we have restricted ourselves to the opening mode 1. we also restrict the
boundary conditions to those existing in the quadrant x, >0. x. >0. The conditions on
the crack surface are:

(25) !' =0. rsa,`=0 at 0=i

for remotely applied load. The interface conditions are:

(26) ai 11 at 0=M.2
g4j') =uj1 2

) g1) =g4(2)

In addition, the stress components satisfy the symmetry relations:

(27)o~z2) (x, 1.)- (Y 27) (x. -y
(7 2 (i. y) = - 2 (x. - y)

These relations also hold for material I. but the stresses need not be expressed in
terms of the same constants aL, aL. because of the discontinuity created by the crack. In
other terms, symmetry reduces the number of unknown constants to two in material 2.
but four constants remain in material I because modes Iand If remain coupled.

Eqs. (25) and (26) may be written in the form

(28) Kg-0

where

and K is a (6 x 6) nonsymmetric matrix, a function of K. Again (28) is a homogeneous
system of algebraic equations, a nontrivial solution exists only for 11 K 11 - 0. In the general
case there exist three real roots for K. associated respectively with the antisymmetric out-
of-plane motion and with the in-plane motion of the crack surface. Therefore, the
condition (27) provides only a single root ic in the present case, and (28) is then solved
for the eigenvector g-[!, ? d2", a, d(•) ', a 72, a]T. The stress fields in materials I and 2
are proportional to a sinSle constant, say att". and so is the stress intensity factor K,.
defined as:

(29) K,- lim a52121(r, 0)r% /2.
-0

From (23) it follows that

La

LU
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The obtained solution is an asymptotic expansion of the exact solution near the crack
tip. AlthouTh this solution may be viewed as a possible statically admissible field in the

composite laminate, it turns out that the complementary energy found from this field is
infinite when material 2 is unbounded.

4. Stresses in the K-zone

To assure boundedness of the complementary energy term derived from the singular
field in section 3. it is necessary to confine the volume affected by this field. As suggested
by (2) to (4). the field is admitted only within a cylindrical domain of radius R surround-
ing the crack tip, which is referred to as the K-zone. This constraint is enforced by an
auxiliary stress field a' which remains to be found. Figure 4 indicates the boundary
tractions which are in equilibrium with aD on r= R. Eq. (3) guarantees that the total
stresses due to the singular field vanish at r = R. while (4) assures that the resultant of
the normal stress caused by a) on the crack surface is equal to zero. Due to the symmetry
of the applied tractions about x2 - 0. the same is true for the shear resultant. The field

6 D needs to be admissible rather than exact, hence it may be represented by a stress
distribution which would exist in a homogeneous and isotropic elastic solid under the
prescribed boundary conditions.

We now proceed to derive the stress field 1o from Mukhelishvili potentials. The
coordinate system of Fig. 3 is adopted. A homogeneous. isotropic cylinder of radius R
and unit thickness 0<:< I is subjected to tractions T.(2) and T,(7) on S. as required
by (3):

(31) T(2)=(vs.n(2))ds

or

T, (m) - [oe. (R cos (a), R sin (2)) cos (m)

+ e- (R cos (a). R sin (a)) sin (m)] R da

T, (2) - [a',, (R cos (a). R sin (a)) cos (a)

+ e, (R cos (a). R sin (a)) sin (m)J R dm

e" is the singular stress field in Section 3 (Eq. 23), with k-2 for 1e 2.-i'2, " 2
(material2) and k-,I for 26e[n/2, 3xi2] (material I). These boundary tractions satisfy
the overall equilbrium condition

(32) JT(W)d1-0.

It can be verified that the moment equilibrium is also satisfied.
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The stress potentials for a disk subjected to the point loads are (Mukhelishvili 1953):

(P):) I--{(T, (2)'T, (2)) 1X :- ---= 1'•

(33) " n -

40(:)= - {(T, () -iT , .•) .)-

with the notation

(34) :J = Rel"
(34)3.:-'j- re ,-

In the complex plane. :, denotes the location of the point loads and : denotes the
points at which stress is evaluated. The field CD then follows from the relations

(35) (•"al) (2) + OD, 1-x) -"4 Re (0 ()

({a (-) - a, (2) + 2 i a,, ()2 (:) + (:)

which leads to the final result

(36) a' (x ) T ()cos 3 0+ 3cos 0 cos m T, (2) sin 3 0+si+S.*I
(6 2 n- " R} 2 r R

D (1 T,(2)fcos0-cos30 cos,+ T,(0 )sin3-3sinO sin.

1. si 3I Iinr R}
Droy(M T;,(2){sin3O+sinO}-T7 (:){c0530+cos0}

Integration with respect to z. and transformation from the local (x. Y) to the global
coordinates (x,. .r,) coordinates gives:

(37) Cy D M

The average stresses on the crack face are found as in (4):

(3g)~ ~ ~ ~ ~~2 (YO (a) daz add• , - z()a•,

Due to the symetry with respect to the ). axis, a, cancels over the total crack length.
As suggested by (31), the tractions are proportional to the factor a'," in g•. or to the

stress intensity field K,. Therefore, the traction s, on the crack surface is also proportional
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to K,. If 8 is defined as a coefficient of proportionality, the superposition Eq. (I) becomes

(39) P = a•f- 6K,.

Of course, the actual magnitude of the stress intensit. factor is not yet known. it %41ll
be obtained later, from minimization of the complementary energy of the total admissible
stress field.

5. The far field

Up to this point, we have derived admissible fields at the tip of the crack. To complete
the derivation in the entire solution domain suggested in Figure I. we now proceed to
find an admissible field in the entire laminate. This is a nonsingular field qF which
satisfies the traction boundary conditions on the crack surface suggested by the superposi-
tion Eqs. (1) and (39). i.e.. aF -= aI, and which vanishes at infinity.

The geometry of the domain under consideration appears in Figure 1. The inner and
outer layers are made of two different orthotropic materials denoted by the index k = I. 2.
The elastic constants are denoted by E¶i. E'2 . G"2. v12. etc. Stress fields in materials I
and 2 are denoted by a"". and a"". A plane strain solution is sought in a domain of
unit thickness in the x3 direction.

The boundary conditions are defined as

(40)r 2F(1i • y2(2 -ii aF(i FiZi-) 0 at Ix.l -- :c
(40) CY 2 ) 1l Ft2 2 "1

1 1FI2 IMCyIFI)O at jXj=h=C-:

on the external surfaces of the domain, and as

-{ vs.1'a at x 2 -0
(41) 2.p' ,n e[-c.

.1 Y21 11- X, C. C

on the crack faces. In addition, the following interface conditions need to be satisfied at

-V, I =C
(42)a F2(1) C. F242(Ii(*c x.). I 

2 1
( .C. X2 ).

Overall equilibrium in the x2 direction requires that

At this point, various expressions may be proposed for er. For example. Hashin [1985.
19871 used a piecewise uniform distribution of 1a2. This approximation is acceptable
when the thickness t <c. However. for t> c. which is the most common case in actual
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laminates, we select the following distribution of a.,.
fill

o'r 2 C•f (Pt (X.')

a,-')= o-exp( - x, t)Q.,(x).

In the outer plies. the stresses decay exponentially, this will be seen to improe

substantially the accuracy of the subsequent estimates of the energy released by the crack

in laminates where ti c. From these assumed forms we derive the following stress

components, still in terms of the as yet unknown functions

CyII£-+C

F 11a - e l - h1) Ffl ) (eI~A

W7-x. x3 ) = ( 21) CyZ
1 

1 
1

,(C2

F 2F()I, -

.. i 32 •22 c
conditions. No tch 1(x , x2) i te oy un-nw)n fnI to a-

dF Q2) (I C -hift

theoveal eqilbru condtion (43)" provideae_)qlationetwe°* x2  nd: 2 x)

Th b c (40) - (e1 i mp o - e -hite fo r (X( I:
aI "I , ( xt' ) (C Ce- Alo xz( ,II--_i)

73 V31 v 1 V02)

These expressions are valid for x, >0, the forms for x, <0 follow from symmetry
conditions. Note that tp• 1 x2) is the only unknown function to appear in (45), because
the overall equilibrium conditions (43) provide a relation between 4p, (X2) and (p2 (X2).

The boundary conditions (40) and (41) impose the following requirements on (p, (x2):

' (0)=

(46) 1 -0
lim fP1 (x2 ), lirM 1 (xZ)iO.

This completes the evaluation of the far field in terms of (p, (x2) and oy.. which remain
to be found.

6. TW compeoinm7anm g y,

Now that the forms of the various components of the admissible stress field in the
solution domain in Figure I are known, we proceed to evaluate and then to minimize
the complementary energy U of the field:

(47) u-ua(f- + 0 L +0 1Af AS VOL 9. 6. 19V
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where M is the compliance matnx of the layer materials. The expression is further
developed as:

(48) U = - (C -- O) N1 (OS -_ yD) dr a,

*J0 1o (g's -GD)M GFdrd9_- 61.1 •F 'G

The last integral is further expanded into [Hashin 1985):

(49) f OF M r d'V ==4 O c O (D 9 1 ((xz))2 + D1 I I (xp))2

+ D 0 20 1 (x 2 ) (PI (x2) + D 22(cp (-x2)) 2 dx,

where D,, are constants which depend on the dimensions c and t in Figure i. and on the
elastic constants of the layers.

Unfortunately, the second integral or cross-term in (48) gives an expression in do, (x.).
its derivatives and non-constant coefficients. The equation

U((P (xZ) + d(P (xd))- U(9), (x 2)) 0

can be solved only numerically, which requires a large amount of computation. To avoid
this difficulty, we choose to perform a successive minimization. First, the contribution
of OF to U is minimized and (P, (x2) is found. Then, the complementary energy is
minimized with respect to K, and an optimum value of K,, subject to the restrictions
imposed by our procedure is established. While the solution is not the best possible
approximation. numerical implementations show that the cross-term is small, typically
not exceeding 0.1-0.15 U.

The successive minimization is thus performed in two steps. First we find the best
statically admissible far field e•. Next, this field is superimposed with the singular field
in the K-zone. the complementary energy is minimized, and the corresponding magnitude
of K, is evaluated. In the first step, minimization of U with respect to (p, (x2) yields the
fourth-order differential equation

(50) D0oe I, (x2 ) + (Do2 - D1 I) qi" (x2) + D12 2 v(x1)in0
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in which

- I c{('e-"Ct-.--"'A
D-[ v= tY Y L) "E 2 I -v t) -

E,_,(I- ~ ~ 3 2.-,, ,-,3-v ) 2t (e-€' -e-*)

Cc f
3G'1

1 G1tZ( e-c'-e)• 2)2 f

D 2 1= _ I_ _.A ic 2 Ac 2

() E3l 20 3
v,,1) ÷A21 12 {iS--11 1 (e _. e-1":,)+ " 2 8_e_- - ,h I B' cl

E2•'E•',' 2, E122- 1-
F' + '; + ) -4,- 21 +, vc, ) + v(, 

2  
4

2 E(2) 2 E1) (e 2J3
2 Ae

_ "t3 Vl+ "- z'3 BceL2 E•2  2E• (ecdt•,e-,i),, (e-,,_e-t)

where

C
2

(52) A- -2 +ct2
B 2 e -- t 1 •-8

For A =4 Doo D22 - (Do -D 1 )2 >0. the general solution of (50) is:
(53) (P (x2) AI e-"zcosbx 2 + A2 e--Z sin bx2 + A3 e-,zcoSbx2 + AeO2 sin bx,

with

(54) a [ D_200 1/Cs d ?,_ 1'/ d

D2 2 LD22 J 2 1~ 1 ~~ 1

The coefficients A, are computed from the boundary conditions (46):
(55) A, - 1. A2 -a/b, A3 - A. -0.

After some algebra, which follows Hashin's (1985] work, we have:

(56) OFMOFdV-4D2,c (a2 (+b).

Substitute now (56) into (48) and minimize U with respect to K,. Eq. (48) is first
rewritten as:
(57) 2 U- It K2 + 2 K ojI + 8 1ca(a+b)

where I1 and I1 are known integrals that can be evaluated numerically. With regard tothe superposition relations (39), minimization of (57) yields the desired value of the stress
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intensity factor as:

588 6 'b,, ca (a-' - h:) - I.,

I, - 2 6[I:" 86:-D,, ca (a-'hb2)

The modified procedure which was followed in evaluation of K, may not tdentif, the
minimum value of U for the selected admissible field. However. the estimates of K,
which are derived in the sequel are very close to the available exact results.

Some of the comparisons with related results that follow involve plane stress solutions
of crack problems. The plane strain solutions developed so far can be modified for this
purpose. In particular. both r33 components in (45) vanish and that affects the terms in
(48) and (57). The D00. D22, and D02. in (51) then become:

D00 - I +I C5(eZr..e-ht
"* E1•)' E c2 j (e- f` 1 ,)

(59) D22= EI'J/2 lc c E+A21+ (-1-e") c-I(e - 20t-e-z*')+2B3t3(e-`'-e-f"')÷B-c

Eft'j (20 3 Pte2 )eL"-VII /2 Zel~l) J" - MRr+-2lt"

D o e -L---2 - -T+ 2 A)- t e c - e - 2 BCt
E(,',) 3 / EA L(e -C1 -e-)MY (e-e"f--6') J

The coefficient D, t. and the constraints A and B in (52) remain unchanged. However.
Ting's work indicates that the order of singularity does change.

7. Results and discnusiou

The technique will now be applied to several cracked laminates which have been
analyzed by other methods in the literature. Of course, we first consider the case when
both layers are made of the same isotropic material. The elastic constants were selected
as E- 13GPa. and v-0.3. The c/t ratio in Figure I was selected as indicated in Table I.

TAILE I. - Stress intenaity factors in an isotropic cracked stop of finite width.

cl/ KeJPv ' Y I• o•,P/• Kv K..,

0 ........... 1.011543 1.00 1.011543
0.1 .......... 1.011546 1.0055 1.006
0.2 .......... 1.01197 1.02 0.992
0.5 .......... .o0401 1.07 0.972
I ........... 1.1876 1.1367 1.0007

The table shows the approximate and exact values (Tada et al. 19851 of the plane strain
stress intensity factor K,. The observed error is between I and 3%. For this configuration.

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF MECHANICS. A.'SOLIDS VOL 9. NP 6. 1990
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Fig. 5. - Complementary energy itn an isotropic cracked strip.

SPresent Analysis

-- Ashbaugh, 1973

fli
Order of Singularity r

0 10 2'0
G2/Gi

Fig. 6. - The sums inte•sity factor and order or sinularnty
for a cracked isotropic layer embedded into another isotropic infinite medtium.

our estimate of the complementary energy U is compared on Figure 5 with the exact
solution by Sheddon and Srivastav, and Sneddon & Lowengrub [19691. For companson.
we also plot the result that follows from Hashin's (1985) model. Note that Hashin's
variational solution for the configuration in Fig. I is a plane stress field (C33-0). even
though the in-plane dimensions of the plate are much larger than its thickness. The latter
result indicates an unbounded value for U when clt- -0; this serves to confirm our
assertion that a piecewise linear admissible field a' is unsuitable in geometries where
t> c. In contrast, the exponentially decaying distribution of the far field in the outer
plies leads to a finite value of U, but if the far field alone is used in the evaluation of U.
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Fig. 8.- Evolutm of the stress intensity factor two orthotropic materials.

the resulting value is about twice as high as the exact one. The addition of the singular
field improves the estimate to an acceptable agreement with the exact solution.

In Figure 6 we show results for a laminate made of two isotropic layers with elastic
constants G, v, and G1, v2 , the dimension r -* x. The exact plane strain solution was
found by Ashbaugh (1973) for the case of v, v -- 0.33. The graph shows how the order
of singularity w of the stresses at the crack tip changes with the ratio G2/G,. The order
decreases from 0.5 to about 0.3, and our estimate agrees with the exact solution. The
prediction of the magnitude of K, is within 12% of the exact solution.

A similar comparison is made in Figure 7 with Gupta's (1973) plane strain results.
The results indicate the effect of different Poissoa's ratios on K and K4 . A good agreement

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF MECHANIC&. AJSOLiD•. VOL. 9. w 6. 1990
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TAB8LE 11. - Companson of approximate and exact results for a composite Idminate made of ti&o isotropic
materials.

K, Pc Kt.._ Pc m\ M) mI

i Epoxu n 03381 ".-81 2."84 4 9- 10- 4 0-• t) "

I Aluminum
I Sl 04125 1476 - 29' 10-1 5, 10-I, Steel

Elastic constants: E (GPal V
Expoxy .. 3.5 0.35

Aluminum .. 68.9 0.3

Steel .. .. ... . 213.7 0.2

TABLE ill. - Elastic constants for the orthotropic laminates

I 2

Ell ..... . ........ 134.45 GPa 154.7
7 

GPa

Ez ............... 31.03 GPa 155.83 GPa
G12 .... .......... 24.15 GPa 59.68 GPa
v12. ....... .... 0.65 0.3

exists between the exact and approximate solutions. Another comparison with Gupta's
results appears in Table II. The energy W released by the crack is evaluated for two
material combinations. Also, the stress intensity factors found from the present solution
are compared with those computed by Cook & Erdogan (19721 for a two-layer laminate
in which one crack tip touches the interface. In the comparison. a long crack was used
in our solution to eliminate the interaction between the two singular fields.

Finally, Figure 8 indicates how K, varies in laminates made of two different orthotropic
materials. In this example plane stress is assumed and various cit ratios are considered.
Table III presents the elastic constants of the layers, those agree with some of those used
by Delale & Erdogan (19791. In Combination I (Fig. 8) the crack is located in material I1
in Combination II, the materials are exchanged so that the crack resides in a middle
layer made of material 2 indicated in Table III. Delale and Erdogan's results were found
for a periodic arrangement of layers, with a periodic distribution of collinear cracks.
However, our results were found for the laminate of Figure I, without any stress
at I x - h. The areemnent is very good for Combination I1, but less satisfactory for
Combination I. This is probably caused by our approximation of the far field. We have
also used the form exp ( - qx/t) instead of that chosen in (44); this improved the agreement
in Combination I by about 50% when q was selected as q-0.6.

In conclusion. the proposed superposition scheme indicates how the available singular
solutions for cracks at interfaces can be utilized in analysis of cracked laminates. Of
course, the singular solutions may be introduced directly into a finite element program.
However, the proposed method is much more efficient. It can be readily extended to the
case of many interacting cracks in a layer [Benveniste et al. 1989].
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Moreover. the technique may be modified and applied to laminates made of three
different materials, and also to :aminate geometries in which the pnncipal material axes
are not aligned.
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Mechatnics of Materials Laboratory. Troy.
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ABSTRACT

For the modeling of ply deformation behavior the orthotropic. thermal
viscoplasticity theory based on overstress is used. It can represent creep,
relaxation and rate sensitivity as well as monotonic and cyclic loadings.
The theory is "unified' since creep and plasticity are not separately
modeled. No yield surfaces and loading/unloading conditions are employed.
The laminate theory for in-plane loading maintains the geometric assumptions
of classical laminate theory. The elasticity law, however, is replaced by
the thermal, orthotropic viscoplasticity law. Numerical experiments
illustrate the predictions of the theory for an angle-ply and a cross-ply
laminate subjected to a temperature increase, temperature hold and
subsequent return to the original temperature. The ply and laminate
stresses are calculated as a function of time for unconstrained and
constrained conditions using postulated properties close to a real metal
matrix composite. Redistribution of ply stresses and relaxation are Lound.
In some cases, nearly permanent residual ply stresses are present after
completion of the temperature cycle.

rINRDUCTION

Metal matrix composites are increasingly used in primary structures
which are subjected to severe conditions of loading and environment.
Included are variable temperature services such as occur in a satellite in
orbit or during flight of the space plane. Other examples are components in
propulsion systems, jet engines and rockets. To ensure safe operation.
stress and life-time analyses must be performed long before the part is
built.

The high degree of anisotropy present in composite structures requires
the development of new analysis techniques which account for the variation
of the material properties with direction. Vhen metal matrix composites are
used, inelastic deformation cannot be ruled out even if the service is at
low homologous temperature and if the overall loads are within the nominal
elastic limit (1). For high homologous temperature service, inelasticity
is found in the form of time-dependent deformation, even in mnolythic
materials.

Traditionally high temperature stress analysis is performed by
combining elasticity with time-independent plasticity and creep theories.
For each element, a separate constitutive equation is postulated. Except for
initial conditions, creep and plasticity are treated as separate phenomena
with no interaction between them.

With this approach, the exact identification in experiments of creep
and plastic strains is problematic, see [2). Further. material science
shows that dislocations and other changes in the defect structure are
responsible for inelastic deformation which ir considered to be time
dependent. As a consequence, several now constitutive equations have been

me. a" ow some. Van VAL ISL Sm mes t. sea seeao
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proposed during the last rto decades which do not separate creep and
plastic deformation. They are called "unified* constitutive equations; a
recent review of some of these is given in [3[.

The viscoplasticity theory based on overstreas (V1O) is one of the
unified theories. It was developed in response to the observed
time-dependence of engineering alloys at ambient temperature (4-71.
Subsequently, an orthotropic version of the theory was formulated f8.91 and
applied to the modeling of the in-plane deformation of metal matrix
composite laminates [10).

The purpose of this paper is to introduce and to apply a thermal
version of the orthotropic VAO to metal matrix composite laminates subjected
to thermal and mechanical loadLngs. Nurerical examples are given for
constrained and unconstrained, angle-ply ad cross-ply laminates subjected
to a temperature increase followed by a temperature hold and subsequent
return to the original temperature. Laminate and ply stress components are
calculated as a function of time in a simple theory which is patterned after
the classical laminate theory (CLT), see [111. The geometric assumptions of
CLT are maintained such as constant strain through the laminate and
satisfaction of the stress boundary condition for the whole laminate only.
The linear orthotropic elasticity law of CLT is. however, replaced by thethermal. orthotropic viscoplasticity theory based on overstress. It is now

possible to model hysteresis, creep, relaxation and rate sensitivity as well
as time dependent stress redistributions between plies due to thermal 5:4/or
mechanical loadings. The present theory assumes the ply to be an
orthotropic continuum with its properties represented by the thermal V5O. No
interactions between fiber and matrix are modeled. However, this can
be done without any difficulty and will be pursued in the future.

PLY COU= IUTIVI MQUATIO

An orthotropic version of the viscoplasticicy theory based on
overstress (VBO) is used. In this theory, the total small strain rate is
the sun of the elastic, inelastic and thermal strain rates. For the elastic
strain rates, the rate form of Hooke's law in orthotropic form is employed
I i.e. the time derivative of the product of the orthotropic compliance with
the stress. The inelastic strain rate is only a function of overstress,
which is the difference between the current stress and the equilibrium
stress, the state variable of the theory. The equilibrium stress is the
stress which can be indefinitely sustained after deformation when all rates
have returned to zero. Initially, the equilibrium stress is zero but
evolves with deformation according to a separately postulated orthotropic
growth law. It is responsible for modeling almost linear elastic regions
and hysteresis. In the present theory, no recovery terms are included. An
extension of the theory to recovery is under development. The thermal strain
rate is the time derivative of the product of th- orthotropic coefficient of
thermal expansion with the temperature difference reckoned from a reference
temperature. All material properties of the theory can be functions of
temperature and must be determined from suitable experimenta on a ply. This
includes tests in the fiber and transverse directions. Rate change tests
are essential in determining the viscous (tima-depaerttat) properties of the
theory.

The VBO assume that inelastic deformation is basically rate dependent.
Rate dependence is always present and can change with temperature.
Normally, it increases with rising temperature. This property can be
modeled by making certain constants in the repository for rate dependence a
function of temperature. The normally encountered decrease In the flow
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stress with increasing temperature is also modeled easily. In fact. since no
trend of the temperature dependance is presumed by the theory, even
anomalous trends such as an increase in strength with increasing temperature
can be represented by this V9O.

The theory does not use a yield surface and loading/unloading
conditions. Inelastic strain races are always present but are extremely
small in the elastic regions. On a stress-strain graph, the linear
elastic region predicted by the theory can be a perfect straight line. This
is accomplished by the growth law for the equilibrium stress.

The equations of the theory need detailed explanations which cannot be
included in this paper because of space limitations. The theory is
presented in (12).

IN-FLANE ILANATR BEHAVIOR

The orthotropic VBO described above is now specialized for the case of
plane stress and used as a constitutive equation for a particular ply in a
simple theory of in-plane laminate behavior. The theory retains all the
geometric assumptions of CLT. see [III. In this paper, the
orthotropic. linear elasticity law used in CLT is replaced by the thermal.
orthotropic VBO. As a consequence, rate dependence, creep, relaxation and
hysteresis can be modeled, in addition to the effects of changing
temperature. The theory includes the modeling of stress redistributions
between plies during deformation.

This theory has been developed for angle-ply laminates and a computer
program has been written for the numerical integration of the resulting
simultaneous nonlinear, ordinary differential equa .ons, see (121 Once the
material constants and functions of the theory are known, the program can
be used for any thermal and/or mechanical history imposed on the laminate.
Included are uniform temperature changes for a constrained or an
unconstrained laminate, as veil as simultaneous thermal and mechanical
loadings.

For the sake of brevity, these Qquations are not give-, here. They can
be found in (13).

NUICAL SDUFIATIOg OF L•IRTZ BEHAVI0 UNDER A TDEM3UATUKE CHANGE

To illustrate some aspects of the capability of the theory without
listing the governing equations, the following procedure is adopted.
Hypothetical but realistic material properties are assumed in the thermal.
orthotropic VBO. These properties result in a certain stress-strain behavior
in the fiber and in the transverse directions. These diagrams are taken to
be an indication of the material properties of each ply. Then a
(+45/-451 angle-ply and a [0/90) cross-ply laminate are "built
theoreticilly" and their responses 1o a temperature history with and
without mechanical constraints are computed. The uniform tomperatue
excursion (every part of the laminate sees the same temperature) Tia 200 C
increase followed by a temperature hold and a subsequent decrease to the
reference temperature as depicted in Fig.la. In the first case, the
laminates are free to expand and only thermal stresses between the plies
develop due to the differences in the orientation and the coefficients of
thermal expansion. The laminate boundaries are stress free. In the second
case, the laminates are constrained in the on*-direction but are free to
expand in the two-direction, see Fig.lb. Thermal stresses are now due to
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constraint and due -a the differences in orientation of the plies. This
exercise is to demonstro": zc capabilities of the theory under.small
temperature changes. Cli course, larger temperature changes can be
simulated, as long as the material data are known. Examples are the
computation of the residual stresses that may develop during manufacturing
when the laminate cools down from the working temp.rature.

The stress-strain diagrams of a ply in the fiber and the transverse
directions at the reference temperature and at the maximum temperature of
the cycle are shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. The difference in the
strengths of the matrix and the fibers is obvious as is the increased rate
sensitivity of the matrix as compared to the fibers. Overall. the rate
sensitivity modeled by this hypothetical material is not very pronounced.
Other stress-strain relations and rate ser.s11ivities can be modeled easily
by adjusting thu material constants, see (101.

For the simulation of the temperature cycles imposed on the laminate,
it is assumed that the positive .oeafficiaet of thermal expansion in the
fiber direction is about one sixtieth of that of the transverse direction.
Such relations are found in some metal matrix plies.

Case 1: Unconstrained Laminates

In this case, no external stresses act on the laminate. Owing to the
assumptions of CLT, stresses can act at the boundary of individual lamina as
long as their sun is zero.

Fig. 3 shows the computed results for both the angle-ply and the
cross-ply laminates. Owing to the small temperature change. the stresses
are modest and are within the elastic behavior of the fibers, see Fig. 2a.
Due to symetry, only ply shear s...sse..axist in the (+45/-451 laminaze.
The stresses in the two plies have opposite signs. In the cross-ply
laminate, no shear stresses are found and the ply stresses in the one- and
the two-directions are equal. Equilibrium requires that the stresses in the
zero and ninety degree ply add up to zero. For these reasons, only one
curve is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that relaxation occurs during the
temperature hold and that residual stresses exist when the temperature
returns to its original value. They decrease slightly in magnitude with
time.

Case 2: Constrained Laminates

Due to the constraint, see Fig. lb. laminate stresses exist in the
one-direction. In the ewo-direction, the laminate stresses are zero.

The results for the angle-ply laminate are depicted in Fig. 4.

Compared to Fig. 3, compressive stresses in the one-direction develop
upon heating which are almost zero when the temperature excursion is

finished. Due to symmecry, the ply stresses in the one-direction are equa:
to each other and equal to the laminate stress. Shear ply stresses develop
also in the constrained case and their magnitude is smaller than in Fig. 3
due to the presence of the normal stresses and the nonlinearity of the
theory. At first glance, it is surprising that the shear stress magnitude
is higher than the stress in the one-direction due to constraint. This
outcome is largely &ue to the coefficients of thermal expansi-n chosen in
this case. As mentioned above. the coefficient of thermal expansion is
sixty times higher in the two-direction than in the one-direction.
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The variation of the stress components with time is plotted in Fig. 5
for the cross-ply laminate. The shapes of the curves are very similar to
each other and to those of Figs. 3 and 4. It is clearly seen that the
laminate stress in the one-direction is the sum of the corresponding ply
stresses. Due to the differences in the coefficient of thermal expansion,
the stress in the one-direction of the 90-degree ply is higher than the
stress in the one-direction of the zero-degree ply. For the same reason,
the stress in the one-direction of the 90-degree ply is a little higher than
the stress in the two-direction of the zero-degree ply in the elastic
region. When inelasticity sets in, this trend is reversed. After the
temperature excursion is over, tensile stresses are present in the laminate
which, on the graph, do not appear to relax vith time. A check of the
numerical data, however, reveals a slight decrease in time.

DISCUSSION

The above examples have shown that the theory can model simple cases of
thermal stresses in laminates. This includes relaxation and the development
of residual stresses. The theory predicts smooth variation of the stresses
with temperature history. (The ragged appearance of some of the curves is
due to the PC graphics package employed in making the figures.)

This paper uses fictitious material properties to illustrate, in
principle, the capability of the theory on some simple examples. For a
practical application, the material functions and constants of the theory
must be determined by suitable experiments as a function of temperature, see
[4,51. In addition, off-angle tests are necessary, see (101, where some
of the pertinent literature is cited. The theory has many flexibilities,
such as almost linear elastic behavior in the fiber direction but
viscoplastic behavior transverse to it. However, the major question is,
what are the minimum number of constants and functions necessary to model a
given behavior? This aspect has been considered In (9.10l. There, a

"miniaml theory for isothermal deformation is shown which can reproduce the
behavior of Borsic/Al metal matrix composites. Similar studies must be
performed with the present thermal VBO and additional experience must be
gained through further theoretical and experimental research.

The geometric limitations of CLT carry over to the present theory.
From Figs. 3-5. it is seen that the ply stresses at free edges are not
always zero, only the laminate stresses must vanish there. These ply
stresses can be rather large. In Case 2. they are higher than the stresses
caused by the constraint. When different sets of thermal expansion
coefficients are used, this trend can be altered and the constraint stress
magnitude can become the largest. This has been verified by separate
computations.

The small temperature excursion and the small coefficient of thermal
expansion in the fiber direction are responsible for the small thermal
stresses found in the laminate. They are within the elastic region of the
stress-strain diagram in the fiber direction. The redistribution of the
stresses with time is thought to be due to the chosen *Soft matrix
properties. By selecting different "viscous' properties in the material
model, the redistributions can be enhanced or retarded. These properties
will have to be explored by future numerical experiments.

This research was supported by DARPA/OUR Contract N 0014-86-K0700 to
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
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ABSTRACT

The vamshing fiber diameter model together with the thermo-

viscoplasticity theory based on overstress are used to analyze

the thermomechanical rate (time)-dependent behavior of

unidirectional fibrous metal-matrix composites. For the
present analysis the fibers are assumed to be transversely

isotropic thermoelastic and the matrix constitutive equation is

isotropic thermoviscoplastic. All material functions and

constants can depend on current temperature. Yield surfaces

and loading/unloading conditions are not used in the theory in

which the inelastic strain rate is solely a function of the

overstress, the difference between stress and the equilibrium

stress, a state variable of the theory. Assumed but realistic

material elastic and viscoplastic properties as a function of

temperature which are dose to Gr/AI and B/Al composites

permit the computation of residual stresses arising during cool

down from the fabrication. These residual stresses influence

the subsequent mechanical behavior in fiber and transverse

directions. Due to the viscoplasticity of the matrix

time-dependent effects such as creep and change of residual

stresses with time are depicted. For Gr/Al residual stresses
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are affecting the free thermal expansion behavior of the
composite under temperature cycling. The computational

results agree qualitatively with scarce experimental results.

INTRODUCTION
Metal matrix composites consist of a ductile, usually low
strength matrix reinforced with elastic, brittle and strong
fibers. Ideally, the strength of the fiber and the ductility of the
matrix combine to provide a new material with superior
properties. Selecting the best combinations of fiber and matrix
materials is a difficult task which involves conflicting demands
and many compromises. To prevent self stresses from
developing during cool down from the manufacturing
temperature it is desirable to have the same coefficient of
thermal expansion for fiber and matrix. This ideal, however, is
seldom achieved as other considerations but the coefficient of
thermal expansion have priority in selecting the constituent
materials.

It is known that the residual stresses have an influence on the
mechanical behavior, Cheskis and Heckel [1970], Dvorak and
Rao [1976], Min and Crossman [1982]. Moreover, the thermal
expansion behavior of metal matrix composites is shown to be
influenced by the residual stresses, Garmong [1973], Kural and
Min [1984] and Tompkins and Dries [1988]. In precision
applications the exact thermal expansion behavior is of great
interest as it influences the performance.

It is the purpose of this paper to provide a comparatively
simple and approximate means of calculati.ig the residual
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stresses in a unidirectional metal matrix composite during cool
down from the manufacturing temperature and to assess their

influence on subsequent mechanical behavior as well as on the

thermal expansion of the composite under uniform temperature

changes. To accomplish this task the vanishing fiber diameter

model of Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din [1982] is combined with

the thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress (TVBO)

of Lee and Krempl [1990]. TVBO is a "unified" theory which

does not separately postulate constitutive laws for creep and

plasticity but models all inelastic deformation as rate

dependent. Experiments with modem servocontro~led testing

machines have shown rate dependence even at room

temperature for engineering alloys, e.g stainless steels, Krempl
[1979], 6061-T6 Al alloy, Krempl and Lu [1983], and Titanium

alloys, Kujawski and Krempl [1981]. The transition from low

to high homologous temperature behavior is usually

characterized by a decrease in strength and an increase in rate

dependence with an increase in temperature. This behavior

can be modeled easily by TVBO by making certain constants

depend on temperature. It is not necessary to postulate

different laws in different temperature rerumes.

First the governing equations are stated. They are represented

by a system of first order, nonlinear, coupled differential

equations which must be solved for a given boundary condition

and loading/temperature history. Base data for 6061-T6 Al

alloy for which viscoplastic material properties were

determined by Yao and Krempl [1985]. Plausible changes of

these properties with temperature were postulated and the

system of differential equations was integrated to depict the
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properties of the model. Of special interest is the influence of
the residual stresses set up during cooling from the
manufacturing temperature of 660 0C. Owing to the

viscoplastic nature of the matrix constitutive model the
residual stresses redistribute while the composite is at ambient
temperature. For the material properties chosen in the

numerical experiment this redistribution slows down rapidly
with time at ambient temperature and after 30 days a nearly

constant residual stress state is reached. Since the subsequent
response of the composite is affected by the residual stresses an
influence of time spent at room temperature on the subsequent
behavior is predicted by this analysis. The influence of
residual stresses on the subsequent isothermal mechanical
behavior and on the thermal expansion behavior of a composite

subjected to thermal cycling is investigated by numerical
experiments. The computations agree qualitatively with scarce

experimental results reported by others.

THE COMPOSITE MODEL. THERMOVISCOPLASTICITY

THEORY BASED ON OVERSTRESS (TVBO)

AND THE VANISHING FIBER DIAMETER MODEL (VFD)

For the representation of the equations, the usual vector
notation for the stress tensor components o and the small
strain tensor components e are used. Boldface capital letters

denote 6x6 matrices.

Stresses and strains without a superscript designate quantities
imposed on the composite as a whole. Superscripts f and I
denote fiber and matrix, respectively. The fiber volume
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fraction is cf and c" denotes the matrix volume fraction with cf
+ cm=.

A unidirectional fibrous composite element is assumed where
the fiber is transversely isotropic thermoelastic, the matrix is
isotropic and thermoviscoplastic and represented by TVBO.
Fiber orientation in the 3--direction is postulated.

For the VFD model, Dvorak and Bahei-EI-Din [1982], the
following constraint equations hold

&i = A = & for i #3
&3 = cf bj + co b7

it =cf c +c" c for i#3

63 = 4= i

When they are combined with the TVBO equations by Lee and
Krempl [1990] the composite is characterized by the following
set of equations: (details can be found in Yeh and Krempl
[1990])

i = U--U + (K,) -X, + (Wf) -e + (its)-'as +
(1)

together with a separate growth law for the ol component of
the matrix
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E 33

In addition growth laws for the two state variables of TVBO,

the matrix equilibrium stress e and the kinematic stress fi,

are given as

g9_ = q,[rmJb + t g mf + qn[i]- oq(['"]-

XE
p-(l-qm[r])] } k"[P [ (3)

k= •xM  . (4)km [ r]
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with
(r) 2 = (X')'H(X')
(P)2 = 2(ZO)tH(Z6)

X = ot-g?
(A(5)

In the above 0-1 is the symmetric overall compliance matrix

whose components are functions of the elastic properties of

fiber and matrix. The viscosity matrix (Kn)"1 is not symmetric

and its components together with those of C-1 are listed in

Appendix I. The matrices (kf)"1 and (RU)-" contain time

derivatives of the elastic constants of the fiber and the matrix,

respectively. Both matrices are not symmetric. Their

components are listed in Appendix I. These matrices represent

the "additional" terms which can play a significant role in

modeling thermomechanical behavior, see [Lee and Krempl

1990a]. The viscosity function k[Im] and the dimensionless

shape function qm[rm] are decreasing (q¶[o] < 1 is required) and

control the rate dependens.e and the shape of the stress-strain

diagram, respectively. (Square brackets following a symbol

denote "function of".) The quantity p" represents the ratio of

the tangent modulus ET at the maximum inelastic strain of

interest to the viscosity factor Ks. It sets the slope of

stress-inelastic strain diagram at the maximum strain of

interest. E3 3, L, 6 together with the components of the
dimensionless matrix H and other material properties are
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defined in Appendix I. An explanation of TVBO is given by
Lee and Krempl [1990] and the derivation of the above
equations can be found in Yeh and Krempl [1990].

Eq. (1) shows that the overall strain rate is the sum of the
overall elastic strain rate, the inelastic strain rate of the matrix

and the overall thermal strain rate in the case of constant
elastic properties. If temperature dependent elastic properties
are assumed then two additional terms contribute to the
overall strain rate. They insure that the elastic behavior is

path independent, see Lee and Krempl [1990, 1990a].

Eq. (2) is used to calculate the instantaneou: axial matrix

stress which can not be obtained from the overall boundary
conditions directly. al is affected by mechanical and thermal
loadings and their loading paths. For instance for the
isothermal case when t = 0, matrix stresses in the fiber

direction (oi, gi, fl) can evolve in unidirectional transverse
loading, or may evolve in unidirectional shear loading provided
the initial value of XI is nonzero. For pure thermal loading

(overall stresses are zero), al together with gj, fj will develop
due to the difference in the coefficients of thermal expansion of

fiber and matrix; these matrix stresses in the fiber direction
cause coupling between the mechanical and thermal loading in

the inelastic range.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Eqs. (1) - (5) constitute the model which must now be
applied. The boundary conditions must be specified in
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addition to the uniform temperature history. Also material

properties must be known as a function of temperature. For

the purposes of this paper two metal matrix systems, Gr/Al

and B/Al are simulated. The matrix viscoplastic properties for

6061-T6 Al alloy are known at room temperature from

experiments reported by Yao and Krempl [1985]. Since no

experiments were available at other temperatures a plausible

temperature dependence was postulated. The elastic properties

and the coefficient of thermal expansion for the Gr and B

fibers are listed in Table 1. They are assumed to be

independent of temperature for simplicity. The matrix

properties which are close to 6061-T6 Al alloy are listed in

Table 2. They yield the matrix stress-strain diagrams at a

strain rate of 10-4 s-I depicted in Fig. 1. A decrease in

modulus, flow stress and the asymptotic tangent modulus with

increasing temperature is modeled.

120

t = 10 l/s 10c

01.0 1. 2.0

Stiain (%)
Fig. 1. Stress-strain diagraams of matriz material at

various temperatures.
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Table 1.

Elastic Properties for Boron and Graphite Fibers

Properties B Gr (****)

E13 (MPa) 413400 (*) 689650

vs, 0.21 (*) 0.41
G14 (MPa) 170830 (**) 15517

aj (m/m/oC) 6.3E-6 -1.62E--6

Efl (MPa) 413400 (*) 6069

Gj6 (MPa) 170830 (**) 2069
a(m/m/°C) 6.3E--6 1.08E-5

* Kreider and Prewo [1974]

** Estimate

** Tsirlin [1985]

** Wu, et al [1989]
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Table 2.

Thermoelastic and Thermoviscoplastic Properties
of the Matrix

E= 7465711 - (gf-3)] (MPa)(*)

i= 0.33 (**)

G 28066[1 - (MPa) (*)

a, = 2.35E-5 + 2.476E--8(T - 273) (m/m/°C) (**)
qm[ri = v¶[r"]/E", p"= ET/K=

Viscosity function k"[r'] = k1(1+ __Fk

k, = 314200 (s), k2 = 71.38 (MPa) (***)
k 3 = 53 - 0.05(T-273) (**)(***)

Viscosity Factor K= = E"

ET = 619[1 - (,)P] (MPa) (**)

S= 72.24(I- (ljP1 (MPa) (**)

Shape function "[r=, = ci + (cr-cI)exp(--c 3r=)

c, = 16511[1 - (git)l] (MPa)(**)

C2 = 73910[1 - (n,)3] (MPa) (**)

C3 = 8.43E-2 + 1.06E-4(T-273) + 1.914E-6(T-273)2

+5.304E-9(T-273) 3 (MPa") (**)
Inelastic Poisson's Ratio: 0.5

T = OK, 1530K < T < 9330 K

(*) Estimate. Temperature dependence due to Hilig [1985]

(**) Estimate

(***) Yao and Krempl [1985]
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For the integration of the coupled set of differential equations

the IMSL routine DGEAR is used.

Residual Stresses upon Cool-Down from Manufacturing
Temperature

Overall stresses are assumed to be zero and the temperature is

decreased at a constant rate of 0.033 °C/s. It is assumed that

the composite is stress free at 660 °C and that perfect bonding

starts at that temperature. Since the coefficient of thermal
expansion is larger for the matrix than for the fibers tensile
matrix stresses develop as shown in Fig. 2a for B/Al and in

Fig. 2b for Gr/Al. Owing to the assumed fiber volume fraction

150

B/Al
C,= 0.1

100IT = 0.033*C/s

6 2 .... -."
CA L2ob 50 -

Time (Dayp)

0 t-m----- --~~. .~....,

-300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 7W

Temperature (0C)
Fig. 2a. Development of matrix stress o¶, matri equi--

librium gj and kinematic stress fl during cool down

from manufacturing temperature. The inset shows

the decrease of the overstress during the room

temperature hold I - 2. Boron/Aluminum.
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150 ...... ... I I
Gr/AI

100 iy c= 0.5
1 ** t = 0.033C/s

,[2

S~~~Time (Doys) ••••"-50 - 7

-100

-1 0 .. . f . .I. . I. . . .I
m 

. .I. . . ... - . .I....

0150

-300 .200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Temperature (°C)

Fig. 2b. Same as Fig. 2a ezcept that material is Graphitel

Aluminum. The fiber stress cr is also shown.

of 0.5 the fiber stresses are equal and opposite in Fig. 2b. They

are not shown in Fig. 2a where the fiber volume fraction is

0.1. The VFD assumption listed previously yields or1i =-a.

At point 1 room temperature is reached. Due to the

viscoplastic nature of the matrix the stresses relax to point 2

with time. The inset shows the overstress al - gi, which

"drives" the inelastic deformation, rapidly decreasing with

time. All residual stresses enter as initial conditions for

simulations of subsequent tests. They can affect the modeled

behavior and therefore time appears to influence it. After 30

days the residual stress state is nearly constant. Then the

model predicts that the subsequent response becomes

independent of the rest time at room temperature. On the

scale of this graph the kinematic variable fl does not appear to

change with time. However, the digital output confirms the
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slight increase predicted by Eq (4).

Influence of Residual Stresses on Room Temperature

Mechanical Behavior

In this case a B/Al composite with cf = 0.1 is considered and

uniaxial tensile tests in the fiber and the transverse directions

are performed at a strain rate of 10-4 s-1. When a strain of

0.5% is reached the overall stress is kept constant to allow

creep deformation to evolve during a short period of 300 s.

Fig. 3 shows the mechanical behavior for tests in the fiber (3) -

direction. The overall stress, the matrix stress and equilibrium

stress are plotted vs. overall strain for 3 cases. Fig. 3a shows

the behavior without residual stresses, Fig. 3b has the residual

stress state at point 1 in Fig. 2 as initial conditions. This is

called Case 1 and simulates a tensile test performed

immediately after the composite reached room temperature.

The relaxed residual state of stress represented by point 2 in

Fig. 2 forms the set of initial condition for Case 2. The

mechanical behavior with this set of initial conditions is given

in Fig. 3c.

By comparing the figures the significant influence of residual

stresses on the overall stress-strain diagram can be clearly

ascertained. It can be seen that the initial slope, the stress

level at which the transition to another slope takes place and

the overall appearance of the composite stress-strain diagram

are significantly affected by the residual stresses. Owing to a

nearly zero overstress in Case 2 the initial slope seems to be
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300 . . . . .. .

No R.S.
B/Al
C'=0.1

200 £3=lOI/S

Creep
300s

1l00 C3

0
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Overall Strain 3 M(%)

Fig. 3a. Stresses vs strain in fiber direction at room

temperature with a 300 s creep period at the

mazimum stress.

300

Case 1
BIMA

Scr= 0.1
200 t,= 10' I/3

Cd, 
300s

100 -

0. . . . ..... .... I. . .I. . I. .. I . .

00.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Overall Strain e3 (%)

Fig. 3b. Same as Fig. Sa for Case 1.
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300 I

Case 2BIAl
C'= 0.1I

200 C,= H I/s

~100
g3

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Overall Strain E3 (%)

Fig. 3c. Same as Fig. Sa for Case 2.

identical to the stress-strain diagram with no residual stresses.
The level of the overall stress is considerably lower for Case 2
than for the case without residual stresses. Since it is unlikely
that a tensile test will be performed right after reaching room

temperature and since the overstress decreases rapidly with
time, see inset in Fig.2, an experiment would yield the results
of Case 2. The residual stress state has an influence on the
relation between the strain in the fiber direction and the
transverse strain as shown in Fig. 4. From these curves the
actual Poisson's ratio based on total strain could be calculated.
The simulation of a tensile test in the transverse direction is
shown in Fig. 5a and the relation between the transverse strain
f and the two perpendicular strains e2 and E3 are shown in
Fig. 5b and Fig. 5c, respectively. A significant influence of the

residual stress state is evident, especially in Figs. 5a and 5b.
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-0.0

.5-.'%5 Creep
j10., B..

-0.3 'jf. . .I.... I .... I . . .I . .
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

Overall Strain E3 (%)

Fig. 4. The development of the transverse strain during the

tests shown in Fig. S.

ISO I I

B/AlC'= O.BIA

t, 1W~ U/S
No R.S.

100
a= iCase 2

1Creep 300&

so

0.0 0.4 0.3 1.2
Overall Strain el (%)

Fig. 5a. Simulation of a tranerse tensile test at room

temperature as a function of the residual stresses,

transverse stress-strain diagram.
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0.00 7 .,

B/AlII C'=0.1fe h= 104 l/s

S-0.04•.\ Creep 300s
"•.I -

-0.08 I
0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2

Overall Strain c, (%)

Fig. 5b. The development of the transverse strain in the
S--direction.

-0.0 ---- ,-

10ý1 Creep 300s

W 0.0.4

INORSI B/Al-0.9 C'= 0.1

0
-1.2 I0.0 0.4 0.8 1.2

Overall Strain E, (%)

Fig. 5c. The development of the transverse strain in the

3-direction.
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In Figs. 3 through 5 the behavior during the 300 s creep period

is specially marked. As expected the total creep strain
accumulated is very significant in the matrix dominated
transverse mode, see Fig. 5a. It is small for the fiber direction
as shown in Figs. 3. In each case primary creep is modeled
with a rapidly decreasing rate. This is shown in Fig. 5d for the
transverse case. This corresponds to the so-called "cold creep"
phenomenon found at room temperature for ductile engineering
alloys. For the strain vs. strain curves , Figs. 4, 5b and 5c, the
creep periods do not differ significantly from the periods under
increasing stress. Only a slight break in slope is noticeable at
the outset of the creep period.

1.0

B/Al
C'= 0.1

~. 0.5

U -

0 0.00
0 100 200 300

Time (s)

Fig. 5d. Transvrerse creep strain during the 3OOs creep

period.
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The Influence of Residual Stresses on the Thermal Cycling
Behavior of Gr/AI Composite.

The thermal cycling behavior of Gr/Al is of special interest
due to the negative axial CTE of Graphite, see Table 1. It
gives rise to some unusual expansion behavior, see Wu et al
[1989] and Tompkins and Dries [1988]. In this paper we
simulate that the composite is free to expand (overall stresses
are zero) and is subjected to a temperature cycle starting from
room temperature to * 120 0C at a rate of 0.033 °C/s.

The resulting strain in the fiber direction - temperature
hysteresis loop is depicted in Fig. 6a. It is seen that the
composite expands on the segment 0-1 but then contracts with
increasing temperature, segment 1-2. Upon decrease of
temperature from 1200C the composite shrinks as expicted but

0.03 ..... . ............... I..... I.
No R.S.
Gr/AI

, 0.02 C'= 0.5

t0.033 "CCs

0.01

0.00

> -0.01
0*

-0.02. ...................... I..,
-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 10

Temperature (°C)
Fig. 6a. Temperature-strain in the fiber direction loop

during temperature cycling of GrIAl composite.
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expands at point 3 although the temperature continues to

decrease. This pattern continues in the subsequent reversals.

At point 4 a 600 s temperature hold is introduced and the

strain decreases by a small amount, the composite "creeps"

under zero external load and the creep curve is shown in Fig.

6b. To demonstrate that the temperature rate has an influence

the calculation was repeated with a rate of 0.1 °C/s. There is

very little influence on the temperature/strain curve, but creep

during the temperature hold period is accelerated as shown in

Fig. 6b.

X 10-3

W 0 . I . . . I . . . I .. I . . . 1 . . .

-0.5 -

N ~ ~Gr/Al " ......
U . c = 0.5"'-.

ST = 12 0"C .....

~~~~~~~~ -. ~ . . .I . . [ . . . , . . . .I . . .. ..

0 It0 200 300 400 500 600

Time (s)

Fig. 6b. Creep curves during temperature hold at 120" C,

see points 4, 5 in Fig. 6a.

The explanation of this unusual behavior can be found in the

development of the fiber and matrix str:esses during cycling as

shown in Fig. 6c. It is seen that a temperature-stress

hysteresis loop develops and that the matrix starts yielding at
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150
No R.S. c'=0.5
Gr/A! t =0.033°C/s100 34

-I 4

S50 g3" -2' : 5

"5 0 -7 O

-0 00". . ..

-00

-150 -oo -50 0 50 100 150
Temperature (OC)

Fig. 6c. "Internal stresses" which develop during tempera-

ture cycling shown in Fig. 6a.

points 1 and 3 where the breaks in Fig. 6a occur. The unusual

behavior is due to the matrix y:,lding. In the inelastic range

the stiffness of the matrix is low and the overall behavior is

dominat&.d by the fiber which has a negative axial CTE.

To show the influence of residual stresses Cases 1 and 2 are

simulated in Fig. 7a. and Fig. 7b, respectively. Cooling down
takes place on 0-1. While the composite rests free of overall

stresses at room temperature, see Fig. 2b, the overall strain

increases on path 1-2, see Fig. 7b (this portion is absent in
Fig. 7a which depicts Case 1). At 2 temperature cycling

begins, the composite expands first, 2-3, but starts to shrink,

3-4 and then the pattern of Fig. 6a continues. However, this

time the first part of the first cycle 2-5 is not inside the
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0.15 I .. I I I ... I

"Case !

6 C= 0.5

w 0.10 66
0*I0 t0.033C/Qs

.0.05

0
0

0.00200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 80

Temperature (°C)
Fig. 7a. Temperature-strain graph during cool down from

660" C and subsequent cycliing as in Fig. 6a. Case

1.

0.15 .... I.... I.... 1.... I""'1.... I.... I.... I.... I.............

Case 2
tP I Gr/AI

= 0.5
7 t =0.033 .s.

~0.03

0.0
-200 -100 0 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

Temperature (°C)

Fig. 7b. Same as Fg. 74 for Case 2.
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subsequent loop as it was the case for Fig. 6a, see segment 0-3.

Rather the first segment is shifted and the shift depends on the

case considered. The residual matrix and fiber stresses have

altered the cycle pattern. Their development during cycling

(the cool-down portion 0-2 is omitted ) is depicted in Fig. 7c

for Case 2. For the identification the same numbering scheme

has been used as in Fig. 7a and in Fig. 7b. It can again be

ascertained that the "breaks" in the expansion behavior are

coinciding with the onset of inelastic deformation of the

matrix.

150
Casc 2 C= 0.5
Gr/AI t = 0.033C/s

CU 5 5

1003.
0" X

-100

-150 -100 -50 0 50 100 150

Temperature (°C)

Fig. 7c. The "internal stresses" developed during

temperature cycling for Case 2. Curves start at

room temperature, point 2 in Fig. lb.
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DISCUSSION

A "unified" viscoplastic constitutive model for composite

analysis, the thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress,

was used in conjunction with the vanishing fiber diameter

model in a simple analysis of the influence of fiber/matrix

residual stresses on the mechanical and thermal cycling

behavior. Realistic but assumed material properties permitted

the execution of numerical experiments. The stress-strain

diagrams reported in Figs. 3a-3c correspond qualitatively with

those reported by Cheskis and Heckel [1970]. In both cases a

break in the slope of the overall stress-strain diagram is

observed when the matrix starts to deform inelastically in an

appreciable manner. The presence of residual stresses shift the

location of this break point, see Figs. 3a-3b.

Another feature exhibited by the present theory is the

manifestation of the influence of rate dependence on the

behavior. The first example was the redistribution of the
residual stresses while the composite element was sitting stress

free at room temperature after cool-down from manufacturing

temperature. The theory predicts that this redistribution will

nearly come to an end after some time which depends on

material constants, especially the viscosity function used. In

the present application the redistribution is almost finished

after 30 days. While the stresses redistribute the time at room

temperature appears to have an influence on the subsequent

behavior.
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For Gr/Al the residual stresses were shown to affect the free

thermal expansion of the composite. The results of Figs. 7a
and 7b suggest that residual stresses are responsible for the

special shape of the first part of the first cycle of Figs. 6 and 7
of Tompkins and Dries [1988]. In comparing their figures with
Figs. 7a and 7b it has to be kept in mind that the presently

used theory models only cyclic neutral behavior whereas real
matrix alloys may exhibit cyclic hardening or softening. These

aspects could be added to the present theory in a refined

approach.

The present paper intends to show the capabilities in principle.
For the exact modeling of a metal matrix composite various
refinements are possible. Included are the determination of
matrix and fiber properties as a function of temperature and
the use of other micromechanical models.
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APPENDIX I
For the transversely isotropic (fiber) and the isotropic (matrix)
elastic properties the usual designations are employed. For
convenience the following quantities are defined and used

E33 = cfE13 + c1E8
L = L41EO - A1

131 = cfi41 + c n.

The components of the overall elastic compliance matrix U'-
are

T1 f +EC" cfcL2 = (U)22
Ell El ELEIF3 s ~12

(U'1)l2 = -ýc t  + CI+ cE• EL 2  
2 1

El EN 2 ~ 3

(U"')13 = 3' ('C-')23 (U*1)l = (U)32

E333
(U14= + S-- = M1"'

G14 G+
M168, =- C + I

GI, G"

with all other (U'1 )ij = 0.

The viscosity matrix (K")" is given by the components (the
argument of the viscosity function k' is omitted)
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(K@)jj = + o 5C~L)

(KO)j A -c~{ fL~) =K
2Knk Y3

(K~i=E45 +- c L =(KE),i
Konko E

(Ka)i1= -cmEm (a
2'E33K~k

(K~ =c aEm
E~33K~k

(K')j1 = 3m= (K~j= (Km~hL.
Konko

Afllother (KE~l=O0.
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The components of the "extra terms" (Rkf)-1 and (fts)-1 are

(Ell)' (E13)2E3 3

(W) A c 2' i42 I, L 241j) + C fCcL
= - f(E¶1,)2 (E3 _____33

(IE3- V1iE43)] = ofi

(Ik.f)~ =- T13-PY3 A)

(ftl)il =- 14 - PIE 1E 3) = l'i

(G14)'

(Ikf~l = (G1f Oi

with all other (Rf)~j = 0.
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(R~I (En)2  (En) 2 1 33ý

-AM C* k (i- EN)(1 - J' (RAjj
(E:) Y3 3

(A) c = - 'E)

ERE33

cEE3

(A') ii = -c'0 0N kW

= (Gin)2

All other o .

The overall coefficient of thermal expansion vector iis
represented by

(a3= (cOaIE3 + ca'En)/E~s,

Finally

S1 --0.5 -0.5 00 01
1 -0.5000

1 0001
sym 3001

3 0J
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Uniaxial thermomechanical loading. Numerical experiments

using the thermal viscoplasticity theory based on overstress

K. D. LEE .* and E. KREMPL'

ABSTRiACT. - A previously formulated orthotropic thermal viscoplasticity theory based on overstress
(OTVBO) is specialized for the uniaxial state of stress (TVBO). In this theory the assumption of path
independence of elastic behavior leads to additional terms which are multiplied by the time rate of change of
temperature. The influence of these terms is investigated by numerical experiments on three different hypothetical
materials which exhibit different temperature dependence of mechanical properties which are patterned after*
real materials.

The additional terms assure a stiff response and show their influence on the "elastc' behavior as expected
as well as on the transition to inelastic flow. The long term asymptotic behavior at constant mechanical strain
rate and ultimately constant temperature is, however, unaffected. The magnitude of the influence of these
terms is controlled by the temperature dependence of the constants with a dominant effect of the elastic
modulus. A definition of 'temperature history effect' is given. Its absence implies that the material properties
can be determined from isothermal tests at various temperatures alone. If the asymptotic tangent modulus is
zero (the stress-strain curves are honzonmtl at the maximum strain of interest), then TVBO cannot represent a
"temperature history effect'.

Introductim

The analysis of the inelastic deformation behavior is an important ingredient in the
life prediction of components subjected to severe mechanical loading and thermal cycling.
Presently the life of components in gas and steam turbines, processing plants, nuclear
reactors, and jet and rocket engines must frequently be determined long before the
component is being built. Inelastic finite element analyses calculate the state of stress
(strain) as a function of location and time in a component. The stresses and strains are
then used as inputs for the life prediction.

In the finite element analysis constitutive equations are needed which describe the
deformation behavior of the material to be analyzed under constant and variable temper-
ature. Modern constitutive equations based on state variables with no separate repositor-
ies for creep and plasticity, the so-called unified theories, are increasingly used. In these
theories the equivalents of the classical kinematic and isotropic hardening variables

are employed frequently. They have been successful in describing inelastic isothermal

* Mechanic of Materials Laboratory, Renselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy. N.Y. 12180W3590. U.S.A.
"Now with Lucky LTD. Dne-deog D&Oji. Doe-jeon. Korea.

EUVROOPAN JOURNAL OF MECHANIC& A/OWL|(S VOL 10. We 2. 1991
0997-75381/91/02 173 20f5 4.00/ e Gauthier-Villars



176 K. D LEE AND E. KREMPL

Chan & Lindholm [1990] and by Niitsu & Ikegami [1988], although the latter results
could be interpreted to contain some temperature history effect, especially when the
additional results which are quoted by Ohno et al. [1988] are taken into consideration.
A clear case of a temperature history effect and associated microstructural changes in a
IN 100 superalloy is reported by Cailletaud & Chaboche [19791.

Although the origin of any temperature history effect may be due to chemical reactions
of the microstructure (precipitation reaction such as carbide formation is just one
example) it can be identified macroscopically by suitable experiments. Two identical
specimens with different prior thermomechanical histories are subjected to the same
loading rate and ultimately constant and equal temperature. If the stress-mechanical
strain diagrams are ultimately different then history dependence in the sense of plasticity
is observed, see Krempl [1981] where only isothermal cases are considered. If the prior
mechanical history is identical but the temperature history is different for the two
specimens, (history 1-7 and history 1-8), as is the case in the example of Figure I b. then
a history effect is found. These definitions can also be applied to the examination of the
capabilities of constitutive equations.

THE UNIAXIAL VERSION OF TVBO

The present uniaxial formulation is an outgrowth of an orthotropic formulation
(OTVBO) given previously, see Lee & Krempl [1988]. It differs slightly from the formula-
tion given by Krempl et al. [1986] and these differences are delineated in the Appendix
and in the Appendix of Lee & Krempl [1988].

The stress and the strain are designated by cr and .. respectively. When only uniaxial
states of stress are considered, they can be interpreted as engineering stress and strain or
as true (Cauchy) stress and true strain as the need arises. A superposed dot denotes the
total time derivative and a square bracket following a symbol denotes "function of"'.
With these preliminaries we list the first assumption of TVBO. total strain rate is the
sum of elastic, inelastic and thermal strain rates,

(i) i.j,+ i + ,h.

Further, the elastic strain is assumed to be independent of thermomechanical path,

(2) ji -,d ( = ", _-t a (E M) ' I

where T- 0-00 is a variable temperature, 0 is current temperature, 00 is reference
temperature (room temperature), and EM is the temperature dependent elastic modulus.
The inelastic strain rate is a function of overstress, x = - g, the difference between the
stress and the equilibrium stress (a state variable),

(3) - x
K[x, TJ'

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF MECHANICS. ASOLIDS. VOL. 10. N" 2. 1991



NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS IN THERMOVISCOPLASTICITY 177

where K [x. TI = K [T] k [x. T]; K [] is the viscosity factor with the dimension of stress
and k[x, TI, dimension of time, is the viscosity function employed by Krempl er al.
[1986]. In that paper the viscosity factor K was set equal to the elastic modulus which is
not necessary here and in Lee & Krempl [1988]. The thermal strain rate is

(4) i" = a [T] T,

where 2 [T] is a coefficient of thermal expansion, defined as the tangent of the thermal
strain-temperature curve. The sum of the elastic and inelastic strain rates is called the
mechanical strain rate and is denoted by "'.

The growth law for the equilibrium stress is

TI+- (,[x. 1rg7f([x.T•T-EM(l-*x ))) T

where 4* [x, T] and (p [x, T] are shape functions and a/VT denotes partial temperature
derivative. The shape functions * and (p, dimension of stress, are not increasing with
overstress but their dependence on temperature is not restricted; * [0, T] < E M and is
chosen close to E[M. Further it is required that (p [T > E, [TM. Lee & Krempl [19881
assumed that the elastic growth of the equilibrium stress is path independent and can be
approximated by

gl d( *[O,T I

(6) 0 a)i E

- 1*0, TI 4*[0.T M _

which explains the formulation given in (5).

The kinematic stress, f, is another state variable. Its evolution equation is

x(7) I= ET --- ,K [x, TI'

where E, M is the tangent modulus of the stress-inelastic strain diagram at the maximum
strain of interest.

PROPERTIES OF THE CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION

Eq. (2) and the first two terms on the right hand side of (5) together with (6) ensure
the path independence of the elastic deformation and the modeling of elastic regions.
Since the latter are important for TVBO the terms containing T must appear in (2) and
(5). Use of T in only one the equations would not allow for the modeling of elastic
regions.

EUROPEAN JOURNAL OF MECHANICS. A/SOLIDS. VOL. |0. Nw 2. 1991



178 K. D. LEE AND E. KREMPL

The "extra terms" for the present theory are the terms multiplied with T. They stem
from the assumption of path independence of elastic thermomechanical deformation.
While this assumption does not appear to be important to others, it leads, within the
context of TVBO at least, to terms which are equivalent to the "extra terms" used by
others.

For constant strain rate and ultimately constant temperature TVBO admits asymptotic
solutions, see Cernocky & Krempl [1979] and Sutcu & Krempl [1989] where the isother-
mal cases are treated. When the asymptotic solution is reached which can happen at
small strains, the following relations hold ({ } denotes asymptotic value).

(8)&)i) - [1- EM I

where T is the ultimately constant temperature. We see that the kinematic variable (7)
controls the ultimate slope which can be positive, zero or negative. It can further be
shown that

(9) { a-f} x} +AM,

where

(10) {x}= c({x}Iw/(l +E,M[T/[T')

is the asymptotic overstress which is independent of the initial condition and where
A M = { g -f } is the rate-independant or plastic contribution to the stress. Examination
of (9) and (10) shows that Ia-f } is independent of temperature history and mechanical
history. At a given plastic or total strain when the asymptotic solution (8) holds, the
value of the stress a at the same mechanical strain rate &" and the same temperature T
may depend on the temperature history through the temperature dependence of E, in
(7). Since (8) holds always the slopes of the stress-mechanical strain curves are equal
and independent of thermomechanical history. The present theory can at most predict a
temperature history effect which manifests itself by parallel curves as indicated in
Figure I b. When the tangent modulus E, is zero no history dependence will be predicted
by the present theory.

The formulation given above models cyclic neutral behavior and recovery of state is
not included. A cyclic hardening formulation of VBO has been given by Krempl & Yao
[1987] and the inclusion of recovery was proposed in the context of an orthotropic theory
of VBO by Choi & Krempl [1988). While these phenomena are important for modeling
some elevated temperature properties they are not included in the present paper which is
mainly intended to elucidate the role the "extra terms". This can best be achieved with
the present version of TVBO. Although we cannot prove that this is the case, the effects
of these "extra terms" are expected to be similar when cyclic hardening and/or recovery
of state are modeled.

The asymptotic relations do not depend on [ [x, T]/Et or any partial temperature
derivatives. The "extra terms" have therefore no bearing on the asymptotic solution.
They will affect the nearly elastic behavior and the transition from nearly elastic to the
inelastic behavior. Numerical experiments are necessary to eludicate their effect. No
analytical representation is possible in the transition region.
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Material properties used in the simulations

In the application of TVBO the material functions and constants have to be determined
from suitable experiments at constant temperature. The present theory implies that all

TABLE I. - Qualitative properties of the three materials used in the numerical experiments.

Material property MTL I MTL2 MTL3

Elastic modulus. E small (d) high (d) same as MTL2
Tangent modulus E, small (i) 0 same as MTL2

coef. of thermal exp. a small (c) high (i0 same as MTL2
Strength* high (d) high (d) small Wid)

Rate dependence" high (i) small (o) same as MTL2
E /E 2

el" A' Bsame as MTL2( t) 10-'
EJ C" D" same as MTL2

Indicates variation with increasing temperature: d-decreasing. i-increasing, c-constant.

" As measured by flow stress at a given strain.
As measured by the asymptotic value of the overstress for i.,- 10°'s-1. see Eq. (10).

SA--75/(10--75T)'. B--57.5/(2.3l x 05-57.ST)2 . Crz-0.15+0.050 exp (-C 3IxI) (09;T400 K).
-0.625+0.125 exp (-C3IxI) (400;T6%00 K). Dv -0.350+0.313 exp (-C31t1).

the properties can be determined from isothermal tests and that the thermal behavior
can be obtained by interpolation. There are at the present not enough material data
available to check this hypothesis.

The influence of the extra terms on the behavior predicted by TVBO can, however,
be ascertained by postulating the material properties.

Some qualitative properties of these hypothetical materials which are close to real
materials are listed in Table I. It can be seen that the strength (as measured by the stress
level of the stress-strain diagram) decreases for MTLI and MTL2 with temperature.
Such a behavior is usually observed. There are cases where the strength increases with
temperature before it decreases. The Nickel Aluminides are one such example, see
Lee & Krempl [1989], and MTL3 represents this behavior. As indicated in Table I the
three materials differ also by their elastic modulus, their coefficient of thermal expansion
and their rate-dependence as measured by the asymptotic overstress at a fixed strain rate
and at constant temperature. As the overstress increases the rate-dependence increases
also. The properties of the three materials are completely determined by the constants
listed in Tables II-IV. These properties manifest themselves in stress-strain diagrams
when the set of differential equations is integrated for a given stress or strain or thermal
history. In the following stress-strain diagrams are displayed to give an indication of the
properties of the three materials.

Numerical experimenu

All numerical experiments were performed on personal computers using the IMSL
routine DGEAR.

EUROPtAN JOURNAL OF MECHANICS. A/SOLIDS. VOL 10. NW 2. 1991
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TABLE II. - Material constants as a function of temperature for MTLI.

Young's modulus, EM (MPal

0•iT-1 S400 K 400 S Tk 800 K

E" -10000 - 75 T E - 100.000 - 75 T
Viscosity function. K [x. 11 - K• (I + x I K 2)

0•TS400 K 4005T 9800 K

K, - 1.0 x 0lO -0.75 x 10' T IMPa's) Ki- 1.0 x 109 -0.75 x 10' T iMPa's)
K2 "-50+005 T (MPa) Kz- - 10+0.2 T NMPa)

K3- 15 K,"- 15

Modified shape function. *[x. TI/E'M-=C, +(C 2 -Cj) EXP (-C3 Ix1)

0T,ý400 K 4009TgSO0 K

C, -0.8-0.125 x 10-3 T C," 1.0-0.625 x 10' T
C,-0.18-0.75x 10'- T C 2 - 1.15-0.5x I0-3 T

C3 -0.07-0.25 x 10' T (MPai) C3-0.092-0.8 x 10"" T (MPa-')

Shape function. [Im (MPa)

0;STS400 K 400;9 TS SW0 K

op-0.8 x 10s -75 T 4P- 0.75 x I10 -62.5 T
Rate independent c.zntnbuuon to the stress. AM (MPa)

ISTS400 K 400 : T ; 800 K

A- 50 -0.5 T A-500-0.5 T
Tangent modulus. EM (MPa)

OST;,400 K 4O0T S800 K

E,- 2.500+ 1.25 T E,- 2.500+ 1.25 T

Coefricient of thermal expansion. a (K -')

0;5T•:400 K 400 Tg800 K

2-0.2 x 10' a-0.2 x 10-
T -T- -o. where 8 is current temperature and 0o is room temperature.

ELAsTIc BEHAVIOR

To illustrate the "path-independence" of elastic behavior, the mechanical stratn and
the temperature histories shown in Figure 2 are used. The responses of MTLI with
additional terms and without additional terms are depicted in Figure 3 a and Figure 3 b
respectively. [The additional terms are those muiliplied by T in (2) and (5).] The stress-
strain curves at RT (room temperature) and at RT + 800 are also shown. It is clear from
a comparison of Figures 3 a and 3 b that the additional terms ensure the stress response
to reach the RT+ 800 isothermal curve as soon as the temperature reaches that value.
The ratio of o'/e follows the temperature dependent elastic modulus. This is not the case
in Figure 3 b, where a delay is observed. Here, the slope of the stress-strain curves follow
the temperature variation of the elastic modulus.

Although inelastic strain rates are always present ir TVBO, they are extremely small
in the quasi-elastic regions. For negligible overstress and therefore inelastic strain rate
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TABLE Ill. - Material constants as a function Gf temperature for MTL2.

Young's modulus. EM (MPa)

0ýT- I-600 K 6009T 5800 K

E-23l.000- S7.5 T E-231.000- 57.5 T

Viscosity function. K(x. T]-Kt(I +IxI/Kz)I-: K, = ET Mx K*

0gT9600 K 600;T 800 K

K•,-39.47-0.865 x 10- T(s) K0= 39.47-0.8f5 x 10-1 T(s)
K2 38.1 +0.119 T (MPa) K2- - 19.2+0.2145 T (MPa)

K 3 -20 K3 -20

Modified shap function, *[x. TiEM]= C, +(C 2 -C,) EXP (-C3Ix1)

0Tj 600 K 600;T r800 K

C, .0.68-0.35 x 10-3T C,=0.68-0.35 x 10-3 T
C2,-0.9-0.375 x 10' T C 2-0.9-0.375 x 10-4 T

C 3.0.07 (MPa"') C, - 0.07 (MPa" -)

Shape function, (p M (MPa)

0gT 600 K 600:iTS8O0 K

p 157,080- 107.875 T 9" 147.420-91.775 T

Rate independent contribution to the stress, AM (MPa)

0;T•600 K 600;5T ri800 K

A - 520 - 0.587 5 T A - 520- 0.57 5 T

Tangent modulus. ,M (MPa)

Oj T;5400 K 400;9 T W 800 K

E,-o Eý-o

Coefficient of thermal expansion. m (K- 1)

0;T%600 K 600 9 Ti800 K

a-0.103 x 10-"+0.475 x 10 T 7-0.103 x 10-'+0.475 x 10-8 T

T - e - 0 , where is current temperature and 0 o is room temperature.

the response of TVBO can be approximated by

d , [ g
dt E dt * (0, 7

and this response is verified by Figures 3 a and 3 h
The behaviors of MTL2 and MTL3 are similar. However, their elastic regions are

small compared to MTLI, and are therefore not graphed.

INELASTIC BEHAVIOR

Although the additional terms are introduced to insure the path-independence of the
elastic behavior their influence reaches into the inelastic region as will be demonstrated
by examining the response at various temperature rates and strain rates. The responses
are dependent on the material properties.
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TABLE IV. - Material constants as a function of temperature for MTL3.

Young's modulus. EM (MPa)

OgT"- Ir600 K 600 ; T g; 800 K

E-231.000- 57.5 T E=231.000- 57.5 T

Viscosity function. K (x. T1 - K, (I + I x I/K2) -K; K, - E M x K

0TST600 K 600:5T:800 K

KO - 39.47 - 0.865 x 10- 1 T (s) KO, - 39.47 - 0.,65 x 10-2 T (s)
K 2 -38.1+0.119 T (MPa) K 2 ,- -19.2+0.2145 T (MPa)

K, - 20 K ,- 20

Modified shape function. [;_. TI/E'MI-C, +(C 2 -C,) EXP (-C3 Ix1)
05Tý600 K 600;T;5 00 K

C,-0.68-0.35 x I0-' T C,-0.68-0.35 x 10-3 T
C2 "0.9-0.375x 10-4 T C2 -0.9-0.375x 10-' T

C3-0.07 (MPa') C3 -0.007 (MPa" -)

Shape funcuon. ('M (MPa)

OT.j600 K 600;T5800 K

4p- 157,080- 107.875 T (p- 147.420-91.775 T

Rate independent contribution to the stress. AM (MPa)

09T9600 K 600fT•800 K

A-90 + 0.658 T A-800-0.525 T

Tangent modula. FM,' (MPa)

0:9T;9400 K 400 TS800 K
E,-0 E,-O

Coefficient of thermal expansion. a (K -)

0STg600 K 600gT%800 K
a,0.103x 10-'+0.475x 10-0 T m-0.103 x 10-'+0.475 x 10-8 T

"* T - 0 - 0o, where 0 is current temperature and 0 o is room temperature.

(i) Monotonic straining and temperature cycling

The imposed history consists of monotonic straining at a constant mechanical strain
rate of 10- Is -1 and temperature cycling at a rate of-± 8 K/s as depicted in Figure 4.

The responses of the three materials with additional terms and without additional
terms are given in Figures 5 A-5C together with the isothermal stress-strain curves
performed at the strain rate of 10-s s-. Since the temperature dependence is monotone
for MTLI and MTL2, the stress-strain curves at the temperature extremes are shown.
The highest strengh is reached at RT + 600 for MTL3 and this isothermal stress-strain
diagram is graphed in addition to those at the minimum and maximum temperature for
MTL3 in Figure 5C.

Comparing the isothermal curves it is evident that the tangent modulus E, is zero for
MTL2 and MTL3 whereas it is positive for MTLI. This observation is also an indication
that the asymptotic solutions have been reached on the graphs.

The additional terms have a significant effect on the response of MTLI but their
influence on the behavior of MTL2 and MTL3 is surprisingly small. In none of the cases
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Fig. 2. Imposed mechanical strain (a) and temperature (b) histonies. OAB - PATH 1. OCDB - PATH 2.
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Fig. 3. - Nearly elastic behavior for constant temperature (RT and RT + 800) and responses to the temperature
paths of Figure 2 b. Figure 3 a shows the responses with additional terms. In Figure 3 b the additional terms
are omitted which results in a considerable delay in reaching the isothermal curve RT + 800.
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Fig. 4. - Imposed mechanical strain (a) and tern riaturi: 1b) him.urues.
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200.1 200.
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RU

0.000 0.005 0.010 0.015 0.020 0.000 0.005 0.010 0.075 0.020

MECHANICAL STRAIN MECHANICAL STRAIN

(B) (C)

Fig. 5. - Isothermal responses at RT and at RT+800 and response to the thermomechanical history of

Figure 4. Curve a depicts the response with additional temps. The response without additional terms is

designated by b. MTLI (A); MTL2 (B); MTL3 (C).

the stress-strain curves at the temperature extremes are exactly reached. The variable

temperature curve (a) in Figure 5 A, however, comes close to them.

When the temperature cycle is altered to include 400 s hold times at either extremes.

the curves with and without the additional terms reach the stress-strain curves at the

temperature extremes for the three materials. These observations show that there is a

time delay built into the constitutive equations and that sufficient time must be allowed

for the attainment of the asymptotic response. Details are to be found in Lee [1989].

Again the response of MTLI is sensitive to the additional terms but this is not true for

the responses of MTL2 and MTL3.
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Fig. 6. - Imposed mechanical strain (a) and temperature (b) histones.

(ii) Effect of strain and temperature rate

For the next set of experiments the strain rate was reduced by one order of magnitude
to 10- 6 s-I. The temperature rate which is now set to 0.8 K/s (A) or to 0.08 K/s (B) is
depicted in Figure 6.

The responses of the three materials are graphed in Figures 7 a through 7 c. Since the
effect of the omission of the additional terms has been shown already in Figures 5 a
through 5 b only the responses with the additional terms are shown.

By comparing the respective isothermal curves in Figures 5 and 7 the influence of rate
can be ascertained. It differs from material to material.

Since the ratio of strain rate to temperature rate remains constant and equals that of
Figure 5 for the fast temperature rate (A), no basic difference in the response curves was
expected and the numerical experiments bear out this expectation. When the temperature
rate is reduced, temperature history B in Figure 6, more time is available to approach
the asymptotic solution and the isothermal stress-strain curves are nearly reached for the
three materials. The wavy behavior of curve B in Figure 7c is due to the unusual
temperature dependence of the strength.

Omitting the additional terms would not change the observation of the frequency
effect but would maintain the differences between MTLI and MTL2 on the one hand
and MTL3 on the other as shown in Figure 5.

The numerical experiments demonstrate that the solutions tend to approach the
asymptotic solutions but sufficient time is needed so this can happen. The additional
terms have no influence on the asymptotic solution but can strongly influence the
transient behavior.

(iii) Cyclic loading

The theory presented here models cyclic neutral behavior and a closure of the hysteresis
loop is expected for the isothermal case. In thermal cycling the situation may be different
and consequently some numerical experiments are performed using the loading conditions
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Fig. 7. - Isothermal responses at RT and at RT+ 300 and response to the themomechanical history of
Figure 6. Curves A and B show the response to the respective temperature history of Figure 6b. MTLI
Figure 7 a; MTL2 Figure 7 b; MTL3 Figure 7 c.
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Fig. 9. - Response to thermomechanical history of Figure 8. First quarter cycle A; first cycle B; fifth cycle C.
MTLI with additional termi (a); MTLI without additional terms (b): MTL3 with additional terms (c).

depicted in Figure 8. Since temperature and strain increase simultaneously the loading
corresponds to in-phase cycling.

The response of MTLI with and without additional terms is depicted in Figures 9a
and 9b, respectively for the first five cycles. It is seen that the loops do not close and
that the shift of the loops is larger without the additional terms than with them.
Surprisingly no such shift is observed for MTL2 and MTL3. For these materials the
loop closes after the first cycle. The hysteresis loop for MTL3 is depicted in Figure 9 c.

Discwuiou

GENERAL

The numerical experiments confirm the theoretical predictions regarding the behavior
in the quasi-elastic region. With the path-independent formulation of the elastic strain
rates the response curves follow the temperature path immediately. Stress and strain
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reach their respective values as soon as the temperature does. This is clearly demonstrated
in Figure 3 a.

The asymptotic behavior is independent of the extra terms and can be independent of
the temperature history. This property becomes only apparent when there is sufficient
time for the asymptotic solution to develop. The temperature rate is too fast in relation
to the mechanical strain rate in Figure 5 and the asymptotic solution is not reached. It
is almost reached for the slow temperature change, curve B in Figure 7. When 400 s
temperature holds are included at the temperature extremes in Figure 4b. as it was done
by Lee f19891, the absence of a temperature history effect is clearly demonstrated for
MTL2 and MTL3, see Figures 4.16 and 4.17 of Lee (1989], respectively. For MTLI the
400 s hold-time is not enough to react on the asymptotic solutions. Moreover, since
E, * 0 for this material a temperature history effect equivalent to that shown in Figure I b
could be modeled.

The influence of additional terms vanishes if either the temperature rate is zero or if
all the relevant constants do not depend on temperature. These terms were shown to be
essential for modeling path independence in the quasi elastic regions and to influence
the transition from this region to fully inelastic behavior. The asymptotic behavior is,
however, not affected by these terms. At a constant mechanical strain rate and an
ultimately constant temperature the asymptotic slope of the stress-mechanical strain curve
will be independent of prior history.

The numerical experiments also show that the TVBO is capable of modeling very
complex temperature dependence such as that of MTL3. At the same time general
features of the equations are maintained. The existence of asymptotic solutions is one
example.

With different constants and different material functions k [xJ, * [x] and (p xJ different
shapes of the stress-strain curves and different temperature dependencies can be modeled.
In an application the material constants and functions must be determined from isother-
mal experiments at different temperatures. This presupposes that the real material does
not exhibit a temperature history effect. The data reported by Chan & Lindholm [19901
seem to exhibit this property.

The additional terms have a significant effect on the transition from quasi elastic to
inelastic behavior for MTLI but their influence for MTL2 and MTL3 is small, see
Figure 5. The reason for this difference seems to lie in the different temperature depend-
ence of the elastic modulus and of the *-function. It can be seen from Table I that the
extra terms (BE/oE/3)/E 2 and (/loT) (4/E) are smaller for MTL2 than for MTL I for small
overstress x. If it is assumed that the most significant effects are in the elastic region
(when x is small), the absence of a major influence of the extra terms for MTL2 and
MTL3 is explained.

It is of interest to ascertain under what conditions the extra terms will have an

influence. While it is difficult to make a precise statement the relevant equations can be
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obtained easily as

(01) I &_-- yl(aE 1; E /E and
OTi

(12) gel eE '/( + ( /E))

where * has to evaluated at negligible overstress. It can be seen that the product of
temperature rate time stress times the temperature derivatives of the material properties
over the respective properties has to be significant relative to the stress rate for the extra
terms to be influential. It is also of interest to note that the major influence of the terms
comes through Eq. (I I). Usually the temperature dependences of E and * have the same
trend and the contributions of E and * in Eq. (12) tend to compensate each other. (To
ensure the existence of the quasi elastic regions 4 [0, T] should be less than but close to
the elastic modulus EM[T.) On the basis of these expressions it is possible to get an
estimate of the significance of the extra terms. For a material which has a strong.
temperature dependence of elastic modulus the effect is most likely to be significant.

It is also evident that the extra terms make the response stiff, especially the transition
from the elastic .o the inelastic region. This property was deemed desirable, Walker
(1981] and NASA [19841. A comparison of the prediction of the theory with thermo-
mechanical tests is necessary to ascertain the modeling capabilities of VBO.

CYCLIC MECHANICAL STRAIN AND TEMPERATURE

Under isothermal conditions the present theory represents cyclic neutral behavior and
the hysteresis loop closes after one cycle. Suprisingly a shift of the in-phase thermomech-
anical hysteresis loop is observed for MTL I in Figures 9 a and 9 b. The shift is more
pronounced when the additional terms are absent (Fig. 9 b) than when they are present
(Fig. 9 a). In Figure 9 a the shift is most likely produced by a net contribution per cycle
of the kinematic variablef when (7) is integrated. This hypothesis seems to be confirmed
when Figure 9,a is compared with Figure 9 c where no shift is observed for MTL3 for
which E,-0. The strain range in the cyclic test is such that the asymptotic solution is
not reached for MTLi at RT and for MTL3 at the maximum temperature (see the
stress-strain diagrams in Figs. 5a and 5 c). As a consequence the cycle loading takes
place within the transient region and a net contribution can remain after a cycle which
then accumulates from cycle to cycle. It is not expected that a stable hysteresis loop will
be reached for MTLI.

It has been shown that the additional terms make the response of TVBO stiff. This
fact may explain the larger shift observed in Figure 9 b compared to Figure 9 a. The shift
consists only of the E, contribution of Figure 9 a (the additional terms are absent.). Since
the additional terms where shown to be unimportant for MTL3 their omission is not
expected to produce a significant shift of the hysteresis loop in Figure 9 c.

It should be mentioned that the shift does not necessarily have to be in the direction
of positive stress as is the case in Figures 9 a and 9 b. A different set of material constants
could conceivably cause a shift in the direction of negative stress.
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The effect of strength increases with temperature is clearly evident from the shape of
the hysterexis lop in Figure 9 c. A considerably higher stress level is reached upon heating
with MTL3 than with MTL1. On the other hand MTL3 yields upon cooling down
whereas almost linear behavior is shown for MTLI.
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APPENDIX

To compare the growth la' 'or tht ,.quilibrium stress in the present theory with one
in [Krempl et al., 1986], the t' ,al uniaxial equation in (5) is reduced to the isothermal
one,

(A-I1) 9 Ll 0[X1- Agf (lxh-lýI -

The isothermal growth law for the equilibrium stress obtained after same algebra from
(Krempl et al., 1986J is

(A-Z) =2(1t+ v) *[ 6+[x] X (9-),x_. 1Ix)(A-2) g LJ- A - *+*[X (* [x]- E,1) X
3 E K [X] A* I x)

In the present paper the tangent modulus E, is defined with respect to the inelastic
strain and A is defined as the asymptotic value of { g-f ). These quantities are related
to E,* and A* defined on the basis of total strain by E,* - E,jB and A* - A/B. respectively.
with B -(I + E,/E).

Once substitution is made (A - I) and (A-2) are similar except for the following. ip (x)
and Ig-fl and x are used in (A-I) whereas IxI and (g-f) are employed in (A-2). The
function p [x] can be set equal to * (xl without changing the initial elastic and the
asymptotic properties; it was necessary because of invariance requirements in the ortho-
tropic formulation (see [Lee, 19891. Switching the absolute signs from x to g -f was
initially proposed by Sutcu (19851 to facilitate the orthotropic formulation. He showed
that there was no essential change in the uniaxial modeling capabilities. A similar change
has been implemented in the context of rate independent plasticity by Burlet & Cailletaud
[19871.

In (Yao & Krempl, 1985] no distinction was made between elastic and inelastic Pois-
son's ratio. The new theory considers separate constant elastic and inelastic Poisson's
ratios. Setting v- 1/2 reduces the first factor in (A-2) equal to unity.

The purpose of f. the kinematic variable, is to set the asymptotic tangent modulus.
Yao & Krempl (1985] and Krempl et al. (19861 used a algebraic expression based on
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total strain. Here, (7) is incremental on the basis of inelastic strain rate. This formulation
is advantageous for the thermal case. For the isothermal case both formulations are
equivalent.
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ABSTRACr: A previously derived cyclic neutral thermoviscoplasticity theory for fi-
brous metal-manrix composites (Yeh and Krempl [I]). which combines the vanishing fiber
diameter (VFD) model with the thermovisccrplasticity theory based on overstress (TVBO)
is specialized for transversely isotropic, thermoelasic fibers and an isotropic. thermovis-
coplastic matrix. Numerical experiments are used to illustrate the predictive capability of
the theory. Simulations include the influence of volume fraction on the monotonic and
cyclic loading behavior in the fiber and transverse ditections with creep holds for B/Al and
B/Ti unidirectional composites and thermal cycling of flAI. The three-dimensional theory
permits the calculation of the actual lbissons ratio in the tests. The results compare favor-
ably with sparsely available experimetal results.

INTRODUCTION

METAL-MATRIX COMPOSITES are intended for use in structural applications
under constant and variable temperature. In applications the deformation

behavior must be known so that the lifetime of a component can be calculated
before it is being built. To this end various theoretical and experimental investiga-
tions have been performed which are referred to by Yeh and Krempl [1,21.

Unified theories of time (rait)-dependent material deformation behavior have
been proposed recently. In these theories creep and plasticity are not separately
accounted for. The thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress (TVBO) de-
rived by Lee and Krempl [31 offers the advantages of a unified theory. It has been
combined with a simple composite model, the vanishing fiber diameter model
(VFD) by Yeh and Krempl [1,21 and permits the simulation of observed rate de-
pendence in meals and alloys which includes suain rate effects and hold-times
with creep and relaxation. It is simple to use and can be exercised on a PC since

Reprinted from Journal of COMPOSITE MATERIALS, Vol. 26. No. 6/1992
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it only requires the integration of ordinary differential equations. In this way gen-
eral features can be explored with ease. If needed more sophisticated micro-
mechanics models can be employed to increase the accuracy of the composite
analysis.

The purpose of this paper is to perform numerical experiments using a previ-
ously developed composite model [1]. The experiments explore the influence of
fiber volume fraction c' on monotonic and cyclic behavior, the effect of creep
hold-periods in the fiber and transverse directions and the behavior of B/Ai under
thermal cycling without constraint. Actual Poisson's ratios are derived and shown
to be influenced by the change from monotonic to creep loading.

MATERIAL AND COMPOSITE MODEL

The composite model developed by Yeh and Krempl [1) which combines the
TVBO [31 and the VFD of Reference (41 is used in the numerical experiments of
this paper. The fiber is transversely isotropic thermoelastic with the matrix
idealized by the isotropic, incompressible, cyclic neutral TVBQ Following Ref-
erence [I] the fiber direction is the 3-direction with the I- and 2-axes denoting the
transverse directons. The volume fractions of fiber and matrix are c- and c-, re-
spectively. As usua. a and e denote the stress and small strain vectors, respec-
tively. Quantities with no supeiscript denote stesses or strains applied to the
.omposite. Matrix and fiber quantities are idendfied by the appropriate super-
scripts. Details of the theory and its derivation can be found in Reference [11.

To perform numerical calculation the material constants of Equations (11)-(14)
in Reference 11) must be known. For specific B/Ai and B/li composites a com-
plete set of data are not available. Consequently "plausible" properties were
postulated. Literature data for the thermoelastic boron fiber were used or as-
sumed (see Table 1). The data for Al and the T1i matrices are from tests on related
monolithic materials by Yao and Krempl 151 and Krempl et a]. (6], respectively.
The material constants listed in "lbles 2 and 3 give rise to the mechanical proper-
ties which resemble typical matrix properties. However, they are not the exact

TabM 1. Elastic properfite for boron fibers.

Proper""e 0

E'" (MPg) 413,400
0.21

G0 (MPg) 170,830
a i(mlnVC) 6.3E -6
a' (nm/fvC) 6.3E- 6
Eli (MPg) 413.400
06 (MPp) 170,830

*Krsidw and Prewa 1121.

tTgwt (131.



Table 2. Thermoelastic and thermoviscoplaetic properties of the Al matrix.

E' - 74,65711 - (T/933)3J (MPa)"

Y' - 0.33"

G- = 28.06611 - (T/933)31 (MPa)

a'" - 2.35E-5 + 2.476E-6(T - 273) (m/nV°C)"

q'[r'l =- *'[r¶iE" p' a E•'/K-

Viscosity Function: kmlro] - ki[1 + (r'/kg)]-13

k, - 314.200 (S) k2 - 71.38 (MPa)t
k3 a 53 - 0.05(T - 273)*'"

Viscosity Factor: K'" - E

E- - 619(1 - (T/933)31 (MPa)'

A" - 72.24(1 - (T/933)3 | (MPa)'

Shape Function: *¶t [Ir ,,- c + (c2 - cl) exp(-0 3 "")

C, - 18,51111 - (TI933) 2j(MPa),"

ca - 73,910(1 - (T/933)31 (MPa)'"

c3 - 8.43E-2 + t.06E-4(T - 273) + 1.9141E4(T - 273)2

+ 5.304E-9(T - 273)3 (MPa-)"

Inelastic Poisson's Ratio: 0.5

T= K 153K< T<933K

"-E1Atmate. Temperature dependnc due to Heftg 1141.
"*Estimate.
t yso and Vigo 151.
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Table 3. Thermoelaatlc and thermov$scoplastek properties of

the Ti alloy matrix.

Et - 132,8484 - 3896T(MPS).

&, , 0.31"

Gm - 50.705.5 - 14.87T(MPa)'..

c , 8.4E-6 (mirC)

qm frjI = *'a[r'aE" p' - E'IK'"

Viscosity Function: k m [F"]j - kip1 + (r,"/k2)1"'3

k, - 314.200 (9)" k, a 117 (MPa)"

k3 a 18.646 - 0.0073(T- 273)..

Viscosity Factor: KO' a E

E•f - 1270.4 - 0.4792T(MPa).

A-" - 856.55 - 0 591T(MPi)" "

Shape Function: *-jrol - c, + (ca - c,) exp(-c••,")

c, - 88,967.5 - 37.5T(MPa) ..

c2 - 131,438 - 38.546T(MPa)*...

c3 - 0.0205 + 4.59E-4(T - 273) (MPaI")....

Inelastic Poisson's Ratio: 0.5

T-K 293K< T<773K

• Kremo 0al. 161.
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model of a specific composite. The temperature dependence of the inelastic
stress-strain behavior of Al was assumed and is illustrated in Figure I of Refer-
ence [2]. The results presented hereafter are believed to represent typical general
behavior of B/Al and B/Ti composites.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

The IMSL routine DGEAR is used to integrate the set of nonlinear coupled.
first order differential equations under appropriate initial and boundary condi-
tions.

Volume Fraction and Rate Effects in B/Al and B/li

Although generally not appreciated, inelastic deformation behavior of metals
and alloys can be rate dependent at room temperature. This fact has been con-
sidered in the TVBO model which is based on observed behavior. As a conse-
quence rate effects, creep and relaxation are predicted in the inelastic range at
room temperature.

Uniaxial tests are simulated where the overall strain rate is kept constant except
for a 300 s creep period with constant stress introduced at the maximum strain
of 0.5%. Tests in the fiber and transverse directions are performed to study the
influence of strain rate and volume fraction on the behavior in the straining direc-
tions and Poisson's effects.

For a constant strain rate the influence of fiber volume fraction on the stress-
strain behavior in the fiber direction and the development of the transverse strain
e, are depicted in Figures I and 2. respectively. As expected the B/Ti composite
is, at a given volume fraction, stronger than the B/Al. It is also observed that the
creep strain accumulated during 300 s increases with decreasing fiber volume
fraction and is larger fir B/Ti than fir B/Al. For most of the straining B/Al devel-
ops a larger absolute value of the transverse strain than B/Ti. As the fiber volume
fraction becomes smaller the Poisson's effect increases fir both composites. The
actual Poisson's ratio which is the slope of the curves in Figure 2 changes at the
transition to the creep period.

The curves in Figure I are somewhat nonlinear and their nonlinearity increases
with decreasing fiber volume fraction. They are affected by the load transfer be-
tween matrix and fiber and the yielding behavior of the matrix. The curve for
cf = 0.1, B/Al in Figure I shows initial yielding around 0.1%. At this strain the
matrix starts to yield as shown in Figure 3 and this yielding causes the overall
stress-strain curve to bend over. Figure 3 also reveals that the matrix stress and
equilibrium stess decrease during creep. Since the matrix overstress aUT - g3'
decreases also transient or primary creep is modeled. This matrix overstress is
the driving force of the rate dependence within TVBO.

Due to the matrix dominated behavior, the rate effects are most pronounced in
the transverse direction. Results are shown in Figures 4-6. As expected the B/Ti
composite shows higher strength and a greater rate sensitivity than B/Al. But the
B/Al composite exhibits a greater creep strain accumulation than the B/Ti. As the
prior strain rate increases the accumulated creep strain in 300 s increases also for
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both materials (see Figure 4). These are properties of the matrix constitutive
equations and reflect observed experimental behavior.

The evolution of the axial strain e and of the transverse strain e is depicted in
Figures 5 and 6. respectively. They show the influence of volume fraction on the
induced strains. At the same strain in the I-direction B/Ti exhibits a larger ab-
solute value of the strain in the 3-direction than B/Al. The opposite is true for the
2-direction. Also. the trend of the influence of the volume fraction is opposite in
Figures 5 and 6. It is shown in Figure 6 that Poisson's ratio increases with an in-
crease in volume fraction: it decreases in Figure 5. The model predicts a minor
influence of strain rate on Poisson's ratio. The numerical tests whose results are
depicted in Figures 5 and 6. were repeated at a strain rate of 10-' s-' and the re-
spective curves were almost indistinguishable from those obtained at 10-' s-' and
shown in Figures 5 and 6.

Cyclic Loading with Creep of B/TI

The TVBO constitutive equations used herein represent cyclic neutral behavior
and the hysteresis loop closes after one cycle for cycling under symmetric stress
or strain limits. This property is passed on to the composite model as depicted in
Figure 7 (fiber direction) and Figure 8 (transverse direction). Each figure repre-
sents the response to a stress rate I MPa/s at a stress amplitude of *800 MPS
with creep periods introduced at a stress magnitude of 500 MPa. When the stress
magnitude increases the creep period is 300 s but is set to 100 hrs when the stress
magnitude decreases.

It is observed that the loops close after one cycle and that almost twice as much
strain develops in the transverse than in the fiber direction. Despite the differ-
ences in creep time the creep strain accumulation is much larger upon loading
than upon unloading. This is an experimentally observed fact in monolithic mate-
rials and the TVBO model predicts this for the composite. The repository for
modeling this behavior is the difference in the evolution of the matrix overstress
during loading and unloading. Figures 7 and & show that this difference is larger
on loading than on unloading. It should also be noted that the matrix stress in the
fiber direction is not constant during the creep periods (see Figures 3 and 7).

Thermal Cycling of B/Al

The thermal cycling behavior of metal-matrix composite is of special interest
since the almost always existing mismatch between the coefficients of thermal ex-
pansion of fiber and matrix can lead to the development of internal stresses and
to very unusual thermal expansion behavior of the composite. This is especially
true fir composites with graphite fibers which have one negauve coefficient of
thermal expansion (see Wu et al. [71, Krempl and Yeh [21). Here we illustrate the
free thermal expansion of B/Al. Starting from room temperature the temperature
is changed unifirmly between * 120°C at a rate of 0.033*C/s for five reversals.

The overall strain-in-the-fiber-direction vs. temperature hysteresis loop of B/Al
is depicted in Figure 9. The composite expands on segment 0-1 but then changes
slope in segment 1-2. Upon decrease of temperature from 120°C, the composite
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shrinks in segment 2-3 but the rare of shrinking is reduced after point 3. A similar
pattern evolves dur.ng the temperature increase from - 120"C. The loop closes
after one cycle.

The explanation of observed changes in slope can be found in the development
of the fiber and matrix stresses during cycling as shown in Figure 10. At points
I and 3 where the slope changes in Figure 9 the matrix starts to yield with a cor-
responding change in stiffness. After these points the fibers with their low coeffi-
cients of thermal expansion have a stronger influence than before these points.

DISCUSSION

Influence of Volume Fraction and of Loading Rate

An increase in fiber volume fraction increases the stress level in the fiber direc-
tion (see Figure I) and decreases Poisson's ratio (see Figure 2). These results are
to be expected. Also the accumulated creep strain in 300 s increases with de-
creasing volume fraction for both composites when straining occurs in the fiber
direction (Figure I). For transverse straining (see Figure 4), this is true for B/Al
only. B/Ti, on the contrary, exhibits more creep strain accumulation for c' = 0.5
than for c' = 0.1. B/Ti with c' = 0.5 yields earlier and thus has a larger prior
overstress which drives the creep strain rate.

In Figure I the B/Ti composite develops more creep strain in 300 s than B/Al,
but the opposite is true in Figure 4. This result is surprising at first since the
model assumes that the Ti matrix is more rate sensitive than the A[ matrix (the
spacing between stress-strain curves at two different rates is larger for the Ti than
for the Al matrix). However, at 0.5 percent strain inelastic flow is fully developed
for the B/Al whereas B/Ti is in the transition from linear to nonlinear inelastic
behavior. The creep stress levels are therefore not at an equivalent level and creep
behavior can be different (the creep strain rate is a highly nonlinear function of
stress level). For the loading in the direction of the fiber both composites exhibit
almost linear behavior up to 0.5 percent strain (see Figure I) and the creep stress
levels can be considered equivalent.

For the TVBO model the observations can be explained in terns of the evolu-
tion of the matrix overstress. At 0.5 percent transverse strain the largest over-
stress, the asymptotic overstress characteristic of the strain rate has been reached
for B/Al. In the knee of the transverse stress-strain curve the overstress increases
and has not reached its asymptotic value for B/Ti. Further the tangent modulus
at strains beyond 0.5 percent is small and nearly constant for B/Al but large and
slowly decreasing for B/Ti. Creep rates increase with an increase of overstress
and a decrease in tangent modulus.

These examples demonstrate that the evolution of creep strains is governed by
a complex interaction between creep stress level and the material properties of
the matrix. Aside from these considerations Equations (11) and (AIS) in Refer-
ence [I1 show that the inelastic strain rate which is caused by the viscosity of the
matrix is also influenced by the elastic properties of the fiber.
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At the same fiber volume fraction the accumulated creep strain in 300 s in-creases with an increase of the prior strain rate in the transverse direction (Figure4). This is an experimentally observed behavior in monolithic materials and this
behavior carries over to composite behavior.

The room temperature creep in the transverse direction predicted by the pres-ent model was observed by Min and Crossman [81 in Gr/Al composites.
The curves for B/Al in Figure 5 show almost no growth in induced axial strainbeyond 0.4 percent strain. This implies that the plastic Poisson's ratio 'j is nearlyzero. Evaluation of Equation (20) in Reference [11 using the pertinent values ofthe matrix overstress yields 17. - 0. Figure 6 of Sun and Chen [91 reports a plas-tic Poisson's ratio close to zero for transverse tensile tests of unidirectional B/Al.

The inelastic Poisson's ratio 1, = i3z = 0.83 and obtained from Equation (18)in Reference [1i for c' = 0.475 for B/Al compares favorably with the experimen-tally determined value fbr straining in the 3-direction as reported by Sun and
Chen (91 in their Figure 6.

The theory permits the calculation of the variation of the total overall Poisson'sratio -f0, = - i, for straining in the i-direction, ij. = 1, 2, 3, i * j. Figure11 shows the variation of this quantity as well as the inelastic Poisson's ratiodefined by Equation (17) in Reference 1i) for the transverse tensile test on B/Alwith c' = 0.5 (see Figures 5 and 6). It is seen that both the inelastic and the total
Poisson's ratio reach their limiting value before 0.5% strain. This behavior is dueto the stress-strain behavior of B/Al as depicted in Figure 4. For the B/Ti com-posite which does not reach fully developed inelastic flow (see Figure 4), thevariation of Poisson's ratios is quite different as shown in Figure 12 for c' = 0.5.Immediately after the start of the creep test the inelastic and the total Poisson'sratios become equal as it should be since the elastic strain rates are zero in a
creep test.

Cyclic Loading
In the presently used version of TVBO cyclic neutral behavior is modeled andthe hysteresis loops close after one cycle (see Figures 7- 10). The TVBO theoryhas been modified to account for cyclic hardening (see References (101 and (1li)

and this feature can be implemented for composite analysis.
Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate that creep rate at the same stress level is muchhigher on loading than on unloading. Again this is a feature which is observed inmonolithic materials and carries over to composites. This property is affected bythe overstress dependence of the inelastic strain rate. It should be noted that thematrix stress is not constant during a creep test in the fiber direction. Duringcreep with a positive stress, strain is increasing, the stress in the elastic fiber in-creases and to preserve equilibrium the matrix stress must decrease. This fact isdemonstrated in Figures 3 and 7. When a creep test in the transverse direction issimulated, the matrix stress equals the overall stress and is therefore constant (seeFigure 8). Comparison of the widths of the hysteresis loops at aro stress in Fig-ures 7 and 8 shows the effect of fiber reinforcement. At the same stress amplitudemuch less strain develops in the fiber direction than in the transverse direction.
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The unequal creep behavior upon loading and unloading is also evident from
Figure 8.

During thermal cycling between * 120*C of the freely expanding composite.
the present theory predicts the axial strain- temperature hysteresis loop for B/Al
as shown in Figure 9. There are changes in slope as indicated by the numerals I
and 3 in Figure 9. Figure 10, which shows the matrix and fiber stress-temperature
hysteresis loops, reveals that the change in slope in Figure 9 at points I and 3
coincides with the elastic -inelastic transition of the matrix. There is a coupling
between the thermal expansion behavior and the stresses in the fiber and in the
matrix which is caused by the mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion.
The coupling is very pronounced in Gr/Al where a large difference between the
coefficients of thermal expansion exists (see Krernpl and Yeh [21). It should be
noted that the stress-strain behavior of the fiber is linear elastic, the fiber stress-
temperature hysteresis loop notwithstanding.

At the same temperature range B/Ti only exhibits elastic thermal expansion.
The yield stress of the Ti is much higher than the matrix stress resulting from the
thermal strain mismatch of fiber and matrix.
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ABSTRACT: The vanishing fiber diametr (VFD) model together with the thermovisv-
plastiity theory based on overstiess (TVDO) sam used to analyse the thermiomechanica
behavior of unkithectional flbqus metl-mnatnix cogompsates. Fiber and Manx can both be
ttaasversely-iswtopic. therlaatfc-'nscoplasitic. All maeIal consaum can depend On
current temperature. Yield sfaartc and loading/unkediag conditionsamat not used in the
theory in which the inelastic stratn rane is solely a furiction of the overressa the difihrenc
betwesci stmas and this eq~uilibram stress, a vsem van"iabl( the fteory. The fthr-
dimensional equations m derived andl specializd for various sampl loedin caes such
as isodiermal unuiazia and biaxial Proportonal and moanpronoional losidiW. The pmedic
tions of this viscoplasticty theory during landing compere levorably with results 1mxm the
rue-independent plasticity theory. In addition it is capable of predicting creep. relaxation
and raw sensitivity

imooucnoii
M ETAL.MATMI cowEposmT are being considered for room temperamire arid

elei'amd lemperature service and inelastic analyses ame required to ascertain
their behavioir under load and warable temperatue. The inelasti bethavior is
generaly idealize as rare-independent elastic-pleasi or by a creep model such
as power law creep. The brmer is considered to be appropriate for low homolo-
gous temperature whereas the cree~p laws are used hbr high homologous tempera
ntre applications. in theme appoaches, the transition from one representation 10
the other provides difficulties sincie creep laws am not mathematical limits o1'
rate-inependetit plasticity and vice versa.

Unified material models do not separately postulate constitutive laws Ib creep
and plasticity bua consider all inelastic deformatior rate dependent. Experiments
with modern servocontrolled testing machione have shown rate dependence even
at room temperature for engineering alloys, e.g., stainless steels, Kiempi [1).
6061-T Al alloy, Krempl and Lu [21, and titanium alloys. Kujawski and Krempl

Reprinted from Journal of COMPOSrrE MATERIALS. $61l. 26. No. 711992
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131. The transition from low to high homologous temperature behavior is usually
characterized by a decrease in strength and an increase in rate dependence. This
behavior can be modeled easily by unified laws if certain inaterial constants are
made to depend on temperature When material data are analyzed using separate
laws for creep and rate-independent plasticity. identification problems arise since
it is not always clear what portion of the inelaisitc deformation is to be attributed
to creep or plasticity. This difficulty does not arise with unified ornstitutive laws.
However, they are rather new and havw not been used extensively.

The elastic-plastic isothermal behavior of fibrous metal-matrix composites has
been analyzed by Min [4]. Dvorak and Bahei-EI-Din (5h],. Kenaga. Doyle and
Sun (71, Teply and Dvorak (81, Dvorak. Bahei-EI-Din. Macherat and Liu [91,
and Sun and Chen (101.

Time (rate)-dependent isothermal analyses based on creep or creepplasticity
laws were performed by Min and Crosaman (1l1, McLean (12,13), and Lilbolt
1141. Min and Crossman [111 also showed that a Gm/Al exhibits primary creep at
room temperature in the transverse direction.

Residual stresses between fiber and matrix can have a significant influence on
the overall expansion and mechanical deformation behavior (see the experiments
and analyses by Min and Crossman (151). Dvorak (161 dlemonwtate that in the
plastic range thermal and mechanical1 effect are coupled. Using die periodic hex-
agonal array model and dhe VFD model, die rue-independent diermonoechanical
behavior of composites was predicted by %~ et al. (171, and Bahei-EI-Din [18),
respecuvely. Longitudinal and tmmranve tensile sam on B/AI and B/epoxy plies
reported by Meyn (191 showed some influience of strain nom on loingifladinal
strength. For die B/Al mateia die trnserse =siilt strengt was strongly al-
lecited by muae of loading at room wrepmpeata. Surptrisigiy "dciii pedence did
not increase with increasing temperaiture.

A rate-dependent micromechankcsal anaysis o( metal matrix using die unified
Bodner Model was performied by Aboudi (201. In an exansion of classical -,

thermial lamunute theory Krenqpl and Hang (21) used an ordoropic continhiaso
viscoplasticity theory baseid on overstius 10 represent ply behavior, Subse-
quently Lee and Krenpip [22) extended die tmatnem to die diemal. eluatic-
viscoplastic case. Application todite dienua cycling and diermoi.chanical load-
ing followed (23.241. The thermal viscoplautic balmaior ofa ply wans idealized as
an orthotropic continuum. With this theor die coupling between thermal and
plastic material behavior could not be modeled.

The purpose of this paper is to apply the thermal orthoeropic: theory of visco-
plasticity based on overstress (TVDO) which includes temperature-dependent
material properties to a micromfechanics analysis of fibrous metal matrix com-
posites. The vanishing fiber diameter model (VFD) is employed which was pro-
posed by Dvorak and Bahei-M-Din (51 in die context of a du'ee-dimenskonal
elastic-plastic analysis. T1he governing equations are derived and numerical ex-
periments are performed under isothermal tmiaxial and biaxial proportional
loadings and compared with the predictions of the rate-independent plasticity
theory of Reference (51. T1he present approach can in addition model rate sen-
sitivity. creep, relaxation and hysteresis and includes thermal-inelastic coupling.
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MATERIAL AND COMPOSITE MODELS

Transversely.isotropic, Thermoviscoplasticity Theory
Based on Overstress (TVBO)

INTRODUCTION
The theory developed by Lee and Krempl 122) is for infinitesimal strain and or-

thotropy. It is of unified type and does not use a yield criterion and loading/
unloading conditions. The elastic strain is formulated to be independent of ther-
momechanical path and the inelastic strain rate is a function of overstress. the
difference between stress a, and the equilibrium stress g; it is a state variable of
the theory.

The long term asymptotic values of stress, equilibrium stress, and kinematic
stress rates, which can be obtained for a constant mechanical strain 2te and ulti-
mately constant temperature, are assumed to be independent of thermal history
as are the ultimate levels of the rate-dependent overstress and of the rate-
independent contribution to the stress (see Yao and Krempl 125)). Therefore the
material functions and constants can in principle be obtained from isothermal
tests within the temperature range of interest.

The model can predict not only the rate-dependent phenomena such as creep.
relaxation, and rate sensitivity but includes inelastic incompressibility, ten-
sion/compression asymmetry, and invariance of the inelastic properties under
superposed pressure as special cases 122].

Constant elastic and inelastic Poisson's ratios are defined for the aniaxial load-
ing cases. The theory permits the computation of the actual Poisson's ratio which
depends on the loading history [221.

All material constants can be functions of temperature. This dependence is not
explicitly displayed. The temperature dependence can be the usual Arrhenius
relation or can deviate from that model.

For the representation of the equations, vector notation is used where stress
tensor components a and the small strain tensor components e are related to their
vector components by

o0f n , at or 0.3 "-- 033 0'4 -- 02 3  0G5 ý t 031 6 VI0I

and

el= El E2 = E E3 = eL3 t = 2u es 2e3, N3 = 2e.1

FLOW LAWS
In the context of an infinitesimal theory, the total strain rate, de Idt, is con-

sidered to be the sum of elastic, deoldt, inelastic, de"Idt, and thermal strain
rates. de"'hdr,

"+ (I)
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where the, sum of the elastic and inelastic strain rate is called the mechanical
strain rate,

"= •" + ' (2)

A superposed dot represents the total time derivative. dldt.
For each strain rate, a constitutive equation is postulated. The elastic strain is

assumed to be independent of thermal history, therefore,

d (3)dt

where C-' is the temperature-dependent compliance matrix.
As in the case of isotropy, the inelastic strain rate is only a function of the

overstress X. It denotes the difference between the stress a and the equilibrium
stress g, a vector state variable of the theory. Accordingly

i'" = K"X (4)

The viscosity matrix K" controls the rate dependence through the viscosity fac-
tors K., and the positive, decreasing viscosity function k[ tP.

The thermal strain rate is given by

' = at" (5)

with a the coefficient of thermal expansion vector. Tis the temperature difference
from some datum temperature.

GROWTH LAWS FOR THE STATE VARIABLES
The growth law for g is the repository for modeling elastic regions and hystere-

sis. It is given by Reference 1221

aqj)X
= -, . + qIF!r - etq1[ri - p(t - q,Irl)l

(6)

where the dimensionless modified shape functions q, and q3 control the shape of
stress-strain diagram. The dimensionless constant p represents the ratio of the
tangent moduli at the maximum strain of interest io the corresponding viscosity
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factors. p • 0. The invariant 0 is related to the rate-independent contribution to
the stress and is defined as

(0), = Z'PZ (7)

where P is a matrix whose component, have the dimension of reciprocal stress
squared. The vector Z represents the Jilerence between the equilibrium stress g
and the kinematic stress f

Z = g - f (8)

where f evolves according to

P X (9)kirl

Asymptotic analyses for tha uniaxial isothermal case in References [251 and [261
show that f determines 6r ultimately. The purpose of Equation (9) is to set this
slope which can be positive, zero or negative.

The representations of the material matrices for the transversely isotropic case
and other explanations are given in Appendix 1; q,, q, and p in Equation (6) are
listed in Appendix 2. The above equations follow directly from Reference [221 by
assuming tension/compression symmetry.

The theory given above represents cyclic neutral behavior. Rate sensitivity,
relaxation and creep are represented. Since no recovery of state is modeled the
creep behavior is controlled by the sign ofp. If p > 0 the equations can only rep-
resent primary creep. Primary and secondary creep may be modeled for p = 0;
primary, secondary and tertiary creep can be represented in principle if p < 0.
Note also that p sets the slope of the stress-inelastic strain curve of the maximum
inelastic strain of interest through Equation (9) (see the discussion of the proper-
ties of VBO in References [251-[27]).

When recovery of state is included in the model [281 the creep behavior is no
longer completely controlled by the sign of p and secondary creep can be repro-
duced at stress levels which are in the linear region of the stress-strain diagram.
Also the isotropic formulation of VBO has been extended to cyclic hardening
[29,301. It is possible to include this property as well as recovery of state in the
orthotropic theory. This will be done in a future paper.

Wnishing Fiber Diameter Model

For the representation of the fibrous composite the vanishing fiber diameter
model (VFD) of Reference 151 is used. In this model uniform overall stresses and
strains, perfect bonding between fiber and matrix, and vanishing fiber diameter
are assumed even though fibers occupy a finite volume fraction of the composite
151. This leads to a single constraint condition in the fiber direction which is
assumed to be the 3-direction in this paper. In the transverse plane the fibers do
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not interfere with the deformation of the matrix [5]. The following constraint
equations hold

b, = 1= for i * 3

-3 c= 11 + c'673
(10)

i. = cli". + C'L for i * 3

ij= i3= i

In the above the superscripts fand m denote fiber and matrix, respectively. In
the sequel the superscript r is used to denote either fiber or matrix. The volume
fractions of fiber and matrix are c' and c-, respectively, with c' + c- = I.

The Composite ModeI-Thermoviscoplastkcity (TVBO) and Vanishing
Fiber Diameter Model (VFD)

A unidirectional fibrous composite element is assumed where both the fiber
and the matrix can be represented by the transversely isotropic, thermovisco-
plasticity theory based on overstress (TVBO). On-axis representation and fiber
orientation in the 3-direction are postulated. Thermoelastic fibers are a special
case and the isotropic formulation of TVBO can be derived by making the substi-
tutions given in Appendix 1.

The three-dimensional equations representing the composite which has trans-
versely isotropic, thermoviscoplastic fiber and isotropic, thermoviscoplastic ma-
trix result from using the constitutive Equations (1)-(9) and the VFD constraints
[Equation (10)) together with the representations of the matrices given in Appen-
dix 1. %e then have

i = C-' + (K/)"'X + (K')"X" + (lR')"e' + (R') + iT (01)

together with a separate equation for the a-" component of the matrix

X K-k'[P-] (X' - 0.5(Xr + X7)I + Kakl.[I (X{ + X')

_ X" -C'E' 33E- I -03E31-vI1'
K11I ]LIEE (131 E ,3 -

(iW'E - ,,E¶) (0, + 03) + (EIk3 a

EI (E/33)2E3

---- 'Ur 37 E W) - a-)t (12)
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In addition growth laws of equilibrium and kinematic stresses for fiber and
matrix are needed which are obtained by rewriting Equations (6) and (9) in terms
of matrix or fiber stresses.

g" = q'(r'lb' + i aq'[r_

+ iq'lrI' - eO'q'[r-l - p'( - q'fIr')jl (13)

, =X, (14)k-ir'l

where we have set q, = qý = q for simplicity.
In the above C' is the symmetric overall compliance matrix whose compo-

nents are functions of the elastic properties of fiber and matrix. The viscosity ma-
trices (KT)', (K")" are not symmetric and their components together with
those of C-' are listed in Appendix 3. In the representation of the matrix proper-
ties, isotropy and plastic incompressibility were assumed. The viscoplastic for-
mulation and the rate-independent formulation [4.51 lead to a nonsymmetric
matrix which relates the contributions of the matrix stresses to the overall in-
elastic strain rate. The matrices (RAT' and (R')" contain time derivatives of
the elastic comtants of the fiber and the matrix, respectively. "oth matrices are
not symmetric (see Appendix 3). They are zero if the elastic constants are inde-
pendent of temperature. These matrices are the "additional" terms which can play
a significant role in modeling thermomechanical behavior (see Lee and Krempl
[311). Finally the coefficients a are composed of the elastic constants and the
coefficients of thermal expansion (see Appendix 3).

Equation (II) shows that the overall strain rate is the sum of the overall elastic
strain rate, the overall inelastic strain rates contributed by the fiber and the
matrix, and the overall thermal strain rate in the case of constant elastic proper-
ties. If temperature-dependent elastic properties are assumed then two additional
terms contribute to the overall strain rate. They insure that the elastic behavior is
path independent (see Lee and Krempl [22,311). When the fibers deform only
elastically their contribution to the inelastic strain rate vanishes.

Equation (12) is used to calculate the instantaneous axial matrix stress which
cannot be obtained from the overall boundary conditions directly. E., and L are
defined in Appendix 3. aT- is affected by mechanical and thermal loadings and
their loading paths. For instance, for the isothermal case when T = 0, matrix
stresses in the fiber direction (W,', 3-,f,-) can evolve in unidirectional transverse
loading, or may evolve in unidirectional shear loading provided the initial value
of X-' is nonzero. For pure thermal loading (overall stresses are zero), v7T to-
gether with gj',-f will develop due to the difference in the coefficients of thermal
expansion of fiber and matrix; these matrix stresses in the fiber direction cause
coupling between the mechanical and thermal loading in the inelastic range. If
the fibers deform elastically and the elastic constants are independent of tempera-
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ture, X,. X'1 X'•. and the terms in the second brace vanish. For isothermal case.
the temperature rate in the last term becomes zero.

From these general equations some properties of the model can be derived. We
address inelastic dilatation and Ibisson's ratio.

INELASTIC DILATATION AND INELASTIC POISSONS RATIOS
Assuming constant temperature, the rate of inelastic dilatation of the composite

i', can be computed from Equaton (I1). It consists of (Uk)' and (,- with

(•::)' C1 EKk[I~ (C' - C/,n/11 - ,11'3 + 2c-v,/,)•
'IK' . kj r[- f c'

+c([ - 1' 2v-,ij,)E i(X, + XD)
+ -3 K~k J [(0 - 2c/r, - 2cv'¶)EI + 2c',(', - -/ Xl

(15)

q.. C/C-.

2ET7 1K*IP'i- [(0 2- )E3.,

- (I - 2z'JjE-j(X7, + X- - 2X,-) (16)

where we have assumed isotropy and inelastic incompressibility fbr the matrix.
Even if the fibers detfrm only elastically, (iiA)' = 0, the overall inelastic

dilatation still exists. Similar results were obtained for rate-independent plasticity
(see References [41 and [321).

For uniaxial loading in the i-direction the overall inelastic Pbisson's ratio based
on strain rates i., can be defined by

j= - ,- (ij = 1,2,3. i * j) (17)

Elastic fibers and an isotropic matrix which exhibits inelastic incompressibility
are assumed. The inelastic PoissoWn's ratios are

1'73 2 (E3 + 2c'L) = 172 (18)

(0.5 -+ 0 + X

2 E., ) E ) 7, (19)

- E-(%-,~ 2 X,-) 
73 20

2E." V IA ( + 0.5 F)X~ (0.5 + C') X- 7) (0
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It is seen that 17,. and nil are constant. i.e.. for loading in the fiber direction the
inelastic transverse strain rates am a fixed fraction of the inelastic strain rate in
the loading direction. In all other cases the inelastic Poisson's rato depends on
deformation through the overstress components [see Equations (19) and 120)1. (it
should be noted that the inelastic Poisson's ratio of the matrix is equal to 0.5 )
When the overstress components are zero, indeterminate expressions result from
Equations (19) and (20) which must be resolved.

The actual overall Poisson's ratios based on rates can be defined in analogy to
Equation (17) (see Lee and Krempl (221), and their values can be computed.

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Material Properties

To investigate the properties of the model the material constants appearing in
Equations (II)-(14) must be identified and the appropriate boundary conditions
have to be applied. A set of nonlinear coupled. first order differential equations
must then be intgrated under appropriate initial conditions. Closed form solu-
tions are rare and numerical integration is the rule. In our case the IMSL routine
DGEAR is used.

In this paper, isotropic, elastic fibers, and an isotropic, viscoplastic matrix are
postulated. To affect a comparison with ratee(time)-independent plasticity, hypo-
thetical, but realistic material properties of fiber and matrix are assumed and are
listed in Table I. (For the fiber isotropic elastic properties close to boron are
used. the isotropic matrix properties correspond closely to 6061 Al.) The elastic
properties are in common for both models. The stress-plastic strain relation of
the matrix for the rate-independent plasticity model is obtained from the visco-
plastic model at a strain rate of i = IO0- s'.

Comparison of Plasticity (P) and Vlscopilamcity (VBO) Cmnposite Models

The two models are compared under uniaxial loading in the fiber direction
i Figure I), and under uniaxial as well as combined loadings in the transverse and
shear directions in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Close agreement between the
two models is observed. For both theories, the stress-strain curves for biaxial
loading are more compliant in the inelastic region than those for unidirectional
loading. Also both theories predict almost linear behavior in the fiber direction
as seen in Figure I. Significant inelasticity is observed only in the transverse
directions. For VBO a rate effect is evident and an adjustment o( the rate within
reasonable limits can improve the correspondence between the two theories.

Despite its different appearance and the absence of a yield surface and of load-
ing and unloading conditions VBO can model typical plasticity effects. This is
demonsitratd for nrnnroponional loading path; ýn Figures 4 and 5. The strains
at point 3 are highly dependent on the loading path. This can be easily seen when
the relevant endpoints of Figures 2 through 5 are compared.



Table 1. Material properties for hypothetical MMC.

Properties Fiber Matrix

Volume Fraction 0.5 0.5

Elastic Properties
E' 3 (MPa) 4.OE + 5 70E + 4
val C.21 0.33
G'- (MPa) 1.65E + 5 2.63E + 4
E1, (MPa) 4.OE + 5 70E + 4
G6 (MPa) 1.65E+5 2.63E +4

Viscoplastic Propertes

Viscosity Function:

k"ir~l kill + (rk 2)j-,-3

k, = 314.200 (s) k2 , 71.38 (MPa) k3 = 52

Viscosity Fctor:

Shape Function:

r c, + (c, - c,) exp(-c 3 rF)

C, - 17.600 (MPa) c2 , 69.300 (MPa) C3 - 0.068W(MPI"')

E7 - 800 (MPa) A'" , 100 (MPa)

Inelastic Poisson's Ratio:

ii' ', 0.5

Plastic Properties

Yield Stress:

- 77 MPa

Isotropic elastic.plastic matrix with Prager-.iegler Idnematic hardening rule is assumed 151.

978
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DISCUSSION

Comparison whit Rate-Independent P•lstiy Theofrie
Figures 1-3 demonstrate that VBO can represent the same behavior as rate-

independent plasticity theories which use yield surfaces. VBO can also model
true plasticity phenomena, the path dependence of the response, as shown in
Figures 4 and 5. This capability exists although the form of the flow law (Equa-
tion (4)j and the definition of the invariant r of Equation (AS) are quite different
from the plasticity flow law. When, as it is usually done in rate-independent
plasticity, the von Mises yield surface is used, the matrix which relates stress in-
crements to plastic strain increments contains a term equivalent D X X, which can
become fully populated as the state of stress changes (see Equation (44) of
Dvorak and Bahei-El-Din [5), where il is used instead of X. Aside from the fact
that the flow law is viscoplastic, Equation (4) contains the matrix K-' whose
coefficients do not change with the state of stress (see Equation (A2)). Only the
invariant r which appears as argument in the scalar viscosity function k[r']
varies with the state of stress. This apparent difference can be easily resolved by
rewriting the flow law. After dividing and multiplying by r-I Equation (4) can be
rewritten as

e = I/P(K-')(XX')(HX) (21)

where we hav used Equation (A5). It is seen that the term discussed previously
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appears now in the flow law and the equivalence with regard to this aspect is dem-
onstrated.

The capability of TVBO to model rate dependence, creep and relaxation is not
emphasized in this paper. An indication of the influence of rate is given in Figure
2 where the stress-strain curves for two different stress rates are plotted. As ex-
pected the influence is small. A oompanion paper, Yeh and Krempl [351, consid-
ers the influence of creep periods during mechanical cycling and reports on
numerical experiments under cyclic templrature changes for some metal matrix
composites.
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APPENDIX I

Matrices for Transverse Isotropy

It is assumed that the 3-direction is preferred. The symmetric elastic modulus
matrix C and the symmetric visco•.y matrix K are then represers ed by

I P12 P31 0 0

E,--T ET - o

- Vol$ - Pt 3

FT. E.,3 0 0E,, E,1  E33
- 1013  P1i3  0 I
711 E. E33  0 0 0

C- = (A1)

0 0 0 0 0

G44

I

0 0 0 0 0

G,.
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where we have used the notation of Reference [51 and where G,• = E,,1 2([ +
va), and

1' 7 3 0 0 0

KTo-W K,. K 3,3

-n a IS - 7 3 1 0 0 0
K,, K,, Ks3

K-1 (A2)kirl 1

0 0 0 0 010

0 0 0 0 0

with K" = K,,/2(l + no,). The pusitive decreasing viscosity function k([',
dimension of time, controls the nate dependence together with the direction-
dependent viscosity factors K.,. dimension of stress.

The constant elastic Poisson's ratio based on rates for loading in the i-direc-
tion is

U,
ije
F1= -- (ij = 1.2,3, i * j) (A3)

similarly

= - "- (i~j = 1,2,3, i * j) (A4)

is the constant inelastic Poisson's ratio based on rates for loading in the i-direc-
tion. From these the actual Poisson's ratio can be calculated (se Rederence [221).

The overstres invariant r is

('), = X' H X (AS)
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where X = a - g is the overstress. H is a dimensionless matrix, given by

H,, H,, Hs, 0 0 0
H,s H,. H., 0 0 0

H = H13 H~s Hij 0-/ 0 0 (A6)
0 0 0 0 H44 0
H 0 0 0 1H A0

L0 0 0 0 0 H..4 J

where H,, = H,, - 0.5H.
The rate-independent invariant is (0)' = Z P Z. where P = (A")'P.A-'.

The representation of P. is analogous to H, and the diagonal matrix A is
given by

Al 0 0 0 0 01
0 A,, 0 0 0 0
0 0 A33 0 0 0 W

A= 0 0 A 4,  0 0(A)
0 0 0 0 A," 0
0 0 0 0 0 A" /

where A., (no sum on i, i = 1.3.4.6) is the difference between the equilibrium
stress (g,,) and the kinematic stress (fj) in the asymptotic state.

The coefficient of thermal expansion vector is a

a'== [of, cf, a, 0 0 01 (AB)

All components are material properties which must be identified for a given
material.

Reduction to Isotropy

All directions in an isotropic body are equivalent. There are two independent
elastic moduli, two independent inelastic moduli (for example, one viscosity fac-
tor and one inelastic Roissons ratio), two shape functions, one iangent modulus,
and two isotropic invariants. Thus. E,, = Ell = E. G. , = G= = G. and
V,= =1,3 = P,3, = vare used in Equation (Ai) together with G = E/2(0 + v).
Similarly in Equation (A2) K,, = K3, = K, K•, = K", . and '9,1 = 1713 =
i.= q with K4, = K3312(I + 17). In Equation (M6) the reductions H,, = Hs,.

H,, = H , , and Hi = HI with HI = H,, - 0.SH", hold. and As, = A,,.
A4, , = A4 , in Equation (AW). If in addition r' in Equation (AS) is to reflect in-
variance under superposed pressure then 3H,, = H., = 3. In this case the usual
J, invariant results. Finally there is only one coefficient of thermal expansion in
Equation (AS).
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APPENDIX 2

Shape Functions q., q,, and p

The modified shape functions q,, q2 and p are defined as

-- - (A9)
q' E, E. E., E.

j,, r l o,g[r i o. [F l <• t r liW O
= K. - K K. - + (AIO)

E.,,a E133 E,.4 E," A 1
P K = -Z K K(All)

The shape functions *,,[rJ and oI.'J (no sum on t), have the dimensions of
stress. It is possible to set q, = qj = q which will be done in this paper. The
quantity p represents the ratio of the tangent moduli at the maximum inelastic
strain of interest E,,, to the viscosity factor K,, (no sum on i). and sets the slope
of the stress-inelastic strain diagram at the maximum strain of interest.

APPINDIX 3

Components of the Matrices In Equation (U)

For convenience the following quantities are defined

E33 = c'E'3 + cýE"

L =P/1 E" - P"E-3j (Al2)

P33 = :ctl3 1 + Ca'."

The nonzero components of the overall elastic compliance matrix -' are us-
ing a generally accepted notation

EL cm c'cL2L3

E--'..=F, + F- •E-L .E-E",

X + C-- ++

")= = V ' = (C-') 33 = (C"')3 = (C-').;

I niI E31mllll II ~ l l
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(C!-') = I
E.1

¢! C'

+ 
= C

C1 Cm
)=i + (Ai 3)

The nonzero components of the fiber viscosity matrix (K')-' are (the argument
of the viscosity function k' is omitted)

= I clc'L,713,
V. = -- K' 3 3  K

(K);= - • ,,+ 7K'.. ) = (');

(K,)3' -EL E:L - i. (K')-;
KI$Ie'33e 1

(K'). -, = - - (Kc)',; (A14)

El K33k'

C',k

(), = -J;

(K)•= C'• KI;

(K1);.' =

Similarly fbr (K')-

(K');l = C I + 0.5 EL= (K-)r,

(K)ia = _c. ELL - = al
S-k- ( E33

(K ý ,-); = ý 0.5 + ELL} (K')131
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- C'f.2
()3 2,E3 3K'k' = ();'(A 15)

(K-))j3 T 3K3

(K )I 3c- K--4
66 (K)-

The nonzero components of the -extra terms7 (k')- and (it-)- are

c' c+

X (/.-3 k'3E3)J=(R)

(A 16)

=E'13 E33 3a~E~

(R'l)4=- c' C41

"C -=

(v'E e,)u -1.

(E¶' z + FA)E,)
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CR- (;,E' - ='j,

E E.~

= -E

= C j-=(R-)-=(R¶; (A 17)

Finally the overall coefficient of thermal expansion vector Ur is represented by

(5,= At-' + Ca'f - E33 ( 3-~~

(53= (C I afEI33 + c-ar-E)1E3  JA 18)

54= (N~ = (5) = 0
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ABSTRACT

The vanishing fiber diameter model together with the thermoviscoplasticity
theory based on overstress including a recovery of state formulation are introduced.
They are employed to analyze the effects of temperature rate and of annealing at
constant temperature on the residual stresses at room temperature when unidirectional
fibrous metal-matrix composites are cooled down from 1000"C during the
manufacturing process. For the present analysis the fibers are assumed to be
transversely isotropic thermoelastic and the matrix constitutive equation is isotropic
thermoviscoplastic including recovery of state. All material functions and constants
can depend on current temperature. Yield surfaces and loading/unloading conditions
are not used in the theory in which the inelastic strain rate is solely a function of
the overstress, the difference between stress and the equilibrium stress, a state
variable of the theory. Assumed but realistic material elastic and viscoplastic
properties as a function of temperature which are close to W/9Cr-IMo composite
permit the computation of residual stresses. Due to the viscoplasticity of the matrix
time-dependent effects such as creep and change of residual stresses with time are
found. It is found that the residual stresses at room temperature change considerably
with temperature history. The matrix residual stress, upon reaching room
temperature, is highest for the fastest cooling rate, but after thirty days rest the
influence of cooling rate is hardly noticeable since relaxation takes place. Annealing
periods can reduce the residual stresses by more than 12% compared to continuous
cooling.

INTRODUCTION

Metal matrix composites consist of a ductile, usually low strength matrix
reinforced with elastic, brittle, and strong fibers. Ideally, the strength of the fiber
and the ductility of the matrix combine to provide a new material with superior
properties. Selecting the best combinations of fiber and matrix materials is a
difficult task which involves conflicting demands and many compromises. To prevent
self stresses from developing during cool down from the manufacturing temperature, it
is desirable to have the same coefficient of thermal expansion for fiber and matrix.
This ideal, however, is seldom achieved as other considerations have priority in
selecting the constituent materials. Once different coefficients of thermal expansion
are given, residual stresses are inevitable. The question arises whether process
variables could be controlled so that residual stresses at room temperature could be
minimized. One such variable is the temperature history in cooling down from
manufacturing temperature. Intuitively, the rate of cooling and/or hold periods at
constant temperature should have an influence on the residual stresses. When the
temperature holds are introduced at high homologous temperature, high temperature
creep could reduce the residual stresses. However, no quantitative information is
available since experiments are costly and are not available for high temperature
composites.

The residual stresses can, however, be obtained by analysis provided appropriate
constitutive equations and a composite model are available. The material model
must capture the time-dependent processes that take place at elevated temperature
such as primary, secondary, possibly tertiary creep, relaxation, and loading rate
dependence. In an early analysis, the complexity of the material model and the
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available material data must be matched with the composite model; it is not
advantageous to combine a very detailed composite model with a constitutive
equation which does not capture the essence of real material behavior.

The viscoplasticity theory based on overstress with a static recovery of state
(VBO) can reproduce primary, secondary, and tertiary creep at stress levels which
are in the quasi-linear region of the stress-strain diagram; it also models loading
rate sensitivity and relaxation. While these phenomena are built into the
constitutive equation, specific materials are modeled by identifying the constants of
the theory by appropriate tests reflecting the time(rate)-dependent behavior of the
matrix (in general, the fiber is modeled as linear elastic but this is not a
requirement of the theory).

In principle then, VBO cannot be applied since the time(rate)-dependent
material properties of the matrix are not known. For high temperature composite
matrices even stress-strain diagrams are not always available. Since VBO presents
the above phenomena, the specific material properties are not important when general
trends are being explored. To demonstrate the potential of the analysis, a
hypothetical composite was created analytically. From a theoretical and experimental
investigation at 538"C for a modified 9Cr-lMo steel used in the power generation
industry, the VBO model was available at that temperature. It was then natural to
take advantage of this work and a W/Cr-Mo hypothetical composite was created
analytically which is called MMC3. The temperature dependence of the mechanical
properties of the matrix were established by reasonable guesses. The elastic
properties of the W fiber were obtained from the literature [1]. This material model
was then combined with the Vanishing Fiber Diameter Model (VFD) [2] in a
thermoviscoplastic analysis. The theory is applicable for arbitrary thermomechanical
loadings and is specialized here to the cool-down process in the absence of external
loads. Although the results are strictly valid for MMC3 only, it is believed that the
general trends are indicative of matrix materials whose strength decreases and whose
time(rate)-dependent properties increase with an increase in temperature. (The
trends may be different for some Nickel Aluminides which exhibit a strength increase
with temperature before it decreases and whose time(rate)-dependent properties are
largely unknown.)

In previous papers, analyses were performed using a version of VBO without
the static recovery terms in the growth laws for the state variables. As a
consequence, only "cold creep" was reproduced. It is shown that the residual stresses
have an influence on the subsequent mechanical behavior as well as the thermal
expansion behavior of metal matrix composites [3-5].

All the analyses reported in [3-5] were for VBO, which showed only primary
creep for the matrix at stress levels corresponding to the quasi linear region of the
matrix stress-strain diagram. It is known from the high temperature creep behavior
of monolithic materials that, in these regions, secondary and tertiary creep can occur.
To model such behavior, a static recovery of state term must be introduced in the
growth law for the state variables following the Baily/Orowan concept of
hardening/recovery competition in secondary creep. This has been done by Majors
and Krempl [6] for modified 9Cr-lMo steel. It is shown that secondary creep in the
quasi elastic regions can be reproduced together with other phenomena found in the
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experiments by Ruggles, Cheng, and Krempl 17]. These experiments include strain
rate changes and repeated relaxation tests at 538"C.

The VBO model based on these experiments represents real high temperature
behavior. It is the matrix constitutive equation in MMC3. The analysis shows the
effects of temperature rate and of annealing at constant temperature during
cool-down on the residual stresses at room temperature. The effect of recovery o0
modified 9Cr-iMo steel during cool down is considered to be temperature-dependent
and the transition from low to high homologous temperature behavior is characterized
by a decrease in strength and a decrease in rate(time) dependence. No recovery of
state takes place below 450 C.

First, the governing equations are stated. They are represented by a system of
first order, nonlinear, coupled differential equations which must be solved for a given
boundary condition and loading/temperature history. In this case, no mechanical
loading with various cooling histories are simulated numerically. The model also
includes cold-creep and changes of the residual stresses with time are observed at
room temperature. It is assumed that perfect bonding starts at 1000"C and holds
during the cool-down process.

THE COMPOSITE MODEL

Experimental Evidence of Deformation Behavior Influenced by Recovery of State

Evidence of recovery of state influencing the deformation behavior was presented
by Ruggles, Cheng and Krempl [7] and discussed and modeled using VBO by Majors
and Krempl [6]. Figure 1, taken from [7], shows the rate dependence of modified
9Cr-lMo steel at 5380C. The stress level depends strongly on strain rate and the
material exhibits strain softening. Of interest is the curve with the lowest strain
rate which had relaxation periods introduced at points A, B and C. Due to the
slow straining and the extended relaxation periods, the specimen was exposed to the
elevated temperature environment for more than 140 hrs before straining resumed at
C with a strain rate of 1.2E-5 1/s. The observed gap between this curve and the
one for which the strain rate was 1.2E-5 1/s from the beginning (the total test
duration for this test up to 4.8% strain was approximately 1.1 hrs) is attributed to
the influence of static recovery as is the rate-dependent negative slope of the
stress-strain curves in the inelastic region. Further evidence of the influence of static
recovery is the cyclic softening of the initially annealed steel shown in Fig. 2. The
hysteresis loops with relaxation drops at the first and at the 52nd cycle are shown in
Fig. 2. These and other evidences of the influence of static recovery combined with
the usual rate dependence, creep, and relaxation behavior are reported in [7] and
modeled with VBO in [6].

A Thermal Version of the Viscoplasticity Theory Based on Overstress with Static
Recovery of State

The theory and the modeling given by Choi [8] and Majors and Krempl [6] is
modified slightly to allow for the modeling of thermal behavior. This includes the
addition of a temperature rate term and allowing the material constants to depend
on temperature.
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For the representation of the equations, the usual vector notation for the stress
tensor components a and the small strain tensor components e are used. Boldface
lower and upper case letters denote 6 x 1 and 6 x 6 matrices, respectively.

In the context of an infinitesimal theory, the total strain rate, de/dt, is
considered to be the sum of elastic, dcel/dt, inelastic, dein/dt, and thermal strain

rates, deth/dt,

i = iel + iin + ith(I

For each strain rate, a constitutive equation is postulated. The elastic strain is
assumed to be independent of thermal history, therefore,

ti] C-10) (2)

where C-1 is the temperature dependent compliance matrix, and a superposed dot
represents the total time derivative, d/dt.

The inelastic strain rate is only a function of the overstress x. It denotes the
difference between the stress or and the equilibrium stress g, a vector state variable
of the theory. Accordingly

On = K-1x (3)

The viscosity matrix K"1 controls the rate-dependence through the viscosity
factors Kij and the positive, decreasing viscosity function kir]. The components of

K"1 for isotropy and incompressibility are given in Appendix 1.

The thermal strain rate is given by

ith = A (4)

with a the coefficient of thermal expansion vector. T is the temperature difference
from some datum temperature.

The growth law for the equilibrium stress with a temperature term and a term
representing static recovery is

q[r,A](br + .--.I.) +,r _ (qf,AIE - Et) z - R[iig (5)

where

r' = tx, 2 (iin)tQiin, . 2 = gtHg

and x= a-g, z=g-t
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The viscosity function k[r] and the dimensionless modified shape functions q[r,A] are
decreasing (q[O,A] < 1 is required) and control the rate dependence and the shape
of stress-strain diagram, respectively. (Square brackets following a symbol denote

"function of".) r is the overstress invariant and ý is the rate of inelastic strain
path length. Et is the tangent modulus at the maximum strain of interest and can
be positive, zero, or negative. The vector s represents the difference between the
equilibrium stress g and the kinematic stress f H and Q are dimensionless matrices.
For isotropy, their components are chosen to yield the von Mises effective stress and
inelastic incompressibility, see Appendix 1. The recovery function R is positive and
depends upon the current effective equilibrium stress ir, see Cernocky and Krempl
[17],

R[7] = RG3[tanh(UG) + tanh(VG)] (6)
where

UG = -3 + 6( r - RG) VG = 3 + 6( 7 + RG)
RG2 - RG1  RG 2 - RGI

RG1 , RG2, and RG 3 are temperature-dependent material constants.

To model recovery induced softening, the recovery variable A is taken to be

A = hp - V (7)
where

=ih - RI[77 ]i7, and p = it T.

In Eq. (7), p is the accumulated inelastic strain, and h is a dimensionless positive
constant. The variable 71 grows proportionally to the effective inelastic strain rate, ý,
but recovers by the function RI. R, is same form as R with different constants
called RAI, RA2, and RA3. The isotropic variable A is influenced by A

A = B + AO- B (8)
1 - G A

where B is the minimum value of A, A, is the initial value, and GI is a positive
dimensionless material constant.

To improve modeling, the kinematic stresses and the shape function are
modified and are made to depend on A

If Et tin (A -B (9)

E Ao-B

The modified shape function q[r,A] = ýtr,A]/E with 1, a positive decreasing
function of r is
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o(r,A]= c1 + (c2[A] - c,)eXp(-c 3r) (10)

where

c2[A] = E

AO(E/c2o- 1) + 1

Aexp(c 4(A - A.))

C20 is the inik+i value of C2.

The capabilities of Eqs. (1-10) for modeling the material behavior include

"• Stress level dependence on strain rate; recovery term decreases stress at slow
rates.

"* Primary, secondary and tertiary creep possible in quasi-elastic range.
"* Qualitative modeling of relaxation drops and stress levels at the end of

relaxation tests.
"* Strain rate path dependence.
"* Cyclic softening.
"* Small permanent effect of rest time on subsequent stress-strain diagram.
"* Tangent modulus in the inelastic range decreases with decreasing strain rate.

The details can be found in [6]. All constants can depend on temperature and this

dependence is not explicitly displayed.

The Compogite Model

For MMC3, it is assumed that the fiber of the unidirectional composite is
transversely isotropic thermoelastic, the matrix is isotropic and thermoviscoplastic
with recovery of state and represented by Eqs. (1-10). Fiber orientation in the
3--direction is postulated.

For the VFD model, Dvorak and Bahei-EI-Din [2], the jouiowing constrain't
equations hold

%= = bj for ii 3
& = cf A + ca 4

'i = Jc + cm i for i#3 (11)

In the obove, stresses and strains without a superscript designate quantities imposed
on the composite as a whole. Superscripts f and w denote fiber and matrix,
respectively. The fiber volume fraction is cf and ce denotes the matrix volume
fraction witi cf + cm = 1. When the constraints [11] are combined with the VBO
equations of Lee and Krempl (91 the composite response is given by (details can be
found in Yeh and Krempl [10,13J)

S= •-+b + (Km)- 1 xl + (Rtf)-l + (Rm)-yoa + Wr (12)
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together with a separate equation for the al component of the matrix

S= -6 - L(; 1 + 72)C-cE13E
Y33 E33 E33

1 +x- 0.5(x E + x -)h}

-cELiEM(a - aI)T1. (13)

E 33

In addition, the growth laws for the state variables described previously are needed.

In the above, U-I is the symmetric overall compliance matrix whose components
are functions of the elastic properties of fiber and matrix. The viscosity matrix

(KI)-I is not symmetric and its components, together with those of U-I, are listed in
Appendix 1. (Note, the matrix material is assumed to be isotropic and inelastically

incompressible.) The matrices ( R) -1 and (it')"l contain time derivatives of the
elastic constants of the fiber and the matrix, respectively. Both matrices are not
symmetric, see Appendix 1. They are zero if the elastic constants are independent of
temperature. These matrices represent the "additional" terms which can play a
significant role in modeling thermomechanical behavior, see Lee and Krempl [11].

Finally, the components of Z are composed of the elastic constants and the
coefficients of thermal expansion, see Appendix 1.

Equation (12) shows that the overall strain rate is the sum of the overall
elastic strain rate, the overall inelastic strain rates contributed by the matrix, and
the overall thermal strain rate in the case of constant elastic properties. If
temperature dependent elastic properties are assumed, then two additional terms
contribute to the overall strain rate. They insure that the elastic behavior is path
independent, see Lee and Krempl [11].

Equation (13) is used to calculate the instantaneous axial matrix stress which

cannot be directly obtained from the overall boundary conditions. E33 and L are

defined in Appendix 1. arl is affected by mechanical and thermal loadings and their

loading paths. For instance, for pure thermal loading (overall stresses are zero), al



together with gS, fj will develop due to the difference in the coefficients of thermal
expansion of fiber and matrix; these matrix stresses in the fiber direction cause
coupling between the mechanical and thermal loading in the inelastic range.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Equations (1) through (13) constitute the model which must now be applied by
specifying the boundary conditions and the uniform temperature history. In this
paper we assume no overall stresses. Stresses arise when the temperature changes
due to the different coefficients of thermal expansion for fiber and matrix. The
properties of MMC3, a hypothetical unidirectional composite made of a modified
9Cr-IMo steel matrix and W fibers are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The
matrix properties give rise to the stress-strain diagrams shown in Fig. 3 at the
indicated strain rate. A decrease in stress level with temperature is modeled. Long
term creep curves at 538"C and 600'C at stress levels within the elastic range of the
stress-strain curves in Fig. 3 are depicted in Fig. 4. It is seen that primary,
secondary and tertiary creep are modeled. This capability is due to the recovery
terms described previously. In the model it is assumed that static recovery is
unimportant at temperatures below 450"C and only "cold" creep can be modeled
below this temperature. Even at room temperature cold creep is found [12] which
can give rise to residual stress changes while the composite is at rest at room
temperature. Room temperature time-dependent behavior has been found in
composites [15].

Residual Stresses upon Cool-Down from Manufacturin Temperature

The residual stresses at room temperature might be influenced by the cooling
history. As a consequence, numerical experiments were performed involving the
thermal histories listed in Table 3. They include continuous cooling at different
temperature rates, Cases 1-3, change of temperature rates, Cases 4-6, and
temperature holds at 600"C or at 800"C with rate changes, Cases 7-12. The results
are graphed in Figs. 5-9.

The increase in the matrix stress in the fiber direction al and of the
equilibrium stress gj in that direction with decreasing temperature is shown in Fig.
5. When the composite reaches room temperature at point b, relaxation sets in and
the stress decreases while the equilibrium stress increases. As seen from the inset,
the overstress, the difference of the stress and the equilibrium stress, decreases with
time. After 30 days, the overstress is small and relaxation ceases for practical
purposes. The residual stress which would be measured in a real composite would be
close to that of point c since it takes some time before the composite can be tested.
The stress redistribution at room temperature is caused by the presence of cold
creep, i.e. the rate dependence of the matrix at room temperature found in alloys
[12] and composites (15].

The influence of cooling rate is shown in Fig. 6 where only the matrix stress is
plotted. Upon reaching room temperature, the stress is highest for the fastest cooling
rate. It would appear then that a slow cooling rate would be beneficial. However,
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the results in Table 4 show that the residual stresses after 30 days differs only by
about 3 MPa. During the hold at room temperature, the relaxation is faster for the
high than for the slow temperature rate so that the initial difference of 30 MPa
between Cases 1 and 3 diminishes to 3 MPa. It is concluded that the final stress is
nearly unaffected by the cooling rate.

The temperature rate changes do not appreciably alter the picture, see Fig. 7
and Table 4. It is, however, clearly noticeable that a slow cool in the high
temperature region has a beneficial effect on the residual stresses, compare Cases 4
and 6 with Case 5.

It can be seen from Table 3 that the difference between Cases 7-9 and Cases
10-12 is the length of the temperature hold. The 30 day hold for Cases 7-9
produces up to 10% lower residual stresses than the one day hold, Cases 10-12, see
Table 4. The lowest residual stress is found for Case 8 (Case 7 differs only by 1
MPa) with a hold at 6000 C and fast cooling rates. When temperature holds are
introduced at 800 C rather than at 600 C, the residual stresses are high, compare
Cases 7 and 8 and Cases 11 and 12. The introduction of 30 day hold periods at
600"C is very effective and leads to the lowest residual stresses. It is also seen from
Fig. 8 and Table 4 that using slow cooling to 600 C has no effect on the residual
stresses. Figure 8 shows that the slow and the fast cooling rate curves relax to the
same stress at the end of the 30 day hold at 600 C and that subsequent cooling
starts from the same stress level. The situation is different for the one day hold of
Fig. 9 for Cases 10 and 11. The fast cooling rate curve relaxes not quite as far as
the slow one and the beneficial effect of slow cooling to 600"C is noticeable in the
residual stress level, 204 vs 208 MPa. Comparing Cases 6 and 10 shows that the
introduction of a one day hold has a very minor efect on the final residual stresses.

DISCUSSION

A composite model based on a "unified" viscoplasticity theory, the
thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress (VBO), and the vanishing fiber
diameter model (VFD) were used to analyse the effects of temperature rate and of
annealing at constant temperature on the permanent residual stresses at room
temperature. It was assumed that the unidirectional fibrous metal-matrix composite
MMC3 was cooled down from 1000"C during the manufacturing process. Material
properties based on a real alloy were used to create the hypothetical MMC3. Of
special interest was the effect of recovery of state representing high temperature creep
in the constitutive equation.

In a companion investigation, Yeh and Krempl [16], no recovery of state was
included in the simulation of the behavior of Gr/Al. The same 12 Cases were
computed and it was shown that the residual stresses at room temperature and long
times differed by less than 3% for all 12 temperature histories. The present analysis,
which includes high temperature creep, shows that there can be as much as 36 MPa
difference in the final residual stress. As expected, the lowest residual stress is
achieved with Case 8 which involves a 30 day hold at 600" C. It may be impractical
to use such a history. Case 6, which involves slow cooling to 600"C followed by fast
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cooling, is a cooling path which is practically feasible. It takes about 4.8 days as
opposed to 30.3 days for Case 8. The results clearly show that an optimum path
can be found and that high temperature creep has a beneficial effect on the final
residual stress.

The residual stresses immediately after reaching room temperature range form
251 to 209 MPa, a 20% difference. These stresses relax with time spent at room
temperature due to the presence of cold creep which has been observed in A] based
metal matrix composites 115]. Since experiments have shown that cold creep is
present with ferritic steels at room temperature (14], we have built it into the
present model. Cold creep gives rise to the observed relaxation which is nearly over
after 30 days. Cases 1-3 show that at the end the influence of rate is negligible
since the final residual stresses are nearly identical. This observation corresponds to
the results of a companion investigation without recovery of state 1161 where
temperature history effects are negligible after 30 days.

When extended periods of time are spent at temperatures where the influence of
recovery of state is significant, its influence on the final residual stress is noticeable.
However, the overall effect is riot very large since the final stresses differ only by
18%.

Therefore, it appears therefore that variation of the thermal history does not
have a very significant effect on the final residual stresses. However, it is clear that
recovery of state or high temperature creep can be useful in reducing residual
stresses. Holds in regions where recovery of state are significant are most beneficial.
Since recovery of state is a long-term process, the beneficial effects can only be
expected after long cooling times.

The present paper intends to show the capabilities of the proposed analysis in
principle using a hypothetical composite MMC3. For the exact modeling of a metal
matrix composite, various refinements are possible. Included are the determination of
matrix and fiber properties as a function of temperature and the use of other
micromechanical models. While the magnitude of the residual stresses are strongly
dependent on the specific system, the general trends are expected to remain
unaltered.
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"APPENDIX 1

Matrices for Isotropy

The nonzero components of the symmetric elastic modulus matrix C" and the

symmetric viscosity matrix K-1 are

(C1')Ii = (C')22 = (C')33 = I/E

(C")44 = (C")55 = (C 1).6 = 1/G

(C")ij = -v/E, i, j = 1, 2, 3, and i #j (Al)

(K- 1)11 = (K 1 )22 = (K- 1)33 = 1/Ek[ri
(K-') 44 = (K-') 5 5 = (K- 1)G6 = 3/Ek[r]

(K"=)ij = -1/2Ek[r], i, j = 1, 2, 3, and i # j (A2)

The coefficient of thermal expansion vector is

at =[a a a0 0 0] (A3)

H and Q are dimensionless matrices. For isotropy and independence of
superposed hydrostatic terms the nonzero components are

H1, = H22 = H 33 1, H44 = H55 = H 6e = 3

and Hij = -0.5, i, j = 1, 2, 3, and i#j, (A4)

Q11 = Q22 = Q33 = 1, Q44 = Q55 = Q66 = 1/3

respectively. = -0.5, i, j = 1, 2, 3, and i#j, (AS)

Components of the Matrices in Eq. (12)

For convenience the following quantities are defined

-3 c3E13 + cUES

L = 41EN - zPE13  (A6)

1, - cfV I + c vw .
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The nonzero components of the overall elastic compliance matrix U-1 are

Sc" a cfc = (U-')22

Et + E- EIsE=E1s

(-) 12 -(c' f.42 + cSm-Z+ L2 = ('C-')21
Elt EN ES3EOEss

(C-")Is - = (C")2s3 = (U' 31)3 (•'1)22 (A7)

Es3 (•'1) = -1

Es3

.,= _ + S!= (= ")5

G14 Go

Lf = +
Gie Go

The nonzero components of the matrix (K")" axe (the argument of the

viscosity function km is omitted)

_S)i a:-41 + 0.5 ) (KI){i

A K)
(KO)i = 1- c "L) =(KO)il

2Kiks E3 3
(K=)i - -(0.5 + c) =(KO)2A (A8)

(KO)il =- ý7-(~j
Kskm E3 3

(KO)i -cE =(Kc )il

(Km)il = - -s

(KO)• = 3c" = (KO)il = (KV)A
Kinks
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The nonzero components of the "extra terms" (Re)' and (R*)- are

(Af)i A fj -cfcNL_(E¶1
2 -44 1 4~3 - 4I 14 3) =-Af(El'(E13) '1933

(ftf)il - 42I -'IEl22 14241 + _2c'cOL fi,E1E 3 - zVi~l3)J (mif)l

(ftf)~ A -!(i-C 3 1 M3 - 41E33) = (Mil)~ (A9)

(ftf)- = El3 - A?,I1E3) = (f

(GI4)2

-(G[5)
2

and

(EO) 2  (ED) 2 33

MW= .- (1-4tomt - PAEv)(l - c L) (AM*)-

(AN c m P{31Ek - OY33) =AM (A1O)

EmF 33f

(AM c f =t - -E) (m

EOEF33

(G.)2 =(*a
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Finally the overall coefficient of thermal expansion vector Z is represented by

(-) = cf a + cama --- f CUL - =) = R2

R3 (CfalEI 3 + c~aE)VE33 (All)
(0-)4 = R$, = (Ro = 0.
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Table 1. Thermoelastic and Thermoviscoplastic Properties of Modified 9Cr-iMo Steel
Matrix (MMC3) with Temperature-Dependent Recovery Function (*)

E = 237160-172.5T+0.31T 2ý-3.43e-4T 3+1.le-7TI (MPa) 298 < T < 12730K

G = 91572.1-68.924T+0.1261T2-1.386e-4T3+4.421e-8TI (MPa) 298 5 T < 12730K

a = 6.-+.7-T37elT +.e1V .elT(//C 298 < T < 12730K

Km = E
k[P]~~ -1 1 yk 3 (1 + exp(k 5(r - k4)))

k = 2e+6 (s), k2 = 250 (Ma), k4 = 380 (MPa), k5 = 0.01 (1/MPa)

k3  = 42.061-6.061e-2T (1/MPa) T < 3640K

= 98.99-O.5775T+1.525e-3T 2 -1.723e-6T 3+6.968e-1OT4 364 < T < 8730K

-- 18.7271+0.0446625T-6.25e-6T 2  T > 873"K

Et = -6214.62+126.257T-O.2754T 2 (MPa) T < 3640K

= 11939.9-43.437T+4.742e-2T 2+4.46le-5T'-7.4763e--8T 4  364 < T < 811 0K

= 17624-33.236T-6.185e-3T 2+3.76e-5T 3 -1.-689e--8T4 T > 811 0K

AO = 579.276-1.1393T+9.886e-4T 2+2.llle-.6T3 -2.833e-9OT 4  T < 873 0K

= 304.391-0.34325T+1.25e-4T 2 (MPa) T > 8730 K

q = 10'/E; see Eq. (10)

C1 = 137212-212T (MPa) T < 3640 K

-304327-1770.68T+4.662T 2-5.283e-3T'+2.123e-6T4 364 < T ( 8730K

- 50231.8-1.35T-O.025T 2  T > 8730K

C20  =228189-122.1T+0.1728T 2ý-1.837e-4T 3 +4.416e8T 4 (MPa) 298 < T < 12730K

C3 = 2.424e-3+7.576e-5T (1/MPa) T < 3640K

= 0.6561-4.978e-3T+1.429e-5T 2ý-1.751e-8T 3+7.831e-12TI 364 ( T < 8730K

= -0.3365+0.0005T T > 8730K
C4 = 0.5 (1/MPa)

h = 0 T < 7230K

= 298.534-1 .244T+ 1. 896e-3T2 -1 .225e-6T3+2 .883e-1OT4 T > 7230K

G,~ = 0 T < 7230K

= 298.534-1 .244T+ 1. 896e-3T -1 .225e-6T3+2 .883e-1OT' T > 7230K

B = 398.3-O.713T-8.546e-4T 2+4.42e-6T 3-3.504e-TI (MPa) T ( 8730 K

= 64.92-0.04T T > 8730 K
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Table 1. (continued)

RGI = 0 (MPa) 298 5 T 5 12730 K
RG2 = -589.57+12.04T-4.32e-2T2+6.15e-5T'3-.07e--T' (MPa) T _ 8730 K

= 209.125--0.125T T Ž 8730K
RG 3 = 0 (i/s) T _ 7230K

= 4.le-4-1.79e-6T+2.83e-9T 2 -1.95e-12T3+4.967e-16T' T Ž 7230 K

RAI = 0 (MPa) 298 5 T 5 12730 K

RA2 = 273.19-0.547T-4.8e.4T2+2.55e.-6T-1.906e-gT4 (MPa) T 5 8730 K
= 122.196-0.1716T+6.25e--5T 2  T ? 8730K

RA 3 = 0 (i/s) T < 723 0K
= 4.1-1.785e-2T+2.829e-5T 2-1.95e-8T3+4.967e--12T 4  T ? 7230K

v = 0.3, and inelastic Poisson's Ratio: 0.5

* Estimated
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Table 2. Thermoelastic Properties for W Fiber*

E = Ej, (MPa) 410920-40T 298 _ T < 12730K

vil 0.29 298 _ T < 12730K

G1 4 = Gjo (MPa) 159271-15.5T 298 _ T < 12730K

as =• (m/m/°C) 4.198e-6+8.87e-10T 298 5 T < 12730 K

*From [1].
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Table 3. Thermal Histories Used for MMC3

Case Description Cooling Rates °C/s Hold Duration (Days)

1 Continuous 0.1 No
2 Continuous 0.033 No
3 Continuous 0.001 No

4 Rate Change 0.001/0.033 No
(at 450 °C)

5 Rate Change 0.033/0.001 No

(at 450 °C)

6 Rate Change 0.001/0.033 No

(at 600 °C)

7 Temp. Hold 0.001/0.033 30

(at 600 °C)

8 Temp. Hold 0.033/0.033 30

(at 600 OC)

9 Temp. Hold 0.033/0.033 30
(at 800 °C)

10 Temp. Hold 0.001/0.033 1

(at 600 °C)

11 Temp. Hold 0.033/0.033

(at 600 OC)

12 Temp. Hold 0.033/0.033

(at 800 °C)
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Table 4. Matrix Residual Stress for the Thermal Histories of Table 3

Case 1 2 3 4 5 6

al (MPa) i)* 251 242 220 231 230 232
il)* 217 216 214 207 224 206

Case 7 8 9 10 11 12

al (MPa) (i)* 210 209 225 229 234 239
ii)* 189 188 200 204 208 213

* Results in rows (i) and (ii) represent the residual stress immediately after reaching
room temperature and after 30 days at room temperature, respectively.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Fig. 1. Rate and strain rate history dependence of modified 9Cr-IMo steel at
538" C.

Fig. 2. Cyclic loading with repeated relaxation periods of modified 9Cr-IMo steel
at 538 C. Cyclic softening is indicative of recovery of state.

Fig. 3. Stress-strain diagrams of MMC3 matrix at various temperatures.

Fig. 4. Long term creep curves of MMC3 matrix at stress levels within the
elastic range of the stress-strain curves in Fig. 3 at 538"C and 6009 C.

Fig. 5. Development of matrix stress in fiber direction, and matrix equilibrium
stress during cool-down from the assumed manufacturing temperature of
1000"C. The inset shows the decrease of the overstress during the room
temperature hold b-c. MMC3

Fig. 6. Matrix residual stress developed during cool down of MMC3 from the
assumed manufacturing temperature at 10000C. The influence of cooling
rate is apparent. After a hold of 30 days at room temperature the
smallest residual stress of 214 MPa is obtained a cooling rate of
0.001"C/s. The model shows stress relaxation at room temperature.

Fig. 7. The effects of cooling rate change on the matrix residual stress at room
temperature. The final residual stress for Case 4 is 207 MPa, compared
to 224 MPa for Case 5.

Fig. 8. Influence of cooling rate and 30 days temperature holds at 600"C or at
800"C on the matrix residual stress at room temperature. In this case
the lowest residual stress is 188 MPa for Case 8 about a 14% reduction
compared to Fig. 6.

Fig. 9. Influence of cooling rate and 1 day temperature holds at 600"C or at
800"C on the matrix residual stress at room temperature. In this case
the lowest residual stress is 204 MPa for Case 10.
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ABSTRACT: An incremental multiaxial life prediction law (IMLP) is proposed which consists

of the three-dimensional thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress (TVBO) combined

with a multiaxial damage accumulation law (MDA) to compute the life-time or cycles-to-crack

initiation. Crack growth is not considered in this paper but is needed to ascertain the useful life

of a component. The method is intended for application to high temperature low-cycle fatigue

with and without hold times and for triangular and trapezoidal waveforms when creep-fatigue

interaction takes place.

The deformation behavior is determined by solving the coupled differential equations of

TVBO for the strain variation of interest, i.e. continuous cycling, hold times or fast/slow or

slow/fast loading. Only the cyclic neutral version of TVBO is used here although cyclic

hardening and recovery of state formulations are available.

The incremental damage accumulation law consists of a fatigue and a creep damage rate

equation. When the sum of creep and fatigue damage reaches one, crack initiation is said to

occur. The damage accumulation equations assume that the combined actions of stress and

inelastic strain rate contribute to damage and damage evolution does not influence the

constitutive equation. Fatigue damage always accumulates but a negative creep damage rate is

possible to allow for healing (creep damage is, however, always positive). In accordance with

scarce experimental evidence, the maximum inelastic shear strain rate, a hydrostatic pressure

modified effective stress as well as a parameter which depends on the multiaxiality of loading

are used in each damage rate equation. The multiaxiality loading parameter depends on

maximum inelastic shear strain rate for fatigue damage, while it is a function of maximum

principal stress for creep damage.

All material constants for TVBO and MDA are determined from isothermal tests on Type

304 Stainless Steel (SS) at 538*C using data of Zamrik [1], Blass and Zamrik [2], and Blass [3].

The damage accumulation law correlates fatigue life under biaxial (tension-torsion) cycling with

and without hold times. Only the results of one biaxial test series was available to compare the

generally favorable predictions (correlations) with experiments.
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Introduction

The design of machines and devices for application in severe loading conditions such as

variable temperature, multiaxial stress state, variable frequency, hold-times with creep and

relaxation, is a problem of growing importance. The interrelationships between the thermal and

the mechanical deformation, between creep and fatigue, and between the multiaxial stress state

and the failure mode are very complicated and need to be modeled.

Creep-fatigue interaction is a problem occurring in high temperature nuclear vessels, jet

engines, and steam and gas turbines due to temperature change such as startups and shutdowns

and has been widely studied. In simulated service testings components are subjected to periodic

sawtooth, trapezoidal, and other thermomechanical loadings, to study the time-dependent low-

cycle fatigue damage development. Significant time(rate)-dependent effects are found. The

analysis of the low-cycle fatigue life of these structural components must not only account for

the time (rate) dependency but also for multiaxiality of the stress state.

Most of the creep-fatigue interaction problems were investigated at isothermal, uniaxial

conditions. The approaches range from algebraic to incremental formulations. The former must

assume a typical cycle whereas arbitrary loading histories can be considered using the

incremental laws.

Coffin [4] introduced the frequency-modified Coffin-Manson equation with redefined

frequency for hold-time fatigue tests to describe the low-cycle fatigue behavior under uniaxial

trapezoidal waveform loadings. To account for slow-fast, fast-slow wave form effects Coffin

[5] proposed the "frequency separating method", in which the tension-going frequency plays a

major role in the fatigue life computation. Manson et al. [6] developed the "strain range

partitioning" method to calculate the low-cycle fatigue life under uniaxial creep-fatigue

interaction. This method is then extended to the analysis of multiaxial creep-fatigue interaction
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conditions [1,7].

Majumdar and Maiya [8] introduced an incremental life prediction law for uniaxial creep-

fatigue interaction. Later Majumdar extended it to a multiaxial version and correlated the biaxial

time-dependent fatigue life of 304 SS at 10000F [9]. Krempl et al. [10] modified Majumdar and

Maiya's [8] law. Essentially, plastic strain was replaced by stress. This new law was combined

with the viscoplasticity theory based on overstress (VBO) [11 ] to correlate and predict the low-

cycle fatigue lives under uniaxial creep-fatigue interaction conditions.

Usually these approaches are isothermal and are applied to thermal fatigue by considering

only the highest temperature (usually the worst). Unfortunately thermomechanical fatigue

experiments [12] can exhibit a much lower fatigue life than those found at the highest

temperature of the cycle under the same mechanical loading. Extension of life prediction to

variable temperature conditions requires that material properties be introduced as a function of

temperature and that the effects of thermal expansion be properly recognized. One such

approach will be presented below.

Life prediction laws which lend themselves naturally to the evaluation of the life spent under

variable loading are those formulated in incremental form [8,10,13]. By virtue of their

incremental nature they can be integrated for any stress or strain path and give an indication of

the life used up under such paths. In the case of periodic loading, only one cycle needs to be

considered as in the case of algebraic laws.

Due to the path dependence of the inelastic deformation of metals, material models for the

prediction of deformation must also be formulated in an incremental fashion. Such an

incremental formulation couples naturally with an incremental life prediction law. However, it

is also possible to integrate the constitutive equation for a certain typical cycle, to plot the results

in terms of stress versus strain and to determine the quantities of interest for algebraic life

prediction laws from the calculated hysteresis loops instead of from the experimental ones.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce an incremental multiaxial life prediction law

(IMLP) for multiaxial creep-fatigue interaction under thermomechanical loading. IMLP consists
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of the three-dimensional thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress (TVBO) [14] and a

multiaxial damage accumulation law (MDA). Time-dependent thermomechanical behavior and

temperature-dependent material properties are modeled by TVBO, and the multiaxial creep-

fatigue damage is determined by integrating two temperature-dependent damage rate equations

using the inelastic strain rates and stress computed from TVBO. The calculated cycles to failure

are compared with the observed values and the results are discussed.

Theory

Thermoviscoplasticity Theory Based on Overstress (TVBO)

The theory developed by Lee and Krempl [14] is for infinitesimal strain and orthotropy. It is

of unified type and does not use a yield criterion and loading/unloading conditions. The elastic

strain is formulated to be independent of thermomechanical path and the inelastic strain rate is a

function of overstress, the difference between stress e, and the equilibrium stress g; it is a state

variable of the theory.

The long term asymptotic values of stress, equilibrium stress, and kinematic stress rates,

which can be obtained for a constant mechanical strain rate and ultimately constant temperature,

are assumed to be independent of thermal history as are the ultimate levels of the rate-dependent

overstress and of the rate-independent contribution to the stress, see Yao and Krempl [15].

Therefore the material functions and constants can in principle be obtained from isothermal tests

within the temperature range of interest.

All material constants can be functions of temperature. This dependence is not explicitly

displayed. The temperature dependence can be the usual Arrhenius relation or can deviate from

that model.

For the representation of the equations, the usual vector notation for the stress tensor

components i& and the small strain tensor components j are used. Lower and upper case letters

with a A denote 6 x 1 and 6 x 6 matrices, respectively.
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Flow Laws -- In the context of an infinitesimal theory, the total strain rate, di/dt, is

considered to be the sum of elastic, d•d / dt, inelastic, diin / dt, and thermal strain rates, di' I dt,

E= (1) + t*.

A superposed dot represents the total time derivative, d / dt.

For each strain rate, a constitutive equation is postulated. The elastic strain is assumed to be

independent of thermal history, therefore,

dt(2

where &I is the compliance matrix. The additional term C-16 contributes to the total strain rate

for temperature dependent elastic material properties. It insures that the elastic behavior is path-

independent, see Lee and Krempl [161.

The inelastic strain rate is only a function of the overstress j. It denotes the difference

between the stress a and the equilibrium stress 1, a vector state variable of the theory.

Accordingly,

•= =z-Ii. (3)

The viscosity matrix I-1 controls the rate dependence through the positive, decreasing viscosity

function k[l".

The thermal strain rate is given by

ith = d;" (4)

with d the coefficient of thermal expansion vector. T is the temperature difference from some

datum temperature.

Growth Laws for the State Variables -- In addition growth laws for the two state variables of

TVBO, the equilibrium stress g and the kinematic stress f, are given as

q[I"ri t + &[r-dP+1 q[r"]-6[q["r]- p(1 -q[])]'(
g .~iu-- aT ~'''kEF] (5)
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f=- X-
k[rl (6)

respectively, with

1-2= 1i 1) ~i6 and i= -
(7)

In the above the dimensionless modified shape functions q controls the shape of stress-strain

diagram. The dimensionless constant p represents the ratio of the tangent moduli at the

maximum strain of interest to the corresponding viscosity factors, p > 0. The invariant 0 is

related to the rate independent contribution to the stress. The vector j represents the difference

between the equilibrium stress j and the kinematic stress j. Asymptotic analyses for the

uniaxial isothermal case in [15,17] show that f determines d ultimately. The purpose of (6) is

to set this slope which can be positive, zero or negative. The representations of the material

matrices for isotropy are given in Appendix I.

The theory given above represents cyclic neutral behavior. Rate sensitivity, relaxation and

creep are modeled. Since no recovery of state is included the creep behavior is controlled by the

sign of p. If p > 0 the equations can only represent primary creep. Primary and secondary creep

may be modeled for p = 0; primary, secondary and tertiary creep can be represented in principle

if p < 0. Note also that p sets the slope of the stress-inelastic strain curve of the maximum

inelastic strain of interest through (6), see the discussion of VBO in [11,15,17].

When recovery of state is included in the model [18-20] the creep behavior is no longer

completely controlled by the sign of p and secondary creep can be reproduced at stress levels

which are in the linear region of the stress-strain diagram. Also the isothermal formulation of

VBO has been extended to cyclic hardening [21-22]. It is possible to include this property as

well as recovery of state in the TVBO theory. This will be done in a future paper.

The Incremental. Multiaxial Damage Accumulation Law

The multiaxial damage accumulation law (MDA) is proposed based on the modification of

the incremental life prediction law for uniaxial creep-fatigue interaction [13]. The model
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includes the effect of hydrostatic stress on creep and fatigue damage.

The importance of hydrostatic stress on the low-cycle fatigue life has been acknowledged

[23-24]. The materials loose ductility and become brittle under hydrostatic tension while the

brittle materials become more ductile under hydrostatic pressure. To model the hydrostatic

effects the triaxiality factor TF (= Ok1 / ce) is used in the model, where Oki is the first stress

invariant and G& is the von Mises effective stress. (Indicial tensor notation is used in this part.)

The present law is intended for the prediction of crack initiation, which is assumed to occur

along the plane of maximum inelastic shear strain rate [25]. The creep damage is assumed to be

cavity-type which initiates on grain boundaries normal to the maximum principal tensile stress

direction [9,26]. The proposed incremental multiaxial damage accumulation law consists of a

fatigue and a creep damage rate equation If and 15., respectively. Damage is only a counter and

its evolution does not influence the constitutive equations. Fatigue and creep damage are set to

be zero initially (for a virgin or fully annealed material), and crack initiation occurs if the sum of

fatigue and creep damage reaches one. Following [ 13] the incremental law is given as

15f sn=.m

Tf f (f (8)

Tcl IoolCaI (9)

Failure is said to occur when

Df + D, = 1. (10)

L4 is the fatigue loading function which models the effects of multiaxial loading and

temperature T. It is assumed to be controlled by the ratio of 9j. and 9",, where #, is the

normalized maximum inelastic shear strain rate, and where t" is the normalized inelastic strain

rate perpendicular to '- [9,25]. The word "normalized" denotes that the multiaxial inelastic

strain rates reduce to the uniaxial value for uniaxial loading. For the case considered here, (axial
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and torsional loadings), ti. = t,. and t' = [(t,) 2 +4/9(j?) 2if, where ti and y,,, are the inelastic

strain rates for axial and torsion, respectively. L0 is the creep loading function which represents

the effects of the multiaxial loading and temperature. L• is a function of the ratio of maximum

principal stress a, and the von Mises effective stress CY& [9]. We define

14, a L4[ta,T] = {L [T ,a < 0 (a 1)

[P,T] ={ [T, P < 0 (12)

where aneff

In addition two modified effective stresses a, and CY; for fatigue and creep, respectively, and

two multiaxiality factors MFf and MIc are defined as

aý = a&{(I +a(I - TF)) (13)

a; = cafE (1 + b(l - TF)) (14)

MFf = (I +a(l -'TF)}'r (15)

MF, = (I + b(l -TF)}"f. (16)

14 > 0 is postulated and the fatigue damage always accumulates but a negative creep damage

rate is allowed (creep damage is, however, always positive) through 1,. For instance, LV = 1

and LU = -I are assumed for the uniaxial case in tension and compression, respectively [13].

Constants Tf, T,, 4q, and t in equations (9-16) are introduced for dimensional considerations.

They are set equal to one in an appropriate units. The other constants nf, mf, of, nc, mc, cc. a, and

b must be determined from appropriate tests under multiaxial creep-fatigue interaction.
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Numerical Experiments

Evaluation of constants

To model the multiaxial thermal time-dependent fatigue behavior the material properties of

TVBO and MDA must be known as a function of temperature. For a complete determination of

the viscoplastic properties strain rate change and relaxation tests are needed. Since such results

are generally not available the present analysis uses whatever data are available augmented by

"educated guesses" of the behavior to arrive at the material constants. The temperature-

dependent material properties of TVBO and MDA are found from isothermal conditions and are

interpolated for variable temperature. For instance a decrease in modulus, and flow stress with

increasing temperature has been assumed in Fig. 1 for an Al alloy of Ref. [28].

TVBO together with equations (8-16) constitute the incremental multiaxial life prediction

law and must now be applied. The boundary conditions and the material properties must be

specified for calculation. For integration of the coupled set of differential equations the IMSL

routine DGEAR is used on a SUN 3 work station.

The steady-state hysteresis loops under tension, torsion, and proportional biaxial loading

with and without hold time for 304 SS at 538"C [1] are used to approximately determine the

material constants of TVBO at 5380C. The constants are listed in Table 1.

Using TVBO and MDA life-time at 5380C can be calculated. Experimental failure points of

uniaxial, torsional, and biaxial low-cycle fatigue tests with and without hold-time for 304 SS at

5380C [2,3] are used to identify the material constants of MDA. By virtue of the uniaxial low-

cycle fatigue life at 5380C and the assumptions [13]

Of IV, =1, g. 2!O
L -f = 0, ti, <0, (17)

the material constants of fatigue damage nf, of, and nif are obtained. The constant "a" in eq. (15)

and fatigue loading function LO[a,T] can be found using the data for torsional and proportional

biaxial low-cycle fatigue tests at 5380C, respectively. Following the same procedures for the
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determination of nf, of, and mf and using the assumptions [ 13]

UL =-1, a<0 (18)

for uniaxial case, the material constants n€, ac, m•, and b, and creep loading function LQJ[3,T] can

be evaluated from uniaxial and biaxial hold-time low-cycle fatigue tests at 5380C.

For simplicity the multiaxiality factors MF, and MFf are assumed to be 0.5 for torsional

fatigue tests with and without hold-time, respectively, to determine the constants a and b. The

material properties for MDA are shown in Table 2.

The dependence of the fatigue loading function 1f on 10ý is shown in Fig. 1, where lal is

determined at the maximum strain of the cycle. In Fig. 1 Lf increases from 0.17 to 1 as loq

increases from 0 (pure torsion) to 1 (uniaxial), while the opposite is true for L• which decreases

from 0.17 to 0 whiled IJC increases from 0 to 1. For biaxial loading 0 <C4 5 1. 1f = Lf for pure

torsional loading, since the direction of shear should have no influence on crack initiation. The

creep loading function LV versus (3 is shown in Fig. 2. P is determined at the maximum strain of

interest. L increases from 0.3 to 1 as (3 increases from 0.577 (pure torsion) to I (uniaxial). For

biaxial cases [3 is between 0.577 and 1. 14 is assumed to be equal to -1 for the uniaxial

compression to account for the healing effect observed in the experiments [12,26]. For torsional

and biaxial cases 03 - 0 and U, is postulated to be zero since no healing was reported in [9].

Deformation behavior

Deformation behavior computed using TVBO are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In Fig. 3 two

hysteresis loops for completely reversed strain-controlled loading at a strain amplitude of ±0.5%

at steady state at 5380C are shown. Tensile and symmetric holds of 600s are introduced. The

inelastic strain range of the symmetric hold test is slightly larger than that of tensile hold test.

Steady-state hysteresis loops for slow-fast and fast-slow tests are shown in Fig. 4. The two loops

are almost symmetric with respect to the origin. A near vertical drop is observed in the
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transition of the changing from the fast strain rate 10-3 1/s to the slow strain rate 10-6 1/s.

i~fe rediction

The calculated and observed biaxial low-cycle fatigue lives together with two lines

indicating a deviation of a factor of 2 in life are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the cases without and

with hold-time, respectively. Because of the scarcity of the experimental data, only the data

points for strain ratio R = 2 (R = Ay/AC) are predictions in Fig. 5. The predicted lives in Fig. 5

are within the bounds and are acceptable. The results of the uniaxial, torsional, and biaxial hold-

time tests are shown in Fig. 6. Although three points are outside of the bounds, the trend is

correct and is thus acceptable.

6.2.3 Discussion

IMLP, which consists of the thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress (TVBO) and

the multiaxial damage accumulation law (MDA), is applied to correlate and predict the low-

cycle fatigue lives of 304 SS at 5380C under biaxial creep-fatigue interaction. The material

constants of TVBO and MN for 304 SS at 5380C are identified using the experimental data of

[1] and [2-3], respectively. n TVBO theory used here, effects of recovery, aging, and cyclic

hardening are neglected. There are some indications that recovery and aging are important at

5380C in 304 SS. A quantitative assessment of these effects, however, cannot be obtained from

the available low-cycle fatigue data. They are consequently not modeled.

If IMLP is applied to thermal fatigue, both eqs. (1) and (5) have additional terms. These

additional terms influence not only the elastic but also the inelastic behavior [16] and

consequently affect the predicted low-cycle fatigue lives. The application of IMLP to predict the

low-cycle fatigue life under thermal multiaxial creep-fatigue interaction will be presented in a

future paper. The temperature-dependent material properties of TVBO and MDA can be

determined from isothermal tests at different temperatures.

Although the calculated lives in Fig. 6 do show three points which are beyond the limits of a
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factor of ±2 on life, the trends of the computed lives are in the proper direction. The three

points are a uniaxial hold-time test, a biaxial R=l hold-time test and a symmetric, hold-time test

in torsion. It can be seen from Table 2 in [9] that the fatigue life of the uniaxial test with 0.5%

strain ange and 60 minutes tensile hold-time (the first out-of-bound point) is unusually short.

The biaxial test has the smallest effective strain range of all the tests and the deformation

behavior shows very little inelasticity. In this region small deviations of the predicted stress-

strain behavior from the real one can play an important role in the life calculation. It should be

further considered that a complete data set was not available for determination of the constants.

Some properties had to be assumed. Deviations have to be expected. The final unusual point is

for torsional test with 0.55% effective strain range and 6 minutes symmetric hold time. The

calculated value is much lower :han the observed value. We have no explanation for this

behavior.

The present paper intends to show the capabilities of modeling the time-dependent multiaxial

thermal fatigue behavior using the thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress (TVBO) and

multiaxial damage accumulation law (MDA). The trends are encouraging. For the complete

evaluation of the predictive capability a consistent set of data is necessary. Some will be used to

determine the needed material constants, others should be used to check on the predictive

capability of the theory. Variable amplitude and thermal fatigue tests should be included in the

latter set. Finally, MDA is not restricted to periodic loadings, it can in principle be applied to

arbitrary deformation histories.
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Appendix I

Matrices for Isotropy

The nonzero components of the symmetric elastic modulus matrix (•- and the symmetric

viscosity matrix f(-' are represented by

(C-')ll = (C-') 22 = (C-'1) 33 = 1/E

(C-') 44 = (C-') 55 = (C-'1)66 = 1/G

(C'I)ij =-v/E, i,j = 1, 2, 3, and i ;j (A-I)

and

(K-')I, = (K-') 22 = (K-1) 33 = 1/Ek[r]

(K)1)44 (K-1) 55 = (K-'1) 66 = 3/Ek[I"]

(K'-)j = -1/2Ek[fl, i,j = 1, 2, 3, and i • j (A-2)

where inelastic incompressibility is assumed and G =

2(1 +v)"

The positive decreasing viscosity function k[l], dimension of time, controls the rate

dependence. H is a dimensionless matrix, the nonzero components are given by

H,, = H22 = H33 = 1

H44 = H55 = H1 = 3

I.j = -0.5, i, j = 1, 2, 3, and i • j. (A3)

The coefficient of thermal expansion vector is

d t = [a o a 0 0 0] (A4)

All components are material properties which must be identified for a given material.
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Table 1--Material Properties of TVBO for AISI 304 SS

E (MPa) = 155000 v = 0.29

q[r] = [r'J/E p = E/E

Viscosity Function: k[fl = k,(1 + r)-k,
k2

kI, = 314200 (s), k2 = 60 (MPa) k3 = 28

Shape Function: W[I"] = c, + (c2-c,)exp(-c 31")

c, = 79500 (MPa), c2 = 151900 (MPa), c3 = 0.18 (MPa-)

Et= 2500 (MPa), A = 240 (MPa), Inelastic Poisson's Ratio: T! = 0.5

Table 2--Material Properties for Damage Accumulation Law

Fatigue Damage Creep Damage

"Tf= I (s) TC = I(s)

S= 1 (i/s) k 1 (I /s)
nf = 0.83 n= 0.274
of 1000 (MPa) cy= 1021.6 (MPa)
mf= 1.835 m, =5.667
a = -0.3146 b = -0.1184
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Fatigue loading functions vs. Ma for 304 SS at 5380C.

Fig. 2 Creep loading function vs. 03 for 304 SS at 538oC.

Fig. 3 Strain-control steady-state hysteresis loops of 304 SS at 5380C under tensile hold

and symmetric hold loadings.

Fig. 4 Strain-control steady-state hysteresis loops of 304 SS at 5380C under slow/fast and

fast/slow loadings. Near-vertical drops are at the transitions from fast to slow

loadings.

Fig. 5 Observed fatigue lives versus calculated fatigue lives using the IMLP for different

biaxial loadings. The data for R=2 are predictions.

Fig. 6 Observed fatigue lives versus calculated fatigue lives using the IMLP for different

biaxial hold time loadings.
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C. 5m aResidual Stresses IIl

ltsI'SLDUAL STRESSES EFFECTS ON THERMAL CYCLING BEHAVIOR OF
LAMINATED METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES.

A THERN4OVISCOPLASTIC ANALYSIS.

Erhard KREMPL and Nan-Ming YEH

Mechanics of Materials L.Aboratory
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY 12180-3590, USA

ABSTRACtr

'I lie vanishing fiber diameter model (VII.)) and the thermoviscoplasticity theory
hased (i overstress (TVBO) are combined to analyze the thermomechanical behavior
trf aglc-I-ly laminates using classical laminate theory. TVBO is a "unified" theory
which dues not separately postulate constitutive equations for creep and
rtle iIdcpeiident plasticity. All inelastic deformation is considered rate-dependent and
Ihic cuiccpt of a yield surface is not used. Creep, relaxation, rate sensitivity and cyclic
hlvhhvitr are are included in this analysis tool where the composite is characterized by
the fiber (matrix) volume fraction. As an example, numerical experiments illustrate the
ii,,hiieht-c of residual stresses and ply angle on the free thermal expansion behavior of
(0i/AI angle-ply laminates.

INTKODUCIION

Melal matrix composites are being considered for use over a wide range of
Icit.'pl; ture. This includes high temperature service where rate(time)-dependeiit effects
stichi as cicep. relaxation and rate sensitivity play an important role. These effects cano1i lie found at low homologous temperature, but are not considered important
IFlcvaicd temperature service always implies variable temperature as the components
have ht he brought to the operating temperature at the start of the equipment and they
will he coo•ling down when it ceases operation. Under variable temperatur, the
ia.•ssihle difference in the coefficients of themnal expansion (CTE) of the fiber and of
thle nictal-matrix can cause internal stresses which affect the mechanical behavior and
hic lifefime of the metal matrix composites. Of specific interest here is the influence of
,esiduial stresses due to cool-down from manufacturing temperature on the subsequent
Ilieimal cycling behavior. Following previous developments for a single ply, see [11
aoid 121. we adopt the simple laminate tmodel of (31 to formulate a theory of
thtcmmoncchianical behavior of laminates. Each ply is characterized by the fiber
vtiliume fraction, the fiber and matrix nmechanical properties. To compute the laminate
chcavior the lay-up must also be known. Ilere we restrict ourselves to the thermal

cycling behavior of symmetric angle-ply comnposite laminates (it"),.
The matrix behavior is modeled by the thermoviscoplasucity theory based on

ovCes:;Cis (TVBO) formulated for orthotropy in 141. A simple composite model, the
vwmishiung fiber diameter model (VII)) of 131 is conmbined with TVBO to obtain the
thuimce -inicusional equations describing the dtermornechanical behavior of the
dnnmlisitc continuum represented by a ply with the fiber and matrix volume fractions
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as parameters. This theory consists of 19 coupled, nonlinear differential equations
which have to be solved under a given set of boundary conditions for the prescribed
loading and temperature history. This theory is completely derived in [1) and
applications are reported in [2]. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the effects
of residual stresses and the ply Ligle (*) on i.- thermal cycling behavior of angle-ply
metal matrix laminates.

THE COMNIOSIE MODEL AND NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Preliminaries

For the present investigation the fiber is assumed to be transversely isotropic, elastic
with temperature-independent properties. The matrix is postulated to be isotropic and
thermoviscoplastic and to be represented by TVBO 141. When the VFD model [51 is
combined with the TVBO the composite is characterized by a set of 19 coupled, first
order, nonlinear differential equations which can be found in [1]. These equations are
specialized for the case of plane stress to represent a lamina reducing the number of
coupled nonlinear differential equations to 10. To obtain the laminate behavior, the
usual coordinate transformation rules and the approximations known from simple
laminate theory [3] are adopted. The overall stress rates are now obtained as a function
of ply angle, ply thickness, laminate thickness and number of plies thus adding another
set of three coupled, nonlinear differential equations. This theory enables the
simulation of in-plane loading of composite angle-ply laminates under isothermal
conditions or for uniformly changing temperature. For a continuum representation of
the ply behavior, laminate theoriei have been published in (6,7]. Details of the present
development can be found in [8].

For a single ply, the reference and material coordinate systems ar; denoted by 1, 2,

6 and x. y. s, respectively. Superscripts t and m denote fiber and matrix, respectively.
For numerical calculations material properties must be known as a function of

temperature. Since all material constants of the theory can be functions of temperature
a wide variety of thermomechanical behavior can be modeled. However, the fiber and
matrix properties must be known from suitable experiments which must include the
characte-ization of the rate(time)- dependent behavior. Such data is scarce, specifically
for metal matrix composites intended for elevated temperature service. However, such
data are being developed and the theory can be applied to these true high temperature
systems in the future. For the purposes of this paper a Gr/AI metal matrix system is
simulated. for which properties were found from test data and reosonable assumptions,
see [21. Since the Graphite fiber has a negative coefficient of thermal expansion
interesting behaviors are found during experiments involving thermal cycling of a
single ply, see [9].

In this paper only free thermal cycling is simulated, the ply or laminate is only
subjected to a uniform temperature change which causes stresses to be developed
between fiber and matrix and between the laminae. This interaction not only
influences the mechanical behavior [21 but also affects the overall coefficient of
thermal expansion which needs to be known. The set of goverrling differential
equations is specialized for zero overall stresses. Since no closed form solution seems
to be possible, the differential equations arc integrated numerically, a numerical
experiment is being performed. The numerical integration was done on a Sun 3/60
work station using the IMSL routine DGEAR. The output data file was then plotted
using Templegraph. The plotted results can be compared with experimental results
where available. To integrate the set of coupled differential equations for a laminate,
about 30s running time on the Sun 3/60 is needed.
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Resaidual Stresses upon Cool-Down from Manufactunrng Temperaure for a Gr/Al
Laniunate

Overall stresses are assumed to be zero and the temperature is decreased at a
cottstnnit rate of 0.033 0C/s. It is assumed that the composite is stress free at 660 OC
aind that perfect bonding between fiber and matrix and between o~lies start at that
iciiijcraure. Since the coefficient of thermal expansion is larger for meI matrix than for
thc fibers, tensile matrix stresses and compressive fiber stresses in the 1-direction
develop in a +120 ply as shown in Fig. I for Gr/Al with cf - 0.5. At point 1 room
cIImlierature is reached. Due to the raite dependence of the matrix at room temperature,

Hlie sitesses relax to point 2 with time. Fig. I also plots the evolution of the matrix
equilibrium stress gjm, a state variable of TVBO (it is similar to the backstress; of other
theories). T1he difference ctim -g~lm is the overstress of the matrix and it "drives"
iiielastic deformation. The inset shows the overstess 01~m - gjm, rapidly decreasing with
fime. After 30 days the overstress is nearly zero and the residual stres state is nearly
constant at point 2. Small changes may still occur. but for practical purposes the
iesidual stress state remains stationary from thereon.

All residual quantities, matrix stress and state variables enter as initial conditions for
simiulationi of subsequent tests. They can affect the modeled behavior and therefore
time appears to influence it until equilibrium is reached. Then the model predicts that
tlic subsequent response is independent of the rest time at room temperature In
%iubsequent numerical experiments, the residual stress states at point 1 and at point 2 are
designated as Case 1 and Case 2, respectively. The differences between the subsequent
rcsixouses of Cases I and 2 represent the influence of the relaxation of the resdual
stresses.

'Ilse Influence of Residual Stresses on fte Thermal Cycling Debaviwr of Gr/Ml
Comtposite.

The thermal cycling behavior of Gr/AI angle-ply laminates is of special interest due
to the iiegative axial coefficient of thermal expansion (CIE) of Graphite. It gives rise
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to some unusual expansion behavior, see [2.91. The composite laminate is free to
expand (overall stresses are zero) and is subjected to a temperature cycle starting frotm
room temperature to ± 120 OC at a rate of 0.033 O/s.

The resulting 1-direction strain-temperature hysteresis loops are depicted in Fig. 2
for a unidirectional and a (+120), laminate. The hysteresis loops are similar, but the
angle-ply laminate expands more than the unidirectional one. It is seen that both
laminates expand on the segment 0-1 but then contract with increasing temperature.
segment 1-2. Upon decrease of temperature from 120 °C the laminates shrink as
expected but expand at point 3 although the temperature continues to decrease. This
pattern continues in the subsequent reversals. At point 4 a 600 s temperature hold is
introduced and the strain decreases by a small amount to point 5, the laminates "creep"

under zero external load. For (±120), laminate the strain increment is small in segment
0-1 but the strain decreases more in segment 1-2 than for the unidirectional laminate
(±L0),. During 600s temperature hold more creep strain accumulates for (±120), than
for (±00),. No residual stresses resulting from cool-down from manufacturing
temperature are considered in Fig. 2.

To show the influence of residual stresses. Cases I and 2 are simulated in Figs. 3

and 4 for (±120), laminates, respectively. Cooling down takes place on 0-1. While the
composite rests free of overall stresses at room temperature, the overall strain increases
on path 1-2, see Fig. 4 (this portion is absent in Fig. 3 which depicts Case 1). At 2
temperature cycling begins, the composite expands first, 2-3, but starts to shrink, 3-4
and then the pattern of Fig. 2 continues. lHowever, this time the first part of the first
cycle 2-5 is not inside the subsequent loop as it was the case for Fig. 2, see segment
0-3. Rather the first segment is shifted and the shift depends on the case considered.
The residual stresses of the fiber, matrix, and plies alter the initial hysteresis loop.

This unusual behavior is due to the internal stresses between fiber and matrix. This
is illustrated for Case 2 in Fig. 5 where the development the matrix and fiber stresses of
a 120 ply during cycling (the cool-down portion 0-2 is omitted) is depicted. For
identification the numbering scheme of Fig. 3 and in Fig. 4 is used. Cycling starts at
point 2 with the residual stresses present from the previous history. As the temperature

013 031
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increases the magnitude of the matrix and the fiber stresses decrause almost linearly
trorlil yielding sets in at 3. It is also seen that the matrix overstress is nearly zero on the
scnle of the graph on path 2-3, indicative of the absence of tnme-dependent deformation
in this region. The matix starts yielding at points 3 and 5 where the breaks in Figs. 3
and 4 occur. During inelastic deformation the stiffness of the matix is considerably
rcdtuced and its restraint on the graphite fibers which want to shrink with increasing
temiperature is reduced. The laminate shrinks on 3-4. Nearly elastic stiffness prevails
on 4-5 until the matrix yields at point 5 where the temperature-overall strain loops
show a distinctive break. It is clear that the unusual behavior is due to the mamx
yielding and the negative axial CTE of Graphite.

Thie "micro creep strain" developed during a 600 s temperature hold at point 6 is not
noliceable on lFips. 3 and 4 but the stress drop is observable in Fig. 5. For practical
l)urlx)SeS the laminate behaves in a time-independent manner.

!)ie to the di.tinctive appearance ot the overall sntrin-temperature hysteresis loops it
is Iossible to define overall elastic and inelastic CTEs. For simplicity the elastic and
iticlustic C'Es are determined as tangents to the hysteresis loops during temperature

inc'case in 200-500C and in the 1000-I200C ranges, respectively, at the first and the
filth reversals. The results arm given in Fig. 6. While no residual stress effects are
fond in the elastic range, the inelastic CTEs in the first and fifth reversals are smaller
imti the CrEs without residual stresses. The inelastic C s are invariably negative

aid ,cach a maximum absolute value at 4 - 3U0 for all cases.

DISCUSSION

The thennoviscoplasticity theory based on oversturss is used in conjunction with the
varishling fiber diameter model in a simple analysis of the thermal cycling behavior of
nagle-lily composite laminates with and without residual stresses. Realistic but
nssumed nraterial properties permit the execution of numerical experiments. The
piesct theory exhibits rate-dependent behavior. The first example is the redistribution
(f the residual stresses while the composite element is sitting stress free at room
teia'peltiure after cool-down from manufacturing temperature. The theory predicts that
thi0 redistribution will come to an end after some time which depends on material
coostants, especially the viscosity function used. In the present application the
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redistribution is almost finished after 30 days. While the stresses redistribute the time
spent at room temperature appears to have an influence on the subsequent behavior.
Another example is the creep strain accumulation during a 600s temperature hold in
Fig.2. The creep strain, although small is larger for (±120), than for (±00),. The matrix
contribution to the deformation increases as the ply angle increases and as a
consequence rate dependence is bound to increase with increasing ply angle.

The development of the internal stresses shown in Fig. 5 is the reason for the
anomalous free thermal expansion of the GrIAI composite laminates. The results of
Figs. 3-5 suggest that residual stresses are responsible for the special shape of the
hysteresis loop and the special form of the first cycle. The special form of the first
cycle was found with experiments on a single ply in 19). Our theory shows that this
property carries over to angle-ply laminates.

Disregarding the first cycle, residual stresses are shown to have an effect oi the
overall inelastic CTE of a laminate, see Fig. 6. They decrease the absolute value of the
inelastic CTEs. In this sense they are beneficial. A nonlinear relationship between
CTE and ply angles exists in every case indicative of very complex interactions
between CTEs of the constituents and the inelastic thermomechanical behavior of the
matrix. For the case without residual stresses the CTEs vs. 4 curves correspond to the
trend of the results obtained with a time-independent plasticity, finite element model of
the laminate [10).

The present analysis also permits to deternine the fiber and matrix stresses in every
ply and this information is useful for lifetime calculations which are not performed here
but are considered elsewhere, see 181.
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ABSTRACT

The vanishing fiber diameter model (VFD) and the thermoviscoplasticity theory
based on overstress (TVBO) are used to analyse the thermo-mechanical behavior of
angle-ply composite laminates using classical laminate theory. TVBO is a "unified"
theory which does not separately postulate constitutive equations for creep and
rate-independent plasticity. All inelastic deformation is considered rate-dependent and
the concept of a yield surface is not used.

Assuming that fiber and matrix are stress free at the manufacturing temperature and
remain perfectly bonded during cool down to room temperature the model permits the
calculation of residual stresses between fiber and matrix which can influence the subsequent
thermomechanical deformation behavior. A time-dependent, slowly diminishing
redistribution of the residual stresses is predicted while the composite is sitting stress free
at room temperature. As a consequence subsequent mechanical behavior depends on time
spent at room temperature until the stress redistribution Is complete which for the chosen
material properties happens to occur after 30 days. Tension/compression asymmetry for a
unidirectional and a (*120)s B/Al laminate are two examples for which detailed numerical
analyses are performed. The results are encouraging and reflect the trends of the few
available experimental results.

INTRODUCTION

Future airplanes and space structures need to be made of materials with high specific
strength and stiffness as well as high fatigue and fracture resistance. Metal matrix
composites are prime candidates for these applications. When thermal and mechanical
cycling is involved as is frequently the case, stresses between fiber and matrix may develop
when a mismatch of the coefficients of thermal expansion of matrix and fiber is present.
These internal stresses may affect the mechanical behavior of the composite and may lead
to premature failure. It is therefore necessary to develop analysis tools to predict and
alleviate these internal stresses in the design stage. Since rate (time)-dependent effects are
frequently present a thermoviscoplastic analysis is In order.

In an early experimental investigation Cheskis and Ileckel [19701 used X-ray
techniques to measure fiber and matrix stresses in a 2024 AI/W composite. They showed
that the yield behavior of the composites is significantly influenced by manufacturing
residual stresses.

Dvorak and Rho 119761 used a plasticity theory to compute the residual stresses in
heat-treated metal matrix composites. They concluded that the residual stresses found
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after beat-treatment are significant in magnitude and a high hydrostatic stress component
in the matrix at the fiber-matrix interface may cause fracture or fatigue damage.

The purpose of this paper is to present a simple tool to analyze the thermomechanical
behavior of metal matrix composite laminates for time dependent deformation including
rate sensitivity, relaxation and creep. To this end the thermoviscoplasticity theory
(TVBO) of Lee and Krempl [1991]is combined with the vanishing fiber diameter model(VFD) of Dvorak and Bahei-EI-Din 11982J to determine the plane stress behavior of
angle-ply laminates using standard classical laminate theory. Of special interest are the
influences of fabrication residual stresses on the mechanical behavior. The residual stresses
which develop during cool-down from manufacturing temperature and which can
redistribute with time while the composite is stress free at room temperature are found to
have a significant influence on the room temperature tension/compression behavior. The
TVBO theory used here represents viscoplustic behavior which is sometimes called "cold
creep", i.e. the creep behavior in metals seen at low homologous temperature. The growth
laws for the state variables must be augmented by a suitable recovery of state term to
represent secondary creep in the quasi elastic region of the stress-strain diagram. Such
modifications are easily implemented but are not pursued here due to the lack of high
temperature composite creep data.

THlE COMPOSITE MODEL. THEIMOVISCOPLASTICITY THEORY BASED ON
OVERSTRESS (TVBO) AND TiE VANISHING FIBER DIAMETER MODEL (VFD)

The Governing Eguations
The three dimensional thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress has been

developed by Lee and Krempl [19911. In the present analysis a plane stress state in a
fibrous ply is assumed. The usual vector notation for the stress tensor components a, and
the small strain tensor components i are used for the representation of the equations.
Boldface capital letters denote 3x3 matrices.

Stresses Lnd strains without a superscript designate quantities imposed on the
composite as a whole. Superscripts f and I denote fiber and matrix, respectively. The fiber
volume fraction is cr and c8 denotes the matrix volume fraction with cr + cm = 1. The
fiber is transversely isotropic thermoelutic, the matrix is isotropic, inelastically
incompressible and thermoviscoplastic as represented by TVBO. Fiber orientation in the
x-direction is postulated see Fig. 1. The x y s is the preferred or on-axis coordinate
system and 1 2 6 is the off-axis system. For convenience in writing we denote the vectors
which are referted to be the off-4xis system with , prime.

For the VFD model, Dvorak and Bahei-EI-Din [1982), the following constraint
equations hold

ut= &In for l-y,.
C, 41 + c= c•+

i =cfil+co for i=y,s (1)
j, = if, = iox.

When they are combined with the TVBO equations by Lee and Krempl 119911 the
composite is characterized by the following set of equations: (details can be found In Yeh
and Krempl 119901)

i -='b + (K,')-'X. + (kr)- + (kL'.0 + at (2)

together with a separate growth law for the out component of the matrix

10
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In addition growth laws for the two state variables of TVBO, the matrix equilibrium stress
g and the kinematic stress fl, are given as

r -- q"r]b + I' +" {q'herh - r° [qmtr-i -

(kmr (4)

and

(5)

respectively, with

(r-)= (e), n (e)

7-4 e)m - i (e)

1-0.5

H= -0.5 1 0
0 0 3J 6

In the above inelastic incompressibility for the matrix is assumed. C-1 is the overall
compliance matrix and (Km)"' is the viscosity matrix. The matrices (ftf)-t and (l*)"
contain time derivatives of the elastic constants of the fiber and the matrix, respectively.
All components of these four matrices are listed in Appendix I. The viscosity function
k1'[[ra and the dimensionless shape function qjjre] are decreasing (qOj01 < 1 is required,
see Lee and Krempl [19911) and control the rate dependence and the shape of the
streus-strain diagram, respectively. (Square brackets following a symbol denote "function
of".) The quantity pm represents the ratio of the tangent modulus El at the maximum
inelastic strain of interest to the viscosity factor KO. It sets the slope of stress-inelastic
strain diagram at the maximum strain of interest. Z.1 , L, a are defined in Appendix I.
An explanation of TVBO is given by Lee and Krempl (19911.

Eq. (3) is used to calculate the instantaneous axial matrix stress which can not be
obtained from the overall boundary conditions directly. of, is affected by mechanical and
thermal loadings and their loading paths. For instance for pure thermal loading (overall

11



stresses are zero), a together with gL, fz will develop due to the difference in the
coefficients of thermal expansion of fiber and matrix, see (3); these matrix stresses in the
fiber direction cause coupling between the mechanical and thermal loading in the inelastic
range. The details of derivation and explanation of equations (1-2) are given by Yeh and
Krempi 119901.

In-Plane Deformation of a Signui Ply
Transformation of strain, stress, and the state variable vector are defined by

er = Ne"

or =WMma' (7)
e'- Mr".

The superscript r denotes fiber, matrix, or composite. The transformation matrices N and
M are, see Tsai and Hahn [1980],

N w a 3 w3 -we

wa 2wn w'-Is (8)

[wt 3 3 2wu
M= na5  w -2wn|

[wn we w3-n12

where w - cos• andn a sin#, •s defined in Figure 1. From equations (2) and 17) we then

have, oee Krempl and Lee r1088J,

a N'1 -'CM ie + N'(K)')xM.' + N'(kr)'M."

+ N'i(k"I'.Me' + N'it (10)

In-Plane Deformation 9f a Laminate
For description of laminates, the laminate code of Tsai and Hahn 119801 is adopted.

The average stress of the laminate is defined as

aasI S.

F. h1 (11)

where h is the laminate thickness, hi the ply thickness of the i-th ply, and p and n denote
laminate and the number of plies, respectively. The strain is constant through the
laminate thickness and is given by

tin ap.(I I,2 ..... n) (12)

The average stres rate 'p' is obtained from (10) and (11)

Up'um~~[M~j1 ~ & ~I[(MC(K)4M"')+ (M-'C(W)-'M/f'

+ MU-1 .6")'tM.') + M-' l], hit. (13)
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Inspection reveals that the first term on the right hand side of (13) is the rate form of the
elasticity equations found in Tsai and Hahn "[19801 except that the elasticity matrix is
replaced by the inatrix obtained from the VFD model. This matrix has the same
symmetries as the orthotropic matrix of elastic moduli. It is seen from the Appendix that

the matrices (K"', (kf)-- and (I*.)" are not symmetric. For specially stacked laminates,
such as symmetric, antisymmetric, angle ply, the matrix products appearing in (13) have
certain symmetries which for the first term are known from Tsai and Hahn [1980J.

It is clear from (13) that the individual ply stresses cannot be prescribed, only the
average stresses or the strains and the uniform temperature can be enforced. The following
cases can be distinguished (the isothermal case is recovered when the temperature rate is
zero).

Averare Stress and Temnerature Control. For average stress-temperature control,
the average stress rates in all directions, the temperature rate, and the geometry of each
layer must be specified. In addition, the initial overall stresses and strains and those of the
fiber and the matrix and the initial temperature are needed. The ply or laminate strains as
well as the ply stresses can then be obtained by integrating Eqs (2-13) simultaneously.

Strain and Temperature Control. For strain and temperature control the strain
rates, the temperature rate, the geometry of each layer as well as appropriate initial
conditions are needed. The average stress and the ply stresses are obtained simply by
solving Eqs (2-13) simultaneously.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

General Remarks
Eqs. (2-13) constitute the differential equations which describe the laminate

behavior. Due to the nonlinearity a closed form integration is impossible for realistic
material data. To show the capability of the theory numerical experiments must be
performed using the same boundary and initial conditions as in real experiments. Once
integrated all the variables appearing in the governing differential equations are known as a
function of time. The variables of interest can be plotted and represent the response of the
theory to the particular boundary conditions. For different boundary conditions a different
response will be obtained since TVBO exhibits path dependence.

Also material properties must be known for the fiber and the matrix as a function of
temperature. These material properties include the usual elastic properties and the
coefficient of thermal expansion and the inelastic properties of the TVBO model. For the
purposes of this paper a Boron/ Aluminum system is simulated. The matrix viscoplastic
properties are known at room temperature from experiments reported by Yao and Krempl
119851 for a 6061-T6 Al alloy. An Al alloy of the same designation may have slightly
different properties when used in a composite, but the general trend is reproduced. Since
no experimental results were found at other temperatures a plausible temperature
dependence was postulated. The elastic properties and the coefficient of thermal expansion
for the B fiber are listed in Table 1. They are assumed to be independent of temperature
for simplicity. The matrix properties which are dose to 6061-Ta Al alloy are listed in
Table 2. They yield the matrix stress-strain diagrams at a strain rate of 10.4 s- depicted
in Fig. 2. A decrease in modulus, flow stress and the asymptotic tangent modulus with
increasing temperature is modeled. The following numerical experiments represent tests
with a material which has the stress-strain diagrams depicted in Fig. 2.

Two angle-ply laminates with plies of equal thickness, (*0), and (*120),, are chosen
for the numerical simulations.

The numerical integration was done on a Sun 3/60 work station using the IMSL
routine DGEAR. The output data file was then plotted using Templegraph. To integrate
the set of coupled differential equations for a laminate approximate 30s running time is
needed.
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Residual Stresses unon Cool-Down from ManufaUturinf Temnerature
The composite cools down from the manufacturing temperature at a constant rate of

0.033 *C/s without the application of external forces. It is assumed that the composite is
stress free at 660 oC and that perfect bonding between fiber and matrix and between plies
start at that temperature. Fig. 3 shows the development of the matrix stresses in the
1--direction for +120 ply of a B/Al (*120), laminate with cf = 0.1. Since the coefficient ofthermal expansion is larger for the matrix than for the fibers a tensile matrix stress is
developed which increases with decreasing temperature. Also shown are the evolution ofmatrix equilibrium and matrix kinematic stress, the two state variables of the TVBO. At
point 1 room temperature is reached. Due to the viscoplastic nature of the matrix the
stresses relax to point 2 with time. The inset shows the overstress o0 - g', which "drives"
the inelastic deformation, rapidly decreasing with time at room temperature. After 30 days
the residual stress state is nearly constant. The current value of the stress, equilibrium and
kinematic stresses enter as initial conditions for simulation of subsequent tests. They can
affect the modeled subsequent behavior and therefore time appears to influence it. During
the first 30 days the model predicts that the subsequent response depends on time but
becomes independent of the rest time thereafter. On the scale of this graph the kinematic
variable fT does not appear to change with time. However, the digital output confirms the
slight increase predicted by Eq (5).

In the simulation of subsequent behavior the residual stresses at point 1 and at point
2 form the initial conditions for Case I and Cue 2, respectively.

Influence of Residual Stresses on Room Temperature Mechanical Behavior
In this case (*0°), and (*12 0), B/Al angle-ply composite laminates with cf = 0.1 areconsidered and uniaxial numerical tensile and compressive tests in the 1-direction are

performed at a strain rate of 10. s-1. When a strain magnitude of 0.5% is reached theoverall stress is kept constant to allow creep deformation to evolve during a short period of
300s.

Fig. 4 shows tensile and compressive overall stress-strain behavior of tests of a (*00)slaminate In l--direction (which is the fiber direction in this case) for no residual stresses
and with residual stress states corresponding to Case I and Case 2.

A significant influence of residual stresses on the laminate stress-strain diagram is
demonstrated. It can be seen that the stress-strain diagram with no residual stresses is
point symmetric to the origin and that the residual stresses promote tension-compression
asymmetry. Due to the high initial values of the matrix stresses for Case I more
asymmetry is found for Case 1 than for Case 2. On the graph the initial slopes are equalbut the transition to inelasticity and the initial inelastic slope are dependent on the
residual stresses. The level of the tensile overall stress is considerably lower for Case 2
than for the case without residual stresses. However the opposite is true in the compressive
direction. Since it is unlikely that a tensile test will be performed right after reaching room
temperature and since the overstress decreases rapidly with time, see inset in Fig. 3, an
experiment would likely yield the results of Case 2. During the 300s stress hold a small
amount of creep strain develops which on the scale of the graph is equal in tension and
compression and for all three cases. This creep strain is "cold creep" which is observed at
room temperature, see Yao and Krempl 11985] and Erickien [1973], and is modeled by
TVBO.

The same tests are then performed on (*12°), laminates. The laminate stress, the
matrix stress and matrix equilibrium stress of a ply are plotted vs. overall strain in the
1-direction in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. The laminate stress levels are somewhat lower than the
corresponding tests for the (*&0)s. Again residual stresses promote tension/compression
asymmetry. In Fig. 5 all stresses start from reo and initially the matrix overstress ri -

g1 is zero on the graph. Consequently the laminate stress-strain diagram is linear with
the corresponding elastic slope. As overstress develops the streu-4train diagram bends
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over and proceeds with a reduced slope. Simultaneously it is observed that the overstress
is nearly constant. (A characteristic of TVBO is the attainment of an asymptotic solution
for constant strain (stress) rate tests, see Yao and Krempl [19851 and papers cited therein.)
When the stress is held constant creep develops and the overstress decreases. This
indicates that creep is primary, i.e. the strain rate decreases. The creep strain of the three

cases for (*00). is smaller than for (*120),. For Cases I and 2 of both laminates more creep
strain is accumulated in tension than in compression owing to a slightly larger tensile than
compressive matrix overstress. The difference of creep strain accumulation between cases
with and without residual stresses negligible on the scale of the graph. Also the final value
of the overstress appears to be independent of the initial conditions. In Figs. 6 and 7 the
initial values of the matrix stresses are clearly noticeable. Finally the characteristic
overstress value is reached as straining continues.

DISCUSSION

The thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress was used in conjunction with
the vanishing fiber diameter model in a simple analysis of the mechanical behavior of
angle-ply composite laminates with and without residual stresses. Realistic but assumed
material properties permitted the execution of numerical experiments. They show how the
residual stresses develop during cool-down and subsequently influence the mechanical
behavior. The validity of the analysis rests on the material properties used which were
partially determined from experiments and partly established with plausible assumptions.
While the magnitude of the stresses and strains may vary with material data the general
trend of the results will not. When the stress level after cool down exceeds the elastic
range TVBO will always predict a time-dependent redistribution of the residual stresses.
The magnitude of the stress change will depend again on the material properties. The
diminishing rate of redistribution which ultimately comes to rest is again a general
property of TVBO. The same is true for the creep behavior, the present version of TVBO
will always predict primary creep as long as the fiber is elastic and the constant p" > 0.
To represent high temperature creep where secondary creep can be observed at stress levels
within the quasi linear region of the stress-strain diagram the growth laws for the state
variables must be augmented by a static recovery term.

The tensile stress-strain diagrams reported in Fig. 4 correspond qualitatively with
those reported by Cheskis and Heckel [19701. In both cases a break in the slope of the
overall stress-strain diagram is observed when the matrix starts to deform inelastically in
an appreciable manner. The presence of residual stresses shift the location of this break
point, see Fig. 4. Also residual stresses cause tension-compression asymmetry and larger
tensile creep strain.

The initial residual matrix tensile stresses of a ply in 1--direction introduce the bias
to model the tension/compression asymmetry. This can be seen in Figs. 5-7 for the
laminates. The presence of tensile residual matrix stresses is responsible for the early yield
in the tensile direction and the delay for the compression tests, see Figs. 6 and 7. In
isothermal TVBO the growth laws for the stress and the equilibrium stress are formulated
in such a way that the asymptotic equilibrium stress is independent of the initial
conditions. This property seems to carry over to the present composite theory.

Another feature of the present theory is Its ability to model rate dependence. The
redistribution of the residual stresses while the composite element was sitting stress free at
room temperature after cool-down from manufacturing temperature is caused by the
rate-dependent constitutive equation. The theory predicts that this redistribution will
nearly come to an end after some time which depends on material constants, especially the
viscosity function used. In the present application the redistribution is almost finished
after 30 days. While the stresses redistribute the time at room temperature appears to
have an influence on the subsequent behavior. Experimental results confirming this
behavior are not available. Since the changes in residual stresses are most rapid initially,
see inset of Fig. 3, the changes are hard to detect experimentally. From a knowledge of the
properties of TVBO it canbe sid that an increase in the cooling rate would increase the
residual stresses at room temperature and their redistribution rate. However, the influence
of rate is likely going to be small. Specifically, the stress cannot be lowered significantly by
decreasing the cooling rate. The lowest stress that can be reached is the asymptotic
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equilibrium stress. It is not known whether this corresponds to the equilibrium stress
plotted in Fig. 3 exactly. But it would not be unreasonable to assume that it would be the
stress reached in an infinitely slow cooling rate. It should also be noted that this is the
limit in continuous cooling. The theory permits a stress drop below this limit when the
temperature is held constant as can be seen in Fig. 3. The rate dependence will increase

with an increase of the matrix mode of deformation. For the (*120), laminates the creep
strain in 300s is slightly higher than that for the corresponding tests in the fiber direction,
compare Fig. 4 with Figs. 5 -7. An increase in the angle f, would accentuate the creep
behavior which will always be primary for the material properties postulated in Table 2.

The present paper intends to show the capabilities in principle. For the exact
modeling of a metal matrix composite various refinements are possible. Included are the
consideration of of modeling of cyclic hardeninp/softening of the matrix or the inclusion of
"high temperature" creep by including a static recovery term in the growth law for the
state variables, see Krempl and Majors [19901. Also for a specific composite the
determination of the matrix and fiber properties as a function of temperature is a
formidable task. The simple VFD model could be replaced by an advanced one. However,
the present simple approach has given some insight into the influence of residual stresses
and of rate-dependence on the mechanical behavior of a metal matrix composite.
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APPENDIX

For ;he transversely isotropic (fiber) and the Isotropic (matrix) elastic properties the
usual designations are employed. For convenience the following quantities are defined and
used
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The viscosity matrix (KO)-' is given by the components (the argument of the

viscosity function kI Is omitted)
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ABSTRACT

The vanishing fiber diameter model together with the thermoviscoplasticity theory
based on overstress are used to analyze the thermomechanical ratchetting behavior of a
SiC/Ti unidirectional metal matrix composite. For the present analysis the fibers are
assumed to be isotropic thermoelastic and the matrix "onstitutive equation is the isotropic
thermoviscoplasticity theory based on overstress w-- -mperature- lependent recovery of
state. Yield surfaces and loading/unloading condit: izre not use:- in the viscoplasticity
theory for the matrix in which the inelastic strain rat solely a function of the overstress,
the difference between stress and equilibrium stress state variable of the theory. All
material functions and constants can depend on current temperature. Assumed but
realistic material elastic and viscoplastic properties as a function of temperature which are
close to SiC and Ti, respectively, permit the computation of the stresses of the constituents
and mechanical, thermal, creep, and ratchetting strains.

Numerical experiments of in-phase and out-of-phase thermomechanical loadings are
performed in fiber and transverse directions. In the fiber direction very little difference is
found in the ratchetting behavior for in-phase and out-of-phase loadings, while in the
transverse direction in-phase loading accumulates more mechanical ratchetting strain than
out-of-phase loading. In the fiber direction very little deviation from linear behavior and
very small ratchetting strain are observed. Rate dependence of the matrix is the driving
force of the significant transverse ratchetting strain.

INTRODUCTION

Inelastic strain accumulation under cyclic stress controlled loading (ratchetting
behavior) is a special design concern. Chaboche 11] introduced cyclic time-independent
plasticity theory to interpret the ratchetting behavior of 316 stainless steel. He concluded
that an increase of stress range for a given mean stress will increase ratchetting strain.
Ruggles and Krempl, [2,3] studied the zero-to-tension ratchetting behavior of 304 stainless
steel and found that, in this case, rate dependence is the major driving force of the inelastic
strain accumulation.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the ratchetting behavior of SiC/Ti fibrous
metal matrix composite in both fiber and transverse directions under thermomechanical
loading by numerical experiments. The fiber is assumed to be thermoelastic and isotropic,
and the matrix is assumed thermoviscoplastic and isotropic including static recovery of
state. The vanishing fiber diameter model [4] is combined with the thermoviscoplasticity
theory based on overstress (TVBO) [5] for a composite model.

Numerical experiments of uniaxial zero-to-tension mechanical loading (stress-
control) with simultaneous temperature changes are performed. In this case the
temperature and the load can be made to increase simultaneously (in-phase loading) or
mechanical loading and temperature can move in different directions (out-of-phase
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loading), see Fig. 1. Of specific interest is the dfference in ratchetting behavior in
in-phase and out-of-phase loadings. Both the fiber direction behavior and the transverse
direction behavior for a SiC/Ti composite are investigated.

THE COMPOSITE MODEL

For the representation of the equations, the usual vector notation for the stress tensor
components u and the small strain tensor components e are used. Boldface capital letters
denote 6x6 matrices.

Stresses and strains without a superscript designate quantities imposed on the
composite as a whole. Superscripts f and i denote fiber and matrix, respectively. The fiber
volume fraction is cf and cm denotes the matrix volume fraction with cf + cm = 1.

A unidirectional fibrous composite element is assumed with fiber orientation in the
3-direction. When the VFD 14] model is combined with the TVBO model 15) the
composite is characterized by the following set of equations: (details can be found in 16))

i - + (KE)'-"x + (W') -1a + (AM) -o" + ' (1)

together with a separate growth law for the of component of the matrix

E= &3 - - L(b1 + £ 2 ) - A1 3E

Z33  E5 E3

{ Ksk~jr] [xi - O.5(xl + xi)]}
ct jlsE { 1-)2 PIIE1 - LS41E 3)73: 1 (EI3)'

(E1) E E(El 3)2  (E )2

-ELE"(e - aI)t. (2)
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In addition growth laws for the two state variables of TVBO, the matrix equilibrium stress
gi and the kinematic stress f, are given as
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with

(r.)2 = (e-)t H (e')

(0 -)2 = 1 )2 )t H (ia)

(n1M) 2 = (U) t H (eI)

x '= o-,gm
Uz =g!'- " (5)

The recovery function Rm for the matrix is postulated to be

Rmfl¶ = u {sign(U)[I -(1 + IU I

where + sign(V)[1 -(1+ IVI)'9 (6)

U + -R4 +- RI
R2 -Ri

V =R4 + R5(IrL + RI)
R2 -- Ri

and R1, R2 , R3 are functions of temperature. The recovery function depends on
temperature and equilibrium stress, and is assumed to activate at 400" C when equilibrium
stress reaches 300 MPa (threshold), and to become saturated if equilibrium stress is larger
than 360 MPa. The threshold value decreases and the saturated value increases as the
increase of the temperature. Recovery is negligible when the current temperature is lower
than 400" C. A discussion of the recovery of state formulation within TVBO is given in 17].

In the above C-i is the overall compliance matrix and (K")-1 denotes the viscosity

matrix. The matrices (Ikf)-1 and (Ru-)-' contain time derivatives of the elastic constants of

the fiber and the matr_', respectively. All components of the matrices 0-i, (Km)-', (&f)-1,

Rm)-1, and H, and the definition of the quantities F 33 , L, & are given in [6]. The viscosity
nction km[rm] and the dimensionless shape function qm[rI] are decreasing (qm[0J < 1 is

required) and control the rate dependence and the shape of the stress-strain diagram,
respectively. (Square brackets following a symbol denote "function of".) The quantity pm

represents the ratio of the tangent modulus E? at the maximum inelastic strain of interest
to the viscosity factor Km. It sets the slope of stress-inelastic strain diagram at the
maximum strain of interest. A detailed explanation of the TVBO and the composite model
are given in [5] and [6], respectively.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Eqs. (1) - (5) constitute the three dimensional model which must be reduced to the
one dimensional case. The boundary conditions must be specified in addition to the
uniform temperature history. Also the material properties of the composite constituents
must be known as a function of temperature. Only the elastic properties of the SiC fibers
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are known reasonably well, see Table 1. The thermoviscoplastic properties of the
Ti-matrix were assumed by using data from Krempl et al. [8] of Ti-alloy at room
temperature and by postulating that the stress level at a given strain and strain rate
decreases with increasing temperature. The temperature dependence of the constants is
given in Table 2. When TVBO is integrated for the tensile test with a constant strain rate
of 10-4 s-1 the isothermal stress-strain diagrams depicted in Fig. 2 result. They represent
the postulated matrix properties.

For the integration of the coupled set of differential equations the IMSL routine
DGEAR is used.

Numerical experiments of uniaxial zero-to-tension mechanical loading (stress-
control) with simultaneous temperature changes are performed in both fiber and transverse
directions. In Fig. 3 in-phase stress and temperature controlled thermomechanical loading
is applied in fiber direction to reach 450 MPa and 320 C using the indicated rates. The
rates are then changed to impose five cycles of in-phase loading in the fiber direction. In
Fig. 3 both the total and the mechanical strain are used to plot the stress-strain diagrams.
Only little ratchetting strain is accumulated, and some matrix stress relaxation is
observed. Matrix stress range and matrix mean stress of the first cycle are 378 MPa and
84 MPa, respectively. In Fig. 4 the same initial loading is performed followed by five
cycles out-of-phase loading. The matrix stress range (504 MPa) and the matrix mean
stress (100 MPa) is increased compared to Fig. 3. Although the ratchetting strain is higher
than in Fig. 3 it is still small and does not appear to be progressive. The same numerical
processes are now applied in transverse direction and the results are shown in Fig. 5, 6 for
in-phase and out-of-phase cases, respectively. The matrix stress ranges and the matrix
mean stresses are the same for both cases. Significant ratchetting strain is accumulated
during the five cycles of in-phase loading in Fig. 5, while only little ratchetting strain for
the out-of-phase case is shown in Fig. 6.

DISCUSSION

Ratchetting, the accumulation of strain under cyclic loading involving stress boundary
conditions, is driven by inelasticity, it is not a phenomenon of linear elasticity. Isothermal,
time(rate)-independent analyses, see Chaboche [1], and rate dependent, viscoplastic
analyses, see Krempl and Ruggles [3], have been performed. Depending on loading
conditions plasticity or viscoplasticity effects may dominate.

In the present case variable temperature and composites are considered. For in-phase
and out-of-phase loading in the fiber direction, the cyclic stress range used is such that
very little inelasticity develops. This is mostly due to the stiffening effects of the fibers.
As a consequence insignificant ratchetting strain is seen to develop in Figs. 3 and 4.
Although one would expect more ratchet strain accumulation for the in-phase case than for
the out-of-phase case on account of the simultaneous increase of stress and temperature
and a simultaneous decrease in strength, this expectation is not borne out by the
calculations.

However, the results for the transverse direction confirm this expectation, see Figs. 5
and 6, where in-phase loading shows considerably larger ratchetting strains than the
out-of-phase case. In the absence of any reinforcement effects of the fibers, the behavior is
completely determined by the matrix properties and ratchetting turns out to be significant
in Fig.5. The decrease in temperature while the stress increases results in a considerable
reduction of the ratchet strain in Fig. 6. From this analysis it appears that the transverse
direction is more susceptible to ratchetting than the fiber direction. At the same time it
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has to be realized that the VFD model provides no restraint in the transverse direction so
that the computations give certainly a worst case scenario.

In Figs. 3 through 6 we have plotted both the total and the mechanical strain for
illustrative purposes. Due to the stress-controlled loading the thermal strain simply adds
to the mechanical strain. As a consequence the stress-strain diagrams using the total and
the mechanical strain are very similar. The situation would be different in strain
controlled loading which could be simulated as well.

It has to be realized that the simulation has been performed with assumed material
properties, this is especially so for the inelastic properties of the matrix material. The
predictions, which appear to be reasonable, are, of course, only as good as these
assumptions. For an application the fiber and matrix properties should be determined by
suitable mechanical tests at various temperatures (isothermal tests suffice for TVBO)
before the model is used to numerically predict the behavior of the composite. These
predictions should then be compared with actual tests performed under the same boundary
conditions as the numerical experiments. If both results agree reasonably the theory is
validated for design use. Unfortunately no such experiments appear to be available.

Although recovery of state was included in the formulation, the numerical experiments
involve only short times in which recovery of state does not significantly contribute to the
deformation behavior. A discussion of recovery of state formulations and their effects on
model predictions can be found in Majors and Krempl [7]. The present formulation
includes the recovery term only in the growth law for the matrix equilibrium stress, see Eq.
(3). It enables the modeling of secondary creep in the quasi-linear region of the
temperature above the thresholds given after Eq. (6).
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Table I Thermoelastic Properties for SiC Fiber

E13= 41 (MPa) 374000[1 - (j.)3] (,)

A 0.2 (**)
G14 = Gja (MPa) 155833[1 - (M-)3] (*)

al = a (m/m/°C) 4.3E-6 R.T. -4 10000C

5.6E-6 1000 0C -4 13500C
-4.9E--6 13500C -4 1410'C
5.6E-6 > 14100

Estimated, temperature dependence due to Hi[ig [9]
Estimate
Lara-Curzio and Sternstein [10]
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Table 2 Thermoelastic and Thermoviscoplastic Properties of the Ti Matrix with
Temperature-Dependent Recovery Function (*)

Em = 51149 + 696.7T - 2.205T 2 + 0.0025T 3 - 1.017TV (MPa), T < 7730K
- 297251 - 668.7T + 0.693T 2 - 3.41E-4T' + 6.26E-gT', T > 7730K

Gm = 19523 + 266T - 0.842T 2 + 9.52E-4T3 - 3.88E-7T' (MPa),. T < 7730K
= 113455 - 255T + 0.265T2 - 1.3E-4T + 2.39E-8T', T > 773 0K

S= 0.31, a? = 9.0E-6 (m/m/0C)

k = = 314200 (s), k2 = 117 (MPa)

k3 = 20.64 - 7.3E-3T (MPa), T < 773 0K
= 16.52 - 0.013T + 3.53E-5T 2 - 3.64E--8'T 3 + 1.25E-11T 4, T > 773 0 K

Et = 1333.3 - 0.6937T (MPa)

Am = -44 + 8.82T - 0.034T 2 + 4.86E-5T' - 2.45E-8T 4 (MPa), T < 773 0K
= 2712 - 6.3T + 0.0057T 2 - 2.31E-6T' + 3.53E-10T4, T > '730K

c = = 152941 - 954T + 4.56T 2 - 9.37E-3T' + 6.57E-6T 4 (MPa), T < 5730K
= -846653 + 4706T - 8.87T 2 + 7.11E-3T3 - 2.08E-6T4 , 573 < T < 10730K
= 157042 - 263T + 0.146T 2 - 2.58E-5T 3 - 5.22E-10T', T > 10730K

C2 = 166382 - 612T + 3.2T 2 - 7.12E-3T + 5.19E--6T' (MPa), T < 5730K
= 160341 - 99.6T - 0.104T 2 - 6.8E-ST' + 1.57E-8T 4 , 573 < T < 10730K
= 71000 + 6.11T - 0.0455T 2 + 7.91E-6T' + 2.35E-9T', T > 1073 0K

C3 = -0.124 + 9.8D-4T - 2D-6T 2 + 1.57E-9TI (MPa' 1), T < 5730K
= -1.634 + 8.98E-3T - 1.6E-5TT2 + 9.67E-gT', 573 < T < 10730K

= -14.44 + 0.017T - 1.41E-6T 2 - 7.42E-1OT3, T > 10730K

R1 = 2773 - 15.6T + 0.044T 2 - 5.47E-6T 3 + 2.39E-8T 4 (MPa), T < 773 0K
= 906 - 1.82T + 1.22E-3T 2 - 2.69E-7T3, T > 7730K

R2 = 5355 - 38.7T + 0.116T2 - 1.55E-4T 3 + 7.42E-8T' (MPa), T < 773 0K
= 929 - 0.55T - 1.21E-3T 2 + 1.26E-6T3 - 3.2E-10, T > 7730K

R3 = 9.4E-4 + 5.9E-ST

Inelastic Poisson's Ratio: 0.5

(*) Estimated and Krempl et al., [81
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